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SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FRAUD
INVOLVING MIDDLEMEN

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24, 1994

House of Representatives,
Committee on Ways and Means,

Subcommittee on Oversight Jointly With
the Subcommittee on Human Resources,

Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:10 a.m., in room
B-318, Raybum House Office Building, Hon. J.J. Pickle (chairman
of the Subcommittee on Oversight) and Hon. Harold E. Ford (chair-

man of the Subcommittee on Human Resources) presiding.

[The press release announcing the hearing follows:]
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE PRESS RELEASE #20
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1994 SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1135 LONGWORTH HOUSE OFFICE BLDG.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20515
TELEPHONE: (202) 225-5522

THE HONORABLE J. J. PICKLE (D., TEX.), CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT, AND

THE HONORABLE HAROLD E. FORD, (D. , TENN.), CHAIRMAN,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES,

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS, U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
ANNOUNCE A JOINT HEARING ON FRAUD AND ABUSE IN THE

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

The Honorable J. J. Pickle (D., Tex.), Chairman, Subcommittee on
Oversight, and the Honorable Harold E. Ford (D., Tenn.), Chairman,
Subcommittee on Human Resources, Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House
of Representatives, announced today that the Subcommittees will hold a
joint hearing to examine fraud and abuse in the Supplemental Security
Income (SSI) program. The hearing will focus on the activities of
certain "middlemen" and others who have organized to defraud the
program, and the Administration's plans to address the problem through
preventing the enrollment of fraudulent claims and stopping the payment
of benefits based on fraudulent applications.

The hearing will be held on Thursday, February 24, 1994, beginning
at 10:00 a.m., in room B-316 Raybum House Office ^uilding. The Social
Security Administration (SSA) Commissioner, the Department of Health and
Human Services (HHS) Inspector General, and representatives of the State
of California's Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud will appear as witnesses at the
hearing.

PACTCT9TOP:

The SSI program is a means-tested. Federally administered income-
assistance program which provides monthly cash payments to certain needy
aged, blind, and disabled persons. Most of the fraudulent schemes
identified to date appear to involve SSI claims of disability
(i.e., claims fraudulently indicating that the person is unable to
engage in any substantial gainful activity by reason of a medically
determined physical or mental impairment which is expected to last at
least one year or result in death)

.

The Subcommittees' investigation has revealed, that hundreds, and
potentially thousands, of SSI recipients have been able to fraudulently
qualify for disability benefits with the help of unscrupulous middlemen.
Schemes identified to date point to the fraudulent activities of certain
foreign- language interpreters, doctors, pharmacies, and other third
parties. The problem is national in scope and may be growing.

The basic fraud scheme involves interpreters who aggressively
mar)cet to immigrants their services as middlemen and coach the
individuals in the actions necessary to support a finding of disodsility.
Fraud cases typically involve: disability claims of "mental
impairment," such as mental retardation or depression; many different
claimants using essentially the same disability claim and supporting
information, and the same treating source, for whom essentially the same
reports are filed with SSA; interpreters who, when talking to SSA
representatives, respond to questions without the claimants' input or
based on obviously rehearsed scripts; and claimants who, at required
medical examinations conducted by Government consultive physicians,
appear to be drugged.

While there have been fraud schemes identified in the past
involving middlemen representing foreign- language -speaking SSI
claimants, HHS first realized that it had a serious problem in the late

(MORE)



1980' s. Prior to that time, the HHS Office of Inspector General had
obtained several convictions for unrelated, but similar schemes. In
addition to those cases, HHS had received allegations of possible fraud
in a number of locations throughout the country involving many different
foreign-language -speaking groups.

Most recently, the problem received widespread publicity when the
State of California's Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud executed search warrants

. and made arrests in Southern California which involved numerous
interpreters, doctors, and clinic owners. In these cases alone, the
State has identified thousands of potentially fraudulent SSI
applications, for which some individuals are currently receiving
benefits and other applications are in the "pipeline."

DETAILS FOR SUBMTgglOW Q7 WRITTEN CQtptgNTjS;

Persons submitting written comments for the printed record of the
hearing should submit six (6) copies by the close of business, Thursday,
March 10, 1994, to Janice Mays, Chief Counsel emd Staff Director,
Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, room
1102 Longworth House Office Building, Washington, D.C. 20515.

FORMATTING REQtTIRgMKNTS t

Each ttatsniam piVMnlM tor pnNng to tw CenwMM* by wtoM*. any wrttsn ttttamem or axhi)! tubmiBsd for^
oranywrtlBnoon«nantt(nraapenaatoar«qu«aitor»««»noommam>mustconfofTntoth«guid«lineatia>0dbelow Any (tatsment or exhibit

riot (1 nnvtartoa wim th«M Bu««*r<M •« CM ba prwMd bU •>* b« rnantanad in the CornrnMsa Mat for ravww and use by tti« C^^
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Chairman Pickle. The Chair will ask the joint subcommittees to

come to order. We will ask our guests if they will take their seats
and cease conversation.
We have been delayed a little this morning because Chairman

Ford has been caught in traffic, but he is now on his way; so we
are going to start with our opening statements and then go right

into the hearing. I will have an opening statement, and we will rec-

ognize Chairman Ford as soon as he arrives.

The Subcommittees on Oversight and Human Resources are con-
ducting today's hearing to examine fraud and abuse in the Supple-
mental Security Income [SSI] Program. The hearing will focus on
the activities of certain middlemen and others organized to defraud
the program. It will focus also on the administration's plans to ad-
dress the problem through, one, preventing the enrollment of
fraudulent claims, and, two, stopping the pajrment of benefits based
on fraudulent applications.

To summarize, the SSI Program is a means-tested, federally ad-
ministered income assistance program which provides monthly
cash payments to certain needy aged, blind, and disabled persons.
The SSI Program is a cornerstone of this country's safety net of so-

cial programs. Upon receiving SSI benefits, individuals are auto-
matically entitled to Medicaid benefits and food stamps.
The subcommittees' year-long investigation has revealed that

hundreds, maybe thousands, of SSI recipients have been able to

fraudulently qualify for disability benefits with the help of unscru-
pulous middlemen. The schemes identified to date point to the
fraudulent activities of certain foreign-language interpreters, doc-

tors, pharmacies, and others who coach applicants on how to feign

mental illness or retardation in order to qualify for SSI.
Unfortunately, the problem is not new. It continues to be na-

tional in scope and may be growing. Officials of the Social Security
Administration and the Department of Health and Human Services
Inspector General tell us that they have seen the pattern for years
in all parts of the country. However, it is my opinion that until

very recently, largely because of the subcommittees' investigation

and because of the boldness of the California Medicaid fraud group,
we have increased our activities and much more is being done at
the Federal level than previously. Clearly, what has been done has
not solved the problem.

Fortunately, the State of California's Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud,
while investigating Medicaid fraud in southern California, learned
of some SSI fraud schemes involving a number of private neighbor-
hood medical clinics and decided to include the SSI fraud schemes
in their investigation. After 3 years of foUowup investigation, the
investigators have made great progress and, without a doubt, have
become the Nation's leading experts on this form of SSI fraud.

The first panel of witnesses to appear today are the chief inves-

tigator from California's^Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud, San Martin; a
supervisory investigator from the southern California clinic inves-

tigation, Teresa Franco; and an undercover operative involved in

these cases whose code name is "John." I thank them for taking the
time today to share their experiences and insights with us.

We have also asked the Social Security Administrator, Dr. Shir-

ley Sears Chater, and the Department of Health and Human Serv-



ices Inspector General, June Gibbs Brown, to appear before the
subcommittee today to discuss the problem.
Our mutual goals are to take action to prevent SSI fraud from

occurring in the first place, as well as to terminate benefits in cases
where fraudulent schemes have been employed.

I would like to make one further remark regarding the third wit-
ness on our first panel. Because "John's" life has been threatened
by some of the individuals engaged in the SSI fraud, we have
agreed to protect his identity and ensure that no one takes his pic-

ture during the proceedings today. I ask that those of you in the
audience, and particularly the media, cooperate in this regard. The
Capitol Hill Police are present and in the room, and they have been
asked to ensure that this request be followed.

I want to yield to my cochairman, the Honorable Harold Ford,
chairman of the Subcommittee on Human Resources, for any com-
ments that he would want to make. His subcommittee has legisla-

tive jurisdiction over the SSI Program and continues to monitor the
effectiveness of the SSI Program on a day-to-day basis.

I 3deld now to Chairman Ford.
Chairman Ford. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I am

pleased to join you, chairman of the Subcommittee on Oversight
and members of the Subcommittee on Oversight, along with my
colleagues on the Subcommittee on Human Resources, in this joint
session to look at the fraud and abuse in the supplemental security
income, or the SSI Program. This is one of a series of hearings the
Subcommittee on Human Resources has held, or plans to hold over
the next several months, on various issues in the SSI Program.
But before we begin our critical examination of fraud and abuse,

I want to emphasize that the vast majority of the 6 million needy
aged, blind, and disabled persons on SSI are honest citizens who
deserve the help of the Federal Government under the SSI Pro-
gram.
About 4.5 million SSI recipients are disabled, 1.5 million are

aged, and 86,000 are blind. As individuals, they receive $446 per
month from the Federal Government, which is 75 percent of the
poverty level. The States supplement these cash benefits, and most
recipients also can receive Federal food stamps and Medicaid bene-
fits.

As of December 1992, about 10 percent of the 601,000 SSI recipi-

ents were legal immigrants. Most of these, about 373,000, were eh-
gible for SSI because they were needy, at least the age of 65 or
older. But 229,000 were needy, disabled-legal immigrants. This lat-

ter population, less than 4 percent of all SSI recipients, is the focus
of this hearing.
Today, we will hear testimony fraud cases. We will hear testi-

mony from witnesses who will give us direct information as to

those areas of fraud and abuse that this subcommittee jointly
should be looking into.

Mr. Chairman, I am happy to join with you and other members
of the subcommittee and look forward to hearing from both panels
today as we study the area of fraud and abuse in the SSI Program.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you, Mr. Ford.
Let me ask first if Mr. Houghton has any remarks.
Mr. Houghton. Very brief, Mr. Chairman.
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It is a worthy probe. I am delighted to be associated with you.

It is timely. It is costing U.S. citizens a great deal of money, so let

us get at it. Thank you very much.
Chairman FoRD. Mr. Santorum, would you like to make opening

remarks?
Mr. Santorum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
My comment would simply be, as was made at the last hearing

we had on SSI, that this is a program which is exploding. This is

a program where, I believe, not only is fraud a problem but I think
we have to reassess as to what kinds of behavior we are going to

continue to support and what kind of people we are going to allow
to use this program and for what purposes.
We have tried to do that on the Republican reform bill, and we

are hoping that this issue, the SSI issue, not only the fraud part
but with respect to drug addicts, with respect to children, with re-

spect to immigrants, legal immigrants, that these issues are ad-

dressed in a comprehensive welfare reform bill sometime this year.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Do any other members have any comments?
[No response.]
Chairman Pickle. I am going to swear in the witnesses. We will

swear Mr. Martin and Ms. Franco and John. Would you all raise

your right hand and swear with me?
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth?
Mr. Martin. I do.

Ms. Franco. I do.

John. I do.

Chairman PiCKLE. Let the record show that you answered in the
affirmative.

We will now begin our testimony. First, we will ask San Martin
to proceed, and then we will go to John and to Ms. Franco, in that
order, if that is agreeable to the panel.

Mr. Martin, will you proceed?

TESTIMONY OF SAN MARTIN, CHIEF INVESTIGATOR, CALIFOR-
NIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY
GENERAL, BUREAU OF MEDI-CAL FRAUD
Mr. Martin. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

I appreciate the opportunity to be here today to discuss fraudulent
schemes relating to the Supplemental Security Income Program
that the California Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud has uncovered dur-

ing what we call the clinic investigations in southern California. I

would like to point out that the primary focus of the clinic inves-

tigations was Medi-Cal fraud involving billing for services and pre-

scriptions that were either unnecessary or were never actually de-

livered. Thus far, the bureau has made 16 arrests, 3 of which in-

volve SSI fraud. However, the investigations are still ongoing.

Today, I will present to you the history of the bureau's involve-

ment, the information we uncovered, and the investigative avenues
we used to pursue the investigations.

During our investigation, we not only confirmed what the local

Social Security offices believed was occurring, that middlemen were
coaching Southeast Asians on the maladies necessary to get SSI for



psychological disability, we also fell upon another scheme involving
narcotic addicts who were incarcerated in the State correctional fa-

cility and were inappropriately receiving SSI payments as well.

To give you some background, in April 1991, the Bureau of Med-
Cal Fraud began to receive numerous anonymous community com-
plaints alleging large-scale SSI and Medicaid fraud by Southeast
Asians in San Diego and Orange Counties and in the Long Beach
area.

The complaints alleged that middlemen who acted as translators
and drivers, transporters, formed relationships with private neigh-
borhood medical clinics and/or doctors and attorneys to assist and
coach Southeast Asians on how to fraudulently obtain SSI pay-
ments.
Chairman PiCKLE. Mr. Martin, let me interrupt you. Can you

identify, when you say you received complaints, can you identify

the source of those complaints? Or would you rather not? Were
they people from within the agency? Were they law enforcement of-

ficials? Were they citizens? Can you tell us who they were?
Mr. Martin. Mr. Chairman, those complaints came from citizens

who would write an anonymous letter to us. They would not sign
their name. It was apparent to us that they were Southeast Asians,
due to their language difficulties in that written form.
We received complaints from other law enforcement agencies,

who had received similar anon3rmous complaints from the commu-
nity.

There were also complaints from community organizations, who
told us they were hampered in their efforts by the actions of these
middlemen.
The complaints came from a variety of sources, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you.
Mr. Martin. We found that Medicaid beneficiaries were being

paid a kickback by the clinic owner, the doctor, and/or the driver
for coming to the clinic. In some instances, the beneficiary merely
sold them their Medicaid stickers—for this purpose, stickers are
the documentation needed by the doctor in order to bill the Medic-
aid Program in California—^to the clinic owner, doctor, or driver.

Pharmacy owners were paying kickbacks to the clinic owners and
doctors for referral of Medicaid prescriptions.

We later discovered that these same complaints had been for-

warded to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
[HHS]; the California Department of Health Services [DHS]; the
Federal Bureau of Investigation [FBI]; the Internal Revenue Serv-
ices; the Social Security Administration; and the Los Angeles Dis-

trict Attorney's Office.

After the bureau received these complaints, we contacted commu-
nity social service groups in these areas. These groups stated that
repeated efforts to educate and assist Southeast Asian refugees
with their applications for social programs were being hampered by
greedy community opportunists.
At that point, in May and June 1991, we contacted various State

and Federal agencies to determine the likelihood that criminal ac-

tivity was actually occurring in these specific areas. Through these
contacts, we discovered that both the HHS Office of the Inspector
General and the DHS, the State Department of Health Services,
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had received similar complaints, independent of those that we had
received, alleging the same tjrpes of activities by the same medical
providers. OIG, DHS, and our office decided to share information
in order to create a clearer criminal focus regarding this type of ac-

tivity.

Although the bureau would not normally investigate allegations

of SSI fraud, we decided to proceed with these cases because of the
link between SSI and Medicaid, the State supplement to SSI, and
because it was apparent to us that no other law enforcement orga-
nization. State or Federal, had the resources to pursue them. So
that it is clearer why the bureau got involved in these investiga-
tions, I would like to briefly explain to you the SSI/Medicaid rela-

tionship. In the State of California and in a number of other
States, visits to the doctor for the purpose of qualifying for SSI pay-
ments can be billed to the Medicaid Program. In either case, after

SSI is granted to the claimant, if they are not already receiving
Medicaid, they become eligible by virtue of their SSI status. In
other words, the SSI fraud schemes were linked to the Medicaid
fraud schemes and a lot of State money was at risk if the fraud
schemes were allowed to go unchecked, so we decided to get in-

volved.

In late September 1991, the bureau assigned these investigations
to the Los Angeles and San Diego offices

Chairman Pickle. Mr. Martin, let me ask you again, you men-
tioned before that although the bureau would not normally inves-
tigate, and now you mentioned the bureau assigning the investiga-
tions in September, for purposes of certainty, what do you mean by
the bureau?
Mr. Martin. The Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. Of California?
Mr. Martin. California, yes sir.

Chairman Pickle. Thank you.
Mr. Martin. Ms. Franco, who has been identified here, is the su-

pervisory investigator from our Los Angeles office who has been as-

signed to these investigations from that time to the present.
The object of the investigation was to target the criminal activity

of the suspected clinic owners, doctors, and middlemen. It was de-
cided at that point not to target the Medicaid beneficiaries. It was
also decided at that point that the only way to successfully inves-

tigate this criminal activity was to use undercover operatives to

collect information within the targeted clinics. John, who has been
introduced to you, who is also here with me today, was one of the
approximately eight undercover operators we used for this inves-

tigation.

Before I ask Ms. Franco to describe for you the fraud scheme
used in the SSI cases, I would like to make a number of observa-
tions about this investigation and the SSI Program in general. We
know that this is a growing problem. We may have slowed it down
in southern California for now, but we are seeing it in other parts
of California and we have heard from other law enforcement offi-

cials all over the country that they are seeing this in their areas,
too. This is a serious problem.

It is also apparent to us that the SSA is not adequately staffed

to deal with this problem. They do not have adequate numbers of
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translators, nor do they have adequate control over the translator
situation. Moreover, once these SSI recipients get on the rolls, they
are on for life. We have not seen one case where SSA's redeter-

mination or case review procedures have resulted in the termi-

nation of benefits to any of the SSI recipients that we have come
in contact with during the course of our investigation.

I would like to now turn to Ms. Franco and ask that she describe

the SSI fraud schemes that we have uncovered during our inves-

tigation.

[The prepared statement follows:]
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STATEMENT OF SAN MARTIN
CHIEF INVESTIGATOR
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
BUREAU OF MEDI-CAL FRAUD

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES OF THE

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
(FEBRUARY 24, 1994)

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittees, I appreciate
the opportunity to be here today to discuss fraudulent schemes
relating to the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program that
the California Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud (the Bureau) has
uncovered during what we call the "clinic investigations" in
Southern California. I would like to point out that the primary
focus of the clinic investigations was Medi-Cal fraud involving
billing for services and prescriptions that were either
unnecessary or were never actually delivered. Thus far, the
Bureau has made 16 arrests, 3 of which involve SSI fraud.
However, the investigations are still ongoing.

Today, I will present to you the history of the Bureau's
involvement, the information we uncovered, and the investigative
avenues we used to pursue the investigations.

During our investigation, we not only confirmed what the
local Social Security offices believed was occurring, that
middlemen were coaching Southeast Asians on the maladies
necessary to get SSI for psychological disability, we also fell
upon another scheme involving narcotic addicts who were
incarcerated in a state correctional facility and were
inappropriately receiving SSI payments.

Background

:

In April, 1991, the Bureau began to receive numerous
anonymous community complaints alleging large scale SSI and
Medicaid fraud by Southeast Asians in San Diego and Orange
counties and in the Long Beach area. The complaints alleged
that:

Middlemen who acted as translators and drivers
(transporters) formed relationships with private
neighborhood medical clinics and/or doctors and attorneys
to assist and coach Southeast Asians on how to
fraudulently obtain SSI payments.

Medicaid beneficiaries were being paid a "kickback" by
the clinic owner, doctor and/or driver for coming to the
clinic and, in some instances, the beneficiary merely sold
them their Medicaid "stickers" (the documentation needed
by the doctor in order to bill Medicaid) to the clinic
owner, doctor or driver.

Pharmacy owners were paying kickbacks to the clinic
owners and doctors for referral of Medicaid prescriptions.

We later discovered that these same complaints had been
forwarded to the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
(HHS) , the California Department of Health Services (DHS) , the
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) , the Internal Revenue
Service (IRS), the Social Security Administration (SSA) , and the
Los Angeles District Attorney's office.

After the Bureau received these complaints, we contacted
community social service groups in these areas. These groups
stated that repeated efforts to educate and assist Southeast
Asian refugees with their applications for social programs were
being hampered by greedy community opportunists.
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At that point, in May and June, 1991, we contacted various
state and federal agencies to determine the likelihood that
criminal activity was actually occurring in these specific areas.
Through these contacts, we discovered that both the HHS Office of
the Inspector General (OIG) and DHS had received similar
complaints, independent of those that we had received, alleging
the same types of activities by the same medical providers. OIG,
DHS, and our office, decided to share information in order to
create a clearer criminal focus regarding this type of activity.

The Bureau's Involvement:

Although the Bureau would not normally investigate
allegations of SSI fraud, we decided to proceed with these cases
because of the link between SSI and Medicaid, the State
supplement to SSI, and because it was apparent that no other law
enforcement organization, state or federal, had the resources
available to pursue them. So that it is clear why the Bureau got
involved in these investigations, I would like to briefly explain
to you the SSI/Medicaid relationship. In the State of
California, and in a number of other states, visits to the doctor
for the purpose of qualifying for SSI payments can be billed to
the Medicaid program. In either case, after SSI is granted to
the claimant, if they are not already receiving Medicaid, they
become eligible by virtue of their SSI status. In other words,
the SSI fraud schemes were linked to the Medicaid fraud schemes
and a lot of state money was at risk if the fraud schemes were
allowed to go unchecked so we decided to get involved.

In late September, 1991, the Bureau assigned these
investigations to the Los Angeles and San Diego offices to work
on jointly. (Ms. Franco is the supervisory investigator from our
Los Angeles office who has been assigned to these investigations
from that time to the present.) The object of the investigation
was to target the criminal activity of the suspected clinic
owners, doctors, and middlemen. It was decided at that point not
to target the Medicaid beneficiaries. It was also decided at
that point that the only way to successfully investigate this
criminal activity was to use undercover operatives to collect
information within the targeted clinics. "John", who is also
here with me today was one of the approximately 8 undercover
operators we used for this investigation.

Before I ask Ms. Franco to describe for you the fraud scheme
used in the SSI cases, I would like to make a number of
observations about this investigation and the SSI program in
general. We know that this is a growing problem. We may have
slowed it down in Southern California for now, but we are seeing
it in other parts of California and have heard from law
enforcement officials all over the country that they are seeing
in their areas too. This is a serious problem.

It also appeared to us that the SSA was not adequately
staffed to deal with this problem. They do not have adequate
numbers of translators nor do they have adequate control over the
translator situation. Moreover, once these SSI recipients get on
the rolls, they are on for life. We have not seen one case where
SSA's redetermination or case review procedures have resulted in
the termination of benefits to any of the SSI recipients that we
have come into contact with during the coarse or our
investigation

.

I would now like to turn to Ms. Franco and ask that she
describe the SSI fraud schemes that we uncovered during our
investigation.
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Chairman PiCKLE. I want to ask you, Mr. Martin, we had agreed
earUer that we would go to John and then Ms. Franco. Is it your
preference to go to Ms. Franco first? I don't think it makes any dif-

ference to the subcommittee, do you, Mr. Ford?
Chairman Ford. No.
Mr. Martin. It may flow better, Mr. Chairman, because she has

to describe the scheme, and then we will bring John into it.

Chairman PiCKLE. Then we will be glad to hear from Ms. Franco.

Ms. Franco, will you proceed?

TESTIMONY OF M. TERESA FRANCO, INVESTIGATOR SUPER-
VISOR, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF
THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, BUREAU OF MEDI-CAL FRAUD
Ms. Franco. Good morning, and thank you for inviting me. My

name is Teresa Franco. I am a supervising investigator for the

California Department of Justice, the Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud.
I have been supervising a team of investigators investigating these

cases for the last 3 years.

I think I need to describe to you in detail the middlemen that

are the key figures in this criminal activity. These middlemen are

small businessmen operating out of small storefront offices, but in

some cases, they also operate out of their home or the back of their

cars. They provide a large variety of services to their own foreign-

bom-language-speaking refugee communities, such as Vietnamese
and Cambodians in the Long Beach and Santa Ana area.

Some of these services are very much legal. It is really just

translation services and filling out of forms. But our experiences

have found out that some of these services take an illegal aspect

to them. They frequently act as translators in facilitating many,
many services that these refugees need. They typically offer serv-

ices such as processing of applications for SSI, INS, AFDC, general

assistance, workman's compensation, and personal injury claims.

The middlemen we have found also have other jobs. One middle-

man that we arrested was a county welfare worker in San Diego,

having access to county records. Another middleman that we have
come across was refusing to testify in his arraignment process be-

cause the court-appointed translator was also a well-known middle-

man in the Long Beach area, making our suspect who wanted to

cooperate with us very reluctant to appear in court because the

court-appointed translator was a middleman in the Long Beach
area. So the middlemen take very many aspects, and they are all

over, to our experience, in the Long Beach and Santa Ana area.

These middlemen are known in the community through their

reputation, social service, and even advertise in foreign language
newspapers. You can look at exhibit number 1. On the very first

one, you will see at the bottom that this advertisement touts

—

boasts of an 85-percent rate of success for SSI benefits. They go out

and they tell people, I can get you on. I have an 85-percent success

rate. This is how they attract individuals to come to them.
Typically the fee of the middlemen will include coaching, as we

have found. They will coach the individual on what to say not only

to the doctors but to SSA officials, and they also complete the ap-

plications, all of the documentation necessary to complete the SSI
process qualification. In some instances, the middlemen will actu-
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ally speak for the applicant during the interview. These are our ex-
periences, that they will fill in. When the applicant cannot come up
with the appropriate answer, they will answer for them, make it

up as they go along. They lie.

I have a video tape, and this video tape that I am going to show
you is just clips of the many undercover operations that we did in
the southern California area. It is not the best of the video clips,

because it never fails—the best-laid plans of mice and men always
fail us. No matter how we test the equipment, how well it worked
prior to setting it up, when we actually got in there, either the
video tape failed, we couldn't get a transmission, or things went
awry. These are the best of the undercover operations that we have
here.

I will need to get up, because I want to prep every clip. I will

stand over at that microphone.
Chairman PiCKLE. You are permitted to do so.

Ms. Franco. Thank you.
In the first video clip, you will hear an English translation of an

undercover operation paying off the middleman, and you will hear
what the middleman has to say about the free money and going on
vacation—how cavalier it all comes across to these middlemen and
how they feel they can get away with quite a bit.

[A video tape was played.]
Ms. Franco. In the second video clip, we were unable to get a

camera inside of the actual translator's office, but we will show you
the outside of a business front location of a translator. In the first

clip, you will be able to read and follow along with the script before
the middleman tells our operator to lie. She doesn't want to lie, she
says that she has never done it before, but he says, go ahead and
lie, it is OK. So you will just see the front of the translation service,

and the same thing will hold true for the third clip.

Let me show you the second clip.

[A video tape was played.]
Ms. Franco. The middleman in this situation also coached our

operatives on what to say, not only to lie but telling them specifi-

cally what to say. He said to say like headaches, dizziness, worries
a lot, so that our operatives didii't have to think of anything. They
were told what to say.

In the fourth video clip, John is going to speak for us. He will

describe to you his contact with a middleman, what he was told to

do, and you will see a very dark video of people going into a clinic

office. He will explain how he and 10 others had a 7 o'clock ap-
pointment with one doctor.

Let me show you the video clip first, and then John can describe
it further.

This is No. 3. I am sorry, I skipped one.
[A video tape was played.]
Ms. Franco. You see the "ha ha" and the "thank you," how cava-

lier it all is. The middleman was laughing about what ailments he
was going to be telling the doctor.

[A video tape was played.]
Ms. Franco. This is our operator going in with about 10 other

individuals and they are all having a 7 o'clock appointment. There
is a room full of other individuals still waiting there to see the doc-
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tor, and they all get seen that one night by the one doctor. Medic-
aid paid for the services.

[A video tape was played.]

John. In that clip, as you can see on the screen, there are lots

of recipients in the same time, in the same appointment, at 7
o'clock. I was the one who was with them. I counted in the same
room—^they made an appointment at 7 o'clock to see the psychia-
trist at the same time—I counted all of them, about 20 to 30 people
in a tiny hallway. We don't have anyplace to sit, so everybody is

standing around to see one doctor. Each of us spent time of about
3 to 7 minutes at the most to see the psychologist.

During the waiting time, I had an opportunity to talk to my fel-

low refugees who were waiting to see the doctor. I asked them
what they were here for. Most of them came up with the same
question, we are here to see the psychologist for SSI purpose.

I further asked them about the symptoms that they have to de-
scribe to the doctors. Most of them just came up to the same ques-
tion, like they told me we are coached by middlemen that we have
to describe about headaches, nightmares, poor appetites, depression
because of our history, because of the war time from the Indochina
area. This is an acceptable story by doctors and psychologists.

Ms. Franco. Did you speak any English while you were with the
doctor, John?
John. No, I don't speak any English at all, because we used an

interpreter to translate it from the refugee language to English.
Ms. Franco. How long were you tested by the American doctor?
John. I spent about 3 minutes with the doctor, because the doc-

tor is so busy because so many people were still in the line waiting
for their turn to see the doctor. The doctor actually doesn't have
time enough to go over further details of the symptoms of the recip-

ient. I spent 3 minutes to get a prescription and get out.

Ms. Franco. What did the middleman tell you to tell the doctor
about your symptoms that night?
John. The middleman is well coached. When I first met with the

middleman, he coached me. I asked him, how should I do? I am in

perfect health condition. Should I qualify for SSI? And he coached
me, don't worry about that. The S3rmptoms eligible for SSI, I can
tell you right now. You don't worry about that.

So he coached me that headache, migraine headache, is very rea-

sonable. Don't ever tell them a symptom that can be seen by x ray.

Just tell the doctors or the other interviewer from SSA the symp-
tom that could not be seen by x ray or the other symptom could
be healed or cured by any medication, like headache and depres-
sion, nightmare, poor appetite, and so on.

Ms. Franco. For your information, for that 3 minutes that the
operator spent in the doctor's office, the psychologist billed for a
total of 6 hours that included 2 hours of testing, 2 hours of reading
and interpreting the testing, and 2 hours to write the report. Med-
icaid paid for those 3 minutes.

In the fifth video
Chairman PiCKLE. What did Medicaid pay for those 3 minutes,

do you know?
Ms. Franco. Medicaid paid before those, because we ensured

that our operator had a current eligible Medicaid card. So as long
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as the number was eligible for that month, Medicaid pays for all

services.

Chairman Pickle. I am asking you if you know how much we
paid that doctor for those services.

Ms. Franco. You would ask me the one amount of money that
I don't have before me. I do not know. I am sorry.

Chairman Pickle. Do you know, Mr. Martin?
Mr. Martin. Mr. Chairmgm, approximately $400.
Chairman Pickle. Total?
Mr. Martin. Total for that Medi-Cal visit.

Chairman PiCKLE. Thank you.
Ms. Franco. Per individual.

Chairman Pickle. Per individual?
Ms. Franco. Yes. Per individual, because in that instance, a psy-

chologist is testing the individuals to test their ability to hold gain-
ful employment. So he billed for 2 hours of testing, 2 hours of re-

viewing the test, and 2 hours of report writing.
Chairman PiCKLE. And how much time did he actually spend

with the group?
Ms. Franco. He spent 3 minutes with John. That was the aver-

age of all of those 20 to 30 people. He saw them all that night.

John. Three to 7 minutes at the most.
Chairman PiCKLE. So that would be $400 each times 10, which

would be $4,000.
Ms. Franco. And there were 20 to 30 people in there that night,

and he saw them all.

Chairman PiCKLE. That was not a bad evening's work, was it?

Ms. Franco. No, it is not, considering the individual is a full-

time employee with the State of California at a correctional youth
facility.

Clip No. 5, you will actually see the middleman translating for

the operative. In this situation, the SSA asks a question about
what is the disability and our operator simply asks in his language,
what do I say here? How did you help my sister? He is not answer-
ing the question. The middleman then simply states to the SSA of-

ficial that he has back pains and it starts with his ribs and it goes
on to his back. Our operative never answered the question. The
middleman just simply made it up.
[A video tape was played.]

Ms. Franco. In the last video clip, our undercover operator is

speaking in Cambodian. The SSA employee asks a question and
the middleman turns over and tells our operative, just say any-
thing. Just keep talking. In essence, pretend that you are talking
to me in Cambodian. Just say anything, because he wanted to pre-
tend to the SSA official that he was actually translating something.
Our operator says, what do I say? What do you want me to say?

And then the middleman acts like he translated that from Cam-
bodian to English and says that our operator is suffering from a
headache or back symptoms in order to qualify. In essence, our op-
erator never gave a symptom and the middleman just gave it up
as he stood there in front of the SSA official.

[A video tape was played.]

Ms. Franco. In order to qualify for SSI disability, you need docu-
mentation, paper, in order to actually have something to read for
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everybody to say, yes, this person qualifies. The middlemen know
the SSI disability eligibility is based on adequate medical docu-
mentation that establishes the applicant's inability to hold gainful
employment.

Therefore, the middlemen prepare the SSI applications and the
other paperwork necessary, such as SSA 3368 disability report. If

you look at exhibits 2 and 3 before you, as you read, you will see
in the highlighted areas where the language is usually the same,
they just change the words and maybe change from insomnia to

lack of sleep, but the symptoms are all the same.
Middlemen knowing from experience cover all the bases and list

all maladies that will ensure approval of the SSI application. Some
of the generic maladies consistently listed by middlemen are dizzi-

ness, headaches, trouble sleeping, depression, and having contact
with the Communist regime in Cambodia.
As a result of a search warrant executed at one middleman's of-

fice, we have several hundred files that read just like the examples
before you. I have brought several with me.
We discovered during the course of our investigation that several

doctors seem to facilitate the fraud scheme. Exhibit No. 4 is a med-
ical report submitted for John, our undercover operative. The mid-
dleman had coached John on what to say to the doctors to establish

a history of mental problems. The doctors in this medical clinic

ping-pong the Medicaid patients back to each other. Both doctors
bill the Medicaid Program and both doctors produce documentation
of the patients' inability to work. Everybody wins here except the
taxpayer.

Exhibit No. 4 is a result of the 3 minutes that our operator spent
in front of that doctor, and he generated quite a bit of paperwork
there for just 3 minutes.
Three hundred patient files were seized from the above doctor's

office, based on a search warrant, questioning the doctor's ability

to perform so many psychological evaluations given he was a full-

time psychologist at a youth correctional facility.

An outside medical expert reviewed all 300 files and concluded
that, first, the psychologist billed an average of 72 hours per week
for one year, from January to January. This is on top of working
40 hours for the State of California.

Second, all 300 patients were documented as being mildly men-
tally retarded. In this situation, the medical expert stated that in

order to come up with 300 mentally retarded individuals—mildly
mentally retarded individuals—a psychologist would have to inter-

view over 100,000 individuals to come up with 300. Interestingly,

this one doctor that we took only 300 files from, everybody was
mildly retarded.

Third, the reports lack the critical work history. The medical ex-

pert noted that the omission is remarkable, since a psychologist

knew ahead of time that these reports were going to be used in

helping to determine the patients' eligibility for SSI payments and
that the reports all had the same numbing sameness. They were
all boiler plates. He didn't have to do much, because everything is

on a computer. Press the button, and you generate a report.

We have seen hundreds of medical reports similar to this one.

Moreover, during our investigation, the California Department of
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Social Services Disability Determination Service identified several
psychiatric doctors that appeared to be participating in the manu-
facturing of patient eligibility information. All the reports from one
doctor were identical, they told us. The only things that changed
were the name, age, and sex of the patient. The doctors were pro-

ducing boiler plate reports, so that DSS knew that this was going
on and they were able to identify those psychiatrists that appeared
to be participating.

A search warrant into a doctor's office produced similar reports
as exhibit No. 5. So again, we have a different doctor producing
mass boiler plate on individuals that he supposedly treated.

In one clinic, we found a log that identified 5,897 individuals who
had been brought to the clinic by suspected middlemen. We created
a data base and we were able then to sort this information. We ex-

tracted that from that amount, 3,470 were either receiving SSI or
were in the different stages of the application process. Actually, as
of November 1993, we determined that 1,981 of those individuals
were receiving SSI and that it totalled over $38 million in SSI pay-
ments as of that time. So that $38 million was for 1,981 individ-

uals. This is the same clinic where we had sent John in to the psy-
chologist and the psychiatrist.

That one clinic had one physician, one psychiatrist, and two psy-
chologists. From the information gathered, we found that this clinic

was using about 14 middlemen, and they were responsible for

3,000 of those 5,000 names. Of those 14 suspected middlemen, we
have been able to arrest two far.

There is an agreement between the refugee and the middleman.
When an individual goes to a middleman for assistance in applying
for SSI, the individual is typically asked to enter into a written or
oral agreement. The agreement provides for a downpayment of

$200 to $300 and a promise to pay from $2,000 to $3,000 upon re-

ceipt of the retroactive check. Some of these checks could exceed
$10,000, depending on how long it had been from the onset date
and when their actual determination date is agreed upon. So they
get retroactive checks. This what they go on vacation with.

Exhibit No. 6 is an example. In that agreement, first, the individ-

ual pledges to pay the middleman a fee of $500 to initiate the ap-
plication process for SSI; second, to pay the middleman $2,000 if

the retroactive check is $2,000 to $4,000; third, to pay the middle-
man one-half of any of the retroactive check if it is over $4,000 and
one-third of the retroactive check if it is over $6,000. The refugee
pays for the doctors, hospital costs, and medical certifications, but
most of these individuals are Medicaid recipients, so the Medicaid
Program pays for all of the doctor visits and the psychological eval-

uations.

Whether they obtain a written agreement or whether the pledges
are enforceable in court, middlemen ensure that they are going to

collect their fees for processing the claims in several ways. Usually,
the middlemen know their clients and their families and know
where they live. If they do not get the money, they will visit the
client at home or call one of their relatives. Most of the members
in the communities do not dare challenge these middlemen out of
fear for their health and well being, and we know that by the
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threats that our undercover operative has received inadvertently
when he was recognized on the street.

However, in cases where they do not know the cHent, as was the
case with our undercover operatives, one method the middlemen
used was to file with the SSA as the representative payee for the
SSI applicants. This ensured the retroactive checks were mailed to

the middlemen. Once the fee was collected, the middlemen removed
themselves as the representative payee.

In other cases, the middlemen have received advance notice from
unknown sources that the retroactive checks are to be mailed to a
specific SSI applicant. The middleman is then able to go to the
home of the applicant when the retroactive check is expected to ar-

rive and collect his fee.

In this last situation, we have no firsthand experience, but we
have many, many individuals telling us and the community sources
telling us that this is what happens. This has been their experi-

ence, but we have no firsthand information on that situation.

[The prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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STATEMENT OF
TERESA FRANCO

SUPERVISORY INVESTIGATOR
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
BUREAU OF MEDI-CAL FRAUD

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT AND THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUMAN RESOURCES OF THE

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
(FEBRUARY 24, 1994}

My name is Teresa Franco. I am a supervising investigator
for the California Department of Justice, Bureau of Medi-Cal
Fraud. I have been supervising a team of investigators for the
last two years directly involved with this one case.

The Middlemen

It is important that you understand that the middlemen are
the key figures in this criminal activity. These middlemen are
small businessmen operating out of small storefront offices or,
in some cases, out of their homes or cars. They provide a myriad
of services to their own foreign-language-speaking refugee
communities (such as the Vietnamese or Cambodian communities in
Long Beach and Santa Ana, California) . Some of the seirvices
these middlemen provide are legal, some are not. They frequently
act as translators and facilitators. They typically offer
services such as processing applications for: SSI, immigration
and naturalization, public housing, AFDC, WIC, general assistance
and cash grants, and preparing Workman's compensation and
personal injury claims.

The middlemen are known in the community for their services
through reputation, social service agencies and some even
advertise in local foreign- language newspapers. (See exhibit 1.)

The Fraudulent Scheme

Typically, for a fee, the middlemen will coach the
individual on what he or she is to say to doctors and SSA
officials so their application fits the parameters to qualify for
SSI disability payments. In some instances, the middleman will
speak for the applicant during interviews with SSA officials and
give fake symptoms.

In the following video tape, you will see clips of
middlemen meeting with our undercover operatives and SSA
officials. A transcript of this video tape is before each of the
Members

.

In the first clip, the undercover operative pays the
middleman $200 to start the SSI application process. The
middleman tells our undercover operative that once he gets his
retroactive check he can go to Vietnam on a vacation. This is
free money.

In the second clip, you will hear our undercover operative
being told by the middleman to tell the doctor that she is sick.
The undercover operative tells the middleman that she does not
want to lie. The middleman tells the operative its ok to lie.
The middleman tells our undercover operative to tell the doctor
that she has headaches and a lot of worries that cause
depression.

In the third clip, you will hear the middleman tell our
undercover operative the maladies to tell the doctor just before
the undercover operative enters the clinic office -- trouble
sleeping, headaches, dizziness, and worries a lot.
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In the fourth clip, "John" will describe what you are
seeing. Acting as an undercover operative, John arrives at the
middleman's business office. The middleman then transports John
and about 10 other individuals to a doctor's office for
psychological examinations. All 10 have an appointment at 7:00
p.m. with the same doctor.

In the fifth clip, the middleman is translating for our
undercover operative and responding to the questions the SSA
official asks about the nature of the disability. Our undercover
operative asks the middleman what to say, and how he told her
sister to answer this question. The middleman first tells the
SSA official that the operative had back pain then says the pain
is from a rib injury that moves to the applicant's back.

In the last clip, the middleman tells our undercover
operative to talk about anything she wants in her native language
while the middleman tells the SSA employee in English what
symptoms the operative is supposedly suffering from to ensure
they qualify for SSI disability payments.

The Paper

The middlemen know that SSI disability eligibility is based
on adequate medical documentation that establishes the
applicant's inability to hold gainful employment. Therefore, the
middlemen prepare the SSI applications and other paperwork
necessary such as the SSA "3368 Disability Report." (See
exhibits 2 and 3.) As you read the language highlighted in these
exhibits, you will note that they both cite the same maladies
using similar verbiage.

Middlemen, knowing from experience, cover all the bases and
list all maladies that will ensure approval of the SSI
application. Some of the generic maladies consistently listed by
middlemen are: dizziness, headache, trouble sleeping, depression
and having contact with the Communist regime in Cambodia.

As a result of a search warrant executed at one middleman's
office, we have several hundred files that read like the examples
before you.

We discovered during the course of our investigation that
several doctors seem to be facilitating the fraud schemes.
Exhibit 4 is a medical report submitted for "John" our undercover
operative. The middleman had coached "John" on what to say to
the doctors to establish a history of mental problems. The
doctors on this medical report "ping pong" Medicaid patients to
each other. Both doctors bill the Medicaid Program and both
doctors produce documentation of the patients' inability to work.
Everyone wins here but the taxpayer.

300 patient files were seized from the above doctor's office
based on a search warrant questioning the doctor's ability to
perform so many psychological evaluations given he was a full
time psychologist at a youth correctional facility. An outside
medical expert reviewed all 300 files and concluded that: (1)

the psychologist billed an average of 72 hours per week from
January 1992 to January 1993; (2) all 300 patients were
documented as being "mildly mentally retarded"; and (3) the
reports lacked the critical work history. The medical expert
noted that the omission was remarkable since the psychologist
knew ahead of time that these reports were going to be used in
helping to determine a patient's eligibility for SSI payments and
that all the reports had a "numbing sameness to them"

.

We have seen hundreds of medical reports similar to his one.
Moreover, during our investigation, the California Department of
Social Services, Disability Determination Service (DDS)

identified several psychiatric doctors that appeared to be
participating in the manufacturing of patient eligibility
information. All of the reports from one of the doctors were
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identical. The only things that changed were the name, age, and
sex of the patient. The doctors were producing "boiler plate"
reports. (See exhibit 5.) A search warrant executed at this
.doctor's office, produced hundreds to similar reports in the
patient files.

In one clinic alone, we found a log that identified 5,897
individuals who had been brought to the clinic by suspected
middlemen. Of this amount, 3,470 were either receiving SSI
payments or were in the different stages of the application or
appeals process. Actually, as of November, 1993, we determined
that 1,981 of these individuals were the receiving SSI payments
and, as of that date, had received a total of $38,950,048 in SSI
payments.

Remember, this is from one clinic with one physician, one
psychiatrist, and two psychologists. From the information
gathered, we found 14 middlemen were responsible for bringing in
about 3,000 of these claimants. Of those 14 suspected middlemen,
2 have been arrested thus far.

The Agreement

When an individual goes to a middleman for assistance in
applying for SSI, the individual is typically asked to enter into
a written or oral agreement. The agreement provides for a down
payment of $200 - $500 dollars and a promise to pay from $2,000
to $3,000 upon receipt of the SSI retroactive payment check.
(The retroactive payment could exceed $10,000.)

Exhibit 6 is an example. The agreement states that the
individual pledges: (1) to pay the middleman a fee of $500 to
initiate the application process for SSI payments; (2) to pay the
middleman $2,000 if the retroactive check for SSI payment is from
$2,000 to $4,000; (3) to pay the middleman one half of any of the
retroactive check over $4,000 and one third of the retroactive
check over $6,000; and (4) to pay for fees from doctors,
hospitals, and costs for medical certifications. (Since most
individuals using these referral services are Medicaid
recipients, the Medicaid program pays for all medical services
used to establish the disability.)

The Payoff

Whether they obtain a written agreement, and whether their
pledges are enforceable in court, middlemen ensure the collection
of their fees from the SSI retroactive payment checks in several
methods. Usually the middlemen know their clients, they know
their families, and they know were they live. If they do not get
their money, they will visit the client at home, or call on one
of their relatives. Most members of the community do not dare to
challenge these middlemen out of fear for their health and well
being.

However, in cases where they do not know the client, as was
the case with our undercover operatives, one method the middlemen
used was to file with SSA as the "representative payee" for the
SSI applicants. This ensured the retroactive checks were mailed
to the middlemen. Once the fee was collected, the middlemen
remove themselves as the representative payee.

In other cases, the middlemen have received advance notice
from sources that we have not yet identified that the retroactive
checks are to be mailed for specific SSI applicants. The
middleman is then able to go to the home of the applicant when
the retroactive checks is expected to arrive amd collect his fee.
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DOOl!CIlAU
Internationa] Legal Ser\ices

VAM mOMO (AM JOX
out Son.oC«>T>:'

Sonjoie CA0:iO
(4M)>«MMJ
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TifcN BtNH TAT SSI

Quy vi bi i*t nguyta flau y<u ki

nitn. b^h nan y. Um tii bi thircr

dch (a|U til cii l»o) v.v.. Qujr vj

tbS sin duTC ti^n B^nb tft SSI

Cbtog t6i chuyto m6D. U4t

gi6i A thing nhifcu vv kb6. 14 P

tbip nhii »o v6i cicvin pb6ng kh&'c.

PETER CONSULTANT SERVICK

51 10 Wejuninster Ave. Suite U^
Sanu Ana. CA. 92703 >jg

(g6c We«tmin«er& Eudid, fling 6»y"

George's Retuurant)

Tel 7I443MW6

S S I BENEFIT

YOU ARE DISABLED, MENTAL DISABLED, HAVI»:C SERIOUS SIQ'.IJESS

on BEING UX)UNDED ( EX RE-EDC\TION CA-'IP DETAINEES) ETC ?

YOU »«Y BE ELIGIBLE TOT. SSI.

WE ARE PR0«-ESS10NAL. l.T HA\T WON SERIOUS CASES. OUR

CHATCE IS TME LOV.TS" 0:.T IN COMPARING IJITH OTHER OmCES.

PETEf. CONSlTTA'r: SERVICE
5110 VT.SrJINSTK A\T. SU1"^E I

SA'.TA AN.\. CA. 92703
(COr.r.TR 0«- VTST'.INSTER AND UaiD, BD'.IND

CEOkCr'S RESTALTvANT)

Tel.: {71i^ 683-0936
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Socui Security ^

DISABILITY REPORT Attachment 2

PLEASE PRINT, TYPE. OR WRITE CLEARLYANDANSWER ALL ITEMSTOTHE BEST OFYOUR ABILITY. If you are filing

on behalf of someone else, enter his or her name and social security number In the space provided and answer all

questions. COMPLETE ANSWERS WIU AID IN PROCESSING THE CLAIM.

PRIVACY ACT/PAPERWORK REDUCTION ACT NOTICC; The Social Saeurtty AdmlnlslraUon Is «uthomed to collect the Inlonmetion on this

sections 20S<a). 223(d) and 1E33(a) at the Social Security Act The Information on tMs lorm Is needed by Social Secunty to make a decision on

White givinfl us the Information on tttls form Is voluntary, taJlura to provtde all or part of the requested Infomialion could prevent an accural

decision on your eialm and could result In the Iocs o( t)«n«ma. Althooflh the Information you furnish on this form Is almost never used for

other than making a determination on your disability daim. such Information may be disckisad by the Social Secunty Administration as k

enable a thinj party or agency to assist Social Security m establishing rights to Social Secunty benefits and/or coverage; (2) to comply with

y r«conSs (e.g.. to ttw General Accounting Office and the Veterans Administration); and (

sura ttie Integrity and Improvement of the Social Security programs (e.g.. to the Bureau <

r contract to Social Security) These and ottier reasons why Information about you may be used or given out i

I Federal Register. If you would like mora mfoimalion about this, any Social Security office can assist you.

any purposi

>liows (t) Ti

Federal law

A NAI^E OF CLAIMAM

I D WHAT IS

>/2rv?.^A/
LING CONDITION' (B'leHy e«Wain tne IniufY or lllntu I

B. SOCIAl. SECURITY NUMBER

ttopSyfOu from working.}

C. TELEPHONE NUMBER w
you can be reached (incl
area code) C'H)

y/A

PART I - INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR CONDITION

1. When did your condition first tratrter you:

2A Did you work after the date shown in item 1?
(/' no", go on fo Kerrts 3>» and 38 )

Jl- Srty
1
YEAR

I3^N(D YES

2B If you did iwork since the date ] your condition cause you to change -

Your |ob or job duties?
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PART II — INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS

TELEPHONE NUMBER (include i //>/>C/ T^ecU./^ ^/\ -^^S^^

HOW OFTEN DO YOM SEE THIS DC DATE YOU riRST SAW THIS DOCTOR

I 7 - /y - C'l'Z-

E««Oi
N^/OR VISITS ii>tpii lllneis or iniury lo' •ft.cn l

y/^^tc/Ze //^jf^/^^jf, ^Al^rArtrr'?:^^ jyjt.*!p^ ^^^'^^'^ (^yty n /i^'y"^^^'^ f,

^/1^^/9/ci AiiU^cuAe.^ /^.^/y)jcs$,/^5 ^^/ C''->'rf/C,e>>',ctn f;'ua.f I

TYPE OF TREATMENT OR MEDICINES RECEIVEb (wch as wf|»fy. chemotherapy, ridialion. and Ihe medicines you \iiii\ot your illness

iniury. if Known II no treatment or medicir*es. show "NONE".)

/^^/ ^^^^ jCyC-et^ ^/? jei/«/t</ac//^'^ ^ /?C ^>Cc/(".

[9yej D NO

TELEPHONE NUMBER (include area c ^^y a i^-^^"^

HOyv, OFTEN DO YOU SEE Ti DATE YOU LAST SAW THIS DOCTOR

7- -z. --9^
t^REASOpiS.... i ^

._,_.._____ -

1^

REASONS FOR VISITS ^sno. ./loejs or m/urr (o. »«<».

,

/./:'f/a^J JiL^'^<-ri ,r.£c c/i^/ud rr^c/f'ct'^-C

56 Idenlily below any o(»er doctor you rvive teen i
' yoor Illness or iniury began

TELEPHONE NUMBER (include are^xode) \,xyf7a. /jfic^ ^A ^c pal

HOW OnEN 00 YOU SEE THISpOCTOR' IOATt YOU nRST SAW THIS DOCTOR

REASONS FOR VISITS

/#?/ w ./>r>^i'^, I e^y J/rxji-^^io'\̂yrz/cJc^^^ux^A^/^-^-" ; ///y^^^^V
I. and the medicines you lake lor your illness

/d^/^,y,{/!^,yei A. ^-.'f;
. \Cc/>'U'i<

79-403 0-94-2
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8. Have you had any of the following tests in the last year?
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PART IV - INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR EDUCATION



15C. Describe the kind and amount of physical activity this Job involved duting typical day in terms of:

• Walking (circle the number of hours a day spent walking) — \/'lA^ 5 6 7 8

• SUnding (circle the number of hours a day spent standing) — 1^2-^ 4 5 6 7 8

• Sitting (circle the number of hours a day spent sitting) — 1/2 /3 _4 5 6 7 8

;
(circle how often a day you t»ad to t>end) — Never yKfecasionally JJFrequently Constantly

;
(circle how often a day you had to reach) — Never /Occasionally frequently • Constantly

• Lifting and Carrying: Deschtw betow wtut was lifted, and how far it was carried. Check heaviest weight lifl

and weight frequently lifted and/or earned.

HEAVIESVWEIGHT LIFTED
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PART VII — FOR SSA USE ONLY • DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS UNE

NAMEOFCUUMANT

SoTOA^ tj Tct^
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

C^L.^/SZ/3^S'_/
16. Check any of the following categones wtiich apply to this

PRESUMPTIVE OISABIUTY CONSIDERATION
(It any of these boxes are checked

SI claims per Dl

A. D Amputation of two limbs

6. D Amputation of a leg at th^hip

the possibility of a presumptive disability

C. D Allegation of total deafness

D. D Allegation of totali>lindness

E. D Allegation of

ling«

without a

F. O Allegation of a stroke (cerebral vascular accident) more than 3 months in the past and continued marked difficulty

in walking or using a hand or arm

G. D Allegation ol cerebiiVpalsy. musculaf dystrophy or muscular atrophy and marked difficulty in walking (e.g.. use of

braces), speaking or cbQrdination of ttte hands or arms

H O Allegation of diabetes with ampubt^ of a foot.

I DAIIeflationolOownt Syndrome (Mongoliaml

Q An applipant Ming on behalf ol another irtdividual alleges severe meiftatdeficiency lor claimant who is at least 7
ycars^Tage The applicant aitcges Itut the individual attends (or attend^>«^peciai school, or special classes in

'>«icM6l. because of his tnenui deficiency, or is unaMe to attend any type o< sbwol (or if beyond school age was
urtable to attend), and requires care and supervsion of routine daily activities

lD

D.Yes J^
Cf=inr)6e>^.^

17B. Does the claimant need astifianca k

It'ytt.'thownunt, tddntt.
milling to tuisl the cttimMnt.

pmccvitng hit or her daim?

•ntf Hfphontnumfr of an Imtrtslad party *>
RELATIOf^SHIP

(mant (or h«« repre itnative) be readily reached by
ns due to language, speech or heanng di

ttoukt eompHf SSA-93e9-fe

TELEPHONE NUMBER

/O Yes D



18A. Check each item to indicate tf any difficulty was otjseived:



DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

PISABILITY REPORT Attachment 3

PLEASE PRINT. TYPE. OR WRITE CLEARLYAND ANSWER ALL ITEMSTOTHE BEST OFYOUR ABILITY. If you are filing

on behalf of someone else, enter his or her name and social security number In the space provided and answer all

questions. COMPLETE ANSWERS WILL AID IN PROCESSING THE CLAIM.

PRIVACY ACT/PAPEflWORK REDUCTION ACT NOTICE; The Social Security Admlnislralloo is authorized to collecl the Inlonnalion oo this torn unc
uctloRS 205(a). 223(0) and 1633(a) of the Social Security Act The Information on (his lorni Is needed by Social Security lo make a decision on your cla<

-WNIe givtng us the Information on this form Is voluntary, failure lo provide aH or pari of the requested Information could prevent an accurate or tim<

decision on your dalm and could result In the loss of ber^eTtts. Afthough the Information you furnish on this form Is almost rwver used for any purpo
other than ntaklng a determination on your disability dalm. such Inlormallon may be disclosed by the Social Security Administration as lollo»«: (1)

enable a third pariy or agency to assist Social Security In establishing rights to Social Security benefits and/or coverage: (Z) lo comply with Federal la

requiring the releaso ol Inlormalion from Sodal Security records (eg., lo the General Accouming Office and the Veterans Administrallon); and (3) to ladlit.

statistical research and audit actlviiies necessary to assure the Integrity and Improvement of the Social Security programs (e.g.. lo the Bureau ol the Cans
and private coricems under contract to Social Security). These and other reasons why information about you may be used or given out are explain

I like r
, any S

A. NAME Of OAIMAMTNAME

7.

f
Y^c- ^^ai/~-y^o

B. SOOAL SECURITY NUMBER C. TELEPHONE NUMBER where
you can be reached (include
area code)

WHAT>S YOUR OlSApUNG CONDITION? (B'nilt etpltin Ihelnlury orlUnassJhtl stops you from working.) ^^
^A^tr^y/^- A^cee/^i/ii^ Jf'^'/tzss, ;^/:^/^-f/^pi^'^^y Ju>'/''^^ ^y/f^~'^<=^J'^y /rff/icl'/]^

^ - PART 1 - INFORMATION /VBOUT YOUR CONDITION
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PART II — INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR MEDICAL RECORDS

i VISITS^^ow illoessor Injury for which you had tn

yF^i

fl'TYPE OF TREATMENT ORMEDjaNESRECEIVED(suchassurgery.chemoth^W,radiation. and the medidnesyou take tor your illness

rinjuryjf kriown/lfnatreatm«ritoriTiediciries.show"NONr'.)
•'

'^

H0WU3FTEN 66 YlJUiEE THI^I DATE YOU RUST SAW THIS DOCTTjR I DATEYOU LAST SAW THIS DOCTOR

TteeOfTREMMENTORMEDICINisRE^^
or iniury. if known. If no treatment or medicines, show "NONE".)

/^J-;y^/^y ,^j<'ci/^ y*^^^//'^ci'r>^ f^/-^^?-i/i.cl

5B. Identify below any other doctor you have se



6A. Have you been hospitalized or treated at a clinic for yoor disabling condition?
II -yes", show the tollowing:



8. Have you had any of the following tests in the last year?
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PART IV — INFORMATION AB0U1 VUUK tUui^Hi
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15C. Describe the kind and amount of physical activity this job involved during typical day in terms of;

• Walking (cirde the numbe.r of hours a day spent walking) — O^L/2 3 4 5 6 7 8

• SUnding (circle the number of hours a day spent standing) — 0/l/2 3 4 5 6 7 8

• SitUng (circle the number of hours a day spent sitting) — l|^/^3 4 5 6 7 8

• Bending (circle how often a day you had to bend) — Never (^bccasionajly), Frequently (kmstantly

• Reaching (circle how often a day you had to reach) — Never <^Occasionaiiy^ Frequently - Constantly

• Lifting and Carrying: Describe below what was lifted, and how far it was carried. Check heaviest weight lifted,

and weight frequently lifted and/or carried:

HEAVIEST/WEIGHT LIFTED
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PART VII - FOR SSA USE ONLY • DO NOT WRITE BELOW THIS LINE

NAME OF CLAIMANT

I^CfOL^ eAj
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

^J.J>/SJ./^±A^
16. Check any of the following categories wtiich apply to this case:

PRESUMPTIVE DISABILITY CONSIDERATION '

(II any of these t»xes are checked, DO's (and DOS's) should be alen to the possibility of a presumptive disability

determination in SSI claims per DM1055.240 and 23535.005.

A. n Amputation of two limbs

B. D Amputation of a leg at the hip

C. D Allegation of total deafness

0. D Allegation of total blindness

E. D Allegation of bed confinement or immobility without a wheelchair, walker, or crutches, allegedly due to a
k>ngstanding condition — exclude recent accident and recent surgery.

F. D Allegation of a stroke (cerebral vascular accident) more than 3 months In the past and continued marked difficulty

in walking or using a hand or arm.

G. D Allegation of cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy or muscular atrophy and marked difficulty in walking (e.g., use of
* braces), speaking or coordination of the hands or arms.

H. O Allegation of diabetes with amputation of a foot.

1. n Allegation of Down's Syndrome (Mongolism).

J. O An applicant filing on behalf of another individual alleges severe mental deficiency for claimant who is at least 7

years of age. The applicant alleges that the individual attends (or attended) a special school, or special classes in

school, because of his mental deficiency, or is unable to attend any type of school (or if beyond school age was
unable to attend), and requires care and supervision of routine daily activities.

L. D Allegalion of Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)

17A. Does the claimant speak English?

II "no." what language does he speak?

D Yes ^qT

17B. Does the claimant need assistance in prosecuting his or her claim? , , ,

ll"yes. " show name, address, relationship, end telephone number ol an Interested party

willing to assist the claimant

D Yes D No

17C. Can the claimant (or his representative) be reahily reached by telephone with no
communication problems due to language, speech or hearing difficulties? (' "no- DO
should complete SSA-3369-F6.

Fofm SSA-336S-aK (1.69) ,

D Yes JB^
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Attachment 4

PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT

RE: CANH NGOC NGUYEN
DOB: 11/23/58
SSN: 616-56-7914

PRESElvn-ING PR0BL_EI1S

Csr.h Ngoc Nguye- is a 33 yesr eld, r,cr,-Er,siish sseoking ;.oOt

(but SDsaks Vietnamese) male who was refer ted for Dsychoiog;
testing dL.e to a history and currsnt status of chysicai
emotional oroblems (see prior recscrts for details) and
sssociated need for assessment for S.S.I, eligibility.

PRIOR PSYCHOLOGICAL REPORT

ion

and

previous psychological evaluation aone by 4ltaMiMMMABii^taM
Licensed Psychologist on 3/12/92, Nguyen k^as diagnosed
Multiple Somatic Comoiaints
Post Traumatic Stress Disorder , chronic
R/0 Major Depression, recurrent

PSYCHOLOGICAL PROCEDURES

T.O.N. I. (Test of Non-verbal Intelligence)

Multifactor Stress and Depression Inventory

Bander Visual Motor Sestalt Test

Draw-A-Person

Sclf-?;ating Depression Scale

Sentence Corns let ion For.-

The.matic Apperception ~2st

md a briel review or
ssi stance

the oatient '

z

iistory . .estmc was
.n int£- = --5tar
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MENTAL STATUS

This Datient wss 3=cro=r iateiy dressed ar.d adeauateiy groomed zr.d
his overall apaearance was normal or average.

His ability to Lir.derstand and follow directions was judged to be
average

.

His speech was judged to be clear and coherent, and his reality
testing seemed to be adequate.

This Dersor. was orie-.ted to time, clace and person.

Kis cognitive :;"ocesses were generally
_
unblocked and somewhat

concrete-oriented.

He admitted to experiencing visual and auditory hallucinations but
showed no evidence o-^ thought fragmentations and/or looseness of
associations

.

This satier.t's affect was full and his mood was appropriate to the
situation.

BEHAVIOR DURING TESTING

during the testing and interview, this patient was coooerative,
alert, friendly, passive, c^iet, in a generally adeauate manner
except for some difficulties with the perceptual-motor tasks.

TEST FINDINGS

INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES AND COGNITIVE FUNCTIONING

Intellectually, this i-.divid^al obtained a cuotient of (58 ( (. 3rd
aercentile rank). This score olaces hiiH in the very aoor range of
intellectual functioning in non-verbal situations. (The T.C.N.

I

[Test of Non-Verbal Intelligence] is a language-free measure of
cognitive ability designed to be suitable in format for subjects
who are linguistically handicapped, or deprived, and to reduce
cultural loading. "'he basis O'^ all the T.C.N. I. items is coblem
solving )

.

PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR INTEGRAT ION AND COORDINATION

This patient's testing revealed signs of possible ir.ini.T.al

(inconclusive) oiganicity as evidenced by modified curvature.
>;ith possible icco;'.-:;-/! n- Irs-ning difficulties. ~ild .-^erceotuc-l-
rr.otcv imoairment. mo- c • tre(v.ors, imsulsivitv. emotional lability
tnd related feelings c' inad'f.suacy . incompetency, anxiety and
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tension. It should be noted that other factors fe.c- .•nedicationr

.

oossible vision i.T.Dairment , etc.) may adve-sely s-^fect the
patient's Derfcrr.ance in these written tasks.

AFFECTIVE STATUS (WITH ACCOMPANYING SOMATIC CONCERNS. PSYCHOLOGICAL
DISTURBANCES. PSYCHOMOTOR INDICATORS AND BEHAVIORAL, TENDENCIES )

Nguyen's ssychological testing revealed him as s depressed
personality with a pervasive affective disturbance and associated
physiological and psychological disturbances including: sleecing
difficulties, decreased sexual interest, ssychc-motor agitation cv
restlessness, low energy levels or chronic unexslainsble fatigue,
suicidal ideation, -apid heart beat (Tachycardia), irritability.
anxiety and tension, personal devaluation, feelings of
dissatisfaction, indecisiveness and feelings of confusion,
insecurity, and ernctiness. This patient is also exseriencing
feelings of grief and depression due to his physical sroblems and
=ain including: spells of dizziness, severe chronic headaches, lo^
back sain, Joint pain or arthritis, breathing difficulties, (see
prior resorts), and being separated from his wife since 197S. In
addition, she has feelings of worthlessness , incompetence and lack
of independence due to his inability to work due to chronic
physical croblems. inability to soesk or unde-stand Z-'jlish and
-ee lings of depression.

PSYCHOzSOCJLAL^fiUNCT IONING AND FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS

As mentioned, this patient has been separated from his wife and
also his child since 197o.

His testing also revealed signs of suppressed feelings of hostility
and underlying primitive aggressive impulses often associated with
paranoid features and hypertense patients.

this patient's testing revealed indications of
and suPc-.-f icislity in his interpersonal relations and
;nvironmental contact, with withdrawal tendencies.

thus lacks genuine satisfaction in his family

V61.:0) Ks'ital Probierr. (histor/)

'.'^rC.CC) Borderline y.ental Retardation (Rule-Out)

ether
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SUMMARY

tc"?cl3-:'rs:'e'/ S'^'"*'rx2^^^
individual who lacks the ability

the difficulties of T^^-- it '.thT
resources for coping with

i-.ter-al and external
*

'
^^ country at this time (both

.ca. Psychologist

2A: ;c;c
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Attachment 5

DEVEUOPMENT CENTER
Ph.D.

Clinical Psrchologltt

DimtoT
I ictiiM ipr

E PACIFIC COAST HUY.
SUITE #103

LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90804
TELEPHONE ( ?1 3 ) 498-

&«pte(nb«T 10, 1991

lO Whom It Mux Conceri

RE: YORNG
dob: J4
SSN: -54-1555

The above named 56 year old Cambodian female looks old and
depressed. She suffers from dizzliwee, headaohoo, fstlgu*.
fainting and blackouts, falls down easily, low bock pain,
arthritis, weakness, palpatations, poor vision, nervousness, severe
depression . nightmares, poor appetite, chest pain, hand weakneoo
and numbness . and sleeping difficulty.

The Khmer Rouae killed 2 of her children and her slsuwr's entire
family. Her surviving daughter cares tro all of her needs, sho
takes medicor.ions prescribed to her by Dr. Chris amd Or

.

Ma

DIAQNOSCS: - Multiple Somatic Complaints
- Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, chronic
- R/0 Major Depression, recurrent

She should meet the lietinos for ft. S.I

Sinceioly

,

, PH.D.,
Clinical Psychologist
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HUMAM

DEVELOPMKUT UENTSR
. Ph.D.

Clinical f'sycaoloiist

Diricto:

License tPSC.

E. PACIFIC COAST HWY

.

SUITE #103
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA 90804

TKT.EPHONE (213) 498-

S«ptemb«r 9, 1991

RE:
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Attachment 6

Westminster, CA-92683
(714) 775-0301

PLEDGE

I, the undersigned,

SSN

pl-sdg-! to give ay author izac Ion to ^|^^^^Koff ice to act as

y representative to process all requirements for my application

for SSI.

I agree to pay the fee of FIVE HUNDRED DOIXARS.

Upon completion of my application, I agree to pay additional fee

as follows :

- If the retroactive check IS from .<i2,001. to $4,000.00, the

Office will share 5(2,000.00

- If the retroactive check Is over $4,000.00, the Office will

cake one-half of the aauunt.

- If the retroactive check Is over 56,000.00, the Office will

take one-third of the aaount.

That will be the fee for whatever V^HHI^^OFFICE has done

for ne as ay representative.

Besides, otiiers costs regarding the medical certifications

provides by th« Doctors or Hospitals in supporting my application

for SSI will be paid by myMlf.

Hade in Uescalnster on 01/08/91
Signature,
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m^Tnmi

CI AY CAH KET

Toi ky ten dUOi day la:.... .

SSN

Kin cam kit de* Van Phong JB^^^^v l^?' Dien cho toi >lo

moi thu tuc giay td, lap hp sd xin tieh t rd cap S.S.I.

Toi dong y tra' cho Van Phong oo'oiir HAU so' lien NAM TKAM

My Kim ISSOO.OO) la tieh le phi*.

Khi hoa"thanh, toi xin bang long tra nhu sau:

"Neu Chi phieii dJ6c la'nh hoi to duili S2,nno.OU, Van i>hunq

se lanh tat ca' chi phieii.

-Neu Chi phi^u cTUdc la'ah ho'i to tu' S2,001 .00 tfen f4,000.U0

Van Pho'ng se nhan lanh $2,000.00. '
-

-Neil Chi phieii dUdc lanh hoi to' tren S4«00t.00, Van Fhong

se la'nh mot nUa (?) chi phicu. u , ^ '^ *"*/? J-
Do la so tilen thu lao ve tat ca con^ vi£^ ma Ong^HBH^^BIA
da dai di^n cho toi.

Mgoai ra, moi chi phi' gi&'y td do ca'c Ba'c sT hay Benh Vien

cap de la'm ho sd xin tieh benh cho'^toi, se deii do toi chiu

tra'ch nhiem thanh toan .

Lam tai JU)CyKjUVj|(;»/»«»-*y-.*'- iha'nq.l . .ii.im. I'^-T-

Ky I.Ml
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ceim;i

SEnviCK S.ItEI- ERA'L.

L I C . HO 1

SIGN UF

DATE call; -' "5 - ^7
APPOINTMENT I?ATeT;^"V^'^2?-^APPOINTMENT DATE . "^C'V^'T"-;?
BY phon e1PTo r~to t^ltit^JTX

SEnVICES AGUEEMENT .

"-^- M'l/ -̂'/:' 1

CLM
SSI; /;. , ^^ .^.^ -_,„^

. D .0 . n ; MONTH // DAY ?-? Y EAR 'Ttf MONTH
3EX.HALE( v^ ) FEMALE ( )

" SPOUSE
INCOME.-: AFDC( )g¥7(7TsSI( ).< n, U.-\ ~>r OTHER SOURCE^

DAY /-r YEAR

TEL. i\ ( _!:/_//. 1 Ah*.^ - 3 ^cef^,

iA'im: llMfTM ii'. l u.'i/.ni.un luiN'rii ^

%rf^'OTHER PHONE USED .

vonniissj.

i^.'.! OR QON])ITIM I

Mt
y-.^^.'. /.'.-r^;,/.

^^ /r^^^/.w <r^^y.
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Chairman PiCKLE. I thank you, Ms. Franco, for that testimony.
I am not happy to hear it, I am embarrassed, but I thank you for

your strong statement.
John, do you have a statement to make to the committee?
John. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. You may proceed.

TESTIMONY OF "JOHN," FORMER UNDERCOVER OPERATIVE,
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF THE
ATTORNEY GENERAL, BUREAU OF MEDI-CAL FRAUD
John. First of all, let me introduce myself by way of a brief his-

tory. Please excuse my language. I do speak several languages in

my life, but the English language is the hardest, in my consider-
ation. If you don't understand my pronunciation, please ask me at
any time.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you.
John. I arrived in this country through the refugee program.

After fleeing from the Indochina area with my wife and a child and
being moved from one refugee camp to another in different parts
of the world, we finally landed in the United States. As so many
of my countrymen, I left family behind, never to be seen again. I

left my livelihood and also my plans for my future. I arrived, grate-
ful that we survived and in a country like America, but penniless
and with few places to turn. I have learned to survive in this soci-

ety, so different from my own. I have eked out a living as best I

could, doing myriad menial jobs, although I have a professional
background and education. I, like my countrymen, have had a
number of very difficult obstacles assimilating to the American so-

ciety. These problems will probably take me a lifetime to surmount.
I must look at the challenges facing me in America as an avenue
of opportunity. As I progressed down this avenue, I often see pit-

falls that would appear to make the struggle easier to bear, but I

know it will lead me to nowhere. Some of these pitfalls are put in

place by well-meaning Americans. The social welfare system that
makes money much easier to get than opportunity.

I take pride in the fact that I have never applied for public as-

sistance, although at times it was so tempting. Seeing people col-

lecting welfare and other benefits while making no effort was very
demoralizing.
My association with the Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud started a

number of years ago. My reason for assisting the bureau was sim-
ple. I felt that the dependence my countrymen were developing on
the social systems in this country would severely limit our ability

to prosper here. Although I was paid for my efforts, my monetary
reward has been minimal, the work was intermittent, and there
was real jeopardy to me and my family. I had to move a number
of times once my identity became known. I have lost several jobs
because of court commitments, and I had no peace in my life be-

cause of this involvement. I am looked at by my fellow refugees as
a spy and traitor.

The hardships I have endured- serving the criminal justice sys-

tem in America is almost equal to the hardship getting here.

What you saw in the films and I am here to discuss with you is

the ease by which SSI payments can be acquired. Let me first say
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that if it were not for the middlemen and some of the medical pro-
fessionals and legal professionals involved in this fraud scheme, the
numbers of SSI claims, I believe, would be far less.

I could go into the problems that the refugees experienced when
the refugees' resettlement money has run out, when the welfare
money is about to run out, aind employment opportunities are
scarce. But the issue at this hearing is not their plight, not that
you are not interested, but it is not the theme of these hearings.

I will tell you what I have experienced first hand in my role as
an undercover operator and as a citizen refugee regarding the orga-
nized effort to direct refugees into the SSI Program. A member of
the refugee committee is considered strange if he does not cash in

on this free money for life.

Because of my exposure to the investigation being conducted, I

have become extremely aware of the financial burden put on the
system here in America, not only by the numbers of SSI recipients
coming from the Southeast Asia communities, but all the other
services it affords them. Over the year, I have been in numerous
medical clinics that, in essence, pretend to provide medical services

to the Southeast Asian communities just to be able to bill Medicaid.
Paying the recipients to come to the clinic is common, and telling

them that they will get SSI payments for life by coming to the par-
ticular clinics is a real draw.
One does not have to be a medical professional to know when no

medical exams are conducted, to know that the prescriptions are
only being written for the profit motive, and when documents are
being drafted to qualify someone for SSI, when no actual disability

really exists.

I have been in numerous clinics where the recipients are bused
in by middlemen or drivers. Everybody but the taxpayer makes
money on the deal. By acting as a middleman and driver myself,
I have delivered large numbers of Medi-Cal cards to clinics and had
no recipients with me and received payment for bringing them in.

I was in a clinic a number of years ago when I first saw the
wholesale SSI fraud scheme taking place, drivers bringing in 6, 8,

9, or 10 people at a time to see just one doctor. The drivers were
getting paid by the clinics and the recipients were getting set up
for SSI.

It has been my experience in these last investigations that the
middlemen and the clinics that were operating illegally were being
very cautious, but they still plied their trade—^bogus Medi Cal
claims and SSI medical reports.

You will see in the film clips common practices by the middle-
men. You will see in one clip 10 people or more, I being one of
them, going from the middleman's office to the clinic. When we got
there, the place was packed, standing room only, all for SSI docu-
mentation. While I was there, I heard some of the recipients joking
about what malady they were told to say they had and how they
were going to get rich from this.

I could go on all day with examples of abuses to the system, but
I want to end leaving these thoughts. The profit motive of the mid-
dlemen and others who get to extract money from either the refu-

gees or SSI/Medi-Cal system are the true perpetrators of this

fraud. Without them, the fraud could not happen. The refugee is
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also not without fault, for he knows he is getting something he is

not truly deserving of. The system, in its misguided effort to assist

the refugees, is also at fault for throwing money at the problem
rather than opportunity to assimilate through gainful employment.

I have ended my statement, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. I appreciate your testimony, John, and the

very frank statement of Ms. Franco at this hearing.

Mr. Martin, I first want to know, you represent the Department
of Justice of California, is that correct?

Mr. Martin. That is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. You were asked to investigate these kinds of

cases by whom?
Mr. Martin. We made a decision to investigate these on our own.
Chairman PiCKLE. Did the SSA offices in that area know this

was going on?
Mr. Martin. Yes, sir, because they had received similar com-

plaints.

Chairman PiCKLE. Had they done anything about ferreting out
these abuses?
Mr. Martin. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman Pickle. Have they ever done it, that you know of?

Mr. Martin. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman PiCKLE. Or at least to a very minor degree? You just

don't know of any?
Mr. Martin. I don't know of any, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. I want to follow up on this action. Has there

been any conviction made on these kinds of cases?
Mr. Martin. No. They are all pending in court right now.
Chairman PiCKLE. How long ago did you make the investigations

and make this information known?
Mr. Martin. Approximately the middle of last year.

Chairman PiCKLE. So it has been over a year now?
Mr. Martin. Yes.
Chairman Pickle. It has been a year and the cases are just

starting? Then nobody has been put in jail yet?
Mr. Martin. No, sir.

Chairman PiCKLE. Is the practice still going on in that area?
Mr. Martin. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I believe it is.

Chairman Pickle. SSA knows that?
Mr. Martin. Yes, sir.

Chairman PiCKLE. Does the OIG, inspector general, know it, also

at SSA?
Mr. Martin. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. Let me ask Ms. Franco or John this question.

Of the people that you cited in this one case where you had 30 or

40 of them in the group and you paid the doctor and the middle-
man, I assume that you are sa3dng that those claims were false

claims and that the individual participated in it?

Ms. Franco. Yes. We have video tape and audio tape of them
speaking in their own native tongue, joking and laughing.
Chairman PiCKLE. I want to ask you, in your opinion—^this is a

matter of opinion—do you think that most of these people know
that it is illegal and that they are receiving money fraudulently?
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Ms. Franco. Yes, they do. By the video tapes that we have and
the comments they make, they laugh about the free money. We
hear the middleman telling everybody what to say in order to qual-

ify.

Chairman PiCKLE. Then you would say that the large majority
of them are not disabled but they just make their statements and
they make the money?
Ms. Franco. In all fairness, Mr. Chairman, we only deal with

crooks. We deal with those in^viduals that are going to get some-
thing for nothing. I cannot say that some of those individuals

would not have normally qualified if they would have gone through
the normal process. But these individuals did laugh.
Chairman PiCKLE. Can you give me an estimate? Of the 300 peo-

ple or the 4,000 people, would you say 5 percent or 10 percent
might be eligible? Or would you just say a very small number?
Ms. Franco. Let me give you a breakdown of those 300 files that

we had analyzed by that medical expert.

Chairman Pickle. All right.

Ms. Franco. Of those 300, we had 192 hits, meaning that 192
individuals were, in fact, applying or receiving. We were able, then,

to determine that 117 were now receiving payments. We totaled up
how much they had been paid. They had been paid $1.7 million,

and that 117 comes out to 39 percent of the 300 files looked at. So
those 300 files were all the same, all boiler plate, but we have no
other documentation beyond those medical files to state how those
117 individuals, if they used additional documentation to establish

their eligibility.

Chairman Pickle. Do you know whether any of the recipients

have ever been taken off the roll?

Ms. Franco. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman Pickle. To anybody's knowledge? To yours, Mr. Mar-

tin?

Mr. Martin. Not to my knowledge.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you. I will yield.

Mr. Ford, would you like to proceed now to questions?

Chairman Ford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Over what period of time did you conduct the investigations with

the TV recorders and all of that?
Ms. Franco. It has been 3 years.

Chairman Ford. It has been 3 years since this took place?

Ms. Franco. Correct. If I might add, during that time, we spent

a lot of time educating ourselves on SSI. We had no previous expe-

rience, so we had to educate ourselves on how the system worked
and how we were going to address that situation. It took us a while

to scour the United States, looking for undercover operatives, be-

cause we felt that that was the only way to prove the fraud.

The Southeast Asian community individuals are very reluctant to

speak to us, so that we had to change our tactics of how we ap-

proached our investigations to either confirm or deny the allega-

tions that we had been receiving. Usually, we just take a list of

beneficiaries when we get a complaint that a doctor is billing for

services not rendered and interview the beneficiary, and usually we
get a very good response and we are able to prove our fraud case.
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In this situation, with past experience, that was not going to be
so, so this is why we decided to target only the middlemen, the at-

torneys, and the clinics and prove our cases with undercover
operatives such as John.
Chairman Ford. In your investigation, when John would enter

Social Security's claims office and talk with one of the clerks what
took place after they filled out the application? There is a disability

determination made on individuals who come in and apply for Sup-
plemental Security income. The information in this particular ap-
plication is not the end of that process is it?

Ms. Franco. No, it is not. We did not go through all of the proc-

ess. By the time we got to that stage, we had been in 2 years, so
we had to wind things down. A decision was made that we were
not going to wait and have the complete process—^we were not
going to wait for John to get actually accepted and start receiving-
money. If he got accepted or if he didn't, it could be additional
months more. So we never went beyond just filling out the initial

documents for SSA.
Chairman FORD. I am not just referring to John, I am talking

about your overall investigation. DDS makes that final determina-
tion?

Ms. Franco. Yes, they do.

Chairman Ford. They do it with their own doctors, who are often
contracted out by SSA, to make the determination whether one is

disabled or not.

Ms. Franco. Correct. That is why I said earlier that of those 300
cases that the medical expert looked at, the only information that
we have are those 300 files. We have no additional documentation
to state that those 117 individuals did, in fact, go to other doctors,
and there is additional documentation that aJ^ords the DDS to

make that determination that they were eligible.

We are just speaking from a very small world in which we were
doing from a search warrant.
Chairman FORD. Are you going past the doctors who meet for

these quick sessions to the middle people informing their clientele

with the clinics what to say and how to apply for the SSI benefits?
Ms. Franco. Our targets are the middlemen and the doctors,

yes.

Chairman FORD. What about those physicians or health clinics

under DDS? It seems to me that they make the final determina-
tion. In my district, they make the final determination, and it is

oftentimes very difficult to get someone qualified. We are talking
about California. Why is it so easy? Are the physicians or clinics

contracted by SSA in cahoots with the same doctors we are talking
about?
Ms. Franco. It is our experience by the undercover operations

that we conducted that there appears to be an alliance, an associa-
tion, between the middlemen and certain doctors.

Chairman FORD. Doctors who are contracted by SSA?
Ms. Franco. Not to my knowledge, no.

Chairman Ford. That is what I am saying. SSA, in the disability

determination, makes the ultimate decision as to whether that
claim is going to be paid under SSI, is that correct?
Ms. Franco. Correct.
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Chairman Ford. And those physicians are either contracted out
by the Social Security Administration or the State's own disabiUty
office?

Ms. Franco. We never ran across a doctor that was associated
with DDS or SSA in our investigations.
Chairman Ford. They make the final determination, though,

don't they?
Ms. Franco. To my knowledge, yes.
Chairman FORD. If they make the final determination fi:om all

of the things said and placed on the application, then they are an-
other medical group contracted by the Social Security Administra-
tion to make the final determination as to whether the person or
persons are disabled.

Ms. Franco. Yes.
Chairman FORD. And, did you find in those offices evidence, or

any information at all, to suggest that maybe the physicians who
are contracted by the Social Security Administration might be a
part of the fraud we are talking about on these applications?
Ms. Franco. I have firsthand experience. Let me give you a little

bit of history. When we first started these cases, we had a large
target base. We had a lot of doctors, and we had to start eliminat-
ing, figuring out which ones we were going to target. So I had a
large number of doctors, and these doctors move faster than light-

ning. They would open up a clinic, be there 6 or 7 months, close,

and go somewhere else. It was difficult to track them.
I was able to track one doctor, and eventually, this one doctor

moved from clinic to clinic and eventually was associated with a
clinic that was contracted with DDS to provide additional docu-
mentation for the Social Security office. We interviewed him and
he said that he knew nothing of what was going on in the clinics

before where he worked, but now that he was under contract with
the SSA, the DDS, that he was seeing a lot of things going on.

He did provide us with some information, but there are so many
doctors out there. This was only one doctor that I came in contact
with, but I was able to follow him from the Long Beach area, and
then I guess he cleaned up and was now working along with DDS.
Chairman Ford. That one doctor that you make reference to

there was contracted by SSA?
Ms. Franco. DDS. He was working in a clinic that contracted

with DDS to do the consultative examination that they needed.
Chairman FORD. Previously, had he been one of the clinic doctors

who handled many of the fraudulent cases that we have talked
about and seen on television this morning?
Ms. Franco. He had been one of many targets, so I got to know

a lot of doctor names, and a lot of these doctors have very unusual
names so it is very easy, then, to start following them. I did a lot

of analytical work and backup to prepare my investigators on the
proper cases to investigate.

Chairman Ford. I was wondering, because in my district, it is

typical to go to DDS and to go through all of the steps for the cer-

tification of one being disabled
Ms. Franco. In all fairness to DDS, they did supply us with

samples of boiler plate information. They knew the doctors to

watch out for. But there are so many doctors out there and so
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much going on, I don't think we were able to follow everything or

DDS was able to follow everything. I really feel that everybody did

the best job they could with what they had available.

Chairman FORD. We are talking about a lot of claimants making
application and a lot of Federal funds being paid under the Supple-
mental Security Income Program.
Ms. Franco. And Medicaid paying for all of these examinations,

yes, we are.

Chairman FORD. The Social Security Administration has a re-

sponsibility and an obligation, for DDS to ensure, with their in-

house doctors if necessary, that an honest determination is made.
One other thing I am not quite clear on, how one would qualify

for up to $10,000 in supplemental security income? In most cases,

SSA can process SSI applications a lot quicker than Social Security
disability claims. Oftentimes, SSI qualification takes no more than,

4, 5, 6, or 7 months in the most extreme cases.

I don't understand how at $446 a month under SSI, one would
receive $10,000 back benefits. I know retroactively, they receive

their pay, but 3, 4, 5, and 6 months certainly would not total up
to $10,000 or more.
Ms. Franco. It would depend on the onset date and how long the

application process took. So the longer the process took, and then
eventually 18 months or 2 years down the road when they were ac-

tually accepted, then it is retroactive all the way back. We have
samples of checks that total $5,000, $7,000, $8,000, and even two
checks.
Chairman Ford. I understand when there is a year, 18 months,

or 24 months, but that is not the norm, is it?

Ms. Franco. Nothing we did in southern California was the
norm. Everything was abnormal. I am not trying to be facetious,

but when we are dealing with fraud, we were trying to identify the
targets and this is the information that we got. I am just giving
back to you our firsthand experience with this.

Chairman Ford. Was SSA involved in this investigation?

Ms. Franco. SSA provided us with information as best they
could. They instructed us on what the applications were for, how
to fill them out, what to look for in that process, and the OIG's of-

fice was able to provide us with clean Social Security numbers so

that we could get clean Medi-Cal cards for our undercover
operatives.
Chairman FORD. Did they suggest that you might even look at

the DDS office?

Ms. Franco. That was never suggested. DDS came and provided
training to us, also, in that aspect, in the background in Social Se-
curity and SSI as to what they use to make a determination back-
ground-wise of what somebody was eligible to receive.

Chairman FORD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Before I recognize Mr. Houghton, let me fol-

low through on one point of the questioning that Mr. Ford had
been following.

These forms filled out by the middlemen and authorized by the
doctor are standard and obviously manufactured, the same word-
ing, the same doctor, the same language, the same claims for com-
plaints.
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Ms. Franco. Yes.
Chairman Pickle. On the surface, it is very noticeable that that

is not a legal document. Something is wrong. Anybody with com-
mon sense would say that there is a question mark about this.

Ms. Franco. Yes.
Chairman PiCKLE. Now Mr. Ford is asking you, why did the DDS

doctors and authorities approve it? You said that you didn't know,
you couldn't venture a guess.

I will make the statement that if the practice is going on as com-
monly as we say, and here is a form that is obviously noticeable,
it would seem to me, then, that the DDS officers were either
rubberstamping the application or they were sloppy or they just
were tired and they said it is easier to approve it than it is to ask
questions.
Ms. Franco. And another option there, sir, could be that the

claimant brought in their own interpreter, again being that middle-
man. You must understand, also, that none of these doctors, or
very few of them, speak Cambodian or Vietnamese. They rely on
interpreters. What is the middlemen's expertise? They interpret.

They knew English and that foreign language. So in all fairness to

the doctors
Chairman FORD. Are you talking about DDS doctors?
Ms. Franco. Yes.
Chairman Ford. We are spending $325 million in SSI payments

when we look at the total dollar amount that is involved with the
fraud and abuse. So certainly SSA could compensate bilingual phy-
sicians.

Ms. Franco. It would appear that that would be one of the an-
swers, yes, but how they get beyond the DDS doctor would be
through, again, that translator.

Chairman PiCKLE. It looks like they just automatically approve
it.

Ms. Franco. It depends on what the translator tells the doctor.

John. Can I make a statement, Mr. Chairman?
Chairman Pickle. Yes.
John. According to Mr. Ford, a question about DDS doctors or

physicians making a final determination about a case, maybe the
investigator didn't have a chance to go through or to follow the case
from the initial claim until the end about determination, but to my
experience, and I had a chance to go around my community, my
people, how they could get on SSI.

The retroactive checks could be up to $12,000, not only $4,000 or

$5,000, because when the first claim, the initial claim has been de-

nied by DDS because they don't have enough information for their

physical system. And the middleman also questions them, don't

give up. So the SSA office won't throw that claim away. They still

save that claim.

After that, the claimants, through the middleman, can file for a
hearing they call redetermination, one more time, to get that claim
to be going on, even though they have been examined by the old

physician. But before accepting by DDS, they must be seen by
three doctors, at least.

Then before DDS makes a determination, they have to pass the
DDS physical themselves. But no matter where they got sent, they

79-403 0-94
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required that claimant to go, the same middleman is going to fol-

low them through that DDS physical and get that claim possible.

For example, one case that I have knowledge for myself, it has
been 2 years before DDS can make a decision to get that person
on the SSI program, and 2 years from the onset date filed. It can
be $20,000 in the Fresno area.

Chairman PiCKLE. In other words, it just goes on and on.

John. On and on.

Ms. Franco. You must imderstand that the middleman only gets

paid when the claimant gets on SSI, so the goal is for the middle-

men to be insistent and keep encouraging and doing everything
possible to get the claimant eligible.

Chairman PiCKLE. Yes; I understand.
Mr. Houghton.
Mr. Houghton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The critical question is, what do we do about all of this? What

do you think we ought to do, and if you make that suggestion, why
hasn't it been done before by the Social Security Administration?
Maybe each of you would like to take a crack at this.

Ms. Franco. I will defer to Mr. Martin.
Mr. Houghton. You can't get off that easily. Come on, Ms. Fran-

co, you are very articulate.

Ms. Franco. Thank you. The situation here is the middlemen.
They are the key figure in all of this criminal activity. If they did

not facilitate the clientele, the patients to come into the clinics,

then there would be no individuals for the clinics to bill.

The key is the middlemen, but how do you regulate a small busi-

nessman? How do you regulate a translator? You don't regulate

them on the outside. You regulate them, hopefiilly, through Social

Security, because they are the ones that have first contact with
these individuals.

One recommendation that John and I have discussed is hiring in-

dividuals like John in SSA to actually be interpreters, but make
them SSA employees. The downside to that is that in Santa Ana,
one such interpreter that was very diligent and knew what was
going on had his life threatened. He was very scared for himself

and for his life. So although the recommendation sounds very easy,

finding individuals that are willing to expose themselves, because
they live within their community
Mr. Houghton. That is your suggestion, is that right?

Ms. Franco. That is one suggestion. I am sure Mr.
Mr. Houghton. Let us go to the others. How about you, John?
John. To my knowledge, in order to solve this problem, the SSA

should hire more bilingual staff in order to eliminate the middle-

men.
Mr. Houghton. More what staff?

John. Hire more bilingual staff" in the SSA office in order to

eliminate the middlemen's activities. If the SSA don't have enough
people to be able to speak the language, that could open another
gap for the middlemen to take an action.

Mr. Houghton. Mr. Martin.
Mr. Martin. Thank you, Mr. Houghton. From my point of view,

I think that if the SSA did routine redeterminations of the SSI
beneficiaries, those with the mental disabiUties, on some routine
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basis, with an examination by a doctor that was on contract or em-
ployed by SSA and, using a contract or Government interpreter, I

think that would make a big impact on the continuing problem.
My theory on it is that if SSA were to send out redetermination

notices to this population of recipients and told them that they had
to appear, they were going to be reexamined, there was going to

be a true redetermination, that perhaps 50 percent would even
show up. We do believe that there is a large population out there
that knows that they are not entitled to these benefits, and they
wouldn't show up if they knew they would be examined and evalu-
ated by an impartial, or a CJovemment employee.
Mr. Houghton. Thank you.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you, Mr. Houghton
I assume the witness is saying that if you hired more bilingual

interpreters, there then would not be any need for middlemen and
we could just outlaw the middlemen. Is that, in essence, what you
are saying might develop?
Mr. Martin. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
John. To my knowledge, yes.

Chairman Pickle. Thank you.
Mr. Ford.
Chairman Ford. Mr. Chairman, I recognize the ranking member

of the Human Resources Subcommittee, Mr. Santorum.
Mr. Santorum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am just curious. The focus of your investigation has been the

physicians and the middlemen, and you have all these people who
have gotten SSI benefits—^you mentioned the number, a couple
thousand. None of those people has been removed even though the
Social Security Administration has been informed of this investiga-
tion and all that sort of stuff? Nobody has been removed as a result
of this investigation?

Ms. Franco. Not to my knowledge. Like I explained earlier to

Mr. Ford, our world is only that one file.

Mr. Santorum. Have you informed the Social Security Adminis-
tration that these were people who received benefits through these
middlemen who you now have under indictment?
Ms. Franco. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Martin.
Mr. Martin. I believe the Social Security Administration is

aware of Social Security numbers that we have run to confirm a
particular recipient's status, but as to the actual numbers and
exact names that we have referred to them, to my knowledge, I

don't believe we have.
Mr. Santorum. You have not referred them that information?
Mr. Martin. Right.

Mr. Santorum. But they are aware of the investigation, they are
aware of the indictments, and they have not contacted you to get
that information as to who the individuals were?
Mr. Martin. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. Santorum. Do you find that to be a little remarkable?
Mr. Martin. Yes.
Mr. Santorum. If you knew of a fraud going on that was being

conducted by another agency that involved money that was being
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paid out by your organization, would you not contact them to find

out who the individuals were involved with the fraud?
Mr. Martin. Yes, sir, we would.
Mr. Santorum. Did they cooperate with you beyond just provid-

ing you information as to how their system works? Did they give

you any investigators? Did they assist you in any way with this in-

vestigation?
Mr. Martin. The Social Security Administration? No.
Mr. Santorum. Have you ever worked with the Social Security

Administration before on these kinds of projects?

Mr. Martin. No, not on these kinds of projects.

Mr. Santorum. Do you ever cooperate with other agencies of the

government in conducting investigations with respect to fraud?
Mr. Martin. Absolutely, we cooperate.

Mr. Santorum. Did you find that the cooperation between you
and the Social Security Administration was uncustomary for co-

operation between Federal Government agencies involved in this

kind of investigation?

Mr. Martin. At times, we found it to be difficult.

Mr. Santorum. Could you elaborate on that a Uttle bit more?
What sort of things do other agencies do that the Social Security

Administration was not doing?
Mr. Martin. One example that I have was trying to conduct an

undercover operation in a SSA facility. There seemed to be a large

bureaucracy to get through in order to get inside the door using our
people to pose as SSA employees to coordinate that particular ac-

tivity.

We are a rather spontaneous group. When this happens, it hap-
pens. When we have an operator available and the translator, who
is the suspect or the middleman in this case, we don't have a lot

of time to make a lot of phone calls, send paper, and follow a bu-

reaucratic process. At times, we found that to be very difficult with
SSA because they did have a bureaucracy and there was a chain
of command that they had to follow. That made it difficult for us
to conduct some of these operations. In fact, sometimes we just did

them to get it over with and move on.

Mr. Santorum. They do have investigatory stafF out in this area,

right?

Mr. Martin. OIG does, yes.

Mr. Santorum. And they are conducting some investigations, is

that correct? Did they ever call you and work with you and ask you
for assistance?
Mr. Martin. OIG, we have worked with on these particular in-

vestigations. They provided us assistance with getting information,

getting Social Security numbers that would enable us to have a
true undercover operator. They provided backup support. At the

time that we were doing search warrants in southern California,

we did have assistance with our stafF in conducting those search

warrants. But primarily, we did the investigations and they pro-

vided support.
Mr. Santorum. Do you have any suggestions to this committee?

You have described what I see as a potential problem within the

investigatory arm that is investigating SSI. Do you have any sug-

gestions of what we might instruct those responsible parties to do,
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to change behavior or pass something to correct what you see as
a problem in ferreting out fraud?
Mr. Martin. One is to find ways to streamUne the bureaucratic

process, of State and Federal (Government agencies working coop-
eratively together. Sometimes shortcuts have to be taken, and the
particular authority and responsibility is going to have to be dele-

gated to a regional level. That would be a great improvement in

those t3T)es of relationships.

As to the overall problem, I don't know that you can put enough
cops out there to investigate everything. I think the issues come
back down to

Mr. Santorum. I understand that and I accept that. I just was
curious as to whether there are things we need to do, in your sug-
gestion. To give more regional flexibility is one suggestion.
Mr. Martin. Yes, to cut through the bureaucratic redtape.
Mr. Santorum. As far as using the existing system, what can we

do to create more cooperation and assistance to these kinds of in-

vestigations?
Mr. Martin. I do believe it is going to be at that regional level,

where those regional managers have more flexibility in directing
our investigation and saying, yes, we have a problem here. We
want to work with a State or local agency and we are going to com-
mit resources to it, just as we did. We made a decision, although
we would not normally investigate these t3rpes of issues, that there
was such an impact on the Medi-Cal Program that we committed
our resources in all of southern California to do it.

Mr. Santorum. And you were not aware of any investigation
being conducted by the Social Security Administration?
Ms. Franco. The OIG? No.
Mr. Martin. No, there was none.
Mr. Santorum. None?
Ms. Franco. We did the work and they did provide us backup.

We were unable to use them in our investigation. To the extent
that all of our investigations are law enforcement related, we are
all armed. So we have a policy that anybody who is out there has
to be armed along with us. So with the OIG investigators not being
armed, that almost precluded them from being included in our un-
dercover operations.

Mr. Santorum. When you contacted them, they got the same
complaints that you got, they just simply didn't respond to them?
Is that pretty much what happened?
Mr. Martin. It is a resource issue for them, of how much staff

they had to apply to that particular problem. As I understand OIG,
they investigate a number of different areas within SSA and they
have different responsibilities. This was one of many, and if they
had limited resources, assuming their priorities were different than
ours, they just didn't have the resources to stick into it,

Mr. Santorum. You found that there was roughly $38 million, is

that what you said, in back SSI pajrments made just to these peo-

ple that you have investigated to date, $38 million?

Ms. Franco. That was the result of individuals that actually got

onto the program. Whether they were legitimately under the pro-

gram, as Mr. Ford and I continue to disagree, we don't know for

sure. But these individuals that went to this one doctor—we were
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services not provided or overbilling. This is our world that we are

dealing with, with limited documentation.
Mr. Santorum. Thank you.

Chairman Pickle. Mr. Hancock.
Mr. Hancock. Thank you very much.
John, when did you arrive in the United States? What year did

you arrive?
John. In the early 1980's.

Mr. Hancock. What I am curious about is whether this is pretty

well known with refugees that are coming into the United States

prior to the time they arrive, that this is available. In other words,

is it being promoted in those countries, where they are met at the

airplane or however they get here and they are just being re-

cruited, more or less? Is that going on? Perhaps Mr. Martin could

answer that question.

Mr. Martin. Mr. Hancock, it could involve any refugee or immi-
grant to this country that is non-English speaking. We have found
from our experience that it is not limited to the Indochinese.

Mr. Hancock. Here again, I would just like to get it into the

record. Is it possible that people that are qualifying on this are no-

tifying other people back in their home country that, yes, come into

the United States, and here is a program that you can get on?

Mr. Martin. From our information, when these programs origi-

nally started, refugees came and they didn't know these programs
were available. Once they became eligible for them, they, either via

the mail or their visits or phone calls, they said that these pro-

grams are available in the United States.

We have some information that in some refugee camps, they are

actually being told what to expect when they get to the United
States and what they can be eligible for.

Mr. Hancock. Are they being solicited by those middlemen in

those refugee camps?
Mr. Martin. We don't know for certain if it is those particular

middlemen, but we do believe there is a relationship there.

Chairman PiCKLE. John might respond to you. He was a refugee.

John. Prior to 1975, before Indochina's area collapsed to the

Communist—when I am mentioning the Indochina area, combining
Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia. After 1975, when countries col-

lapsed to the Communists, so the flows of the refugees from our

country to the asylum countries, such as Thailand, the Philippines,

at that time, we didn't know exactly where to head, in which direc-

tion in the world that we have to resettle our Uves.

While we were refugees in the camp, we didn't even know the

United States that can take care of all the refugees arriving to re-

settle. We didn't even notice that. And we didn't even notice the

ease of benefits available in this country, such as the welfare sys-

tem and the other benefits from this Government. We hadn't no-

ticed about that.

After the first group of refugees from Indochina resettled to this

country, so they get the benefit, such as resettlement money that

the Government provides to those refugees for each individual,

each member of the family. Afler the resettlement money ran out,

the refugee program referred those refugees to the welfare system
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to get the welfare. When they got this benefit, this news spread to
overseas.

Let me tell you the story. In the 1970's when I escaped from
Indochina, I saw lots of my fellow refugees, about 25,000 people in

the tiny camp. At that time, this Nation tried to let out a hand to

rescue the life, to resettle to the third country, and most of them
didn't want to come because they never came to the Third World
before in their life. They just wonder that they don't speak the lan-

guage. They just wonder that their culture is different. So when
this Nation tried to rescue them, each family hid themselves in the
jungle because they don't want to come to the third country.

After this news spread, especially in the United States that laid

out that assistance to refugees that would make their life in the
United States be better than they were in that country, they have
housing authorities, they have welfare benefits, so this news spread
to the refugee camp, so the refugee camp tried to come to the Unit-
ed States because of this benefit.

Mr. Hancock. Let me understand, did you say that this was pos-
sibly promoted by the United Nations, that they were informing
people about all of these programs? Did I get that impression
there?
John. I didn't say that because of the United Nations that in-

formed the refugees that the United States provides such huge ben-
efits to refugees.

Mr. Hancock. That is fine.

There is one other thing that I would to ask, and I think you will

have the answer to this one. If you get on SSI, in other words, you
qualify for SSI, that automatically qualifies you for Medicaid, is

that correct?

Ms. Franco. Yes.
Mr. Hancock. That also would qualify you basically for food

stamps, it would qualify you for housing assistance, and all of the
programs, is that correct?

Ms. Franco. Correct, because you are unable to work. If you are
unable to hold gainful employment, you have to live and you have
to eat.

Mr. Hancock. And you also don't have any assets or anything.
Ms. Franco. Correct.

Mr. Hancock. Is it correct, and this is a question that came up
just a little while ago, is it correct that under our Medicaid Pro-
gram, that if an individual is under SSI, that the hospitals end up
collecting about double the amount of money? Are you familiar

with that at all?

Ms. Franco. I am not familiar with that, no.

Mr. Hancock. Let me just ask one final question, and this is

going to have to be an opinion. At what level in government do you
think the potential of fraud or collusion or what have you, or an
exchange of funds, at what level in government do you think that

goes to? How high up the ladder are there people, maybe directly

or indirectly, benefiting in some manner through this fraud? At
what level?

Ms. Franco. In the Federal (Government?
Mr. Hancock. The Federal and State, at what level?
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Ms. Franco. I have not come across any information that is be-
yond the middleman level, other than that one middleman was, in

fact, a county employee and he had access to information. We have
another middleman that is a court interpreter in the Long Beach
area, and we have defendants that are refusing to appear for their
court appearances because they are afraid of that middleman in

the Long Beach area.

But in Federal Government, I would not venture to guess. I have
no information.
Mr. Hancock. Let me ask this question and follow up on Mr.

Santorum's question. Mr. Martin, why can't you get any coopera-
tion on up the line to look into this thing?
Mr. Martin. Mr. Hancock, I feel part of it is you have a dif-

ference in priorities. We are law enforcement
Mr. Hancock. This isn't quite big enough? If it was $25 billion,

maybe they would do something about it, but since maybe it is only
a billion or two, it isn't worth fooling with, is that correct?
Mr. Martin. Perhaps, Mr. Hancock.
Mr. Hancock. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PiCKLE. Does any other member have questions for

this panel?
Chairman Ford. Mr. Chairman, I would just like to follow up on

Ms. Franco's testimony about the middleman receiving these lump-
sum benefits from the recipients.

Can you tell me, how middlemen know when SSA sends a check
out? I know you talked about relatives and family members who
are very close, in some cases, or at least know these middlemen.
But how would they be aware of the fact that SSA is sending these
checks out? Or, do you feel that there is any contact in the SSA
offices with any of these middlemen?
Ms. Franco. In one situation we know of, or in several situa-

tions, we find that the middlemen make themselves the representa-
tive payee, so they will be the ones receiving the check for the indi-

vidual. This is done, we feel, in cooperation with the claimant, so
that way the middleman receives a check and gets his fee.

Chairman Ford. There are only about 13 middlemen in your
area, and you are sajring they receive these checks as the rep-
resentative?
Ms. Franco. Sometimes we have foxmd in the files that we have

taken from one location fi*om a middleman's office, he is a rep-
resentative payee for many of these individuals to ensure that he
gets his fee.

Chairman Ford. I am sure that the Social Security Administra-
tion's computers can pick the same name over and over as a rep-

resentative payee.
Ms. Franco. If they are computerized, I am sure they can.

Chairman Ford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. We must go on to the other panel, but before

you depart, I want to tell you that we appreciate your testimony.
I think your Medi-Cal fraud unit has been very aggressive, and
this will be helpful to our review of this problem and what we can
do about it, so I want to thank you.
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everybody in the room just to stay in position because we are going
to ask the Capitol Police now to escort John out of the room and
out of the building, so please just stay put, and no pictures or any-
thing.

John. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me here.

Chairman Pickle. Thank you, John, and I thank the panel. This
panel is dismissed. Thank you again.

[Pause.]
Chairman PiCKLE. We will now go to the next panel. We are

going to ask the Commissioner of the Social Security Administra-
tion, Shirley Chater, accompanied by Larry Thompson, and the
Honorable June Gibbs Brown, Inspector General of the Department
of Health and Human Services, accompanied by Larry Morey, if

you will take your places here at the table.

Chairman Ford. Mr. Chairman, can we just take about 1 minute
and let them get those petitions?

Chairman Pickle. Yes.
[Pause.]
Chairman PiCKLE. I am going to ask all the witnesses now if you

will hold up your right hand to be sworn.
Do you swear to tell the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but

the truth?
Ms. Chater. I do.

Mr. Thompson. I do.

Ms. Brown. I do.

Mr. Morey. I do.

Chairman Pickle. The record will show that all have answered
in the afRrmative.
Our first witness will be the Commissioner of the Social Security

Administration, Dr. Shirley Chater, accompanied by Larry Thomp-
son, and then the inspector general, June Gibbs Brown, accom-
panied by Larry Morey.

Dr. Chater, you may proceed, but before you do, I appreciate

your coming to the hearing to listen to the witnesses and the state-

ments that have been made. In my opinion, what we have heard
is a horrible admission of laxness and a poorly handled problem.

On the surface of it, that ought to be simply corrected. We ought
to change it immediately. I know there must be other positions to

take and other concerns that you want to express, so we want to

be understanding, but we want to find out what we can do about
it. As we proceed, we want to keep that in mind.

If you will proceed first, Dr. Chater.

TESTIMONY OF HON. SHIRLEY SEARS CHATER, PH.D.,

COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY, ACCOMPANIED BY
LAWRENCE H. THOMPSON, PH.D., PRINCIPAL DEPUTY COM-
MISSIONER, SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

Ms. Chater. Thank you. Chairman Pickle and Chairman Ford.

Chairman Pickle. Do you have a statement prepared?
Ms. Chater. I do have a statement that I am going to summa-

rize for you. You have the statement before you, a longer bit of tes-

timony, that I would like to have as part of the record.

Chairman Pickle. It will be made a part of the record, yes.
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Ms. Chater. Thank you. I first want to thank you for holding
this hearing and for focusing attention on this disturbing problem.
It is disturbing to all of us, and it is particularly disturbing and
frustrating to our employees.

I would like the opportunity to testify and bring you up to date
on some of the initiatives that this administration is taking to pro-

tect the Supplemental Security Income Program, particularly pro-
tecting it from those who would defraud the Government.

I would like to submit, as I said, my full written testimony for

the record and use this time this morning just to summarize some
of our initiatives.

The magnitude of the interpreter fraud issue is, in sheer num-
bers, quite limited, and I want to make that point first so that we
understand the scope of what we are talking about here. For exam-
ple, in 1992, we received over 2.1 million supplemental security in-

come applications. Of these 2.1 million, about 154,000 were from
noncitizens. Of that number, about 87,000 were applying for bene-
fits on the basis of disability.

Therefore, only about 4 percent of all the SSI applications are
from disabled noncitizens, and we believe only a very small part of
that group may be involved in fraudulent activities. I just wanted
to present to you that scope, which doesn't change the seriousness
of the problem, but I wanted you just to have that framework.
Regardless of the number, however, this issue concerns us a

great deal. We feel strongly that no one should be allowed to take
away the scarce resources from the needy elderly and persons with
disabilities.

I want you to know that we are committed to taking the strong-
est possible measures to deal with fraud. At the same time, we
want to ensure that we continue to serve the needs of our non-Eng-
lish-speaking individuals who are legitimately applying for SSI
benefits.

This is an issue that SSA has been taking very seriously. We
have had a task force in place for some time, and the members of
this task force have been gathering firsthand reports of the nature
and extent of the interpreter fraud problem, by going out into the
field and talking with a number of our employees. We have been
using that knowledge, through our task force, to determine what
solutions we might add to those that we already have in place.

I also want to emphasize that the Social Security Administration
field offices are very well aware of the potential for fraud when in-

terpreters are involved and go beyond their translation responsibil-

ities and act as middlemen. In fact, I should tell you that this prob-
lem was originally brought to our attention by field office reports
of questionable activities in certain areas, particularly in southern
California.

Currently, when SSA suspects that fraud is involved, we refer

the case to the Health and Human Services inspector general for

investigation. We do not have investigatory authority. SSA has, in

fact, referred hundreds of claims involving interpreters, clinic own-
ers, and doctors to the inspector general for investigations of sus-

pected fraud. At that point, the inspector general evaluates the
case and may refer it to the Department of Justice for prosecution.
Justice determines whether or not the case should be prosecuted.
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Chairman PiCKLE. Let me ask you, Dr. Chater—I don't want to

drag this out, but I am going to interrupt—^when you say you don't
have investigating authority
Ms. Chater. That is correct.

Chairman Pickle. Do you need investigating authority? Who
does have investigating authority?
Ms. Chater. My colleagues.

Chairman Pickle. OIG? I will come to you later, then. But you
say you don't have that authority. Do you need it?

Ms. Chater. The Secretary has some authority, and we would
like to continue to work together with the other offices to see what
we all might do cooperatively.

Chairman PiCKLE. Why don't you have the authority? You make
the rules for these investigations, don't you?
Chairman FORD. But you do have a fraud division in the SSA of-

fice, right?

Mr. Thompson. Not in SSA.
Chairman Ford. Is it in the program operations manual system?
Mr. Thompson. Remember, the Secretary is empowered to ad-

minister the Social Security Act and the Secretary has delegated
to the Commissioner responsibility for the operations of taking the
claims and making the payments and to the inspector general the
investigatory authorities.

Chairman PiCKLE. What I am trying to find out is do you have
the investigatory authority, and you say no. Let me make it plain
first. Do you have civil investigative authority or criminal? Which
one are you talking about?
Mr. Thompson. Both, but we do think that you could help us in

getting
Chairman Pickle. You don't have that authority because you say

it is not spelled out in the statute?
Mr. Thompson. No, no. The Secretary has criminal authorities

and civil authorities, which have been delegated to the inspector
general. There are some cases where you might be able to help us
with some additional civil penalties.

Chairman PiCKLE, Pardon the interruption We want to help, but
we have never been asked by your agency for this authority, that
I know of

Gro ahead. Dr. Chater.
Ms. Chater. I would like to share with you some of the Social

Security Administration initiatives that we have underway regard-
ing this problem.

I will describe for you the initiatives generated by our own task
force and some others that were developed in cooperation with the
inspector general. We believe that these will be effective in mini-
mizing the incidence of interpreter fraud.

First, we are significantly expanding SSA's capability to provide
in-house interpreter services, our own employees.

Second, we are strengthening our internal procedures for identi-

fying and reporting possible fraud.

Third, we are working to achieve effective penalties against those
who defraud the SSI Program.
Now I would like to expand a little bit on those three initiatives.
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For the first one, in terms of in-house interpreter services, we
have been increasing our hiring of employees who are bilingual. In
fact, last year, more than 50 percent of our new hires spoke more
languages than English.

Nationally, we now have bilingual staff in our offices in general
proportion to the amount of claims work generated by non-English-
speaking claimants. Fifteen percent of our field office interviews

are conducted in a language other than English, while almost 19

percent of our staff are bilingual.

We have had a very positive impact in terms of processing for-

eign language work loads. Three-quarters of all foreign language
interviews are now being conducted by our own bilingual employ-
ees. We believe that because 75 percent of those interviews are now
being done by us, that that reduces the opportunity for interpreters

to come in and act as middlemen.
Chairman PiCKLE. Can we do away with the middleman?
Ms. Chater. The difficulty with that, Mr. Pickle, is that some of

the people come to us with their own interpreters, who are mem-
bers of their families or members of community services with whom
they have been working, and some are absolutely respectable and
I would not know how to do away with those, if we categorized

them all as middlemen. What we are really interested in here are
those middlemen who perpetrate fraud.

Also, according to our policy, if a non-English-speaking person
does not come with an interpreter and if the office does not have
a matching language interpreter, we contract for interpreter serv-

ices to assist the individual in obtaining those services.

Public outreach initiatives to non-English-speaking populations
will stress the availability of interpreter services being provided by
SSA. In other words, we want to prevent this from happening by
having more people in non-English-speaking communities under-
stand that Social Security will provide this service. We want claim-

ants to know that they don't need to bring someone in, a third

party, that we will provide for effective communication.
We are also working with the leadership of foreign language com-

munities to determine how we can best provide this service.

Let me touch on our second initiative for 1 minute, and that has
to do with some internal procedures that we have and will put in

place. These administrative changes have either been completed or

will be completed very soon. I want to make you aware of three

specific changes.
First, we are now requiring a signed statement by the interpreter

to say that he or she is providing an accurate translation of the
claims interview, and this statement includes a penalty clause.

Second, we are revising instructions that clarify field office au-
thority to secure independent interpreter services and/or dis-

continue interviews when the completeness and the accuracy of an
interpreter's service is in question.

Third, we are establishing procedures to review any claim where
interpreter fraud is even suspected. We will redo the interviews,

the documentation, and the decisions from the beginning of the ap-

plication process, if necessary.
My next category has to do with penalties, and I will just touch

on this, and I would like the inspector general to further elaborate.
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We would like to work with you and to continue to work with the
Office of the Inspector Greneral on this whole notion of penalties.

We would like to work with you to extend the authority of the
Health and Human Service's Secretary to impose civil monetary
sanctions to combat fraud and other abuses in the SSI Program.
The Secretary currently has authority to assure integrity and com-
bat fraud in the Medicare Program, which we believe should be ex-

tended to the Social Security and SSI Programs.
Chairman Pickle and Chairman Ford, I want you to know that

we want to be as cooperative as we CEin possibly be. We look for-

ward to working with your subcommittees in addressing this seri-

ous issue of interpreter fraud. I believe that we must take every
step necessary to ensure that the Social Security and SSI Programs
are kept safe for those who need them.
But at the same time, we want to give fair treatment and quality

service to our non-English-speaking claimants. I believe that they
should not have to endure discrimination or unwarranted inconven-
ience just because of the misdeeds of a few.

I would, of course, be pleased to answer your questions, and so

would Mr. Thompson.
[The prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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TESTIMONY OF SHIRLEY S. CHATER
COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY

Chairman Pickle, Chairman Ford, and Members of the Subcommittees:

I am pleased to be here today to discuss the issue of fraud involving foreign language

interpreters in the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) disability program.

I want to first thank you for taking the initiative in holding this hearing to focus

attention on this disturbing problem. Let me also commend your staffs for the in-depth

work that they have done on this issue and express our appreciation for the help that they

have provided the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) in dealing with this

difficult problem. We are eager to continue our joint efforts to eliminate activities by those

who defraud the SSI program.

Let me say at the outset that this Administration is committed to taking the strongest

possible measures to deal with fraud in the SSI disability program as well as in all the

programs we administer. No one should be allowed to defraud the government and take

scarce resources away from the needy disabled and elderly who deserve them. Fraud makes

people suffer -- those who speak English as well as those who do not ~ because it makes all

applicants suspect. And the program suffers, as its reputation is tarnished in the eyes of the

public.

I also want you to know that HHS has already undertaken substantial efforts to detect

and deter cases of suspected fiaud in the SSI disability program, and to ascertain the full

nature and scope of the problem.

I win first provide background on the SSI program, and information on the scope of

interpreter fraud. I will then discuss what we are doing to identify and curb such fraudulent

activities, particularly our efforts to refer cases of suspected fraud to the HHS Office of the

Inspector General (OIG) for investigation. I would also like to explain how interpreters are

used in Social Security Administration (SSA) field offices, and describe our efforts to

improve service to our non-English speaking clients.

Eligibility Requirements for SSI

To qualify for SSI benefits an individual must be age 65 or over, blind or severely

disabled, and have limited income and resources. The definition of SSI disability is the same

as for Social Security disability insurance benefits. To be considered disabled, an individual

must be unable to work because of a medically determinable physical or mental impairment

that has lasted, or is expected to last, 12 months or longer or result in death.

In addition, the individual must reside in the United States and be a U.S. citizen or an

alien either lawfully admitted for permanent residence, or lawfully allowed to remain in the

U.S. The Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) determines lawful alien status. SSA
uses INS documentation to establish eligibility for SSI.

Scope of Suspected Interpreter Fraud

Most of SSA's regions have detected some instances of suspected firaud involving

claimants and interpreters. Within the last year, however, we have detected many more

cases of suspected interpreter fraud, particularly in the Southern California area within the

Southeast Asian community. The State of California has 38 percent of the total claims

workload involving non-citizens, and 54 percent of the workload involving Southeast Asian

claimants.

Information about the number of non-citizens who file for and receive SSI benefits

compared to the total SSI universe is helpful in giving you an idea of the scope of the

problem. In 1992, we received over 2.1 million SSI applications. Of these, about 154,000

were from non-citizens ~ 87,100 disabled or blind, and 67,000 aged. Thus only about 4

percent of all SSI applications are from disabled non-citizens, and we believe that only a voy
small subset of this group may be involved in fiaudulent activities.
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As of December 1992, most of the non-citizens receiving SSI benefits were elderly

(age 65 and over) - about 373,000 of 595,000. Approximately 222,000 adult non-citizens

were receiving SSI disability benefits. Non citizens receiving SSI disability represent only

about 4 percent of the total 5.6 million individuals currently receiving SSI.

Typical Cases in Which a Question of Fraud May be Raised

Employees in both SSA field offices and the State Disability Determinations Services

(DDS) offices, who make the medical decisions on all disability claims, observed patterns

which raised the question of fraud in some SSI disability claims. Use of interpreters or

middlemen is characteristic of such claims, which frequently involve:

o Many different claimants who use the same interpreter and make the same allegations

about their impairments. The interpreters, in effect, act as middlemen and position

themselves between the claimants and SSA and appear to provide detailed medical

information without consulting the claimant. The same problem with middlemen has

occurred during medical examinations scheduled by State DDS offices.

o Use of the same doctor or other medical source, who prepares essentially identical

medical rqwrts for different claimants.

o Strong indication that claimants have been coached on the symptoms of their

impairments. The claimants' allegations of specific mental impairments and their

behavior during the claims interview are so similar that they appear scripted.

As questionable activities increased, we established a taskforce to investigate these

patterns of questionable behavior and to develop ways to minimize potentially fraudulent

activities.

SSA Efforts to Identify and Refer Cases of Suspected Fraud

SSA has a responsibility to identify cases of suspected fraud and to refer those cases

to the HHS OIG. The OIG has the responsibility to investigate suspected violations of the

Social Security Act, and provisions of related laws. SSA field office employees provide

assistance to the OIG in every way possible during its investigations and the subsequent

prosecutions, including providing testimony and other support as needed. While I will

provide you with a general description of the overall referral process, as well as details about

SSA's part in it, we will defer to the OIG to provide specific details about its role and the

progress it has made in its investigations.

The Social Security Act specifies that fraud exists when a claimant, or his or her

representative, intentionally makes a false statement or a misrepresentation of a material fact;

or conceals or fails to disclose a material fact for use in determining rights to SSI and Social

Security benefits. SSA field office employees are the primary guardians of the quality and

integrity of the Social Security and SSI claims process. SSA operating procedures instruct

employees to be alert to the possibility of fraud, to detect and develop potential violations of

the Social Security Act, and to report them to the HHS OIG through appropriate channels.

The State DDS offices, which make the medical determinations of disability, are also

instructed to report suspected cases of program fraud to SSA. These instructions alert DDS
employees to certain situations and patterns that have been linked to fraudulent activities.

For example, if the claimant does not speak English, the State DDS offices must arrange for

interpreter services for any medical examinations that the claimant is asked to undergo, and

if necessary, pay for these services.

I would like to emphasize that SSA field offices are well aware of the potential for

fraud when middlemen are involved. In fact, this problem was originally brought to our

attention by field office reports of questionable activities in certain geographic areas,

particularly Southern California. Tliere has been extensive publicity in those areas as well.
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In addition, within the past year, we have issued to all regional offices reminders and

clariiications concerning SSA policies and procedures that apply to foreign language

interpreters. Finally, field offices will continue to be fully advised as the initiatives to

address interpreter fraud are put into effect.

Once SSA suspects that fraud is involved, it refers the case to the HHS Inspector

General for investigation. SSA has referred hundreds of claims involving a number of

interpreters, clinic owners, or doctors to the OIG for investigation of suspected fraud. A
single interpreter or doctor can be implicated in a large number of claims. For example, at

the beginning of fiscal year 1994 (October 1993), SSA referred 400 claims to the OIG, but

these claims involved only two middlemen suspected of fraud.

Once SSA refers a case of suspected fraud to the OIG, it is up to the OIG to evaluate

the referral and determine what action is appropriate on their part. Because of the nature of

OIG investigations, and the need to prevent compromising them as well as to protect the

safety of those involved, SSA is not usually kept abreast of the status of ongoing OIG
investigations of SSA referrals. If SSA is advised, it is more likely of the outcome, once an

OIG investigation is completed to the point that it is referred for prosecution by the

Department of Justice, or convictions are obtained.

The Department of Justice determines whether or not the case should be prosecuted.

Cases of suspected SSI fraud must compete for Department of Justice attention and resources

with other cases of suspected Federal crime, such as drug-related activity. The OIG will

provide details on the action that it took on referrals by SSA of suspected SSI alien fiaud,

including its referrals to the DOJ. For the record, the DOJ has successfully prosecuted three

cases, resulting in the conviction of five persons. We believe that publicity concerning the

successful prosecutions will be one of the most effective deterrents available to us.

SSA Initi^tivw tP Pgtgr Intgrprgfer Fr^pd

Before discussing our initiatives, I want to make clear that any policy or procedural

change that SSA makes must be applied to all claims involving foreign language interpreters,

regardless of language. Imposing special requirements on certain non-english speaking

applicants would be inequitable. We believe that the best ways to minimize the incidence of

interpreter fraud are to improve the foreign-language interview process, and to strengthen our

public information and outreach efforts to foreign-language claimants.

We are determined to improve interpreter services to non-English speaking claimants.

As a result, a large percentage of all employees recently hired in field offices has been

bilingual. Nationally, we have bilingual staff in our offices in general proportion to the

amount of claims work generated by non-English speaking claimants. About 15 percent of

field office interviews are conducted in a language other than English, while almost. 19

percent of staff are bilingual. Although we continue to place emphasis on hiring bilingual

employees, we have a shortage of employees with specific language skills in certain field

locations because it is difficult to recruit employees qualified to interpret uncommonly-spoken

languages or obscure dialects. In one area of California, for example, over 30 different

languages and dialects are spoken. Our efforts to recruit bilingual employees have had a

positive impact on our ability to process foreign-language workloads, however. In fact, 75

percent of all foreign-language interviews are conducted by our own bilingual employees.

It is not uncommon for non-English-speaking visitors to bring a friend or relative to

the office to interpret. For example, a son or daughter may accompany an elderly non-

English-speaking individual. If a non-English-speaking visitor does not have his own
interpreter, and the office does not have a bilingual employee available, SSA may contract

for interpreter services or assist the individual in obtaining such services.

Field office interviewers routinely conduct foreign-language interviews, often through

interpreters supplied by the claimant. Unless the interviewer has reason to believe that

interpreter is unable to provide adequate translation services he or she is generally permitted
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to serve as the interpreter. Since many interpreters are clearly friends or relatives, SSA
assumes that interpreters will provide us with complete and accurate information ftxjm the

claimant. This approach has worked well in the past, and still suffices in the vast majority

of foreign language cases.

SSA is committed to developing adequate and alternative interpreter services to ensure

that the non-English speaking public is able to transact social security business as efficiently

and conveniently as possible. To achieve this goal, we have also taken the initiative to

expand our outreach to non-English speaking claimants nationwide, stressing the availability

of free services, including interpreter services. We are preparing multi-language pamphlets

and factsheets, and videos in many differait languages. We are also conducting a public

relations campaign, which includes newspaper articles, as well as radio and television

announcements. Further, we are communicating with the leadership of foreign language

communities to determine how we can best provide quality services to the non-English

speaking population. We are initially concoitrating on the areas where we have encountered

the most language-related difficulties.

Critically important, we have also adopted a number of administrative changes to help

both detect and deter fraudulent activity, both locally and nationally. The following actions

have either been com];>leted or will be completed by the end of March. They include:

Requiring a signed statement by the interpreter that he or she is acting as interpreter

to perform the specific function of providing an accurate translation of the interview.

This statement includes a penalty clause.

o Issuing instructions consolidating curroit policy and procedures for handling claims

involving non-English speaking claimants.

Revising instructions that clarify field office authority to secure independent

interpreter services and/or discontinue interviews when the completeness and accuracy

of an interpreter's services is in question.

Establishing procedures to review any claim where interpreter fraud is suspected and

redo all interviews, documentation, and decisions from Uie beginning, independaitly

of the original application.

We believe that the outreach initiatives currently underway will help to promote an

atmosphere of trust between SSA and the non-English speaking population, which we hope
will lessen the ability of middlemen to involve themselves in the claims process. At the

same time, we think that our administrative initiatives will help to maintain the integrity of

the SSI disability program.

We are also going to build an interpreter database which would be interfaced with our

claims systems and identify the pool of available interpreters so that each interviewer can

readily access an available interpreter. Access to such a pool would allow us to more easily

obtain reliable interpreter services.

Penalties as a Deterrent

As part of our current activities, SSA also reviewed current civil and criminal

penalties in the Social Security Act and othw Federal statutes with respect to possible

prosecution and recovery of benefits provisions related to interpreter fraud. The Secretary

has extensive civU monetary sanctions available to assure program integrity and combat firaud

in the Medicare programs. We believe that she should be given similar authorities to combat

fraud and other abuses in the Social Security and SSI programs. This would include

sanctions against making false statements or using false documents.
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It is important to recognize, however, that the practical impact of penalties dq)ends

largely on whether the resources of the OIG and the Department of Justice are sufficient to

investigate and prosecute cases which are referred to them.

Mr. Chairmen, I believe that we all recognize that the problems associated with

interpreter fraud are difficult. However, we must take whatever steps are necessary to

ensure that the program is safeguarded from those who would attempt to abuse it. We also

want to make sure that quality interpreter services are available for all non-English speaking

claimants, and we want to treat both English and non-English speaking individuals filing for

SSI disability benefits fairly and equitably, and without discrimination or unwarranted

inconvenience. I believe that the action that SSA is taking balances these concerns.

We are continuing to work to identify and evaluate the full range of administrative

and legislative remedies available in order to fully address this problem. We look forward to

continuing our cooperative efforts to address this difficult and serious problem, and we will

be happy to work with you to consider other approaches that will help us to eliminate

instances of interpreter fraud in the SSI program.
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COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

WASHINGTON. DC 20515-6348

March 10, 1994

The Honorable Shirley Sears Chater
Commissioner
Social Security Administration
Hubert H. Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Commissioner Chater:

Thank you for appearing at the joint hearing on Supplemental
Security Income Fraud which was held on Thursday, February 24, 1994,
by the Subcommittees on Oversight and Human Resources of the
Committee on Ways and Means. Your testimony was very helpful.

In order to complete the Subcommittees' hearing record, I
request that you answer the enclosed questions by the close of
business, Monday, April 11, 1994. To facilitate the printing of
your responses, I request that you restate the question before each
of your written answers. Also, it would be helpful if your staff
could provide the answers regarding each section as the information
becomes available. Over the next month, we will be developing
proposals to address the situation, and the information requested in
this letter is critical to our analysis.

If you have any questions, please contact Thomas K. Arnold,
Assistant Counsel, Subcommittee on Oversight, at (202) 225-5522.

A'k-MjuJl^

Sincerely,

Harold E. Ford, Chairmar^-.^ J./ J~\ Bickle, Chairman
Subcommittee on Human Resources Sukcclnmittee on Oversight
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THE COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY
BALTIMORE. MARYLAND 21235

APR 21 ISM

Representative J. J. Pickle
Chairman, Subcommittee on Human Resources
Committee on Ways and Means
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C 20515-5348

RECEIVED

/AY 5 1994

Ways and Means
Subcommittee on Oversight

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Enclosed are our responses to the questions for the record that
you and Chairman Ford raised in your March 10, 1994 letter. The
questions pertain to the February 24, 1994 joint subcommittee
hearing on interpreter fraud in the Supplemental Security Income
program

.

I look forward to continuing cooperation with you and the
Congress on the difficult issue.

I am sending a similar letter to Chairman Ford. We are also
sending copies of the responses to subcommittee staff.

Sincerely,

,^4u^

Enclosures

Shirley^S. Chater
Commissioner

of Social Security

Chairman Harold E. Ford
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SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION
QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FRAUD HEARING
HELD ON FEBRUARY 24, 1994

TRANSLATOR CERTIFICATION

1. Does SSA have the legal authority to require non-English
speaking SSI applicants, non-English speaking SSI
recipients, and their privately provided "translators" to
certify, under penalties of periurv:

la. The accuracy of any translation?

Answer ; Yes. A revision to our Program Operations Manual
System (POMS) issued March 1994 instructs Social Security
field offices (FO) to obtain a signed statement (SSA-795)
from translators attesting to the accuracy of the
translation. The penalty clause is included as part of the
signed statement.

We realize that during an interview involving interpreter
services, SSA is dependent on the interpreter. The
practical value of an applicant/recipient certification also
is limited because all information is provided by the
interpreter and is written in a foreign language thau SSA
cannot immediately translate. However, having both the
interpreter and the applicant/recipient sign a statement
over the penalty clause stresses the seriousness of this
situation. This vital step may deter both the interpreter
and the applicant/recipient from committing a fraudulent
act.

Records indicate that only 25 percent of non-English
speaking interviews are not conducted by SSA bilingual
employees.

lb. The nature and scope of applicant/translator or
recipient/trans;ator relationship?

Answer ; The March 1994 POMS also instructs FOs to include
as part of the statement obtained from translators
information regarding the relationship of the interpreter to
the claimant.

Ic. Whether there is a written agreement reflecting the
relationship between the applicant/translator or
recipient /translator?

Answer ; In the March 1994 POMS release, we authorized FO
interviewers to document, over the interpreter's signature,
any information they deem necessary. We are looking into
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the feasibility of always requiring FO interviewers to
document whether a written agreement reflecting the
relationship between the applicant/translator or
recipient/translator exists.

Id. Whether and how much compensation has been paid or promised
to the translator?

Answer : Currently, we do not ask whether and how much
compensation has been paid or promised to the translator.
We are looking into the legal implications of asking such a
question as well as other concerns.

2. Does SSA recommend that such certifications be obtained by
SSA FOs. including information recmested in a. through d.
above?

Answer: As noted above, FO interviewers are already
documenting over the translator's signature the information
requested in questions la. and lb. We cannot make a
decision on the information requests discussed in questions
Ic. and Id. at this time. We are looking into the
implications of obtaining this information.

REOPENING CASES /TERMINATING BENEFITS BASED ON FRAUD

3. Under what authority can SSA reopen SSI in order to
terminate benefits to current SSI recipients where fraud is
involved?

Answer: Under sections 205(a), 1102, and 1631(d)(1) of the
Social Security Act, the Secretary has the authority to make
rules and regulations and to establish procedures which are
necessary or appropriate to carry out the provisions of
titles II and XVI of the Social Security Act. Pursuant to
this authority, SSA has issued regulations which provide
that a final determination or decision on an SSI claim may
be reopened and revised within one year from the notice of
the initial determination for any reason, within two years
if new and material evidence is furnished or the record
clearly shows on its face that an error was made, or at any
time if the determination or decision was obtained by fraud
or similar fault. 20 C.F.R. § 416.1488.

If, after reopening, a final determination or decision is
revised, the individual is informed of the revised
determination or decision and of the right to request
further review. 20 C.F.R. § 416.1492.

In addition, under 20 C.F.R. § 416.990, SSA will initiate a
review to determine whether a beneficiary continues to be
disabled if SSA receives evidence which raises a question as



to whether the person is still disabled. Generally, under
section 1614(a)(4) of the Social Security Act and 20 C.F.R.
S 416.994, an SSI beneficiary can be found to be no longer
disabled only if there is a finding of medical improvement
in the severity of the person's impairment (s) based on
evidence of changes in the symptoms, signs, or laboratory
findings associated with the impairment (s) . A finding of
medical improvement is not necessary if there is substantial
evidence that the prior disability determination was in
error, if the prior disability determination was obtained by
fraud, or if the person fails, without good cause, to
cooperate in the continuing disability review process such
as by failing to attend a physical or mental examination or
to furnish other requested evidence.

Which SSA officials have the authority to reopen SSI cases
for that reason?

Answer ; Under SSA policy, a final determination or decision
can only be reopened by a decisionmaker within SSA or the
State Disability Determination Services (DDS) at the same or
higher level at which the claimant's application was
allowed. (Thus, a FO or DDS may reopen an initial decision,
but if an administrative law judge made the final decision,
then an administrative law judge must make the reopening
decision.) If fraud is suspected, SSA completes all
development of the case except for the determination that
fraud exists and then refers the case to the Office of
Inspector General, Office of Investigation Field Offices
(OIFO) , which investigates and gathers evidence to prove the
allegations beyond a reasonable doubt. OIG then submits the
evidence to the courts for a fraud determination. If, based
on the outcome in court, fraud exists, the DDS, FO or ALJ
may reopen the case.

How do those officials select such SSI cases for
consideration?

Answer ; Within the time limits cited above, an SSI case may
be selected for reopening if new evidence or information is
received or if an SSA employee questions the correctness of
the determination in the case. Additional evidence which,
by itself, would not be sufficient to reopen and revise a
final determination or decision may cast doubt on the
correctness of the final determination or decision and
reflect the need for further development of the evidence.
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3c. What evidence is available to those officials to aid them in
making the decision to reopen a particular case?

Answer : Essentially, there is no restriction on the type or
source of evidence available to SSA officials that may
initiate the need for reopening, or aid them in making the
decision to reopen a particular case. Examples of such
evidence include, but are not limited to, reported earnings,
third party reports, medical and non-medical evidence
developed during the continuing disability review process as
well as direct reports from claimants themselves. Internal
quality review processes and reports of actual or potential
fraudulent activity on the part of claimants or other
persons involved in the claims process are other examples of
events that could trigger the need for reopening action.

3d. What level of evidence is necessary to reopen a case?

Answer : To reopen a case simply means to review the final
determination or decision. To revise a final determination
or decision based on fraud or similar fault, there must be
evidence that the determination or decision allowing the
claim was obtained by fraud or similar fault. Fraud exists
when a claimant, or a person acting on the claimant's
behalf, with intent to defraud, makes or causes to be made a
false statement or a misrepresentation of a material fact or
conceals or fails to disclose a material fact. See
section 1632 of the Social Security Act. Similar fault
differs from fraud in that similar fault does not require
fraudulent intent.

3e. What standard of proof do those officials apply when making
the decision to reopen a particular case?

Answer: A final determination or decision may be reopened
and revised if fraud or similar fault is established by a
preponderance of the evidence. This is a less strict
standard than the "beyond a reasonable doubt" standard
applicable in criminal prosecutions. Thus, in a particular
case, the evidence may justify reopening and revising a
final determination or decision even if the evidence is not
strong enough to justify a criminal prosecution. See Social
Security Ruling 85-23.

Because of the practical difficulties frequently associated
with establishing that a prior disability determination or
decision was obtained by fraud even under a "preponderance
of the evidence" standard, SSA will normally initiate a

continuing disability review (CDR) . This will at least
ensure proper current eligibility for benefits, and, if the
recipient is not currently eligible, allow SSA to decide if



the evidence of fraud in the earlier determination warrants
reopening the initial decision.

4. The following cmestions fa through e) assume a hypothetical
situation where an SSI recipient currently drawing SSI
benefits used a middleman/translator and one or more private
medical professionals during the process of applying for SSI
benefits. Under which, if any, of the following
circvuastances could SSA reopen that SSI recipient's case:

4a. A law enforcement agency suspects that one of the medical
professionals has submitted fraudulent medical reports in
some SSI cases although the law enforcement agency has not
confirmed those suspicions?

4b. A law enforcement agency has evidence that one of the
medical professionals has submitted fraudulent medical
reports in some SSI cases although no arrests are made?

4c. One of the medical professionals is arrested for submitting
fraudulent medical reports in SSI cases?

4d. One of the medical professionals is convicted for submitting
fraudulent medical reports in SSI cases?

4e. A law enforcement agency suspects that the
middleman/translator has submitted fraudulent documents or
has coached SSI applicants on how to fraudulently apply for
SSI benefits although the law enforcement agency has not
confirmed those suspicions?

4f . A law enforcement agency has evidence that the
middleman/translator has submitted fraudulent documents or
has coached SSI applicants on how to fraudulently apply for
SSI benefits although no arrest is made?

4g. The middleman/translator is arrested for submitting
. fraudulent documents or for coaching SSI applicants on how
to fraudulently apply for SSI benefits?

4h. The middleman/translator is convicted for submitting
fraudulent documents or for coaching SSI applicants on how
to fraudulently apply for SSI benefits?

Answer: SSA could initiate reopening action in each of the
situations outlined. The statutory and regulatory authority
for reopening actions is covered in detail under guestion 3.

A reopening action may be initiated for the reasons and
within the time-frames indicated there. However, revision
of the prior final determination based on fraud or similar
fault must be based on evidence of those elements reflected
in response to guestion 3.d.
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"convicted," does not preclude SSA from initiating a review
to determine if reopening is warranted based on fraud or
similar fault. As a practical matter, SSA may very well
consider such status in assigning priority and allocating
resources for reviews and/or potential reopening actions.

5. Has SSA identified anv of the SSI recipients who 'are either
clients of the middlemen/translators or patients of medical
professionals who have been arrested or charged by either
the State of California Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud or the
Seattle U.S. Attorney's Office?

5a. How many such SSI recipients has SSA identified?

5b. Have the law enforcement officials involved in the cases
readily provided the identifying information to SSA?

5c. Has SSA requested any SSI recipient identifying information
from anv of the law enforcement officials involved in either
of those cases?

i. What have been the law enforcement officials'
responses?

ii. If SSA requested identifying information from anv law
enforcement officials, and did not receive that
requested information, what was the date of the request
and the name, title, address, and telephone number of
the law enforcement official to whom the request was
made?

Answer: At its first meetings in April 1993, SSA's
Interpreter Fraud Taskforce reaffirmed the need to review
cases involving individuals suspected of fraud in foreign
language claims. Until very recently, however, we were
operating with the understanding that we were to take no
action in such cases because of the Office of Inspector
General (OIG) and Department of Justice (DOJ)
investigations. In October 1993, OIG requested SSA's
assistance in determining the SSI payment status of about
10,000 cases found in the files of arrested middlemen and
clinic operators in southern California; after eliminating
duplicate records, SSA identified approximately 3,500
individuals who had applied for SSI, and close to 2000 of
those were receiving payments. The OIG requested help in
finding case files for these individuals. In mid-March of
this year, after the hearings before your subcommittee, OIG
relayed information on 1,981 of these cases and gave
clearance for redevelopment of not only these cases but also
any other individual applicant cases that we were aware of.
National and regional representatives met the week of March
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21 to finalize an efficient strategy for redeveloping some
or all of these cases (and any others we can identify)

.

Redevelopment commenced the week of April 25.

As part of a special study, SSA has also reviewed another
700 referrals of potentially fraudulent cases from selected
heavily-impacted SSA field offices in southern California.
The best documented 400 cases were then referred to OIG in
December 1993. OIG is discussing action on these cases with
the Assistant United States Attorney's (AUSA) office.
However, the OIG indicated that reopening of these cases,
even while these discussions are pending may be appropriate.
Initial review of the current payment status of these cases
shows that a much smaller percentage of the possibly
fraudulent claims were awarded than would be expected for
SSI claims involving mental impairments. If such a finding
is confirmed, it would indicate that FO and DDS adjudicators
are doing a good job of seeing that claims are not being
allowed based on fraudulent evidence.

As a followup to informal discussions, SSA asked OIG for any
and all cases involved in suspected fraudulent activity
nationwide. The OIG provided several listings on April 13,
1994, but no information that SSA was not already aware of.
As part of its post-hearing activity, SSA will report to the
House Ways and Means subcommittees on the status of
redevelopment efforts.

A grand jury in Seattle recently indicted 8 individuals for
fraudulent activities related to the SSI program, including
4 middlemen and 4 SSI recipients. In response to SSA's
April 14, 1994 request, the OIG provided a listing of 157
names representing all SSI cases identified with the 4

indicted middlemen.

The attached SSA documents labeled "Transmittal No. 57" and
"Transmittal No. 58". both originating from "ARC-POS. DPB".
address SSI applications pending initial determination.
commonly referred to as "pipeline" cases.

To what group of SSI applicants do the procedures outlined
in those documents apply?

Answer ; When SSA first learned the identity of individuals
in the State of California who had been arrested for fraud
involving various types of claims for government payments
and benefits, field offices were instructed to hold any
pending claims involving these individuals until further
instructions were issued. In December 1993, SSA issued
Transmittals No. 57 and 58 providing special procedures to
process these cases.



6b. Has SSA applied those procedures to anv SSI applications?

Answer ; SSA has applied these procedures to at least
70 pending SSI cases to date.

6c. How did SSA identify the individual SSI applications to
which those procedures would apply?

Answer ; Per Transmittal No. 57, SSA instructed California
field offices where the arrested individuals were located to
identify any pending cases involving the arrested
individuals.

6d. How many of the SSI applications to which those procedures
have been applied have been denied?

i. How many have been granted?

ii. Why were those applications granted?

Answer ; Of over 70 of these cases with a reported decision
thus far, only 4 cases have been allowed. Many of the
denials have already been affirmed upon reconsideration. We
expect a large volume of appeals to an administrative law
judge.

7. Can SSA apply the same standards and procedures to selecting
SSI cases currently in pay status for reopening as it has.
or plans to, for SSI applicants?

7a. If not, why not?

7b. If not, how would the standards and procedures need to
differ? Why?

Answer: SSA can and will apply existing standards and
procedures to identify and select SSI recipients' cases for
potential reopening actions. The number of cases to be
reviewed for possible reopening will be much higher than the
pipeline cases discussed above. The process will, as for
the "pipeline" cases, involve extensive redevelopment of
both medical and non-medical entitlement factors. SSA-
approved interpreters will be used at field office
interviews as well as at consultative medical examinations.
The rate of reguired consultative medical examinations will
probably exceed normal levels due to the number of
questionable treating sources that may have been involved in
the initial process on these cases.
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TIMING FOR REOPENING SSI RECIPIENT CASES

8. Have any Administration officials or law enforcement
officials (State or Federal) requested that SSA delay
reopening SSI recipient cases pending the prosecution of
middlemen/translators and/or medical professionals involved
in the SSI recipient cases?

8a. Who made the request?

8b. What reason did thev give for making the request?

8c. How did SSA respond to that reauest? Why?

Answer : Not recently. In the past, OIG has made it clear
to SSA that it should avoid contact with cases involved in
current investigations without prior approval of their
office. If the OIG believes that administrative action
would jeopardize the prosecution of a case, they would
consult with the AUSA before making a recommendation to SSA.

9. Does SSA plan to wait for some specific event, or until some
specific point in time, to reopen SSI recipient cases where
the middlemen/translators and/or medical professionals
involved are currently being prosecuted in either State or
Federal court?

9a. For what event or point in time does SSA plan to wait?

9b. When does SSA anticipate that event occurring?

9c. When does SSA plan to start reopening SSI recipient cases?

Answer ; No, SSA does not plan to wait to reopen these
cases. As noted in the response to question 5, we began
redevelopment the week of April 25. However, we must assure
ourselves that the process to be applied will be effective
and efficient in light of available resources.

RECOVERING PAST SSI PAYMENTS IN FRAUD CASES

10. Assuming that, at least, some of the SSI recipients who used
either middlemen/translators or medical professionals
currently under investigation by law enforcement officials
are eventually determined to have never been entitled to SSI
benefits, does SSA have the authority to collect prior
payments of SSI benefits?

Answer; Yes.
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lOa. Does SSA plan to exercise that authority in anv such cases?

Answer ; At this point we will focus primarily on
terminating current payments to any wrongfully entitled
individuals. If the facts of the case provide a strong case
for revising the final determination or decision under our
reopening regulations, we will also determine the amount of
any overpayment and attempt to collect it under these
regulations and the authority we have under section 1631(b)
of the Social Security Act.

10b. Does SSA expect to be successful in collecting prior SSI
benefits in those cases where it is ultimately determined
that benefits were fraudulently obtained?

Answer ; Based on our past experience in collecting
overpayments, SSA can expect to recover no more than
25 percent of total dollars overpaid.

MATCHES WITH PRE-SETTLEMENT RECORDS

11. Does SSA have authority to obtain copies of refugee medical
"pre-settlement" records from the Immigration and
Naturalization Service (INS)?

Answer : SSA can solicit any information that we deem
necessary in the development of a claim, including
requesting medical records from INS. Claimant authorization
is normally required, but in some limited situations we can
obtain such records without an individual's authorization.

11a. Has SSA ever obtained such records?

Answer: Yes, but anecdotal reports indicate the lengthy
time required to obtain such records is counterproductive
and that they have limited value in any event.

lib. Has SSA ever used such evidence in determining SSI
eligibility?

Answer: We have no way of being certain of their use in
individual cases. But based on the apparent cursory nature
of such reviews, we do not believe they have been
particularly valuable to us as evidence in any event.

lie. Should SSA have authority to obtain such records?

jwer: We already have such authority. If SSA had more
timely or direct access to the records, they might be more
useful.
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lid. Should SSA routinely review such records when evaluating SSI
applications?

Answer ; Ideally, yes; SSA should review all sufficiently
recent and pertinent medical or psychological evidence.
Pre-settlement records should provide a valuable baseline
for assessing the onset of alleged impairments, especially
for mental impairments such as stress-related disorders that
should be apparent in pre-settlement situations. Timely
receipt of a report of a thorough examination by a
government physician could serve as the critical medical
evidence needed to refute many allegations in fraudulent
claims. Unfortunately, the apparently cursory nature of
pre-settlement examinations would generally make them of
little value to SSA. However, we are developing a plan to
facilitate the sharing of information (e.g., medical
records, personal identification, other documents) between
SSA, the State Department, and the Immigration and
Naturalization Service to aid in the detection of fraudulent
activities.

CIVIL PENALTY AUTHORITY

12. During the hearing, civil penalty authority was discussed.

12a. Does SSA have the authority now to impose civil penalties
against anyone under any circumstance? If so, under what
circumstances?

Answer : SSA has the authority to suspend or disqualify
attorneys and non-attorney representatives from representing
claimants before SSA for, among other things, 1) knowingly
charging a fee in violation of SSA's regulations governing
the payment of fees to formal representatives or 2)
knowingly making or participating in the making of a false
statement about a material fact affecting rights to
benefits. See sections 206(a) and 1631(d) of the Social

. Security Act and 20 C.F.R. section 416.1500 ff. The
suspension or disqualification is imposed through SSA
administrative proceedings with no right to judicial review.
See 20 C.F.R. section 416.1403(a)(7). These provisions have
not been applied to third parties who are not formally
appointed as representatives, such as interpreters. SSA
also has the authority to impose a penalty deduction against
an individual's benefits if the individual fails without
good cause to make a timely report of earnings. See section
1631(e) (2) of the Act and 20 C.F.R. section 416.722.

Federal law provides broad authority for imposing civil
penalties against persons who submit fraudulent claims to
the Government. There are two applicable Federal statutes.
The Civil False Claims Act requires the Government to use
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the normal judicial process, whereby DOJ initiates a civil
action in Federal Court to impose a penalty. The Program
Fraud Civil Remedies Act (PFCRA) authorizes an
administrative process under which Federal agencies may
impose penalties. These statutes are intended to address
fraud from a Government-wide perspective, and the process of
imposing penalties can be complex and time-consuming.
Further, PFCRA is restricted to initial applications for
benefits, in some circumstances, which limits its usefulness
for Social Security and Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
purposes.

The Department of Health and Human Services' (HHS)
regulations implementing PFCRA are found at 4 5 C.F.R. Part
79 and provide for investigation by the Inspector General
and the issuance of a complaint by the General Counsel of
HHS or his or her designee. A complaint may not be issued
without approval from DOJ. See 31 U.S.C. 3803 and 45 C.F.R.
section 79.6. After a complaint is issued, the defendant
has 30 days to request a hearing before an administrative
law judge. If the penalty is imposed and upheld
administratively, judicial review is available in the
district court under a substantial evidence standard
(31 U.S.C. 3805). Section 3806 of PFCRA provides that any
penalty imposed which has become final may be recovered in a
civil action brought by the Attorney General. Allegations
of liability under PFCRA are limited to a fraudulent claim,
or a group of related claims, that do not exceed $150,000.

12b. Would imposing civil penalties against the
middlemen/translators, medical professionals, and/or SSI
recipients involved in defrauding the SSI program help
prevent future abuses of the program? How?

Answer ; As a general proposition, we believe that if
enforcement activities are increased, they will have a
deterrent effect. An elaboration of this response is
contained in the response to question 13.

12c. Against which category of individuals would SSA recommend
imposing civil penalties? Under what circumstances?

Answer : The response to question 13 addresses this
question.

13. Does SSA need additional civil penalty authority to deal
with SSI fraud cases?

13a. If so. exactly what additional authority is needed?



13b. What statutory language does SSA recommend be enacted to
establish that authority?

Answer : It may be more effective to give the Secretary of
HHS direct authority to impose civil penalties when a person
or entity has been involved in submitting a false Social
Security or SSI claim and DOJ is not considering criminal
prosecution. This authority could be specifically tailored
for fraudulent actions that can occur under these two
programs, and thus be more efficiently utilized. The
Secretary already has similar authority to impose civil
penalties for fraudulent acts under the Medicare and
Medicaid programs (through the Civil Monetary Penalties Laws
(CMPL) in section 1128A of the Social Security Act)

.

In developing a legislative proposal authorizing a more
efficient civil penalty process for Social Security and SSI
fraud, we are considering the following issues:

o Who would be subject to civil penalties?

Including both individuals and entities would
facilitate deterring fraud not only by a claimant,
but also by others, such as interpreters,
physicians, or medical providers.

o What penalties would be imposed?

Significant monetary penalties, such as the $2,000
authorized under the CMPL and the $5,000 under the
PFCRA, can act as a significant deterrent to
fraudulent acts.

Consideration is also being given to providing for
assessments, possibly two or three times the
damages sustained by the Government.

It may be appropriate to exclude physicians or
other health care providers who submit fraudulent
evidence from receiving payments as a medical
provider under Medicare and State health care
programs. This sanction is available with respect
to health care providers who file fraudulent
claims in the Medicare or Medicaid programs under
sections 1128 and 1128A of the Social Security Act
and could provide an effective tool to combat
fraud in the Social Security and SSI programs.

79-403 0-94
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o What would the process be?

Consideration is being given to how to streamline
the civil penalty process without interfering with
due process, and how to provide for sufficient
statutory authority without sacrificing necessary
administrative flexibility.

Before imposing sanctions on an individual or
entity, SSA would need to coordinate with DOJ in
order to avoid jeopardizing any criminal or civil
action contemplated by DOJ.

Since the details of such a proposal still need to be
developed and coordinated with HHS and DOJ, SSA is not now
in a position to recommend legislation.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY

14. Is there any other authoritv. other than for civil
penalties, that SSA needs jp oydgr tp effectively and
efficientlv prevent SSI fraud?

Answer: At this point we think that prevention of fraud can
best be accomplished with increased SSA control of the
initial interview process and all subsequent contacts with
claimants. This is achieved primarily through the use of
our own bilingual employees, or through trusted interpreter
services, and this remains the focus of our current efforts.

We are also considering other prevention ideas, such as
picture identification, but any such measure carries
significant fiscal costs and policy drawbacks if they are
applied to all disability cases. We will enlist your
assistance if we identify any additional authority needed.

15. Is there anv other authoritv that SSA needs in order to
effectively and efficientlv purge current SSI rolls of
fraudulent SSI cases ?

Answer ; As we gain more experience from this current group
of cases about to be reviewed for continuing eligibility, we
will continue to consider the need for policy revisions,
including legislative and regulatory adjustments.

Attachment
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Background

An investigation focused primarily on Medi-Cal fraud occurring
in Southern California communities has been conducted by the
California Department of Justice and HHS/OIG. In the process
of this investigation, the State uncovered evidence pointing
to potential fraud by third parties assisting claimants in
applying for SSI disability benefits.

Per E-Mail messages issued on 5/6/93, 6/2/93 and 10/29/93,
claims involving participation by any of the individuals
arrested as a result of this investigation were to be held
pending further instructions. This transmittal is being issued
to provide instructions for the processing of these claims.

Action Notes

Cross refer DI 11005.010 to DI R11005.010.

Social Security Administration Effective Date:
Office of the Regional Commissioner Upon Receipt
San Francisco
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SAN FRANCISCO
RTN 57 11/93 INITIAL CLAIMS PROCESSING R11005. OlOB.

3

DI 11005.010
A. GENERAL

The California Department of Justice and HHS/OIG have
been conducting an investigation concerning alleged
fraudulent activities in various types of claims for
government payments and benefits. E-Mail messages issued
on 5/6/93, 6/2/93 and 10/29/93 gave the names of
individuals arrested in connection with this
investigation. These E-Mail messages advised that claims
involving participation by any of the individuals
arrested as a result of this investigation should be held
pending receipt of further instructions, which have now
been provided.

The involvement of the arrested individuals raises
questions as to the accuracy of the evidence in file

—

non-medical as well as medical.

B. PROCEDURES

Cases that have not yet been effectuated (recent
applications as well as cases returned from the DDSs) and
involve these arrested individuals (or any other
individuals who subsequently may be arrested in
connection with this investigation) , should be handled as
follows:

1. Identify as many cases as possible in which
these individuals were involved in any
capacity. (The names of any other arrested or
implicated individuals should be confirmed with
the RO/DPB (415) 744-4511 before taking any
action.)

2. Claims currently pending in the DDSs that
involve individuals who have been arrested in
connection with the investigation (and DDS is
unable to make a medical determination based on
information in file) will be returned to the
FOs for further development. The DDS will use
a "POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE" flag (DI
R11005.010E) on cases returned to the FOs for
redeve1opment

.

3

.

When one of these cases is identified by the FO
or the DDS, the FO will send a notice to the
claimant informing him/her that further
development of the claim is necessary. (DI
R11005.010F) See DI R11005.010I for the
required notice.

NOTE; Do send a follow-up request if there is
no response to the first come-in request. If
there is no medical evidence (KBR) in file. FO
can use standard close-out procedure after the
second request for claimant to come to the FO.
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Please call Diszd)ility Programs Branch (415)
744-4511 for instructions if two come-in
letters have been sent to the claimant and
thT« i« MER in the file . DO NOT SEND THE
FINAL CLOSE-OUT LETTER ON CASES WITH MER IN
FILE.

4

.

Face-to-face inteirviews should be conducted for
the redevelopment of these claims. Follow
guidelines in GN 00203. OlOB. 3 for conducting
interviews with non-English speaking claimants.

5. The pre-printed SSA-795 (DI R11005.010J) should
be used to obtain updated information on
deferred claims. Non-deferred claims and
claims being paid under presumptive disability
provisions should be updated using the form
SSA-8203-BK. Interviewing CRs should pay
particular attention to reviewing information
with the applicant regarding non-medical
information that was given on the initial
application. If, during the reinterview, the
CR identifies previously submitted documentary
evidence that raises suspicion, the CR should
reverify or redevelop only that evidence to
resolve the suspicion per GN 04110.010.

6. If redevelopment of the application reveals
evidence supporting a technical denial; e.g.,
excess income or resources, take appropriate
action to deny the claim. If DO technical
denial is made, the claim should not be
forwarded to the DDS for re-review of the
medical evidence, and updated medical forms are
not required.

7. If the claim is not going to be denied for non-
medical reasons, new SSA-827s, SSA-3368s and/or
SSA-3820S should be obtained from the claimant.
As with all disability claims, the CR's
observations are extremely important.

8. If a redeveloped claim requires return to DDS
for medical determination, all information in
the claimant's original medical file should
remain in that file. Put a report of contact
on top of all information on the right side of
the original medical folder , and annotate the
report of contact as follows:

THIS FOLDER CONTAINS QUESTIONABLE INFORMATION

—

FURTHER REVIEW AND/OR DEVELOPMENT NEEDED.
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9. A new medical file should be prepared in the
usual manner for the new medical information.
This new medical file should be stapled to the
front of the original medical file. The
evidence in both files must be considered in
making the determination.

10. Those cases forwarded to the DDS should be
flagged with a copy of the "POTENTIAL
INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE" flag (DI R11005.010H)
on the outside of the claims folder.

11. The CG field on the SSR should be annotated:
"POMS, DIRl, 1005. OlOX"

Annotate the CG field for allowances and
denials (medical and technical denials)

.

12. Special unit indicator code "DDD" should be
input on all redeveloped cases as soon as they
are identified. This indicator code can be
expanded to four or five characters if further
systems identification is needed for ease of
processing in the FO. (Example: DDDCl) This
will facilitate identification of the cases on
the ICQS and paraselect files. Please ensure
that unit DDD is also used on your clearance
input.

13. For both allowances and denials, retain all
material in the file (medical and non-medical)
in connection with the original development of
the claim even if it reflects questionable
information.

14. After all adjudicative actions (including FO
technical denials) have been completed by the
DDS and FO, the CR should complete a copy of
the "POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD" questionnaire
(DI R11005.010K) with as much requested
information as possible. (This questionnaire
should be reproduced locally.) The FO should
retain a photocopy of this questionnaire in the
file and mail the original form to the
following address:

Social Security Administration
ATTN: Interpreters' Workgroup, OD
3-A-lO Operations Bldg.
6401 Security Blvd.
Baltimore, Md. 21235

In addition, send a photocopy of the
questionnaire to the Office of Inspector
General at the following address:
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Office of Inspector General
Office of Investigations
50 United Nations Plaza, Room 174
San Francisco, Ca. 94102

The completed questionnaires will be reviewed
for further patterns or indicators of abuse.

C. FUTURE ARRESTS

You will be notified of other individuals for whom these
instructions are to apply in the future.

D. CLAIMS ALREADY IN PAY STATUS

Further instructions will be issued as soon as possible
about processing cases that are already in pay status.

E. POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE FLAG (DI R11005.010H)

1. Identify cases involving potential interpreter
fraud with this flag.

2. Staple flag to front of folder.

3. Reproduce flag locally.

MOTE: The DDS will use a copy of this same flag to
identify claims in DDS that must be returned to the
FO for redevelopment with the claimant.

F. NOTICE TO CLAIMANT THAT REDEVELOPMENT IS NECESSARY -

1. If claim is in FO, send notice to claimant that
redevelopment will be necessary. (DI
R11005.010I)

2. If medicals are in DDS (and DDS is not able to
make a medical determination without
redevelopment of the claim) the medical folder
will be returned to the FO. When the file is
received from the DDS, the FO will send notice
to the claimant regarding the necessary
redevelopment. (DI R11005.010I)

G. DDS MEDICAL DETERMINATION COMPLETE—ANNOTATION OF
POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE FLAG

In addition to normal processing of medical
determinations, the DDS will check the block "MEDICAL
DEVELOPMENT COMPLETE—NO FURTHER MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT
NEEDED" on the Potential Interpreter Fraud case flag and
the case will be returned to the FO in the following
instances:
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1. File currently pending in DDS, and the DDS is
able to make a medical determination based on
information already in file without returning
the file to the FO for redevelopment. The DDS
will staple a copy of the flag to the file, and
check the block on the flag before returning
the case to the FO.

NOTE : Cases that can be processed by DDS
without redevelopment of the medical
information should still have the accviracy
of all non-medical information given by
the claimant at the time of the initial
interview verified and documented.

2. Claim redeveloped in FO, and claim has
Potential Interpreter Fraud flag stapled to it
when received in DDS for medical determination.
The block on the flag will be checked and the
file returned to the FO after the medical
determination is made on the redeveloped claim.

H. POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE FLAG (EXHIBIT)

I. NOTICE TO CLAIMANT (EXHIBIT)

J. PRE-PRINTED SSA-795 (EXHIBIT)

K. POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD QUESTIONNAIRE (EXHIBIT)
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POTENTIAL
VS-N-,-„-

INTERPRETER

FRAUD

CASE

MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT COMPLETED—MEDICAL DETERMINATION IN FILE
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(FIELD OFFICE LETTERHEAD)

He are writing to let you know that we need more information
about your claim for Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
payments before we can complete work on your claim or make any
payments which may be due.

What You Should Do

An appointment has been established for you in this office for
the following date and time:

Please call us if you cannot keep this appointment time, and
other arrangements will be made to see you. Our address,
business hours and phone number are shown below:

Address Hours Phone Number

If We Do Mot Hear From You

If you do not come into our office or call if you cannot come
in, we may have to deny your claim for benefits. In many
states, applying for SSI means you also are applying for
Medicaid. If we deny your SSI application, you cannot get
Medicaid based on SSI.

If You Have any Questions

If you have any questions, you may call us at

If you do not speak English, Social Security will provide
someone who speaks your language to help us. Please have this
letter with you when you call or visit the Social Security
office.

s/s FO Manager
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R11005.010J

STATEMENT OF CLAIMANT OR OTHER PERSON

Undtrstanding that this ttatamant it for the use of tha Social Sacurity Adminlttration. I haraby
certify that-

I have reviewed the responses to the questions on the
SSA-8001 dated and all the information
8ho%m is correct.

I have reviewed the responses to the questions on the
SSA-8001 dated and I wish to naJce the
following corrections:

I know thit »nroot who m*k« of e»u»« to b* m»dt • faltc iMicmtnt Of rtp'wtnution of irateti*! !•« in an •ppliMtion

or for wM in d»«rminir>8 • right to p»ym«m under the Soci»l Security Act comnnlu • crime ^ni»h*ble under Federal lew

•nd/or Swte lo»; I offirm ikot oil infomiotion I hove jiven in ttiit document It true.

•SIGNATURE Of PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

Sitnature (Fint nomt, middlt initial, lott name) {Writ* in iitlt)

SIGN I

mere!

OtU {MoiUk.^ay.y^ar)

Telephone Number (Mc/utfe Aree Code;

Meilinc Addreu {Numhtr mud itntt. Apt. f/e^ FX>. Box. Aum/ RotO*)

City and tot*

Witnettet are required ONLY if thit etetement he* keen eigned ky mork (X) ekeve. If (igned ky aerk (X),

»•- -itneiie* to iKe elgning who know tKe individuot nuit eign be lew, giving their lull oddreetet.

atureofWitfwu

Addrnt lSuml4r»fiditrMt.City.Stalt.mn4ZlfC»dt)

2. Si|rtftunefWItnaa>

Addreu iNumUr vtd ttrttt. Cuy. Sutt. vti ZIF Ctdt)
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POTENTIAL IMTBRPRETER FRAUD CASE

1. Claimamt's Name:

2. Claimant's SSN:

3

.

Language Spoken (Including Dialect)

:

4. Interpreter (s) : Original gubsequept;:

Name
SSN (If known) :.

Paid: Yes No Yes No_

5. Date of Application:

6. Does pre-printed SSA-795 indicate changes to application?
Yes No If yes, describe changes or attach SSA-795.

7. Claimant allegations regarding disaOjility (Use specific
quotation if possible)

:

.

8

.

Alleged Onset Date

:

9. FO Name and Number:

10. DDS Office: Final DDS Decision:

11. Added development taken to assess possible fraud:

12. Describe evidence of any possible fraud (medical or non-
medical) :

13. Other Comments:

FIELD OFFICE: AFTER ALL ADJUDICATIVE ACTIONS HAVE BEEH
COMPLETED, PLACE COPY OF THIS FORM IN FILE. ALSO:

SEND ORIGINAL TO: SEND COPY TO:
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GEN.
ATTN: INTERPRETERS' WORKGROUP, OD OFFICE OF INVESTIGATIONS
3-A-lO OPERATIONS BUILDING 50 UNITED NATIONS PL. ,RM 174
6401 SECURITY BLVD. SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94102
BALTIMORE, MD. 21235
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DTE; DDS—ADJ, DHU
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Originating Office:
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Background

An investigation focused primarily on Medi-Cal fraud occurring
in Southern California communities has been conducted by the
California Department of Justice and HHS/OIG. In the process
of this investigation, the State uncovered evidence pointing
to potential fraud by third parties assisting claimants in
applying for SSI disability benefits.

Per E-Mail messages issued on 5/6/93, 6/2/93 and 10/29/93,
claims involving participation by any of the individuals
arrested as a result of this investigation were to be held
pending further instructions. This transmittal is being issued
to provide instructions for the processing of these claims.

ftction Notes

Cross refer DI 23025.005 to DI R23025.005.

Social Security Administration Effective Date:
Office of the Regional Commissioner Upon Receipt
San Francisco
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DI R23025.005

A. GENERAL

The California Department of Justice and HHS/OIG have
been conducting an investigation concerning alleged
fraudulent activities in various types of claims for
government payments and benefits. E-Mail messages issued
on 5/6/93, 6/2/93 and 10/29/93, gave the names of
individuals arrested in connection with this
investigation. These E-Mail messages advised that claims
involving participation by any of the individuals
arrested as a result of this investigation should be held
pending receipt of these instructions.

The involvement of the arrested individuals raises
.questions as to the accuracy of the evidence in file

—

non-medical as well as medical. It is important to
identify as many cases as possible in which these
arrested individuals or any others who are subsequently
arrested in connection with the investigation were
involved in any capacity.

B. PROCEDURES

Cases that have not yet been effectuated must be reviewed
in light of any improper influence the arrested
individuals may have had during the processing of the
claim.

1. CASES CURRENTLY PENDING IN THE DDS—MEDICAL
DETERMINATION CM BE MADE BASED ON EVIDENCE IN FILE.

The DDS may be able to determine that the individual
can be found disabled even without use of any
questionable evidence. If the DDS is convinced that
a determination of disabled or not disabled is
clearly appropriate based on the credible evidence
already in file, process the case according to usual
procedures. Denial would not be appropriate at this
point simply because the exeuniner believes the
evidence in file is not reflective of the claimant's
medical condition.

Also take the following action on these cases:

o Staple a copy of fne "POTENTIAL
INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE" flag (DI
R23 025.005E) to the front of the file.

o Put a large "X" in the block on the bottom
of the flag to indicate:

ygPJCAL DEVELOPMENT COMPLETED—MEDICAL
DETERMINATION IN FILE.
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It is important to annotate the flag in this manner
to make sure the receiving FO knows this case will
not have to be returned to the DDS for further
processing.

CASES CURRENTLY PENDING—MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT
INCOMPLETE OR PENDING DECISION QUESTIONABLE

If the review of the file indicates that evidence in
file furnished by a credible source is inadequate or
inconsistent, return the file to the FO for
redevelopment. This FO redevelopment will involve
another interview with the claimant.

The following procedures will be used in processing
claims that will be returned to the FO for
redeve1opment

:

a. Once these cases are identified, a copy of
the "POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE"
flag (DI R23025.005E) should be stapled to
the outside of the claims folder. (Do not
make any annotation on the flag for these
cases.)

b. If FO redevelopment of these claims
results in a finding of non-eligibility
for non-medical reasons; e.g., income
and/or resources, the FO will deny the
claim according to usual procedures for
this type of denial. FOs will not return
these technical denials to the DDS for
further processing.

c. If the claim is redeveloped in the FO, new
SSA-3368S/SSA-3820S and SSA-827S will be
completed. The FO will prepare a new
medical file containing all forms
pertaining to the redeveloped claim in
these cases.

NOTE ; If there is no MER in file with the
SSA-3368, the FO will deny the claim if
the claimant does not respond to FO's
request for redevelopment of the claim.

If the claimant does not respond to FO's
request for redevelopment, the FO will not
close out the claim if there is MER in the
file. Procedures for processing one of
these claims will be issued later, and the
FO is to contact Disability Programs
Branch if they have a claim like this.
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d. The FO will staple the file containing the
new medical information to the front of
the claimant's original medical file, and
both of these files will be sent to DDS.
The FO will also put a report of contact
in the original file regarding the fact
that this folder contains questionable
information.

In order to avoid confusion, do not
combine these two folders. However, if
the DDS examiner determines that the
original file contains useful medical
documentation from a credible source, that
particular information should be placed in
the file with the newly redeveloped
medical information.

The evidence in both files must be
considered in making the determination.

e. Only DDS approved interpreters should be
used if CEs are necessary.

f. For both allowances and denials, retain
all material in the file (both medical and
non-medical) in connection with the
original development of the claim even if
it reflects questionable information.

g. Be sure to explain the weight given to
evidence in both files if conflicts arise
or if the determination is that the
evidence is not sufficient to support a
finding of disability.

h. All the redeveloped claims received from
FOs will have POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD
CASE flags attached to them. Do check the
bXock on tne bottom of the f^ag after the
medical determination is made.

C. CASES ALREADY IN PAY STATUS

Instructions will be issued as soon as possible about
processing potentially fraudulent cases that are already
in pay status.

D. POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE FLAG
Take the following action regarding this flag.

1. Flag to be stapled to front of all medical
files identified with involvement of arrested
individuals identified in E-Mail messages
issued 5/6/93, 6/2/93 and 10/29/93.
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2. Block at bottom of flag to be checked on files
being returned to the FO when medical
development has been completed and medical
determination is in file.

3. Reproduce the flag locally.

E. POTENTIAL INTERPRETER FRAUD CASE FLAG
(Exhibit)
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Chairman PiCKLE. I think we will receive the testimony from Ms.
Brown, and then we will have questions. Is that agreeable with
you, Mr. Ford?
Chairman Ford. That is fine, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. We recognize Hon. June Gibbs Brown, the

OIG.

TESTIMONY OF HON. JUNE GIBBS BROWN, INSPECTOR
GENERAL, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY LARRY D. MOREY, DEPUTY
INSPECTOR GENERAL FOR INVESTIGATIONS, U.S.

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES

Ms. Brown. Good morning, Chairman Pickle and Chairman Ford
and members of the committee. I am June Gibbs Brown, inspector

general from the Department of Health and Human Services. With
me today is Larry D. Morey. He is deputy inspector general for in-

vestigations.

HHS is the fourth agency where I have served as inspector gen-

eral. However, this is my first appearance before these subcommit-
tees since joining the Department of Health and Human Services.

We are pleased to be here to present our observations, experiences,

and recommendations on fraud in which interpreters act as middle-

men in the Supplemental Security Income Program.
While interpreter fraud schemes are not new or a new phenome-

non, this type of fraud surfaced as a serious problem in the late

1980's. The first case of interpreter fraud to receive widespread
publicity was in southern California. It involved interpreters who
represented Southeast Asian refugees.

While the problem doesn't appear to be as pervasive in other

parts of the country, we have received indications and allegations

of possible fraud in a number of other areas involving other non-
English-speaking groups. In response, our office has opened inves-

tigations throughout the country.
We have identified some general similarities in these cases, such

as most of the disability claims involve mental impairments. Many
claimants from the same non-English-speaking group use the same
interpreter, make essentially the same disability allegations, and,

where applicable, they use the same treatment source. These
sources file essentially the same report for each claimant.

In interviews, it appears that interpreters typically respond to

questions either without the claimant input or based on an obvi-

ously rehearsed script. Because of the language barrier, the inter-

preter provides all verbal communication with the doctor and with
the Social Security Administration interviewers. Thus, there is no
opportunity to detect indications that the subject is not telling the

truth.

The Social Security Administration began referring interpreter

fraud allegations to our office in the late 1980's. Investigations

began in 1987, and subsequently, two subjects pleaded guilty in

1989 for conspiracy and for aiding and abetting in a scheme to de-

fraud the SSI Program. Several other cases are described in my
written testimony, which I have submitted for the record.

In early 1991, allegations began to surface of widespread fraud

in the SSI Disability and Medicaid Programs in the Los Angeles
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area. Our office in Los Angeles began investigating these allega-

tions in October 1991 because of the request for assistance from the
California attorney general's Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud and Pa-
tient Abuse. This is where the two agents were from who were here
earlier.

By May 1993, our office had 10 agents involved in conducting
HHS fraud investigations in southern California. We conducted un-
dercover activities and obtained operatives to pose as SSI appli-

cants and approach interpreters to act as middlemen. These are

the same investigations you heard about earlier.

To date, the undercover operations have resulted in approxi-

mately 30 search warrants and 18 arrests. Many of our open inves-

tigations are at a stage where it is not yet possible to project how
many applicants were involved and how many fraudulent claims

were filed.

We do know, however, that the number of the non-English-speak-
ing applicants in California is significantly higher than identified

in the other State investigations, probably due to the high percent-

age of refugees within the California population. However, we have
found similar schemes in several regions of the country other than
California.

In the last 2 years, our office has stepped up its interpreter fraud
investigation efforts nationwide. As recently as February 4, 1994,
10 search warrants were issued in Tacoma, WA. Two individuals

were arrested and charged in connection with a large-scale fraudu-
lent scheme to qualify refugees for SSI.

Because many of our investigations are open and ongoing, I can-

not discuss all of our activities in detail. We appreciate that your
staff has respected our position on this. We will share information
with you on these cases as they come to closure.

I can tell you that, in cooperation with other Federal and State
investigators, we have obtained and are analyzing the medical
records of several thousand benefit recipients who we believe to be
involved with interpreter schemes related to SSI and Medicaid.
We face several limitations in documenting interpreter cases for

prosecution. We are usually dealing with tight-knit ethnic commu-
nities. It is hard to obtain witnesses and hard to get undercover
people inside the operation. Communication and cultural dif-

ferences plus life experiences of many applicants, especially the ref-

ugees, make it difficult to prove a mental disability is not present.

Where only outside interpreters are involved, it is difficult to

show intent to defraud, and if so, whether the intent was on the
part of the applicant, the interpreter, or both.

When the interpreter fraud scenario includes dishonest medical
professionals who conspire with the interpreter and the applicant

to submit false records, it is a challenge to obtain reliable counter-

evidence without Government-approved interpreters.

For example, we have opened an investigation into a scheme that
begins with an initial consultation with a doctor or other office per-

sonnel. During this consultation, the patients were apparently
coached in their responses to questions that they may be asked
during the SSI interview. After this, the physician prepared
lengthy medical reports regarding the patient's status. These re-
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ports were processed by his computer operators and sent to SSA for

evaluation.

A fee of $1,000 was charged to the patients for the initial reports,
and the patients agreed to pay the doctor an additional $2,000 in

the event the claim was denied and an appeal became necessary.
The fee increased according to the degree of difficulty that arose
during the appeal process.

When the individuals were approved for SSI benefits, the doctor
received a sum of money from the patient's back payment. All fi-

nancial transactions were conducted in cash and weren't recorded
in the doctor's income report.

If the applicant has been well coached by the interpreter and a
medical professional, even the presence of an approved interpreter
may be inadequate to deter the fraud.
Lack of resources is another obstacle. Because Federal investiga-

tive and prosecutive resources are limited, we sometimes cannot
pursue the smaller scale fraud scheme. We refer such cases to

State and local law enforcement agencies where possible.

While we continue to actively investigate these types of cases, we
maintain that the best overall solution to the problem is preven-
tion. Our office submitted an inspection report to the Social Secu-
rity Administration in April 1990 on serving the non-English-
speaking client. Social Security generally agreed with our rec-

ommendations and is implementing several improvements in its

service delivery.

We have encouraged SSA to establish a network of trusted inter-

preters, either by hiring multilingual claims representatives, by co-

operative agreements with other Federal agencies, or by creating
registries of approved interpreters. We believe this network is the
most critical element of any combination of solutions.

As Ms. Chater testified, most of those things are being imple-
mented.
For example, one referral was made to our office because Social

Security offices in one metropolitan area in the Northeast part of
the country had a large number of non-English-speaking applicants
who, through the same interpreters, were alleging similar medical
impairments. When the Social Security Administration began using
its own interpreters with this language group, the problem abated.

In another State where non-English-spealang applicants arrived
in the Social Security office, they provided an interpreter to inter-

view them by phone from an undisclosed location while the appli-

cants were still in the office. As a result, the duplication or pattern
of the application information and evidence subsided.
We issued two OIG fraud alerts on interpreter fraud schemes to

the SSA field offices. Fraud alerts are short descriptions of reported
schemes which could occur in multiple locations. Two fraud alerts

were distributed to all SSA and OIG field offices, which addressed
the issue of interpreter problems. The fraud alerts were dissemi-
nated to SSA claims representatives, who, because they are in a po-

sition to identify patterns of similar cases, are one of our best

sources of detecting suspicious cases.
We are also exploring with SSA the use of the Program Fraud

Civil Remedies Act against persons involved in schemes to defraud
the SSI Disability Program.
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We believe that current statutory authorities for imposing civil

penalties for false claims and statements are broad enough to per-
mit imposition of penalties in interpreter fraud cases. However,
there are some streamlined authorities that could be allowed that
would speed up this process and make it less cumbersome.
As we continue to conduct these investigations, we will be re-

viewing cases to determine where imposition of these penalties
would be appropriate.
The Department of Justice can also seek civil monetary penalties

in Federal court under the Civil False Claims Act. We will, of
course, refer any cases to the Department of Justice where imposi-
tion of such penalties might be appropriate. In fact, all program
fraud civil remedies must be submitted to the Attorney CJeneral for

review.
We are pleased to note that the Social Security Administration

has adopted many of our recommendations and established an in-

ternal task force to review the interpreter fraud issue. The group
formulated a listing of action items. This list, which I understand
has been shared with the subcommittee, is clearly a positive step
forward.
We are encouraged by the interest the Ways and Means Sub-

committee on Oversight is taking in our antifraud efforts. With
your support, both Social Security and the IG will be better able
to manage and oversee the SSI Disability Program.

I would be happy to answer any of your questions.
[The prepared statement and attachments follow:]
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Testimony by

June Gibbs Brown

Inspector General

Department of Health and Human Services

SSI Interpreter Fraud

Good morning, Mr. Chairmen. I am June Gibbs Brown, Inspector General of the

Department of Health and Human Services. With me today is Larry D. Morey, Deputy

Inspector General for Investigations. We are pleased to be here to present our

observations, experiences and recommendations on interpreter/middleman fraud in the

Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. Although I have a long history within the

Inspector General community, this is my first appearance before these subcommittees since

joining the Department of Health and Human Services.

We know your Subcommittees have been following the interpreter fraud issue very closely.

Problems associated with this activity could result in millions of dollars being spent

inappropriately from general Federal and State revenues for SSI and corresponding

Medicaid benefits. We are pleased that recent preventive actions by the Social Security

Administration (SSA) are being implemented to strengthen controls over this program. We
believe additional work is needed. In my testimony I will outline the problem fi-om an

investigative and program improvement point of view.

Introduction

The Office of Inspector General (OIG), created in 1976, is charged with protecting the

integrity of departmental programs as well as promoting their economy, efficiency and

effectiveness. Our audits, investigations and inspections are well known to these

subcommittees. Last year, the OIG generated savings, fines, restitutions, penalties and

receivables of over $61 for each Federal dollar invested in its operation. In addition, the

OIG obtained 1,406 successful prosecutions and imposed 956 administrative sanctions in

the form of program exclusions and civil monetary penalties.

Investigative Background

Interpreter fraud schemes involving non-English speaking SSA claimants are not a new

phenomenon. However, interpreter fraud surfaced as a serious problem in the SSI program

in the late 1980s. The SSI program provides monthly payments to low-income individuals

who are aged, bUnd or disabled, including certain categories of noncitizens. The program

also conveys automatic eligibility for Medicaid in most States. The first case of interpreter

fraud to receive widespread publicity was in Southern California and involved interpreters

who represented Southeast Asian refugees. While the problem does not appear to be as
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pervasive in other parts of the country, we have received allegations of possible fraud in a

number of other areas involving a variety of non-English speaking groups. In response, our

office has opened investigations throughout the country.

The State agency responsible for making disability decisions for SSA claims in California

began to notice a common pattern in the SSI claims received from various ethnic groups in

the 1980s. The disability application forms, the supplemental forms detailing daily

activities, and the physician statements were virtually the same for many claimants. These

claimants were often brought to SSA by the same few interpreters, and many claimed to

have been treated by the same physicians or psychologists.

While other interpreter fraud schemes appear to be unrelated, we have identified some
general similarities in these cases. Most of the disability claims involve mental impairments.

Many claimants of the same non-English speaking group use the same interpreter, make
essentially the same disability allegations, and, where applicable, use the same treating

source who files essentially the same report for each claimant. In interviews it appears that

interpreters typically respond to questions either without claimant input or based on an

obviously rehearsed script. Because of the language barrier, the interpreter provides all

verbal communication with the doctor and with SSA interviewers. Thus, there is no

opportunity to detect indications that the subject is not telling the truth.

OIG Activity

The SSA began referring interpreter fraud allegations to our office in the late 1980s.

Investigations began in 1987, and subsequently two subjects pleaded guilty in 1989 for

conspiracy and for aiding and abetting in a scheme to defraud the SSI program. One of

the subjects was sentenced to 15-months incarceration and ordered to pay $47,300 in

restitution. The other subject was sentenced to 12-months incarceration and ordered to pay

$26,000 in restitution. We provided the SSA with the identity of 23 individuals who had

filed SSI claims with the assistance of the pair.

In a subsequent case, an interpreter was convicted on one count of welfare fraud and one

count of perjury. He was sentenced to 120 days in county jail, ordered to pay $20,170 in

restitution, placed on 5-years probation.and ordered to perform 600 hours community
service. He also forfeited a motor vehicle for payment of attorney fees.

In another case, one of the two subjects entered in a deferred prosecution agreement for

interpreting for immigrants and providing them with false age documentation to gain

entitlement to SSI and social security benefits. The other subject was sentenced to 36

months in jail for bank fraud with an additional 7 months for providing false identity

documents.

In early 1991, allegations began to surface of widespread fraud in the SSI disability and

Medicaid programs in the Los Angeles area. Our office in Lx»s Angeles began investigating

these allegations in October, 1991 because of a request for assistance fi^om the California
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Attorney General's Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud and Patient Abuse. Medi-Cal is California's

Medicaid program. The State Attorney General had opened these investigations because

many of the physicians and psychologists provided false information on behalf of SSI

applicants were then allegedly involved in false billings under the Medi-Cal program. In

California, individuals eligible for SSI disability benefits are also eligible for Medi-Cal. In

these joint investigations, several undercover operations have been conducted and arrests

made. Others are expected.

By May, 1993, our office had 10 agents involved in conducting HHS fraud investigations in

Southern California. We conducted undercover activities and obtained operatives to pose

as SSI applicants who approached interpreters to act as middlemen. To date, the

undercover operations have resulted in approximately 30 search warrants and 18 arrests

which produced evidence identifying medical clinics that provided unnecessary treatment,

patients from these clinics who had applied for SSI, and the drivers who had been used to

transport them. The investigation has produced evidence of fraudulent applications for SSI

and Medicaid. The investigation is ongoing under the direction of the California

Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney for the Central District of California. We will

continue to work closely with the State and the SSA Regional Commissioner on this case.

We have opened an investigation into a scheme that begins with an initial consultation with

the doctor or other office personnel. During this consultation, the patients were apparently

coached in their responses to questions that may be asked during the SSI interview. After

this, the physician prepared lengthy medical reports regarding the patients' status. These
reports were processed by his computer operators and sent to the SSA for evaluation. A
fee of $1,000 was charged to the patients for the initial reports, and the patients agreed to

pay the doctor an additional $2,000 in the event the claim was denied and an appeal

became necessary. The fee was increased according to the degree of difficulty which arose

during the appeal process. When the individuals were approved for SSI benefits, the

doctor received a sum of money from the patients' back payments. All financial

fransactions were conducted in cash and were not recorded in the doctor's income reports.

Many of our open investigations are at the stage where it is not yet possible to project how
many applicants were involved and how many fraudulent claims were filed. We do know
that the number of non-English speaking applicants in California are significantly higher

than identified in the other State investigations, probably due to the high percentage of

refugees in the California population.

We have found similar schemes in several regions of the country other than California. For

example, a 1991 case involving a Russian interpreter in Brooklyn resulted in a conviction

for conspiracy and false statements. The interpreter had a close association with Russian

organized crime and provided services to Russian Jewish immigrants. The interpreter

translated for the immigrants and helped them file applications for social security and SSI

aged benefits and social security number cards. The interpreter falsified the proof of age

documents and information on the applications to help applicants receive benefits. The
interpreter and her spouse were convicted. The spouse was incarcerated.
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In the last two years, our office has stepped up its interpreter fraud investigation efforts

nationwide. As recently as February 4, 1994, 10 search warrants were issued in Tacoma
Washington. Two individuals were arrested and charged in connection with a large-sale,

fraudulent scheme to qualify refugees for SSI. Because many of our investigations are open

and ongoing, I cannot discuss all of our activities in detail. We appreciate that your staff

has respected our position on this. We know you would like to have current information,

and we will share it with you as these cases come to closure. I can tell you that in

cooperation with other Federal and State investigators we have obtained and are analyzing

the medical records of several thousand benefit recipients who we believe to be involved

with interpreter schemes related to SSI and Medicaid.

Limitations on Criminal Remedies

Investigators face several limitations in documenting interpreter cases for prosecution. We
are usually dealing with tight-knit ethnic communities. It is hard to obtain witnesses and

hard to get undercover people inside the operation. Communication and cultural

differences, plus the life experiences of many applicants (especially refugees), make it

difficult to prove a mental disability is not present. Applicants from non-Western countries

who have recently arrived in the United States may have a different traditional manner of

dealing with Government officials. For example, in some countries it may be common
practice to deal with the Government through middlemen, particularly where the individual

is not literate and the Government is not trusted. Therefore, intent to defraud may be

difficult to establish. Intent to defraud may also be difficult to establish where only outside

interpreters are involved, and if so, whether the intent was on the part of the applicant, the

interpreter, or both.

The SSA claims representatives cannot know whether the applicant is being asked the

questions properly through an interpreter. They do not know if the interpreted responses

are in fact what the applicant actually said. Where SSA is able to provide its own
interpreters (for example for the Spanish-speaking community), there is a deterrent to the

intentional misrepresentation of eligibility factors.

When the interpreter fraud scenario includes dishonest medical professionals who conspire

with the interpreter and the applicant to submit false records, it is a challenge to obtain

reliable counter evidence without Government-approved interpreters. Where the applicant

has been well coached by the interpreter and/or a medical professional, even the presence

of an approved interpreter may be inadequate to deter fraud.

Lack of resources is another obstacle. Because Federal investigative and prosecutive

resources are limited, we sometimes cannot pursue smaller scale fraud schemes. We refer

such cases to State and local law enforcement agencies where possible.

Occasionally, we have experienced witness intimidation. For example, one of SSA's

bilingual Vietnamese employees perceived that she was threatened because she interviewed

Vietnamese applicants for SSI. This denied the middleman the opportunity to serve as
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interpreter and to effectively control the answers and the outcome of the claim. The
original case involved a Vietnamese interpreter who was suspected of coaching the

applicants on how to answer SSA's and the doctors' questions. This case was closed

because of a lack of witnesses.

While we will continue to actively investigate these types of cases, we maintain that the best

overall solution to the problem is prevention.

Prevention

Our office submitted an inspection report to SSA in April 1990 on serving non-English

speaking clients. We recommended that SSA should do more to recognize and address the

needs of these clients. We suggested that this could be accomplished by taking the

following actions:

• Establish a clear policy on the agency's responsibility for providing interpreter

services;

• Expand the workload reporting system to identify non-English speaking workloads,

and improve the system for collecting data on bilingual staffing;

• Assess bilingual staffing needs and assign resources: encourage outreach to

community-based agencies, and tailor the 800 number to service the needs of these

clients; and

• Emphasize bilingual skills in recruitment material, position descriptions, performance

evaluations, and incentive programs.

SSA generally agreed with our recommendations and is implementing several improvements

in its service delivery. We have encouraged SSA to establish a network of trusted

interpreters, either by hiring multilingual claims representatives, by cooperative agreements

with other Federal agencies, or by creating registries of approved interpreters. We believe

this network is the most critical element of any combination of solutions. For example, one

referral was made to our office because social security offices in one metropolitan area in

the Northeast part of the country had a large number of non-English speaking applicants

who, through the same interpreters, were alleging similar mental impairments. When SSA
began using its own interpreters with this language group, the problem abated. In another

State, when non-English speaking applicants arrived in the social security office, SSA
provided an interpreter to interview them by phone from an undisclosed location while the

applicants were still in the office. As a result, the duplication of the application

information and evidence subsided.

Our office has had ongoing communication with SSA regarding active investigations on

interpreter fraud cases. We have notified SSA when successful convictions were obtained.

We have also made specific recommendations to SSA to contain the problem through
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program policy changes rather than to rely solely on investigations~for example, to

establish procedures for screening and registering independent interpreters; regulate fees

charged by interpreter services; document claims folders that an interpreter had assisted the

claimants; and develop outreach programs to educate non-English speaking communities

about SSA programs, procedures, and requirements.

We issued two OIG Fraud Alerts on interpreter fraud schemes to SSA field offices. Fraud

alerts are short descriptions of reported schemes which could occur in multiple locations.

The two fraud alerts were distributed to all SSA and OIG field offices which address the

issue of interpreter problems. The first highlighted a scheme in which an individual

purporting to be a representative of a non-profit organization for non-English speaking

immigrants had assisted these immigrants in filing fraudulent SSI applications. The second

alert highlighted the trend in California of Southeast Asian interpreters who assisted non-

English-speaking claimants to apply for SSI benefits. The fraud alerts were disseminated to

SSA claims representatives who, because they are in a position to identify patterns of

similar cases, are one of our best sources of detecting suspicious cases.

Our Office of Audit plans to initiate a review of the use of interpreters in disability claims.

The review will determine what controls are in place to prevent fraud and abuse involving

"for fee" interpreters and whether these controls have been circumvented.

We are also exploring, with SSA, the use of the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act against

persons involved in schemes to defraud the SSI disability program. We believe that current

statutory authority for imposing civil penalties for false claims and statements under 31

U.S.C. 3801-3812 and our implementing regulations, 45 CFR Part 79, are broad enough to

permit imposition of penalties in interpreter fraud cases. As we continue to conduct these

investigations, we will be reviewing cases to determine where imposition of such penalties

would be appropriate.

The Department of Justice may also seek civil monetary penalties in Federal court under

the Civil False Claims Act, 31 U.S.C. 3729-3733. We will, of course, refer any case to the

Department of Justice where the imposition of such penalties might be appropriate.

Additionally, under 31 U.S.C. 3803(a)(3), all proposed program fraud civil remedies must

be submitted to the Attorney General for review.

SSA's implementation of OIG Recommendations

We are pleased to note that SSA has adopted many of our recommendations and

established an internal task force to review the interpreter fraud issue. The group

formulated a listing of action items. This list, which I understand has been shared with the

Subcommittees, is clearly a positive step forward. We are encouraged by the interest the

Ways and Means Subcommittees on Oversight and Human Resources are taking in our

anti-fraud efforts. With your support, both SSA and the OIG will be better able to manage
and oversee the SSI disability program.
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March 10, 1994

CHIEF OF STAFF

The Honorable June Gibbs Brown
Inspector General
Department of Health and Human Services
Hubert H. Humphrey Building
200 Independence Avenue, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20201

Dear Inspector General

:

Thank you for appearing at the joint hearing on Supplemental
Security Income Fraud which was held on Thursday, February 24, 1994
by the Subcommittees on Oversight and Human Resources of the
Committee on Ways and Means. Your testimony was very helpful.

In order to complete the Subcommittees' hearing record, I

request that you answer the enclosed questions by the close of
business, Monday, April 11, 1994. To facilitate the printing of
your responses, I request that you restate the question before each
of your written answers. Also, it would be helpful if your staff
could provide the answers regarding each section as the informatior
becomes available. Over the next month, we will be developing
proposals to address the situation, and the information requested i

this letter is critical to our analysis.

If you have any questions, please contact Thomas K. Arnold,
Assistant Counsel, Subcommittee on Oversight, at (202) 225-5522.

/UMs^^cJ^

Sincerely,

Harold E. Ford, Chairman J. JllPiJblci^' chairmar
Subcommittee on Human\Resources Subc(^|Jnyttee on Oversight

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH & HUMAN SERVICES Office of Inspector General

M>R 20B84

Washington, D.C. 20201

APR 2 1994

^subcommittee on Ovp,Oversight

The Honorable J.J. Pickle

Chainnan, Subcommittee on Oversight

Committee on Ways and Means

House of Representatives

Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Pickle:

This is in response to the joint March 10, 1994, letter from you and Chairman Harold

Ford, Subcommittee on Human Resources, requesting answers to questions to

complete the hearing record for the hearing held on February 24, 1994, concerning

Supplemental Security Income fraud. Our answers to these questions are enclosed.

A copy of these answers is also being sent to Chairman Ford.

If you have any additional questions or would like to discuss the enclosed questions

and answers further, please contact me, or your staff may contact Susan Callahan of

the Office of the General Counsel, Inspector General Division at (202) 619-0335.

Sincerely yours.

June Gibbs Brown
Inspector General

Enclosure
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
QUESTIONS FOR THE RECORD

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME FRAUD HEARING
HELD ON FEBRUARY 24, 1994

TRANSLATOR CERTIFICATION:

1. The following questions assume that SSA implements a new program

requiring a "translator" to certify, under penalty of perjury, as to 1) the accuracy

of his or her translation; 2) the nature and scope of his or her relationship with

the SSI applicant/recipient; 3) whether the translator and the SSI applicant/

recipient have a written agreement; and 4) the amount of compensation, if any,

that they are to, or have received from the applicant/translator. The questions

assume further that the individual certifies that he/she is merely a translator

serving for little or no compensation and that there is no written agreement. If

later, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) discovers evidence that the translator

was in fact a middleman who was not accurately translating, was coaching the

applicant on how to feign disability, and/or was charging the applicant thousands

of dollars for those services pursuant to a written agreement,

a. Could the OIG refer that middleman to the Department of Justice

(DOJ) for violation of 18 U.S.C. 1001?

Yes.

b. Would the OIG make such referrals?

We would refer a case where it appears to fall within the prosecutive

guidelines of the relevant United States Attorneys Office. For example, while a case

may otherwise have prosecutive merit, the dollar amount at issue might be below that

of the prosecutive guidelines. However, that same case might later be referred as

evidence develops of other instances of false statements by the subject of the

investigation.

c. Would you expect DOJ to be receptive of such referrals and actively

seek prosecutions for the "1001" violations in the absence of evidence of any other
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From the hypothetical presented, the middleman was committing acts

potentially in violation of other provisions of Federal crminal law such as conspiracy

(18 U.S.C. 371) and false claims (18 U.S.C. 287) since the middleman was lying

during interviews and coaching claimants to feign disability. If the hypothetical was

slightly changed to eliminate the fraud aspect (harm to the government), and the

middleman merely lied about the financial arrangements between the applicant and

himself, the case is less likely to be accepted for prosecution.

d. Would your decision to make referrals, and/or your expectation

regarding prosecution of those referrals, differ if OIG also had evidence of 42

U.S.C. 1383a violations?

Federal prosecution is far more likely if there is evidence of fraud or false

statements regarding facts material to an eligibility determination. However, as

already indicated, that type of evidence could be used to indict under the cited

provision of the Social Security Act or other criminal provisions in title 18 of the

United States Code such as 18 U.S.C. 287 or 1001. Since 42 U.S.C. 1383a is not a

felony (except in limited circumstances, for second offenses), the Federal cases to date

have all been brought under title 18. However, the existing misdemeanor statute is

sometimes useful in facilitating plea agreements.

e. Would your opinion differ if 42 U.S.C. 1383a were amended to make
it a felony?

Generally , no. As already stated, we have been able to use existing felony

provisions in title 18 in prosecuting these fraud schemes.

f. Do you recommend amending 42 U.S.C. 1383a to make it a felony?

While we have successfully prosecuted these cases without relying on a

program felony statute, we believe that there are some advantages to having a felony

statute specifically drafted to cover program fraud schemes.

2. Do you recommend that SSA obtain certifications, under penalty of

perjury, from "translators" accompanying SSI applicants? What would you

recommend that those certifications contain?

We understand that SSA is already preparing certifications similar to that

described in Question 1 . We have supported this effort. We believe that the use of

the certification will not only strengthen our criminal cases, but will act as a deterrent.
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We believe that a certification as to the accuracy of the translation, the status

of the translator vis a vis the applicant or recipient, and the terms of their arrangement

(fees, etc.) are the most important issues to cover on the certification.

TERMINATING SSI BENEFITS AND FRAUD REOPENING PROCEDURES :

3. Does OIG play any role in the process of "reopening" SSI recipient cases

based on fraud?

a. What role does the OIG play?

The GIG has no official role in the reopening process. The reopening of cases

is an administrative responsibility of SSA. The process involves reevaluation of

medical evidence and other factors of eligibility which are uniquely program

responsibilities. Under the Inspector General Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C.A. App. 3, such

program operating responsibilities cannot be transferred to the OIG. However,

because the cases are dependent on evidence of ft-aud, OIG would often supply the

necessary evidence to support SSA's action where it had conducted an investigation.

The OIG can also provide leads for cases that should be reopened based on

investigative findings.

b. Should the OIG play that role, as opposed to SSA?

SSA is free to gather its own evidence to support a reopening or obtain it from

other sources such as state or local law enforcement agencies. Where the OIG has a

case opened on a matter, it would generally be more efficient for SSA to rely on OIG
and its staff of trained criminal investigators for leads and the evidence gathered in the

investigation.

c. How do you recommend that SSA proceed in reopening SSI recipient

cases that involve the OIG?

We believe that it is possible to satisfy both the needs of the criminal

prosecution in avoiding premature disclosure and the program in removing these

individuals from the rolls in a timely manner. We do not have nor do we recommend

rigid rules on referral of open criminal cases for administrative action. When a

program requests information for administrative action during an ongoing criminal

case, we would consult with the relevant United States Attorney's Office and attempt

to accommodate the program if at all possible. It should be noted, however, that

parallel administraUve proceedings can damage ongoing criminal investigations.

Successful prosecutions are an important deterrent to future fraud schemes.

TQ-an-^ o - q4 - "^
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In the current cases being worked in southern California, we have had many
discussions with SSA about removing individuals suspected of fraud from the SSI

roles when they are identified in our investigations. We have never refused a request

by SSA for names of these individuals (See our response to Question 10 below.)-

Since the hearing, we contacted SSA about beginning the reopening process for targets

of on-going investigations. We also understand that SSA is already working on a

number of reopenings based on fraud in California.

SELECTING SSI CASES TO "REOPEN:

4. Is the OIG involved ic selecting cases to reopen?

a. What role does the OIG play in selecting SSI cases to reopen?

While the OIG has no official role in selecting cases for reopening, OIG input

can be very important in cases being reopened based on- fraud. In making referrals,

we often request that cases be considered for appropriate administrative action. In the

California SSI interpreter fraud cases, we specifically requested that the eligibility of

recipients whose names we referred to SSA be reviewed.

b. Should the OIG be playing that role, as opposed to SSA?

Yes.

5. The attached SSA documents labeled "Transmittal No. 57" and

Transmittal No. 58," both originating from "ARC-POS, DFB" address SSI

applications pending initial determination, commonly referred to as "pipeline"

a. Does the OIG have any role in selecting individual SSI cases to which

these procedures apply?

b. What is the OIG's role?

c. Should the OIG be performing that role, as opposed to SSA?

The primary responsibility for selection of cases rests with SSA. It is

inappropriate for the OIG to assume these types of program responsibilities.

However, we have and will continue to have input into the process.
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6. Is there any reason why the same standards and procedures which are, or
will be, used to select pending SSI applications for special treatment under
Transmittals 57 and 58 could not be used to select which current SSI recipient

cases to reopen?

We would defer to SSA on this question. The legal requirements for a

reopening may vary from those applicable to pending applications.

7. Has SSA requested from the OIG any identifying information regarding

SSI recipients who were either the cUents of middlemen/translators or patients of

the medical professionals who are the subject of any OIG SSI fraud cases?

a. Who made the request?

b. What was the nature of the request?

c. How did the OIG respond to that request?

We have partially addressed these questions in response to Question 3.c. As
we indicated in our testimony, we have had a number of cases involving SSI

interpreter fraud over the last several years. It is our policy to always refer our

investigations to a program office where the case should be considered for

administrative action. The referral is not dependent on an official request from the

program office for the information. Information has been exchanged with SSA under

this policy. While we have received requests from program officials wishing to

pursue administrative action prior to completion of the GIG investigation, we are

unaware of any official request for expedited referral in an SSI interpreter fraud case.

As we indicated, it is our understanding that SSA is already in the process of

reopening a number of suspected cases of interpreter fraud.

It should also be understood that information on investigations is often

routinely exchanged prior to a formal referral (See our response to Question 10.).

Since we must often obtain information such as SSA claims folders from SSA, SSA
would often be aware of the targets of an investigation prior to a formal referral. In

the absence of other factors, however, SSA and other program offices would typically

wait for the referral since the case would be more ftilly developed.

8. Has the OIG offered to SSA any identifying information regarding SSI

recipients who were either the clients of middlemen/interpreters or patients of the

medical professional who are the subject of any OIG SSI fraud cases?
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a. To whom was the offer made?

b. What was the nature of the offer?

c. What was SSA's response to the offer?

We have answered this question in response to Question 7 and address it

further in response to Question 10. OIG referrals are automatically made whenever

there is a potential administrative action such as termination.

TIMING FOR REOPENING SSI RECIPIENT CASES :

9. Have you, or anyone in the OIG, requested that SSA delay reopening SSI

recipient cases pending the prosecution of middlemen/translators and/or medical

professionals Involved in the SSI recipient's cases?

a. If so, for what reason?

b. If so, explain how reopening related SSI recipient cases will, or could

possibly, jeopardize the prosecution of associated middlemen and/or professionals.

We have not requested SSA delay reopening in any of these cases. However,

as already noted, our typical procedure would be to refer a case for administrative

action after a decision on prosecution.

c. Is it in the interest of the public to suspend reopening SSI recipient

cases pending prosecution of associated middlemen and/or medical professionals?

Sometimes, but not always. When there is a question of proceeding

administratively on cases identified in an open criminal investigation, we would, in

consultation with the prosecuting agency, consider a number of factors in determining

the public interest. The reopening of recipient cases prior to indictment of the

middlemen or medical professionals would often lead to damaging premature

disclosure of the investigation. In such cases, we believe that more often than not,

delay of administrative action is warranted on the basis that prosecution can have a

strong deterrent effort. However, if the recipients themselves are not targets, there

may not be compelling reasons to delay administrative action after the indictments of

the principals. Another example of factors to consider would be the strength of the

potential criminal case balanced against the possible continuing loss of money to the

government. Because of all of these variables, we do not believe that a blanket rule is

in the public interest.
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THE "BLUE BINDER CASES :

10. According to the California Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud (BMCF), 14 blue

binders were given to a Ms. Linda Summers of the OIG in June 1S^3. After

BMCF, OIG and SSA analyzed the data in the 14 binders, BMCF determined in

November 1993, that 1,981 of the individuals named in those 14 binders were, as

of November 1993, receiving SSI benefits, were clients of one or more of the

middlemen under investigation by BMCF, aod were patients of one or more of

the medical professionals under investigation by BMCF and was shared with

Linda Summers and others in the OIG's field o^ce in Santa Ana, California.

Prior to addressing your specific questions, we would like to clarify several

points. There have been a number of search warrants issued in this investigation.

The "blue binders" and other evidence obtained under the search warrants contained

thousands of names which we have been reviewing in the course of our investigation.

The 1,981 individuals referred to in the question were identified as in current pay

status under the SSI program.

a. Does the OIG have possession of the "blue binders"?

We returned the binders to BMCF after we extracted information we needed

for our investigation.

b. Does the OIG have possession of the list of 1,981 individuals?

Yes

c. Does the OIG have possession of the SSI recipients identifying

information contained in the "blue binders"?

Yes. With regard to the list of 1981 names, we have obtained, from SSA, the

files on these recipients in current pay status for review in our criminal investigation.

d. Has the OIG made this identifying information available to SSA? If

not, why not?

The 1981 names were made available to SSA in December, 1993.

e. Is there any reason why SSA could not reopen any or all of the 1,981

cases identified in the "blue binders"? If so, what is the reason?
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No. In fact, on March 7, 1994, we advised SSA that they could use the

approximately 1981 names we made available in December, 1993 as a starting point to

review questionable claims. While we had shared this information with SSA prior to

that date, we had not recommended that they begin reviewing the claims until

March 7, 1994, because we needed time to at least conduct an initial review of the

thousands of records obtained under the search warrants and consult with the United

States Attorneys Office based on that review. We notified SSA as soon as that

process was completed.

From the original list, we are currently reviewing approximately 800 recipient

claims folders as part of our criminal investigation. However, we have advised SSA
that, even with regard to those names, we would work with SSA local offices to

obtain information necessary to a reopening determination.

RECOVERING PAST SSI PAYMENTS IN FRAUD CASES;

11. Assuming that, at least, some of the SSI recipients who used either

middlemen/translators or medical professionals currently under investigation by
either OIG or other law enforcement agencies, are eventually determined to have

never been entitled to SSI benefits, does OIG have the authority to collect prior

payments of SSI benefits?

a. Does OIG plan to exercise that authority in such cases?

b. Does OIG expect to be successful in collecting prior SSI benefits in

those cases where it is ultimately determined that benefits were fraudulently

obtained?

Recoupment of overpayments is a program operating responsibility which

cannot be delegated to the OIG under the Inspector General Act of 1978, 5 U.S.C.A.

App. 3. We would have to defer to SSA in answering these questions.

CIVIL PENALTY AUTHORITY :

12. In your testimony, you discuss civil monetary penalty authority.

a. Does either SSA or the OIG currently have civil penalty authority in

SSI fraud cases? If so, who and how is it used?

The OIG currently has authority to bring program fraud civil remedy actions in

SSI fraud cases. That authority is explained in more detail in our testimony. While
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we have pursued civil monetary remedies in SSA cases, we have not yet brought an

action in an interpreter fraud case.

b. Would imposing civU penalties against the middlemen/translators,

medical professionals, and/or SSI recipients involved in defrauding the SSI

program help prevent future abuses of the program? How?

We believe that imposition of administrative penalties, like imposition of

criminal penalties, can act a deterrent while also allowing the government to recoup

some of its losses from these fraud schemes. It should be noted, however, that

criminal cases are more widely publicized, have harsher penalties, and may have a

greater impact.

c. Against what category of individuals do you recommend imposing

civil penalties?

As we testified, the Department has statutory authority to sanction all of the

categories of individuals cited in Question 12. SSA does not have any separate

statutory sanctioning authority.

d. Under what circumstances?

The first question to consider would be the strength of the evidence. We have

already testified as to the weaknesses of some of these cases. While the burden of

proof is less, we would still have some of these problems in sanction cases. Another

major factor to consider, under the law, is whether the individual has the resources to

pay the penalty. Individual recipients often lack the resources to justify bringing a

program fraud civil remedy action. With regard to medical professionals, while we
might apply the sanctions cited in our testimony, we would also consider bringing a

health care sanction against the professional under 42 U.S.C. 1320a-7a if he/she was,

as is sometimes the case, also defrauding the Medicaid program.

13. Does either SSA or OIG need additional civil penalty authority to deal

with SSI fraud cases?

a. Exactly what additional authority is needed?

b. What statutory authority do you recommend be enacted to establish

that authority?
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We have already testified that the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act

(PFCRA) provides the OIG with authority to bring civil monetary penalty actions in

Uiese cases. We have met with SSA to explore whether SSA should seek other

sanction authorities or a more streamlined sanction process since imposition of

penalties under PFCRA is time-consuming. We will work with SSA to develop a

proposal and forward that information to the Subcommittees. We would, of course,

defer to SSA as to the specifics of any additional authorities they may seek.

ADDITIONAL AUTHORITY OTHER THAN FOR CIVIL PENALTIES :

14. Is there any other authority, other than for civil penalties, that SSA or

OIG needs in order to effectively and efficiently prevent SSI fraud?

The other problems which we have identified in our testimony do not appear

as amenable to legislative solution.

15. Is there any other authority that SSA needs in order to effectively and

efficiently purge current SSI rolls of fraudulent SSI claims?

It is difficult to answer this question until we have more experience with the

process of reopening the determinations based on fraud. We will continue to monitor

the reopening process and work with SSA to assure its effectiveness. We will notify

the Subcommittees if we identify any additional authorities to reopen these cases.
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Chairman PiCKLE. Let me start off by saying, in connection to
that statement where you say you are encouraged about our inter-
est, I hope you are more than encouraged. We are going to see that
a Httle stronger language is used, because we think this program
is still being abused.
At the outset, I want to say to both of you that I don't personally

say that you have allowed a situation to develop. You are both rel-

atively new on the job. This is a new administration.
But I would say to you that overall, in the past decade, our com-

mittee has found that there has been very little interest in this pro-
gram throughout the SSA regional offices. Our staff tells us we had
very little response when we started on this thing. They didn't
want to fool with these cases. We didn't really have much help in
responding.
Apparently you are doing something about that now, and I like

the recommendations that you are trying to take. I think that for
too long, we have just let this thing go. Throughout the whole SSA
area, I think there has been a general lack of interest in pursuing
these cases.

It has come to light, and though it may be only 4 percent or
whatever your percentage is, it amounts to millions of dollars, and
we can't afford to let this go. If we do, this thing is going to grow
bigger and bigger and it is going into other programs, and pretty
soon everybody throws up their hands and it is hopelessly lost. We
can't let that happen, so I think we have to do something about it.

With respect to your authority, my staff tells me that you prob-
ably have the authority, civil and criminal, to do something about
this. I don't think we need to argue that here today, because our
lawyers are looking into that. But if you need authority in any of
these fields, tell us what it is and we will try to put it in the law.
Let us not have any kind of academic debate or legal debate as to

whether you have the authority or not. Let us get the authority
and do something about that. I make that suggestion to all of you.
Let me ask one or two questions. When a claimant comes in and

they make their claim, I think you said that you are going to re-

quire from now on that they identify or sign a kind of a certifi-

cation that they are the claimant and they are making this through
the translator. Is that correct?
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Chairman PiCKLE. What about having a requirement to say that

the person show that they are the translator or that they are being
paid for these services? Do you do that now? Is that shown any-
where in the record, that the middleman is now a paid representa-
tive? What would be wrong in showing that, instead of being just
a member of the family that they are a professional in the job?
Ms. Chater. Go ahead.
Mr. Thompson. There is a class of people that are actual rep-

resentatives, and these you can think of as lawyers. They are not
all lawyers, but they have a legal status as a representative. Those
people do have to register with us. We then can regulate how much
they are paid by the SSI beneficiary.
They have the status of a claimant representative, like a lawyer,

so we have to deal with them. We don't deal with the claimant once
that relationship has been established.
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Chairman Pickle. I think we have to take every step—pardon
me.
Mr. Thompson. We have thought about whether we want the in-

terpreters to be claimant representatives, and then we could con-

trol them. That has a downside to it, in that we then create a sta-

tus for these middlemen. They, then, legally can stand between us
and the claimant.
Chairman PiCKLE. If we have our own interpreters, then that is

going to minimize the situation considerably.

Mr. Thompson. Yes.

Chairman Pickle. I understand it is one of your recommenda-
tions that you are going to make.
What about these people? These people testified earlier this

morning that of 300 cases they looked at, most of them, they are

fraudulent claims, false on the surface, easy as can be to get these

applications in, or relatively easy, and they are on the SSI books
for life. They said the bulk of these people, the big majority of

them, are not disabled or they are not entitled to it, and yet they
are on it for life.

How can you get those people off the books? Can you reopen
these cases?
Mr. Thompson. Yes.
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Chairman PiCKLE. Have you reopened any of these cases?

Mr. Thompson. So far as I know, the Social Security Administra-
tion has not yet been given the names and numbers of these cases.

These are under investigation, and the investigators have not

turned over the list to us yet.

Chairman Pickle. Mr. Thompson, you are dodging the question.

Your responsibility is for you to find out whether this is happening,
and I am asking you, do you reopen cases You said, well, we
haven't because we haven't gotten the information from California.

I am talking about in principle. Have you reopened any of these

kinds of cases?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, we have.
Chairman Pickle. I would like for you to submit to our commit-

tee how many. We don't know of any. If you have, they are mighty
few.

[The following was subsequently received:]

SSA is acutely aware of the need to conduct timely reviews of any SSI recipients

whose eligibility may have been established based on fraudulent evidence. Long-
standing policy provides broad authority for reopening cases in which fraud is sus-

pected. Given that incidents of fraud involving third parties are relatively new to

SSA, and that, as discussed below, the authority to review such cases has been dele-

gated to SSA field officials, past reopening activity has not been routinely tracked.

Instead, field office and regional office staff have pursued potentially fraudulent

cases on a case-by-case basis.

In 1992, SSA's San Francisco regional office initiated special continuing disabihty

reviews of 4 foreign language beneficiaries involved with a suspected fraudulent

medical practitioner. All 4 of these resulted in cessations of disability benefits; 3
filed an appeal, of which 2 are still pending and 1 was reinstated (when the basis

for showing medical improvement was deemed inadequate in the context of the re-

cipient's advanced age and lack of education). In these cases, SSA determined that

it was not feasible to reopen the original allowance decision, because the proof of

fraud at that time was lacking. However, the suspicion of fraud was used as the
basis for giving less weight to treating source evidence and obtaining independent
consultative evidence.
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At its first meetings in April 1993, SSA's Interpreter Fraud Taskforce reaffirmed
the need to review cases involving individuals suspected of fi-aud in foreign language
claims. Until very recently, however, such cases were involved in active Office of In-
spector General (OIG) and Department of Justice investigations, and thus required
their official release. In October 1993, OIG requested SSA's assistance in determin-
ing the SSI payment status of about 13,000 cases found in the files of arrested mid-
dlemen and clinic operators in southern California. At that time, SSA provided in-
formation on just over 5,000 individuals who had ever applied for SSI, and OIG told
SSA it would return if additional assistance was needed. In mid-March of this year,
after the hearing before your subcommittees, OIG relayed information on 1,981 of
these cases and gave clearance for redevelopment of not only these cases but also
any other indivioual applicant cases that we were aware of National and regional
representatives met the week of March 21 to finalize an efficient strategy for rede-
veloping the eligibility criteria of some or all of these cases (and any others we can
identify). Reviews of continuing eligibility commenced the week of April 25.

Ms. Brown. If I may, sir, in the closed cases in San Francisco
and New York, there have been 25 Laotian and Vietnamese in one
San Francisco case taken off the rolls, and 12 Vietnamese in an-
other San Francisco case, and then in the New York area, 9 Rus-
sians. In addition, 115 convicts that were in an institution were
taken off the rolls in southern California.

Chairman PiCKLE. Let us say you got 100 out of 1 million people
who have been filing for it. I am glad somebody has been taken off

the rolls, not that I want us to get money, but if they are not enti-

tled to it, they ought to be taken off the rolls.

It seems to me that the SSA and the OIG ought to determine
some way to get these people off the roles, who are on the rolls for

life. That is better than spending all of your lifetime with a pen-
sion. You just got a pension to start with. You are a refugee and
you come over and you get a automatic pension. That is a pretty
sweet deal.

I am just saying, if you have the authority to reopen these cases
and look at them, I would like to see it. If you need more legislative

authority to delve in that, our committee ought to consider it. We
ought to perhaps be considering that ourselves, but the fact is, it

ought to be done.
I just say to you that you ought to be more aggressive. It seems

to me that for years, the OIG had been given the authority by SSA
to investigate these cases. It was a sort of an in-house, polite ar-

rangement. You identify them. If there is a problem, OIG will in-

spect it. But nothing has been done for 10 years, up until basically

just within the last year.

Now I am being a little harsh in making that statement, and I

don't want to be unfair about it, but essentially, that is the fact.

It seems to me that something ought to be done.
I don't want to be unfair about this thing. I don't want to say

that just automatically ought to take these benefits away, but we
ought to look at those people. If they are on for life, they ought to

be looked at.

Plus, I think we have to get more assistance from the Justice De-
partment. They don't want to investigate Social Security fraud
cases when they want to send some bank robber to jail for 100
years—and they usually lose those cases. But that is what they are

interested in. I understand that they don't want to fool with that.

They don't want to fool with these electronic fraud cases we had
brought up recently. But the fact of the matter is, they have to be
more aggressive, because in that area and in these cases, we may
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be losing millions and even billions of dollars, and that can't be tol-

erated.

I would say to you that we have to be more diligent about this.

That is a personal feeling. We are going to be working both with
GAO and with your committees with specific follow-throughs on
this particular hearing for action.

Let me defer to Mr. Ford.
Chairman Ford. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Commissioner, DDS, is that a part of SSA?
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Mr. Thompson. It is the State agent.
Ms. Chater. That is a State agency.
Chairman FoRD. It is a State agency?
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Chairman FoRD. But it is a part of SSA?
Ms. Chater. It is a part of the entire process for disability.

Chairman FORD. So the interpreters and the middlemen that we
are talking about, those are not the ones that make the final deter-

mination as to the disabilities of one filing an application for SSI?
Ms. Chater. That is right.

Chairman Ford. The determination is made by the physician
who is contracted through the Social Security Administration? Or
DDS, which is an agency that is a part of the Social Security Ad-
ministration?
Mr. Thompson. Yes. What happens is the first time somebody

submitted one of those write-ups like you had introduced into evi-

dence by your earlier witness from a medical provider, the DDS
people may look at that and say, that looks pretty good and this

is a certified provider.

Chairman Ford. And they can be approved on the first applica-

tion?

Mr. Thompson. That is right. The third time they see one that
looks just like that, they should say, something is wrong here and
we should send him to one of our own doctors. They don't automati-
cally send people for what we call a consultative exam, which is

where we pick the physician or the DDS picks the physician. They
don't automatically do that, if they think they have sufficient evi-

dence. But as soon as they begin to suspect there is something
wrong, they ought to be sending them for consultative examina-
tions, and that is what they are doing in California.

Chairman Ford. They don't really have to come in to fill that ap-
plication out, do they? They can run copies of this application and
have the middleman fill the application out, submit it to the Social

Security field office, and it is accepted by SSA, is that correct?

Ms. Chater. That is true.

Chairman Ford. That is true?
Ms. Chater. It is true.

Chairman Ford. So in other words, they can run copies of the
forms from the Social Security office, and usually these are all dif-

ferent colors, and get the middlemen to fill them out. They don't
have to come in and talk to your interpreters. They can fill them
out with the middleman and send them to SSA and you process
them at that point, right?
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In many cases, it is what we have heard today from some of the
witnesses. You can basically get the same doctors who have been
involved in some of the same schemes to defraud the Government
in many of these health clinics.

Ms. Chater. That is true, except that our employees then look
at these, and I really feel that they look for the duplicated kinds
of forms that you are talking about. They look for ways that infor-

mation is presented. When they are suspicious, they draw that to

our attention.

Chairman Ford. You don't see any evidence of that, when you
see fraudulent representative payees by the hundreds. If they walk
in with a middleman or send the application in that is filled out
by the middleman, you certainly do not see any evidence that rep-

resentatives in SSA's office be in these certain areas would be
checking for the fraudulent representative payees.
Many of the applications, no doubt, are filled out, and I am sure

that they all have a lot of similarities. There is no system of checks
and balances to prevent fraudulent applications from being ap-
proved or if denied, resubmitted by the middlemen for reconsider-

ation.

We arc talking about all of these middlemen and the representa-
tive payees in Social Security's office, as you said in your testi-

mony. Commissioner, who doesn't need to come into the office to

see your staff? They can fill them out on the street comers. They
can recruit people, fill out applications and submit them to your of-

fice, and if the evidence in the application is worthy of a disability

claim being approved, oftentimes the claims are approved.
Ms. Chater. That is very true, sir. What you have just said is

exactly right. If the evidence with the application is the kind of evi-

dence that meets the requirements for disability, yes, they can be
processed.
Chairman Ford. I have never been able to fill out one of these

applications in my office when a constituent of mine wanted to file

for SSI. I am always told that the person must come into the office.

Mr. Thompson. It is possible for you to file an application for SSI
and not come into our office, but it not the normal situation.

Chairman Ford. But it is easier for the refugees and immigrants
to file these applications because of the middlemen.
Mr. Thompson. I will have to check for the record, and I will cor-

rect my statement, but my understanding is that that is not what
is going on here. We are not getting a lot of applications from peo-

ple who never showed up in our offices. They showed up and then
we are going through this interpreter fraud.

So what you are painting is not exactly the problem that we are
aware of today.
Chairman FoRD. We have heard it from other witnesses. We had

joint hearings last week with the Social Security amd Human Re-
sources Subcommittees of the Committee on Ways and Means. We
would certainly like to have any information that you have avail-

able.

Mr. Thompson. On this issue of the people who don't even come
into the office?

Chairman Ford. Right.
Mr. Thompson. Yes.
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Chairman Ford. Those who do not have to come into the office,

and these applications are filled out outside of our office. It is real-

ly just in black and white. Your application forms are not the same
colors in the offices. Oftentimes many of those applications are sub-
mitted to the SSA office and approved before the application goes
to the Disability determination section.

Mr. Thompson. It does happen, and let me submit for the record

a little better story of how many times and in what circumstances.
[The following was subsequently received:]

We cxirrently estimate that 30-40 percent of all SSI disability or blindness claims
are processed without any face-to-face contact between the claimant and SSA. The
percentage range is lower in large urban areas where personal access to field offices

is most convenient. Of course, many claims initially handled via telephone will still

require a personal examination by a medical consultant at SSA's direction.

Telephone interviews (teleclaims) are permitted in all situations except when (1)

complexities or special circumstances of a case indicate the need for face-to-face con-

tact (e.g., suspected fi-aud, expectation of complex or lengthy interview, assessment
needed of capability to handle own financial affairs), (2) the claimant's identity can-

not be verified by telephone, or (3) the claimant chooses to come to a field office.

The requirement for a face-to-face interview for SSI claims was relaxed in Janu-
ary 1989. At that time, OIG agreed with our assessment that a face-to-face inter-

view does not routinely enhance the integrity of the claims process. A recent SSA
study of almost 6,000 allowed cases used extensive field reviews to assess the com-
parative quality of face-to-face interviews with pure teleclaims; no significant dif-

ference was found in pajonent accuracy or overall program integrity.

Many customers prefer to deal with SSA by telephone. We will continue to make
every reasonable effort to provide the claimant with as many options as feasible for

obtaining services from SSA without jeopardizing program integrity.

Chairman FoRD. Ms. Franco discussed the monetary agreements
between SSI applicants and the middlemen. Is this agreement
legal? Would it be legal?

Ms. Brown. There is no legal bar against them paying somebody
else part of the money.
Chairman Ford. That would not be a legal document or agree-

ment with the middleman and the SSI claimant?
Ms. Chater. We would not get involved with that.

Chairman FoRD. You would not acknowledge that agreement?
Mr. Thompson. It is not illegal.

Chairman Ford. Not illegal, legal.

Mr. Thompson. It is not illegal.

Ms. Chater. There is nothing to preclude that from being a legal

contract if they go into it.

Chairman Ford. When one goes before an administrative law
judge to determine their disabilities and payments, the SSA sets a
particular percentage in which the lawyer or the representative can
or should receive. I think it is 20 percent.

Mr. Thompson. 25. If you are an official representative, there is

a limit.

Chairman Ford. You are recognizing these middlemen as the
representative payees? Are lawyers representative payees once
they represent a client?

Mr. Thompson. They are representatives.
Chairman Ford. And once the administrative law judge awards

that claimant their disability benefits, would the check be made
payable to the representative payee, who may also be the legal rep-

resentative, or would it be made payable to the claimant?
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Mr. Thompson. The representative payee is a different situation,
where, for some reason, the claimant isn't deemed to be capable of
taking care of his own affairs.

Chairman FORD. Yes, but they made mention of these represent-
ative payees being the middlemen.
Mr. Thompson. Some of the middlemen have gotten themselves

appointed as representative payees, yes.

Chairman Ford. Not some, but hundreds of them, according to

Ms. Franco's testimony. In many of these cases in their investiga-
tion, you saw the representative payees being the middlemen, not
once, not twice, but over and over and over. Is that correct?

Mr. Thompson. That is what she testified to, and we were taking
notes.

Chairman Ford. Is it correct, what she testified to?

Mr. Thompson. We are going to look into that as soon as we get
back to Baltimore. That was a wrinkle that we hadn't been aware
of

[The following was subsequently received:]

The allegation that middlemen were sometimes being appointed as representative
payees has not surfaced before in our own review of the situation in southern Cali-

fornia. However, if the only contact is through the interpreter/middleman, it is pos-
sible that a middleman can set himself up as the only person who cares about the
best interests of the claimant and thus qualify as a representative payee.

Since SSA field offices must routinely assess the suitability of someone to act as
a representative payee for a beneficiary, we asked for their first-hand assessment
of the extent of this problem in heavily impacted areas. They do not believe this

is a significant problem. Nevertheless, we are running both manual and computer
checks of our records to see if known middlemen's names appear as representative
payees. However, beyond that we would have no way to determine after the fact ex-

actly who might be a middleman. (So far, we have identified 2 SSI recipients in

Washington State for whom an arrested middleman was payee. Their benefits have
been suspended pending designation of another payee and review of their continuing
eligibility.)

We have asked affected field offices to be alert to the possibility of unscrupulous
middlemen having themselves designated as payee. They should seek independent
confirmation of the payee applicant's suitability to be a representative payee, if one
is necessary.
We must bear in mind that there are many "middlemen," including authorized

representatives, who are honest people and make good payees. The challenge is to

identify and exclude any unscrupulous person, whether a middleman or not, from
being a payee. To do this SSA has expanded its pre-appointment investigation of

payees. We will need to do more to educate applicants and beneficiaries about our
standards for payees and solicit their help in ensuring that we select the best pos-

sible payee.
As in all other aspects of this interpreter fraud issue, we believe that enhancing

SSA's own bilingual capability will help prevent such occurrences.
Note.—This is to clarify the terms "representative" and "representative payee".

A representative payee is someone appointed by SSA, after an investigation of suit-

ability, to manage the pajonents received from SSA in the best interests of a minor
child, legally incompetent adult, or mentally incapable person. Representative pay-
ees receive, disburse, conserve and account for benefits. An authorized representa-

tive, on the other hand, is someone appointed by an individual to represent the indi-

vidual in dealings with SSA. (The person is oflen, but not always, an attorney.) An
authorized representative typically helps a claimant through the process leading up
to a benefit determination. An authorized representative may be appointed pavee
if benefits are awarded, a payee is required, and if he/she is otherwise quaUfied to

be a payee.

Chairman Ford. It could be a problem that we could certainly

identify in the inspector general's office.

I praise you for the 20 or 30 cases you solved, but we are talking

about thousands and thousands of unsolved, undetected cases. It
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surely wouldn't have to be up to the Inspector General's office to

investigate some of what has been testified to here today, if it is

all factual.

Ms. Brown. Chairman Ford, one case can involve a great num-
ber of claimants. For instance, we have one case with 320. Another

Chairman Ford. Oh, so one case, you are not talking about just
one claimant.
Ms. Brown. That is right.

If I could clarify something else for the record, this isn't as loose

as it appears as far as what the Federal Government is doing. Of
course, the IG Act requires that the investigative resources be cen-
tralized within the office of HHS. That way, you have independ-
ence. If you need to investigate Government officials, that is part
of your responsibility as an inspector general. I think that inde-
pendence is useful.

Also, the California Bureau of Medi-Cal Patient Abuse unit is

one that is 75 percent paid for by the Federal Government. We fi-

nance those units to assist with the work, and they basically take
care of all the Medicaid work for the Office of Inspector General,
while we are much more involved in the Medicare and some of the
other tjrpes of Social Security fraud.
This is a group that we have worked closely with. We have had

3 to 10 agents working with them the whole time. The undercover
activity they were speaking of, we paid for out of our OIG budget
of $10,000, over and above the amount we are financing the fraud
unit. We provided them with the space and accompanied them
where we were able to do so.

They mentioned specifically that on certain searches they require
people with weapons, and we don't have full law enforcement au-
thority. That is something we have requested for years and feel is

needed by our agents, but we have not yet been granted that au-
thority.

So there is a very close working relationship. The people that tes-

tified were from one State. We are working this tjrpe of fraud in

many States.

Chairman FORD. That was my next question, because the cases
in California seem to involve mostly Southeast Asian communities.
Are you finding this to any great percentage or an increased num-
ber of cases in other areas? You indicated that you have now gone
in other areas.

Ms. Brown. In other areas of the country, there also are mostly
Southeast Asians. We also have some Russian claimants.

I think the reason that we are getting large numbers from these
particular groups is because they are the ones where it is more dif-

ficult to get interpreters. These are languages that aren't quite as
commonly used in our communities, with a lot of dialects. Also,

there is the fact that they are tight-knit communities and many of
the people you could hire are not willing to go in because they
would be ostracized from their communities.
That is why it has been allowed to proliferate, in my view, in

those areas where we haven't had the same problem in others.
Chairman Ford. Have you received, in any of the IG offices, any

information that might give you some indication that there are em-
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ployees of SSA in some of the field offices who might be working
in conjunction with some of these middlemen, or certainly working
with some of the physicians who are contracted out through SSA,
that might be making some of these disability determinations more
favorable in many of these cases?
Ms. Brown. No. We have had a couple of isolated cases of SSA

employees, but not in connection with this. Those have been dili-

gently prosecuted and there has been nothing
Chairman Ford. Is there anything from the DDS office? Are

there any complaints or information pertaining to DDS?
Ms. Brown. No, there has been nothing in this area.
Chairman FORD. Are there any complaints from SSA related to

physicians who will make that disability determination for the SSA
office?

Ms. Brown. There have been some physicians, yes.
Chairman Ford. That were contracted by SSA?
Ms. Brown. Oh, no sir.

Chairman Ford. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to recognize the ranking member of the Human Re-

sources Subcommittee, Mr. Santorum.
Mr. Santorum. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to go through the numbers that you presented. Com-

missioner, on the 4 percent. I think you said 87,000 people who
were immigrants into this country applied and received disability,

and that is only 4 percent of the case load?
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Mr. Santorum. That is 4 percent of $23 billion, which is $900

million. You said 75 percent of the folks who come in are inter-

viewed with interpreters provided by the Social Security Adminis-
tration, so the potential for middlemen is about 25 percent, which
is a potential fraud, if everyone is fraudulent—^and we know they
all are not—of $225 million. If you throw in the Medicaid, which
comes with that benefit, 25 percent of the Medicaid spent on that
number of people is $135 million.

So the potential fraud just in the areas that we have identified

is $360 million. That is not, at least from my estimations—I know
we do a lot of big numbers around here, but that is not an insignifi-

cant number.
I appreciate your comments that you see this as a serious prob-

lem. My concern is that this seems to be a problem that is fairly

well defined. There are very few communities, I think you men-
tioned Russian and Southeast Asian, involved. We know where
these people are. Why haven't we targeted our resources to this

very narrow problem and done something about this well before

this situation developed?
This is not something that is widespread, that is difficult to han-

dle. There are very few communities. Let us focus our efforts here
to try to wipe this out. In fact, you make the argument that be-

cause it is such a small problem, it should be a rather easy problem
to solve. We know where these are. Solve it.

Ms. Chater. Yes. First, I want you to understand that I don't

think it is an insignificant problem and we do want very much to

solve this problem.
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Our employees are so frustrated, because they suspect and some-
times see evidence of fraud and they want very, very much to help
solve that problem. That is the first thing I would say.

Second, I think we do have to be careful that we don't put into

place a policy or a set of procedures that is earmarked for one par-
ticular ethnic group. I believe there was actually a court case that
suggested that we couldn't discriminate against one particular eth-

nic group, that our policies have to apply across the board. So we
do have that caveat.

Now having said that, I am hopeful that the kinds of action
items that we have in place at the moment will really help us tack-
le this problem, particularly from a preventive end. We can add
more multilingual employees, and we are trying very, very hard to

do that. We are also looking at something new that we just heard
about. We understand that AT&T has a wonderful interpreter serv-

ice now where you can dial an interpreter and somebody comes
onto a conference phone and interprets for the people that need to

be involved.
So we are looking at that, because I think to prevent it is really

a way of solving the problem.
Mr. Santorum. I would just echo the chairman's remarks that

we need to move on these things as quickly as possible. I under-
stand looking at it, but if the fraud is continuing, then we need to

move forward on that.

I guess my biggest concern is the question I asked Mr. Martin
before, and that is how many people have been thrown off as a re-

sult of his investigation. He and Ms. Franco stated that, to their
knowledge, nobody has been thrown off. They say that they know
who these people are, about 2,000 people who are receiving benefits

who received benefits through these middlemen, yet the Social Se-
curity Administration has not taken action to throw them off. They
have the information.

If Ms. Brown is accurate, you say you are working and cooperat-
ing. You have all these investigators who are working with these
people. This is a cooperative effort. That is the comment you made,
not exactly what Mr. Martin made, but that is what you said.

Then why aren't these people being thrown off? What is stopping
you from just sending a letter out to these people and saying, we
are going to call you all in for redetermination. Can you send a let-

ter out and say that?
Ms. Brown. The case in Los Angeles is an open investigation. As

you can tell, there was undercover activity going on and those
names have not been turned over to Social Security. The areas
where they have, San Francisco and New York
Mr. Santorum. Have you asked for them?
Ms. Brown. Did I ask for them?
Mr. Santorum. Did someone ask for them? I mean, obviously the

names are there. People know who these are. Mr. Martin said they
have the Social Security numbers on these people. Have you asked
for the names?
Mr. MOREY. Yes. Some of the interpreters that we have dealt

with in the past that admit that they have been involved in this

scheme cannot provide us with a list of the names of the people
that they helped defraud the program, even after we have them
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admit that they did this. They may remember one or two, but they
don't have a long list in their files for us to identify.

When you talk about this Los Angeles case, we are talking
around 800 names.
Mr. Santorum. That is not the testimony that Ms. Franco gave

us. I think the number she gave us was 1,900-and-some-odd names.
This is just my recollection. That was just one middleman was
1,900-and-some-odd claims.
Mr. MOREY. Congressman, I can't confirm it or deny it. If she has

that information, I don't know.
I do know that in one case of ours, we have 800, and in another

case, we have 320 names that we have identified and are working
with.
Mr. Santorum. So you have those names?
Mr. MOREY. Yes, I think we do.

Mr. Santorum. And have you taken any action to try to get rede-
termination or move them off?

Mr. MOREY. We are working with the U.S. attorney's office to see
whether or not he would prosecute any of the claimants. In the
past
Mr. Santorum. I am not concerned about prosecution. I am con-

cerned that these people are sitting here receiving benefits today.
The question is, why aren't we doing something to remove them
from the rolls? We can prosecute them later. That is all well and
good. Why are they still receiving benefits?

Mr. MoREY. The Department of Justice looks at it a little bit dif-

ferently. If you were to go back and submit the names for the over-

payment, then they would not entertain the criminal conviction in

most cases. They would think the thing had already been adju-

dicated administratively, and then they would not entertain a
criminal
Mr. Santorum. I am not concerned about the overpayment. I am

just saying, why are we continuing to pay them? Why can't we at

least call and ask for a redetermination? Can you send a letter out
to these people? This is what Mr. Martin suggested, and it sounded
reasonable to me. You have these people's names. Send out a letter

saying, we want to do a redetermination. He suspects that half the

people won't even show up because they know they have filed a
fraudulent claim, so we can at least discontinue them. Why are we
continuing to pay these people?
Mr. MoREY. The only thing I can tell you is that during their re-

determination, as you go back and try to decide whether or not you
are going to knock this person off the list, you would have to say
that they are not entitled to the claim. You would have to have a

doctor come in and say they are not entitled to it. We have doctors

that said that they were entitled to it twice.

Mr. Santorum. Yes, but we have evidence that this middleman
set up the situation with the doctor to get that evidence. Am I

missing something here?
Mr. MoREY. Only to the fact that the refugee may be really enti-

tled to the benefits.

Mr. Santorum. Fine. But you have a middleman who has admit-
ted fraud. At least bring the people that he brought into the system
back for a redetermination. Does that sound unreasonable?
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Mr. MOREY. Somewhere along the line, there must be a middle
that we can reach, and we would work with the SSA to reach that.

Mr. Santorum. Mr. Chairman, I would very much encourage this

committee to try to do something to encourage this investigation,

to at least identify who these people are and get these people re-

evaluated, whether they should continue. Knowing that a large

number of these people are on here fraudulently, knowing that that
is a fact, that we are continuing to pay them benefits, that sounds
outrageous.
Chairman PiCKLE. That is a reasonable request, Mr. Santorum,

and our committee will follow through on that.

Mr. Santorum. I just was handed something by your staff that
says you can reopen if the application is based on fraud. We have
someone who has admitted fraud. You say that, that you have a
middleman that has admitted fraud. You have these people who
are getting benefits based on this person's fraudulent admission.
You can reopen these cases. Why aren't you doing it?

Mr. Morey. He doesn't admit that each and every case he has
ever worked is fraudulent. He will admit that generally it is. He
may, in fact

Mr. Santorum. But don't you have a reasonable suspicion? Don't
you have probable cause here? Don't you have something here to

reopen this case?
Mr. Morey. I think we
Ms. Brown. At this time, in the cases they are talking about,

there have not been convictions yet. These are cases in process and
there are certain things that you have to go through.
One of the real difficulties in this and other parts of the SSI Pro-

gram is the lack of specificity in who is entitled. If you are talking
about somebody who has multiple sclerosis, that is

Mr. Santorum. Here is what I would like you to do, with the in-

dulgence of the chairman here for 1 second. You tell us what we
need to do to rewrite the law to allow you to start going after these
folks. That is what we want to know. You tell us how we do this

so when we suspect there is fraudulent activity with people receiv-

ing benefits, how we can institute a procedure by which to remove
these people from the rolls promptly.
Ms. Brown. I would be happy to work with the committee on

that.

Mr. Santorum. Thank you.
Chairman PiCKLE. I think I am going to inject a question here,

Mr. Hancock, with your indulgence, pursuant to what Mr.
Santorum said with respect to reopening cases.

Rather than a broad question, I am going to ask you one or two
things about the California cases. I want to ask you, when will the
SSA reopen the first 10 California cases that are pending to deter-

mine if the beneficiaries are, in fact, eligible for SSI? When will you
reopen those cases?
Mr. Morey. We are not reopening them for investigation, are we,

Mr. Pickle? Aren't we reopening them for a determination of
whether or not they qualify for SSI benefits? Is that the question?
Chairman Pickle. Whatever the question is, what are you doing

about it? When will you determine that?
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Mr. MOREY. I would suggest that we work with the U.S. attor-

ney, and those that he wants to decline on and won't handle, then
we would immediately turn them over to SSA.
Chairman Pickle. I want you to tell us when you can—1 week,&

1 month, or approximately when? I don't want to just leave this as
a large pennant floating around as something we have forgotten

about. It waved and didn't make much disturbance. I want to know
when you are going to reopen those cases, if you do have a way to

reopen them. I want to know, when will the SSA be ^le to report

the results of this limited review to the subcommittee.
When will we have it? Can you tell me? If not—I will just as-

sume you can't tell me, because we are going to follow through to

ask you that. We want to know what review procedures and proc-

ess will be used, and we would like to know when the remaining
10,000 cases will be analyzed. We want something from you to

know what you plan and what you hope to do. I don't think we
have any right to ask you to do something that is impjossible or ri-

diculous, but somewhere in the realm of these questions there is

an answer, and we are going to follow through to see that we get
some response to that. That is the main thing.

Mr. MOREY. Mr. Pickle, I don't know of any 10,000 cases. I will

try to follow up. I don't know of 10,000, but I will work with the
U.S. attorney's office and the California law enforcement people to

see if we can't get those turned over as quickly as we can.

Chairman PiCKLE. I don't know whether there are 10,000 cases,

but I think the SSA office would know pretty much the number of

cases pending, and you ought to share that, if you do know.
Mr. Hancock. Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Yes, Mr. Hancock. I will yield now to Mr.

Hancock.
Mr. Hancock. No, actually, I think I am getting in a Uttle ahead

of time here, but I think we really need to pursue this thing.

Is there not any type of automatic look-back occasionally? Once
a person gets on SSI, unless there is some indication of a fraud or

something that would cause a criminal investigation, you don't ever
just automatically take 1 or 2 percent and take a look at it to fol-

low up and reevaluate? They do that with military disability, and
we can't do it on SSI disability?

Mr. Thompson. There is an automatic look-back of a fraction of

cases. Now I have to tell you in all honesty, in the SSI program
it has become quite small. It became quite small as we were under
the crush of trying to process cases. We are trying to get that back
up again right now.
The thing we can't do is say that we will look at every Cam-

bodian.

Mr. Hancock. I understand that. I understand that.

Mr. Thompson. We are doing some cases that the IG is finished

with, and we are looking at those cases in California to see if we
can come up with the profiles, which we can then defend as reason-

able ways to figure out who to relook at. That activity is underway
right now.
Chairman Pickle. Are you looking at any cases from any other

State?
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Mr. Thompson. We are doing it in California right now because
we have a set of profiles to work with, yes.

Chairman PiCKLE, But nothing ongoing other than California?

Mr. Thompson. California is the area that we are concentrating
on.

Chairman PiCKLE. Only California?
Mr. Thompson. On that particular activity.

Mr. Hancock. We are investigating here today situations that
have to do with legal aliens, refugees, mental impairments, and
people that use interpreters. Has there been any investigation—for-

getting about that particular group of people—^you don't ever go
back and look just automatically, just say, OK, here is a random
lottery pick. We are going to investigate 10,000 a year or 1,000.

Surely you have investigators.

Mr. Thompson. Yes, we do. As I said, we do do that.

Mr. Hancock. To what extent is that done?
Mr. Thompson. About 2 years ago, we cut back seriously on the

number that we did in order to shift the resources to processing
backlogs in new entitlements. We are now trying to push some
more resources back toward restarting that effort.

Mr. Hancock. But there is nothing to keep you from just picking
a name out of the file and saying, we are going to investigate this

name to reevaluate? There is no law or anything else that stops

you from doing that?
Mr. Thompson. That is correct. What we do try to do is figure

out a way, like the IRS does with who should you audit. We have
done this first with the Social Security claims, where there tends
to be a little more money at stake, to come up with profiles. We
are now concentrating on the continuing disability reviews of the
people whose conditions may have improved. Next, we have to

move to the SSI program to do it.

Mr. Hancock. One final question, Mr. Chairman. We heard tes-

timony earlier, as Mr. Santorum mentioned, if you just sent it out
to the mailing addresses and said, you are going to have to come
in, the estimate from Mr. Martin is that 50 percent of those people
will never show up. Wouldn't that be a good way to get rid of about
50 percent of the overpayment? You don't have to keep sending the
check if they don't show up, do you?
Mr. Thompson. That is correct. We don't have to keep sending

them the check if they don't show up.
Mr. Hancock. I wonder why we couldn't try that. Is there a rea-

son that we can't try that?
Mr, Thompson. The U.S. attorney doesn't want us to do that

until they have decided what they want to prosecute
Mr. Hancock. I am not worried about the U.S. attorney. I am

worried about the U.S. Congress spending the taxpayers' money, is

what I am worried about, and Social Security money that belongs
to people that deserve it.

You have to recognize, and I think Mr. Ford agrees with this, I

don't think anybody wants to take money away from people that
deserve it, but we also know that this type of thing does, in effect,

take away money from people that deserve it. Like I said, I am not
going to worry too much about what the U.S. attorney's office says.

That is a separation of power. Let us do it.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FoRD. Mr. McDermott.
Mr. McDermott. Thank you, Mr, Chairman.
Picking up where Mr. Hancock left off, please give us a little bit

more explanation about what the U.S. attorney has said, because
it seems to me that you have this question of criminal activity. If

they have a case under investigation, and then you just mill
around in the midst of it, that raises some issues. What has the
U.S. attorney told you about this? If somebody suggests that the
U.S. Attorney has asked you not to mess with it

Mr. Thompson. I have to defer to the Inspector General. There
are lists of cases that have been found in the process of doing some
of these undercover investigations that the inspector general and
the State people have. We don't have those at Social Security.

Ms. Brown. Where we have closed cases, we have forwarded the
names of people who would fall into that category of having used
a particular interpreter who is found to have been working fraud
and they have reopened those cases, reopened them to determine
whether that original determination was correct. They have taken
people off the rolls.

Mr. McDermott. That is the 30 cases or so that you mentioned.
Ms. Brown. It is 161. Those were in other parts of the country.

The cases now in Los Angeles, and we also have other areas where
there are undercover operations going on, in order to protect the
integrity of those cases at the stage they are in, we have not for-

warded large numbers of names that we have identified back to So-
cial Security. As soon as that case has moved along far enough
where that can be done, where we have the evidence collected and
we can protect the informants, then we could do that.

Mr. McDermott. When you say a case is closed, do you mean
a case has gone to court and a conviction has been made?
Ms. Brown. That is right. Convictions have been obtained and

sentencing has occurred.
Mr. McDermott. So then at that point you send the cases back

to the Department.
Ms. Brown. A case can involve many claimants. In California, as

I say, the 2 we were talking about earlier, there are 300 claimants
and 800 claimants that we know of in those 2 cases.

But once we have identified that an interpreter or middleman
has been conducting fraudulent activity and we can get a convic-

tion or at least take it to the point where we are not jeopardizing

somebody's safety, we could then forward the names of the people
we know they worked with. There may be others. We don't get a
list from them of everyone they helped, and we may not have a
good list.

One of the things the Social Security Administration was going
to start doing was identify the interpreters. If they find that they
are giving a true interpretation and then they code that to show
who the interpreter was, then there would be something on the
files that showed everybody who had been helped by that inter-

preter or who utilized that interpreter, and then it would be easy
to go back and recheck those people. Right now, it is a matter of

trying to construct a listing of all the folks who used a certain in-

terpreter.
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Mr. McDermott. So until you have completed a case, it would
be difficult to say to SSA: Cut off the benefits. This person is in-

volved in a case that is considered to be a fraud."

Ms. Brown. That is right.

Mr. McDermott. Let us suppose you did it. What would the
rights of the recipient be at that point?

Ms. Brown. In my view, we couldn't tell them to cut off the bene-
fits. We could tell them to reopen the original determination as to

whether or not that person was entitled to benefits. Then if they
weren't, they could also go back and try to recover the amounts al-

ready paid.

Mr. McDermott. Why not as soon as there is an indictment?
Why do you have to wait until conviction? As soon as you are in-

dicting somebody on the basis of these 800 cases, why not at that
point? Why wait the 6 months or the year or whatever it takes to

get to the prosecution?
Ms. Brown. I agree with you. As soon as the case had come to

closure, to that point where we could safely turn over that informa-
tion, we would be able to do it—where we have the information. As
I said, it is very difficult right now to construct an accurate list.

Mr. McDermott. Because the middlemen are unable, unwilling,

or whatever, to give you more than the cases that they have been
caught on?
Ms. Brown. That is right.

Mr. McDermott. That is basically what you are

Ms. Brown. I am assuming that they are. I assume that there
are probably others. It would appear that there are other cases as
well, and we haven't got a way to track that back, as to everybody
who used that particular middleman.
Mr. McDermott. Let me ask a couple of questions about the re-

processing of a case, because I know that right now there is a back-
log of people in SSI. What is the backlog, right at this point, of un-
processed applications?
Ms. Chater. We know there is a backlog of about 700,000 cases.

Mr. McDermott. So there are 700,000 unprocessed applications

right now?
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Mr. Thompson. That includes Social Security and SSI.

Ms. Chater. It is everything.
Mr. Thompson. It is probably half and half
Ms. Brown. That is not all in the interpreter fraud area.

Mr. McDermott. No. I am moving away from that for the mo-
ment. I just want to get a picture of what is the added workload,
because one of the implications in this testimony is that, somehow.
Federal employees haven't been doing their job. What I want to try

to understand is what kind of work load they are carrying at this

point.

So you are talking about 700,000 cases never processed. What is

the cost and time for a case? If you decide to reprocess 100,000
cases, what is the cost per case to do that?
Ms. Chater. I can't say exactly, can you, Larry?
Mr. McDermott. You have to have another doctor's appoint-

ment, right?
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Mr. Thompson. Yes. I may have to correct this, but my memory
is that it is about $3,000.
[The following was subsequently received:]

The normal cost of processing an SSI disability claim through the initial disabiUty
determination is about $425. While SSA does not capture specific data on the cost

of reopyening SSI claims, we believe the cost is comparable to the cost of an initial

determination.

Mr. McDermott. $3,000 per case to reopen?
Mr. Thompson. Yes, but that is sort of an average. That may be

a little high.
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Mr. McDermott. And what is your estimate of the fraudulent

cases here?
Ms. Chater. We are reluctant to put forth an estimate of fraudu-

lent cases, because we really don't know how to calculate that. We
know that the number is relatively small, given the total number
of SSI cases. We have been using a 4-percent figure. But of that

4 percent, we know that many of those people speak English or

have an interpreter that we provided, so we are suspecting that the
number of possible fraudulent cases would be even smaller than
the 4 percent, as small as 1 percent or less.

Mr. McDermott. How much money is spent by the Social Secu-
rity Administration? Maybe that is not the right question to ask,

but how much of your resources are spent in paying for inter-

preters to deal with bilingual people or non-English-speaking peo-

ple?

Ms. Chater. I don't know the answer to that.

[The following was subsequently received:]

In fiscal year 1993, local offices, hearing offices, our international operations staff,

and State Disability Determination Services collectively spent about $2 million on
interpreter services.

Mr. Thompson. Actually, it is more that we try to hire our own.
Mr. McDermott. OK. You try to hire them, one in every office

or one in every regional
Mr. Thompson. In the last couple of years, half of the new hires

in the field offices have been bilingual. We would be happy to sub-

mit something for the record. It is something like 15 different lan-

guages. We have made quite an effort, and that is the first line of

defense, really, to have somebody in the office that can speak that
language.
[The following was subsequently received:]

During fiscal year 1993, 266 of the 531 persons hired by SSA were bilingual (50

percent), representing 16 languages. Twenty-six of those bilingual hires ( 10 percent)

spoke Southeast Asian languages.

Mr. McDermott. Do you have the capacity financially to do
that? Are you constrained by anything?
Mr. Thompson. To hire?

Mr. McDermott. Yes.
Mr. Thompson. Oh yes, of course.

Mr. McDermott. Who constrains your ability to hire these peo-

ple?

Mr. Thompson. It is a question of how many people we can hire,

what is our budget and how many
Mr. McDermott. But who sets your budget?
Mr. Thompson. The Congress.
Mr. McDermott. The Congress sets your budget. So what is

happening is that we have limited your money and said, now don't

let anybody slip through, but we aren't going to give you the money
to hire the people. Is that a fair statement?
Mr. Thompson. I think at this point you are being unfair to the

Congress. [Laughter.]
Chairman PiCKLE. Mr. McDermott, I don't think we have refused

to allow them to hire. We haven't been asked for more funding in

this area.
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Mr. McDermott. I really am raising it because I think that is

one of the issues. Just coincidentally, my daughter got a job as a
bilingual math teacher in the Seattle city schools. Somebody said,

you should have applied down in Olympia, the State capital, for a
job as an interpreter. I didn't know there was such a thing. So I

understand that there is a need for them there, but what I am ask-

ing is do you have openings for people, and do you have money to

pay for them if they are available?
Ms. Chater. I guess I would have to answer that question fairly

and say that it is really a question of priorities. We try very, very
hard to do a whole lot of things with the budget that we have. Last
year, we made a commitment that we were going to work very,

very hard on recruiting people who speak more than English, and
we have done extraordinarily well. Fifty percent of our new hires

last year fit into that category.
We do have the ability and we do spend money to bring people

from one region to another, if necessary.
We are also working with agencies that don't cost any money,

with universities, for example, to see if we can tap into a university

and have graduate students or faculty come over and act as inter-

preters. So we are looking creatively at how to provide more inter-

preters at the front end to avoid the problem altogether.

Mr. McDermott. I used to work in a hospital in Seattle that had
an interpreter bank of about 40 languages, because we dealt with
so many different folks who didn't speak English. It was a real

problem finding people to speak all the various dialects, the various

southern Chinese dialects and so forth. So I understand the prob-

lem, and I think it is unfair to present this program as though you
haven't been trying, because I actually know you have been.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Ford. Mr. Cardin.
Mr. Cardin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think this hearing is very important, and let me just under-

score the importance of dealing with fraud in the Social Security

Administration. Whenever it is discovered that people have improp-
erly received Government funds, public confidence in the ability of

the SSA to provide assistance to those in need is undermined. We
don't need that in this country. We need to be working together to

provide the best support that we can.

Following up on Dr. McDermott's question, I remember a hearing
a few years ago before the Social Security Subcommittee. We were
discussing the disability determinations backlog in the SSA and
were surprised to find out that because of the requirements of set-

ting priorities within SSA, there were virtually no funds being used
for redeterminations of disability. Therefore, people were receiving

disability payments who obviously should not have, simply because
we didn't have the resources to investigate.

I look at this particular circumstance and ask myself the same
question. Is it a problem because we don't have in place the proce-

dures to review the SSI determinations? Is it the fact that we don't

have the resources to do so or is it that the funds and resources

have not been allocated to this area?
My own gut feeling is that for every dollar that we would place

in enforcement, even more would return to the public treasury. If
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we put the resources and efforts behind investigation of fraud, it

would be a clear signal to people not to cheat and fewer people
would then apply for SSI fraudulently. If we put more funds into

the redetermination areas, misappropriation of funds would de-

cline.

I would ask that you reflect upon this and, I would certainly ap-

preciate hearing your views. It seems to me that in this area—it

should be one of our highest priorities. Am I wrong?
Ms. Chater. I would like to say to you that we have been work-

ing very hard on a strategic plan. We have reorganized some prior-

ities. One of those priorities for the future is continuing disability

reviews, just exactly as you state. We are also, as you probably
know, reengineering the entire disability process because we know
that it is unlikely that we will receive many more resources in the
future. We decided that in order to tackle the whole disability pro-

gram, we needed to start over and do it differently.

I am optimistic that by the end of March or early April of this

year, we will have a proposal from SSA's disability process
reengineering team that will enable us to redo the entire process
of taking disability claims all the way through administrative ap-
peal. Hopefully, our decisions on the process will allow us to

streamline the process to free up some resources to take care of

some of the other issues like this one.

Mr. Cardin. So you are telling this committee that you hope to

receive funding to develop a strategic plan to establish the nec-

essary priorities within those resources to deal with this problem.
Ms. Chater. Yes.
Mr. Cardin. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Ford. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman, I have just one or two followup things.

The Inspector General's office, is it possible that you could pay
closer attention to the field offices of SSA, DDS, contracting doctors

by SSA as they relate to the Southeast Asians' applications that

are being filed?

Ms. Brown, Sir, we open annually 4,000 cases, in round num-
bers, in the Social Security area, and we return $61 for every dollar

spent. That has been consistent over several years.

We have a lot of our resources in this particular area right now,
a disproportionately large share, and we intend to continue with
this to get to the bottom of it and to stop this type of fraud from
reoccurring.

I think with the changes that the Social Security Administration
is also making to help in the preventive side, that we can stop the
kind of activity that we have described today. But this is not an
easy problem. This is one that is very, very difficult.

Chairman Ford. No, it is not. It is not an easy problem. We keep
talking about the U.S. attorney's offices and all. I am not really fo-

cusing on the criminal prosecution. These U.S. attorneys are ap-

pointed people and these might not be high-profile cases for them.
Therefore they don't go after these particular cases.

What about the Inspector General's office treating this as a civil

matter? It is a long 2-, 3-year ordeal to prosecute these applicants
while recipients still receive these tax dollars. I think all of my col-

leagues on both subcommittees have been suggesting all along that
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we ought to take some action, and to reopen many of these cases,

without waiting on local prosecutors to take any action. We have
a responsibility.

This subcommittee has jurisdiction over the supplemental secu-
rity income. We have oversight and investigative powers within our
subcommittees. We are asking the Inspector General's office to look
at the civil proceedings here and not focus on only the criminal
prosecution. We should not be put on hold by the prosecutors in the
U.S. attorney's offices and others.

Ms. Brown. I thank you for that, Mr. Chairman. We have talked
about it and I believe that Social Security mentioned in their testi-

mony, that they would like to see some additional capabilities.

There is the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act, but the discov-

ery procedures make that as long and cumbersome, certainly, as
any criminal conviction, and it might take years to get any results.

There are some things that we have in the Medicare area where
we have other authorities. If something similar were available for

SSA, we could take action that might really streamline this and get
some penalties in very quickly. That would certainly help.

Chairman FORD. Thank you.
Commissioner, SSA is stressing free interpreters' services and

distributing multilanguage pamphlets and fact sheets. Do you have
a copy of that? I have heard in other settings from witnesses that
oftentimes, these middlemen use the services of SSA field offices to

really go out and drum up business.
I think we raised this issue once before. Are those fact sheets

and pamphlets distributed in other countries, in Southeast Asia,

for one?
Mr. Thompson. Not by us.

Chairman FORD. Not by you, but don't you have word that they
are being reproduced and sent over?
Ms. Chater. We have so many cooperative arrangements with

other countries. The State Department encourages us to help other
countries set up Social Security-t5rpe programs, so I am sure that
what is published becomes a public document and anyone could re-

quest it.

Chairman FORD. Do you have any type of relationships with any
of these middlemen as it relates to these fact sheets and pam-
phlets? Do you distribute it to these middlemen and ask for their

assistance in these other countries?
Ms. Chater. No, no.

Chairman FoRD. You do not?
Ms. Chater. Not that I know of.

Mr. Thompson. Not knowingly.
Chairman FoRD. Not knowingly, but you have heard that that is

what happens?
Mr. Thompson. No, I just am not going to say it never happens,

but we don't intentionally do that. We would hope not.

Chairman FoRD. Recipients of Social Security benefits here in

this country have always said that there are a couple of million

who would be eligible for some supplemental security income, and
that they have never received anything in their Social Security

checks suggesting that they ought to check with their local SSA of-

fice to see whether they would be eligible for any of these benefits.
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I am not implying that the SSA is working with any of the middle-
men, but we do hear about all of these SSI applications coming into

the SSA offices. It does raise certain concerns here at the sub-
committee level as to what SSA is doing.

I certainly would hope, Mr. Thompson and Commissioner, that
these are areas that you will continue to focus on and inform this

subcommittee of any of the things that we are bringing up today.
We ought to make sure that we are privy to that information, just
like SSA. I certainly, as chairman of the Human Resources Sub-
committee here on Ways and Means, I want to know. I am suggest-
ing now to SSA's office that we be informed and kept informed on
this matter.

[The following was subsequently received:]

SAA's Office of Public Affairs has produced program factsheets in five Asian Pa-
cific languages: Cambodian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese. Subjects
covered by these factsheets are Social Secvuity Retirement and Survivors Insurance
benefits. Social Security Disability Insurance benefits, and Supplemental Security
Income benefits. (Copies attached.)
Our records indicate that SSA headquarters in Baltimore distributed approxi-

mately 150,000 factsheets in Asian Pacific languages since they became available
in March 1992. We estimate that approximately 85 percent of the distribution was
requested by SSA regional and field offices, and the balance by members of the gen-
eral public—typically groups and organizations.
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Please circulate this Bulletin to Managers and Staff

involved in public infonnation activities

Distribmi

Regional (

Assistant Regional (

Regional Public Afiairs Officers

RCALJs &. HOCALJs, OHA
Directors, PSCs &. ODIO
Area DireCTors

Managers, Distnct/Branch Offices & TSCs

Disabtliry Oetermination Services Admintstrators

No.: 92-5 Section: Publications

SSA PUBLIC
mFORMATIOn

BULLETIN
Dare: March 1992 Retention D.,, January 1. 1993

NEW FACTSHEETS NOW AVAILABLE IN FIVE PACIFIC ASIAN LANGUAGES

The purpose of this bulletin is to announce the availability of
separate program factsheets in five Pacific Asian Languages.
The languages are Cambodian, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, and
Vietnamese. The progreuti subjects covered are (1) Social Security
Retirement and Survivors Benefits; (2) Social Security Disability
Benefits; (3) SSI Benefits.

The new factsheets represent one of OPA's initiatives to support
SSA's Agency Strategic Plan commitment to "effectively communicate
with people whether they speak English or some other language."
The signficant increase in Pacific Asian populations in recent
years has resulted in a demand for informational materials to reach
this audience. (At the same time, we have greatly increased the
availability of public information materials in Spanish, and now
have produced all of the major program booklets, factsheets, and
administrative publications in Spanish.)

Attached are copies of the factsheets in the five Pacific Asian
languages as well as the English versions. Please note that the
last page of each factsheet includes the English title, the language
used, and the publication number. We have also attached a listing
of all the factsheets. Because the need for these factsheets is
more pronounced in specific geographic locations, we are not
providing an automatic distribution to each field office. Rather,
those field offices with a need for these factsheets can reguest
additional copies from SSA's Public Information Distribution Center.
Be sure to refer to the publication number when ordering.

The Office of Public Affairs will track requests for the materials
in order to assess the overall demand and the usage in various parts
of the country. Field offices should report on their experience in
the use of the factsheets to Regional Public Affairs Officers.
Based on these reports, additional printings of the factsheets will
be done in larger quantities and sent directly to specific field
offices with identified needs for these materials.

Attachments

yy U.S. Deput^ Health and
K -^ Social SeciiJ
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Vietnamese Factsheets

SSI Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10700

February 1992 Edition

Social Security Retirement & Survivors

SSA Publication No. 05-10701

February 1992 Edition

Social Security Disability Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10702

February 1992 Edition

Japanese Factsheets

SSI Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10703

February 1992 Edition

Sodal Security Retirement & Survivors Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10704

February 1992 Edition

Social Security Disability

SSA Publication No. 05-10705

February 1992 Edition

Chinese Factsheets

SSI Benefits

SSA PubUcation No. 05-10706

February 1992 Edition

Sodal Security Retirement & Survivors Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10707

February 1992 Edition

Sodal Security Disability Benefits

SSA Publication No. 05-10708

February 1992 Edition

Korean Factsheets

SSI Benefits

• SSA Publication No. 05-10709

fdbmary 1992 Edition

Sodal Security Retirement & Survivors

SSA Publication No. 05-10710

February 1992 Edition

Sodal Security Disability Benefits

SSA PubUcation No. 05-10711

February 1992 Edition

Cambodian Factsheets

SSI Benefits

SSA PubUcation No. 05-10712

February 1992 Edition

Social Security Retirement & Survivors Benefits

SSA PubUcation No. 05-10713

February 1992

Social Security DisabiUty Benefits

SSA PubUcation No. 05-10714

Febmary 1992 Edition
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Supplemental Security Income Benefits

What Is SSI?

SSI stands for Supplemental Security

Income. Ifs a program run by Social

Security. It pays monthly checks to

the elderly, the blind, and people
with disabilities who don't own many
things or have much income.

If you get SSI, you usually can get

food stamps and Medicaid, too.

Medicaid helps pay doctor and
hospital bills.

To get SSI, you must be elderly or

blind or have a disability.

• Elderly means you are 65 or older.

• Blind means you are either totally

blind or have very poor eyesight.

Children, as well as adults, can

get benefits because of blindness.

• A disability means you have a

physical or mental problem that is

expected to last at least a year or

result in death. Children, as well

as adults, can get benefits

because of disability.

Things You Own and Income
You Have

To get SSI, the things you own and
income you have must be below
certain amounts.

Things You Own
We don't count everything you own
when deciding if you can get SSI.

For example, we don't count your

home and some of your personal

belongings. Usually, we don't count

your car. We do coimt cash, bank
accounts, stocks, and bonds. You
may be able to get SSI if the things

we count are no more than:

• $2,000 for one person
• $3,000 for a couple

Income You Have
Income is the money you have
coming in such as earnings. Social

Security checks, and pensions. Non-
cash items you receive such as food,

clothing, or shelter also count as

income.

The amount of income you can

have each month and still get SSI

depends on where you bve. In some
States, you can have more income
than in others. The people at any
Sodal Security office can tell you how
much income you can have and still

get SSI.

Other Rules You Should Know

Before you can get SSI checks, you
also must:
• Live in the U.S. or the Northern

Mariana Islands and
• Be a U.S. dtizen or be in the U.S.

legally.

How You Can Sign Up for SSI

Ifs easy. Just visit your local Sodal
Security office. And remember, you
never have to pay for iiiformation or

service at Sodal Security. Ifs our job

to help you for free.

A Word About Social Security

Benefits

Social Security also pays retirement

benefits, survivors benefits, and
disability benefits to people who have
worked long enough under Sodal

Security. For more information about

these benefits, ask for the factsheets.

Social Security Retirement & Survivors

Benefits or Social Security Disability

Benefits.
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Social Security Retirement And Survivors Benefits

Almost everyone who lives in the United

States is affected by the Sodal Security

system—either by working and paying

Sodal Security taxes or by receiving Sodid

Security benefits.

Sodal Security benefits are paid to workers
and their families when a worker retires or

becomes disabled. Survivors benefits can be
paid to family members when a worker
dies.

This factsheet tells you about retirement

and survivors benefits. For information

about disability benefits, get the factsheet.

Social Security Disability Benefits.

People who are 65 or older, or blind, or

disabled may be eligible for Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) benefits. SSI provides

payments to people who don't own many
things or have much income. For

information about SSI, get the factsheet.

Supplemental Security Income Benefits.

Your Working Years

You don't have to be a United States dtizen

to earn Sodal Security coverage. If you
have been lawfully admitted for work, you
can work at jobs covered by the Sodal

Security system. When you work, you also

earn coverage for Medicare health

insurance benefits.

IXiring your working years, you pay
Sodal Security taxes on your eanungs. If

you work for someone else, your employer

pays an equal amount of Social Security

taxes on your behalf. If you are self-

employed, you pay both the employee and
the employer shares of the tax.

Your Sodal Security number is used to

keep track of your earnings under a record

kept for you by the Sodal Security

Administration. Even if you change jobs,

you continue to use the same Sodal

Security number, building on the record of

your earnings. Your Social Security benefit

will be based on your total earnings over

your working career, so it is very important

to always use the same Sodal Security

number and to make sure all your

employers deduct Sodal Security taxes.

You can verify that all your earnings are

recorded by getting a free Personal

Earnings and Benefit Estimate Statement.

Call Social Security to request a form. Your
statement will also give you an estimate of

the amount of retirement, disability, and
survivors benefits payable on your Sodal

Security record.

Retirement Benefits

Most people need 10 years of work at jobs

where they paid Sodal Security taxes in

order to qualify for retirement benefits. If

you were bom before 1929, you need less

than 10 years of work.

The amount of your retirement benefit is

based on your total earnings imder the

Sodal Security system. The higher your

earnings are; the higher your benefits will

be.

Sodal Security retirement benefits can be
paid as early as age 62. The amoimt of your
benefit at 62, though, is less than it is if you
start your retirement benefits when you are

older. The full benefit amovmt is paid at age

65.

Sonie family members may be able to

receive Sodal Security benefits based on
your work record. Your wife or husband
can get benefits as early as age 62, or even
earlier if she or he is caring for your child

who is also getting benefits on your record.

Your former wife or husband can get

benefits if you were married at least 10

years. Children can get benefits up to age

18 or up to age 19 if they are attending

elementary or secondary school. Children

over 18 can get benefits if they Jire disabled.
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Survivors Benefits

When a worker dies, family members may
be able to get monthly Social Security

benefits. The amount of work needed to

pay survivors benefits depends on the

worker's age at the time of death. It may be

as little as 1-1/2 years for a young worker.

No one needs more than 10 years.

A widow or widower can get benefits as

early as age 60, or even earlier if she or he is

caring for a child who is also getting

benefits on your record. A widow or

widower who is disabled can get benefits at

age 50. A divorced widow or widower can

get benefits if you were married at least 10

years. Children can get benefits up to age

18 or up to age 19 if they are attending

elementary or secondary school. Children

over 18 can get benefits if they are disabled.

Medicare

Medicare is a health insurance plan for

people who are 65 or older, under 65 and
disabled, or who have permanent kidney

failvire. If you are already getting Sodal

Security when you reach age 65, your

Medicare coverage will start automatically.

Otherwise, you should contact Sodal

Security 2-3 months before 65 to sign up for

Medicare.

For more information

All Sodal Security services are provided

free. To apply for benefits or to get more
information, call, visit, or write any Sodal
Security office. The addresses and
telephone numbers of Sodal Security offices

are listed in the phone directory under
"U.S. Government" or "Social Security

Administration."
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Social Securiiy Disability Benefits

What Is Social Security Disability

Insurance?

Sodal Security is a sodal insurance

program that workers and their employers

pay for with their Social Security taxes.

Monthly disability benefits are paid to

people with a severe condition that is

expected to prevent them from working a

year or more or to result in death. Eligibility

for benefits is based on your past work. The
amount of the benefit is based on your

earnings. The amount of work needed
depends on your age and ranges from 5 out

of the last 10 years for people 31 and older

to as httle as 1-1/2 years out of the last 3 for

people under age 24. The amoimt of your
benefit is based on your earnings.

Essentially, the higher your earnings, the

higher your benefits will be. Benefits are

also paid to certain dependents, including a

spouse and children vmder 18. Citizenship

is not required, but you must have had
legal permission to work in the U.S.

Applying For Disability Benefits

To make the application as simple as

possible, we give you the option of

applying by phone, mail, or at any one of

our community offices.

To speed up your claim, it will help if

you have names, addresses, phone
numbers, dates of treatment, and types of

treatment you received from each doctor,

clinic, or hospital so we can get copies of

your medical records.

At the application interview, you should
be prepared to discuss your work history

for the last 15 years. You also will be asked
for a copy of last year's W-2 form, or last

year's tax return if you were self-employed.

How The Disability Decision is Made

We send the medical part of your claim to

the State's Disability Determination Service

(DOS). Trained disability evaluation

specialists will get your medical records,

review the information, and make a

decision on your case. If they need more
information, they may schedule a medical

exiunination at no exper\se to you.

When Benefits Start

If your application is approved, your
benefits will begin with the 6th full month
after the date the evidence shows your
disability began.

Medicare Can Help

Medicare benefits will be available to you
automatically after you have been getting

disability benefits for 2 years. Medicare is a

Federal health insurance program for

people 65 and over or disabled. It can help

with hospital and doctor bills.

For More Information

For information about retirement or

survivors benefits, ask at the Social Security

office for the factsheet. Social Security

Retirement and Survirmrs Benefits. For

information about the Supplemental

Security Income program, which pays
monthly benefits to people 65 or older, or

disabled or blind who have little income
and resources, ask for the factsheet.

Supplemental Security Income Benefits.

Information from Social Security is free of

charge.
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PHUCAPANSINH
SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME BENEFITS

PHU CAP AN SINH ( SSI ) LA GI '

SSI la chii Viet tat cua SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME . co nghia la phu cap an

5inh .

Ngan qui nay hans thang g'J'i chi phieu den cho nhQ'ngn£nj*>i ii>n luoi nhu-ng ng^ji^-i mu va

nhijng ngwi khong oo nhieu cua cai hay n>i tuc ma lai bi tan pne khong the di iam dai;-c

Thong thucng khi dmn; hucng tien phu cap an sinh thi nguo-i ta ciing duw huo'ng uen lem pnieu

de mua thu-c pham i food stamps i va tro- can y te ' Medicaid ' nu-a . Tra cap y te se giiip era tien

iaac si hay chi phi benh vien

De duot huvng tien phu cap an sinh SSI . ban phai la nguoi lo-n tuoi . hay bi mu , hoac lam

vao unh irang tan phe khong di lam duo-c

-- Lcn tuoi CO nghia la tii- 65 tuoi tro- len .

— Mil CO nghia la hoan toan khong nhin thay gi het hoac mat qua kem da bi 16a .

— Tan phe c6 nghia la bi benh nang ve vat the hay tam tri ma theo tien lieu benh do se keo dai

It nhat 1 nam hoac dua ban den cho chet .

Tre em cung nhu- ngwi lo-n deu c6 the duw: huo-ng tien phu cap an sinh neu dveq-c liet ke vao

tinhtrangtanphe .

GIQI HAN VE CUA CAI VA LO"! TUC CHO NHCfNG NGUOI DUCrC HU-QNG PHU CAP AN
SINH .

Muon duo-c huo-ng tien phu cap an smh thi lo-i tuc va ciia cai ban so- huu se khong duw viKyt

qua motgio-i han nao do

CUA CAI VA LO-I TUC MA BAN CO .

Khiquyetdinh xem ban codii dieu kien de ducc hui^ng tien phu cap an sinh hay khong .so- an

sinh xa hoi khong tinh tat ca nhung gi ban c Thi du so- an sinh se khong tinh can nha ma ban

so-hmi .cungnhumotsodotuy than cua oan Thik)-ng thi so- an sinh cung khong tinh chiec xe

ho-i ciiaban . Nhu-ng so- an sinh se xet den so tien mat . truo-ng muc ngan hang , c6 phan . trai

phieu ma ban c6 . Ban c6 the dui>c cnap rhuan nu<>ng tien phu cap an smh SSI neu nhu-ng gi ban

so- hu-u ma so- an sinh xet to-i se khong qua

—$2,000 < hai ngan do la tien mat cho 1 nguvi .

—$3,000 ( ba ngan dx lu lien mat cho 1 cap v(> chong .
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LQ-I TU-C MA BAN CO :

Loi t\K la tien ma ban lay ve nhu- tien kiem duw . tien an sinh xa hoi va tien hu-u bong .

Nhiing thii' khong phai la tien ma qui vi nhan duoc nhu- thiK: pham . quan ao . hoac diwc cho 6- nhf'

cung bi coi la lo-i tvic .

Gio-i han ve lo-i tiic hang thang ma ban co de van co the duw huo-ng phu cap an smh SSI tuy

vao vung ban song . O mot so tieu bang . mur lo-i tm; hang thang co the cao ho'n la 6- cac tieu bang i

khac ma van duw lanh tien phu cap an smh Nhan vien o bat cii- $0- an sinh nao cung deu coths

cho qui vi biet lo-i t\K hang thang cua ban •> mu-c nao chi se du<>c chap thuan cho hux>ng tien phu

cap an sinh SSI .

NHUNG DIEU LE KHAC MA QUI VI CAN BIET :

N'goai nhu-ng dieu kien ke tren . muon duw; huo-ng tien phu cap an sinh ban con phai

:

—Song tren lanh tho HK hoac quan dao Northern Mariana va

—la cong dan My hoac thuo-ng tru hep phap tai HK .

MUON NOP DON XIN TIEN PHU CAP AN SINH BAN PHAI LAM THE NAO :

Rat do-n gian , ban chi can den so- an sinh xa hoi o- dia phuo-ng va xin nho- rang nhan vien so- an

sinh se san sang chi dan , giiip do- . Tai so- an sinh xa hoi khong bao gio- qui vi phai tra tien ca

.

LU-U Y VE NHU-NG QUYEN LQI KHAC CUA CHUQNG TRINH AN SINH XA HOI .

Chuo'ng trinh an sinh xa hoi cung tra tien him , tien tro- cap cho ngu<yi thCra ke . va tien tro- cap tan

phe cho nguo-i tiing di lam du trong mot khoang thai gian doi hoi va dong gop vao qui an sinh

.

Muon biet them chi tiet ye nhmig quyen lai nay ,
qui vi hay hoi xin tai lieu noi ve cac van de nay

I Socal Security Retirement And Survivors Benefits hay Social Security Disability Benefits I

.
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TIEN AN SINH XA HOI KHI VE HUH VA DE LAI CHO NGUOI THlfA KE

( SOCIAL SECURITY RETIREMENT AND SURVIVORS BENEFITS i

Hau nhu tatca moi ngwi song tren dat My deu chiu anh huo-ng ciia he thong an sinh xa hoi , bang

each di lam va dong thue an sinh xa hoi hoac dut>c huo-ng cac quyen lo-i tu qui nay

Nhiing ai tirng di lam va dong gop cho qui nay thi khi ve hu-u hay benh nang tro' thanh tan

phe ngucyi do va chong hay vo' con se duo-c hu^ng tien an sinh xa hoi . Tien nay cung c6 the duw:

tra cho nhCrng nguo-i thu'a ke trong gia dlnh trong truo-ng hccp ngud-i lam viec chet di

Tai lieu nay giai thich ve tien hu'u va tien de lai cho nguo'i thita ke . Neu qui vi muon biet ve

quyen lo-i duo-c huo'ng trong truwng ho'p trw thanh tan phe thi coi tai lieu noi ve cac quyen lo-i ve an

sinh trong truo-ng hp-p tan phe ( Social Security Disability Benefits ) .

TRONG NHUNG NAM BAN LAM VIEC :

Ban khong nhat thiet phai la cong dan My mo-i duoc tham du- vao qui an smh Neu ban duw:

phep lam viec ho^p phap O' HK thi nhCi-ng cong viec ban lam thuo-ng nam trong chuo-ng trinh dong

gop vao qui an sinh . Thai gian lam viec ciing givip ban du<>c hm>ng chuo-ng trinh bao hiem y te

Medicare khi ve hu'u .

Trong nhiing nam lam viec kiem tien , ban phai tra thue an sinh xa hoi can cii' tren li>i tu'c ban

kiem duac . Neu ban lam cho ngiwi khac , chii nhan ciia ban dong gop cho ban mot so tien vao qui

an sinh ngang vo-i so tien ma ban dong . Neu Ijan co co' so- lam an rieng ciia chinh ban thi ban phai

tra ca phan ciia chu nhan Ian phan ciia nguwi duw thue mu^o-n vao qui an sinh .

So' an sinh xa hoi se dung so an sinh xa hoi ciia ban de theo doi so lo-i tvic ma ban kiem duo-c

qua mot ho sc ma sa an sinh cat giCr . Ngay ca khi thay doi cong an viec lam , ban van tiep tuc

dung so an sinh xa hoi do trong ho so- ciia so- an sinh co tu truw: den nay

Ban duo-c huiKng tien an sinh nhieu it tuy theo so tiien ban kiem duw: trong suot nhCfng nam

ban lam viec , vi vay dieu toi quan trong la truw: sau nhu- mot , liic nao ban cung phai dung ciing

mot so an sinh xa hoi va biet chac rang tat ca cac co- sa ma ban lam viec deu tru tien an sinh xa hoi

tren so Imyng ciia ban de dong gop vao qui an sinh .

Ban CO the kiem chung rang tat ca so Im tvi-c ma ban kiem duw da duw: so' an sinh xa hoi ghi

nhan trong ho so' bang each goi dien thoai cho so- an sinh hoi xin mot mau do-n Je ke khai cac cong

viec ban lam tu- truac den nay . Ban ke khai do se cho ban biet uw; luwng so tien hu-u cua ban

tien tan phe trong truo-ng ho-p mat kha nang lam viec , va tien de lai cho \<y . chong . hoac con

duo-i tuoi thanh nien trong truo-ng hq-p ban qua doi
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TIEN HtfU

Hau het phai di lam duw: 10 nam va tra thue an sinh xa hoi suot tho-i gian do thi nguo-i di lam

mo-i diKw; huo-ng quyen lo-i nay khi ve huu . Nhimg neu ban ra do-i truw nam 1929 thi tho-i gian

ban di lam va dong thue an sinh khong can phai dii 10 nam .

So tien hmi ma ban duw huccng tuy thuoc vao tong so lai tuc ma ban kiem duw c6 ghi trong

ho so- an sinh xa hoi . Neu lo-i tiic ban kiem duot cang nhieu thi ban cang duw: huo-ng nhieu tien

hu-u ho-n .

Ban CO the duw: huo-ng tien huu vao tuoi 62 la so-m nhat . Tuy nhien khi ve huu 6- tuoi 62 ban

se khong dut>c huo-ng day du moi quyen lo-i ve an sinh nhu- truo-ng ho-p ban ve hu-u 6- mot tuoi cao

ho-n . Ve hu-u vao liic 65 tuoi ban se duw huo-ng day dii moi quyen lo-i ve an sinh .

Mot so nguo-i trong gia dinh c6 the duw: huo-ng cac quyen Ip-i an sinh can cii- tren qiia trinh lam

viec ciia ban . Vo- hay chong ban c6 the duoc huo-ng quyien lai an sinh so-m nhat 6- tuoi 62 hoac c6

the so-m ho-n neu nguo-i vo- hoac chong phai nuoi con , ma nguo-i con do ciing duw: huo-ng tien an

sinh can cu tren ho so- dong gop ciia ban . Vo- cii hay chong cu ciia ban cQng c6 the duw: huo-ng

tien an sinh neu hai ngwi da ket hon tong cong it nhat 10 nam . Con cai duw: huo-ng tien an

sinh ciia ban cho to-i tuoi 18 hay 19 neu con hoc tieu hoc hay trung hoc . Con cai tren 18 tuoi cung

duw: huo-ng tien an sinh neu chung bi tan phe .

QUYEN LO-I CUANGUOITHU-AKE .

Khi nguo-i di lam qua do-i , nhimg nguo-i trong gia dinhco the duoc huo-ng tien nay hang thang

. So nam lam viec can c6 de nguo-i trong gia dinh duw: huo-ng quyen lo-i nay tiiy thuoc vao so tuoi

luc qua do-i cua nguo-i di lam . Tho-i gian c6 the chi can 1 nam nio-i neu nguo-i di lam qua do-i luc

con it tuoi . Tho-i gian do-i hoi cho tat ca moi ngiho-i se khdng qua 10 nam .

Mot qua phu hay mot nguo-i goa vo- c6 the duoc huo-ng tien nay 6- tuoi so-m nhat la 60 , hay c6

the so-m ho-n nua neu qua phu hoac nguo-i goa vo- phai nuoi con , ma nguo-i con do cung dang huong

tien an sinh ma nguo-i qua c6 de lai . Mot qua phu hay nguo-i goa vo- bi tan phe c6 the duoc huong

tien nay 6- tuoi 50 .

Neu hai vo- chong & vo-i nhau it nhat 10 nam roi ly di , roi sau do nguo-i vo- hoac chong chet di

,

nguo-i con lai cung se duw: huo-ng tien an sinh de lai . Con cai ciia hai nguo-i cung duw: huo-ng tien

an sinh cho to-i tuoi 18 hoac 19 neu con dang hoc tieu hoc hay trung hoc . Con cai tren 18 c6 the

duoc huo-ng tien nay neu bi tan phe .

CHUO-NG TRINH BAG HIEM Y TE MEDICARE

Day la chuo-ng trinh bao hiem y te danh cho nhii-ng nguo-i tu- 65 tuoi tro- len , hoac duo-i 65 tuoi

nhung bi tan phe hay bi hu than vinh vien phai le thuoc vao may loc mau . Neu khi to-i 65 tuoi
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ma ban da duw; lanh tien an sinh thi duo-ng nhien ban se khai su-duw; huo-ng loai bao hiem y te

Medicare nay . Bang khong thi ban nen lien lac vcci s& an sinh tir 2 , 3 thang tniw khi tai tuoi 65

de ghi ten vao chucng trinh bao hiem y te Medicare .

NEU MUON BIET THEM CHI TIET HOAC THE THUC NOP DQN XIN QUYEN LOI AN SINH :

Ban CO the goi dien thoai , viet thir , hoac dich than den bat cii- sa an sinh xa hoi nao Dia chi

va so dien thoai cuaso-ansinh duw lietke trong dien thoai nien giam diro-i muc cac co- so- chinh

phii HK "
{ U.S government ) hoac " so- quan tri cac chutyng trinh an sinh xa hoi "

' Social Security

Administration ) . Tat ca cac dich vu nay deu duo« so- an sinh cung li-ng mien phi
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NHU-NG QUYEN LOT VE AN SINK TRONG TRUONG HQP TAN PHE
( SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY BENEFITS )

.

BAO HIEM VE AN SINK TRONG TRLfONG HOP TAN PHE LA GI ?

An sinh xa hoi la mot chuo-ng trinh bao hiem ma ngwi di lam va chii nhan ciia ho phai tra thue

an sinh . Tien tan phe duw: tra hang thang cho nhiing nguo-i lam benh nang den do khong the

lam viec duw: it nhat trong 1 nam hay ho-n , hoac benh se dira ho tn-i cai chet Dunyc huo-ng tien

tan phe hay khong con tiiy thuoc vao thcVi gian ban di lam va tra thue an smh truvc khi lam benli

. So tien duw lanh tuy thuoc vao lo-i tire ban kiem duw: . ThcVi gian lam viec can co de mot

nguo-i ducc lanh tien tan phe neu chang may lam benh nang Ui 5 nam trong khoang thai gian 10

nam cuoi tru6<: khi lam benh cho nhu-ng nguo-i tin 31 tuoi tr(> len . Trong trui>ng ho^p duoi 24 tuoi

thi chi can lam 1 nam ruo-i trong 3 nam cuoi . So tiien ma ban duo* hut>ng trong truo-ng ho-p tan

phe tuy thuoc vao lo-i tiic kiem duw; khi con di lam . Neu liic di lam ma lo-i tut cao thi tien tan

phe se cao . Tien nay cung con dut>c tra cho mot so nguo-i nao do trong gia dinh phai song nho- vao

ban
,
gom vo'hay chong , va con cai duo-i 18 tuoi . Khong can la cong dan My md'i duw: huo-ng tien

nay , nhu-ng bat buoc ban phai duw phep lam viec hopphaptaiHK .

MUON NOP DON XIN TIEN TAN PHE BAN PHAI LAM GI ?

De gian di hoa toi da thu tuc nop do-n , chung toi de qui vi tuy nghi nop do-n bang each goi dien

thoai hoac gu-i den qua buu dien hoac dich than den bat cii so- an sinh nao trong cong dong . Deco

ket qua nhanh chong ban nen sap san mpi chi tiet nhu- ten , dia chi , so dien thoai , ngay ban di diei

tri va giay chu-ng nhan ma cac bac si , benh vien cap cho ban , de chving toi c6 duw: pho ban ho sc

benh ly cua ban .

Trong luc phong van de xin tien tan phe , ban nen chuan bi cho chiing toi biet ve qiia trinh Uun

viec trong 15 nam qua cua ban . Nhan vien phong van cung se yeu cau ban nop mot pho ban ciia

mau ke khai lo-i tvic W-2 ciia nam ngoai hoac giay ke khai so tien thue ma ban lay ve duw; neu

ban tu- lam chu co- so- lam an rieng ciia ban .

SO AN SINH XA HOI SE LAM NHU-NG THU TUC GI TRUOC KHI QUYET DINH VE DON
XIN TIEN TAN PHE ?

So- an sinh xa hoi se gu-i ho so- benh ly ciia ban sang cho so- giam dinh tinh trang tan phe ciia

tieu bang . Cac chuyen vien duw; huan luyen ve van de liio-ng dinh tinh trang tan phe se xet ho*

benh ly ciia ban , duyet xet cac chi tiet va quyet dinh ve truo-ng ho-p ciia ban , neu can them cac

do- kien , hp c6 the gian xep de ban di kham benh lai ma ban se khong phai tra tien .
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KHI NAO THi DUOC HUONG TIEN TAN PHE ?

Neu duw: chap thuan thi ban se duor lanh tien tan phe diing 6 thang sau ngay giay to- cho

thay bang chii-ng ban bat dau lam vao tinh trang tan phe .

QUYEN LQI Y TE MEDICARE DANH CHO NGUOI BI LAM VAO TINH TRANG TAN PHE

Sau 2 nam van lanh tien tan phe thi ban duo-ng nhien duw hu6-ng chuvng trinh bao hiem y te

Medicare la chuo'ng trinh bao hiem y te ciia chinh phii lien bang danh cho nhung nguo'i 65 tuoi

tro- len hoac nhu-ng ngwyi tan phe . Chuo-ng trinh nay giiip tra tien bac si va benh vien .

NEU MUON BIET THEM CHI TIET :

Neu qiii vi mudn biet them chi tiet ve tien huu hay quyen lo-i an sinh de lai cho ngutyi thua ke .

ban hay hoi xin tai lieu noi ve nhCmg quyen lai nay . Neu muon biet cac chi tiet ve chucng trinh

phu cap an sinh ( SSI ) , tm: la chuo-ng trinh giii tien phu cap hang thang den cho nhCmg nguo-i 65

tuoi tro' len hoac bi tan phe hay bi mu ma nguon lo-i tuc lai qiia thap thi ban hay hoi xin tai lieu noi

ve cac quyien lo-i nay . Khi den sa An Sinh Xa Hoi
,
qui vi se duw chi dan mien phi

.
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Supplemental Security Income Benefits

ISMftWRftf (Supplemental Security Income,

SSI) ra^yUi. 7itIIItt^«W*ISO-atL

SSI{iElT<0^ff5:«^v:1-«««^ "SA. ^»

as

v^o/>:^^^^Ja§tmf#i:;^^?^i-t. SSl?r

tgtizti^'^wx'-i-.

SSI 5:Slt6lw{±, lUT«0*fflCt.I.•&•^T^^

• ^mi^. t.tiliit-?*J7i-nS, (Northern

Mariana Islands) I.ZtE.&lX^'^iZt

.

SSI ^SltSlcJi. WJi^Fftl*''0f^<O4tSiW

SSI o«ts?r#«-ri(gicii. mwwsco-f'^

ttJg^ ?-cOft!j<r)JiABfW«!i^ k'li -^ic-^i^ ^

^A.. -mzmmMi^zcom9\-x\ ^(>iz.m±.

TTfciitf. SSI?:Stt5«<g*»4i^ni-t.

SSI <0»lg^^^

mmx-mcifin'^^-t'xii-r^xmnx-r. •&

1-.

I54BS* rtt^fi^HLjUS^^taiK*^ (Social

Security Retirement & Survivors Benefits) j i

/jJi r:a:^^Pi||i^^i (Social Security Dis-

ability Benefits) J ?r#,^LT</:;^v^.

• -XMt^i*) 2,000 H;i-.

• ^» a />: 3,000 Viu. *aiRKS»f«tt^ERBS

SSI Benefits Qapanese)

itc n ^ •
'-
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Social Security Retirement And

Survivors Benefits

common. ©3^«i^jS!8^^i:aft^stcre

$B{i, IRBfl* r:tt^ft»||g^i (Social Security

Disability Benefits) j $-#B9LT</i$V\

1fi£fieBH/f^ ( Supplemental Security Income:

SSI) tmitii,^^<^^i^i^ftbi>^j:'ot-r.

ssnif&mnm'^timc^Kc^^miziiLxms.n
iz^ilhtih^n±T-r. ZtHzr>\,^X(r)^

ma. mm* r«£ft»m^#*a (supplemental

Security Income Benefits ) j ?-r#Bg< /JJV^.

tt^filB* ili*fflrpRfi(t it it tit L /J L CO

K^^WratfJi, 0f^c7)-gSttt^«»SifcLT
^iL^^t-tiK litm^tixmitizmm^tix^,^

(Hi, t¥3iaoiti.9SilltJiffl±<0$ti.9 8iSS

coffi:^ ?: S eflffl-t i c fc tc^ i -t

.

tt^ftB^ ( Social Security Administration)

W»# (y-i^T;u • -tafi'Jx^*^) J ?•«

Wf, C c7)#-t£0Ttcm^ *>'««?^T<i>ttT

Ji^^^BJJflS (Personal Earnings and Benefit

Estimate Statement ) ^M^ X'JR 1^-t hZti^
x^t-r. Bjji»co«LaAfflift{itt^Rw^i;
m^^tix^^i-tcox. vtixmHLx{>t>ot
mmx-r. ^coajJBSlcli. fflAcoie«tcS-:Jv^

jSK¥^^5(tS{Hi, ftfi 10 ^iacO»^^»

Wf'to i^^^. 24BAM929 ^iaMT-J)2,#Ji.

Ztin-^t-ti)\ ^e7)±mim^z^iklfz^^

tii,(7)ii65zti^(=X"r.

ttiiK mttzli^ii^f)^j:fz(0^m^9'ntX \,^

i^g(tTV%|,iS^mi. 62:*^WTT'tl&ftOJt

«fc^O^-t. ^ii§i&LTV^S«-&li, HfflSSISI

t*ST-^^-r. i^«Jil8:J^tT^I&ftJt*tLT

:^^^cr>=F^<r>iS,-^li\9:rtX. #W«TJ)S«
^mszt^mixh^^i^mztii^mx't.
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ag^^

|SIA« 10 ^tU±T'J)^lf . ^{iOI&^'t^Jt^k^

>T -< ^rii 65 xMiliO^tt* . 65 zJ-WT^O

#R#^«tt»18iS.*?: <>-:>«?: *t*k L/cES

jKaftlt«ti«tt^lil€
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Social Security Disability Benefits BSg^^jfe^ag

ti.i5^^-r. cKo^^^-stt&ioiz. 7^^[II^pRT•

littf). ESP. f^Sm. ^K^fc-T-Sltfc?6g5rt

S"9"—f ;^ (Disability Determination Service:

DDS) &n^m(>ti. zzx\ ^^Lhimmnm

WicDPAT^^-f. >T-f^T<i, 65 :J^ia±<?)^

rtt^ftWiSR^^fcaK*^ (Social Security

Retirement and Survivors Benefits) j i^'tt^ft

/^, «£RBm^irQ/7A (HJf^#^W«*''{ifc

Af^v^65:J^ia±fiO€(»«. #K#. -BiAtcftfl

5.fi^PSH)f?#^^ (Supplemental Security Income

Benefits) j ?rr#Bg <fi$ v^. ^mi^^ntl

tt.

mss^ittstt^n^stn^
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Supplemental Security Income Benefits

f^iP^flJf Ml5:?f4S:A, Ji^ib^W^S;?. JE?'? "^•SifflS.']. I Medicaid). ~

"^W.iiiih .

^BI)f!f^^f+S*fDgF^9^Cffl,

• WAms^t^g^B^, ^#E;^#^fiB^A. *^AiU!iR«. RI^^B^. K]^?£^§^M

fyat)i-t^foiiJcA

£:^¥^ttM!^?4HiA#, ^tt,#fOl^icA£•>M:i'^J^T.\!!ita:£..

ft !Ti £ y^ s 1^ 1 ^^ °r n ? ^ itM ir. 2t 4i -v m tr # •'!; w ^ -> ^t i*? b^ sf ii . ^iz ^^ ^ i# te t^; ^^^ n 2 v at

1*ll5Sr^£R. ^i»*)i;t. ;rSv(£.s»ra.5.S-^fi,AP.'t^in^lr^£f^ ;|*, fr^&^;H* tk-f^^

?^^ ;^ T '|| IS: ig , r^ n W 5; re ji!^ rs 1% ?v 45: -\ :

— MK%m'r%Jt
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^=?a. intake, m^, iX^fi.'g. triltAf^&V^I^A,

ir £ tl ^ ^ ;:i ^ ^ J'- -jc A on f/!r ?:f;m ?si i?^ J'l -'tM i'^^ ?$ 4ic a IZ i^ ;> f^ ^n i :5 a^ 5P il ,^ S . n - il
^

il ^ 1^ V minmnt Iq i# f'l ifM 1.^ ?$ i-ljcA

.
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I

Social Security Retirement And Survivors Benefits

Jfe Bfl J (Social Security Disability Benefits).

ifiMfSPttfeACSSI,'. a€^AW«!)^^#, 3c#t*A1kA^;Sf#. ^ -^ifiieMISPfilJCAitr

mii, g)tT*itis|f*?*1iCAfl|f5iL#, aff^m«M*P*1iCAiSB^= ISupplemental Security

Income Benefits •

Medicare)!!«»«*?*(*»
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(Personal Earnings and Benefits Estimate Statement), f^^^iU^T^Ifil&it^f^Pt^it^lZ - 'Tr

ffiSf^&^Xf^tfiX. f^6^1Cg4'B^S^fifettbHrggtg|XitA.,-|!$fgf,)^ vs^^r. i5c#^^-

«+ ¥= r^S+ A,t&^i^^. ii^ifth^'\^^, ^i1iriL-2s^r^. U'3l-hAraa£a-j;t'--
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#l*Pttm±Jclt&^ffiJa, fs]ttiiMt|ft|iaZir#f*P?Fif-l'i:!fffZS'ift. ix^tftk^.^, ?.!?!,

l!c#;iftb, ^I^UHbUIIIX. Sit, 5x#ti^^, iP^WfS^. -^SSS + SS^apIIXitt-i^.

|i$.PSf||±. *;-S-}-A«&^r*. Sc#4ai^'b^, l^\m + Xma^^^, U .?i + A ig ;:a± 5^ :-5

g^f^PtSiJlt (Medicare)

tt^tiS&^A^{ft&<3!f«fS^, fr^;^+-i)t&^BflS, liu^^'k^tmt, imei^#¥^S^

5i.
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Social Security Disability Benefits

^±ti^m^-ii.nt\^?^m^. s?T,faoiiSia^^Td:#f5:?fSifn3ii#iIfir^i5^.. .itil-^tT

tliil^lfiafi, ftfn#^^fTi:^.ti&= £#3il:J^l5a^B#ii. ir^lfS[?t«ts. .tin^TI /f T3:---r 51 '=

a^a^xf F r^.%= ^ ^k ^fn -i t-f^ fT9^KjJi-s^ fr« fill
- ^9^ I gii a $ssi /:i^m^ ins^ iih .
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li f i| fa a fil^ f 1) fii 3^ : (Social Security Retirement And Survivors Benefits), sr^ T M if M

(* Pt i|^A ft a # . 51 ;:; ^ IZ : ^i M f* Ff J«t a ll f 'l Jh; ^^ . Supplemental Security Income

Benefits), -^Ml^PtHiA S!@ ^ 1(5 tl^i^WS^UJCA. 3t#€i"l ^S)g'JicA5^i!5im ^iS^t i-i



1«1

SSI 4:^1^^^ ^3:ti]H}-7

^^ ^i .yuicf SSI -^Ih ii
^^# -y-b ^^ 2n'al ii#
^I*J- ij# ^*tJ 'f= ^food

stamp)4f iH|t^|?il6l:E. iA\^^S. cH^fl

SSI^I 811 eji^ i*j6!«-l- "i^J^Kf

"IV^l i^LM^^ -yth^cl-.

e "I^J^ t'-^^l '^l^-'-i- SJ^yH'-f

M^-^^l ^^^\ Sib 'g-^-t =e^*i-:n.

oj ^-^-ftflb '^^Jol'-f ol^^^^i-l-

e i-T'fb ^6^s. ^y^iL^ il^^

Sl^luf Al-no^^"- ^.iS. <«<I^'-£l-b

^l-Sl^V ^^till- li-biHlb i-^

thMcl-.

ii^l-# :

SSI ^^^ cHy-4 +^-i- "4^

tW^Cil ,t7i c.^ i^l-i- Ti^Hl-i-

'ilth sl-b ';1^ ^i-'dMcK ^If-

S.« 4,] ^Efloluf .^^ 7IJOJ

*il^—-1-8- 'flt'-*^ '^5-^'cK

^i^^i H;^^ -S^*-!}«I

SSI^I silEjj-i. ^^^^ ^l-g-HcK

^oj^iel-^ ^i^ -g-^51- M-sliV

«|ij^ ^Efl«| «.it «ii-b ^^
^^^J. '=<lt>-^McK ^rjii-l-^l

«H:^^5.'y=fl SSI sfl^ol -f^^

tjb-^lb ^«'l-c^ *H7h ci-^ujcf.

«H'E! *-e cl-f. -^ H.C1- 4i<»j6|

cH ^itysL 6^1^*1 SSI^I »fl^4-i-

I'-'li ^^\^}. 431 a.V 4^^*fl

N
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f-^I sfM'S 6^i^l^ = «! iS-^Ti Social Security Retirement &
SSI 4fl*-Ji«'l 'I-i- 5-1-^^1 "y-si Survivors Benefits 5.^ Social

=-^Mc|- Security Oisability Benefits <H| »}-*j-

SSI sfl^-i- t'-^I ^6q Bj-cAi

^J^-Kf. c-\ 4-Mli>- ^,^ of Kiel's
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°i^<^i ^^ '^AI 2.-E- ^^yi^]

1>b ^.6l cH^^^I ^^ oJuIdK

^^McK €-i^l-n ^'Jj-tt-i- =fl-b

sflHJi^l ciisfl ^s'-ol- ^5i«, Social

Security Disability Benefits «*il

^^^ factsheets^^^*1i- ^.tl^li.

511^4 (SSD-i- 1>-i-4- 'i!-i--lcl-

«b ^t»<MI ^I-i-!^!^ =5}*yMcF

^I^ sfl ^-? (Supplemental Security

Income Benefits) *1 factsheet

^4-71 Tl-

J-V »JI«!-i- -c*-!-^ ^l-i-McF. 2.

c-?-*V^ f^^»- ii'-J 'JlJ- i^
sfl*-? (Medicare)S. 'g^^ ^l^Mcf

ji-s-oii cHl^ Aj-sl^V-*!!!- "^l-i-

*l"biHl 4*1*^-1- tl-x| $^^ "1^

'J-sli'j,'- «^^M£! ''^^-•l^

3|-H^1 Ji^«I "21*1 -y^lHl 6|

ij^-M ^Mci-. oJ^^^sl 4S1S.V

irii-g-611 ^v^ M-sl^-V ti:S.l-

•+-S-V '•*.?' :i-§-*t«l 'i-sii'i'-

*ill- -|-i*^l'•^ !'=.••! i-'-<I ^l-^

«g *>| ^ (Personal Earnings and

Benefit Estimate Statementj'b

•?-JLS. <y-i-^^ t!uL ^71 iS.

714^1 4^^6| S;!^^l ^\^^^
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7l^^^ s\z]^^ii\ 1-^ ^V
jlBli ^7V-3^ ^^o\ <^nVuf

%^^1 ^t*-6| --f^V ^1-i-McK

S]^-l 4=-^^-

1929'd ^l^d*<l l-^*Vy ^^

'+S]iV ^"An^^'^xr «F^^ 62*11

^eH E|-7| a|i}-^»-^5. ^l-i-ulcl-.

J2.^^^\ 62*il-?-N 1>^I M^'-^V'S

:i:?: «.&! -i-^ ^^ icj- 4^ti}-

71-^01 4s]iV »il^-?-i- l"-!-

^4- 6| = ^ 62*11-?-^ «l^-i-

t-1- JL^«}-2.*fl cful^ 19*11 nlnv

6| 4u1i 451 S-V »fl^-i- 'i|--i-

^ ^i-i-Mi^K 18*11 ^ly- ''I'-i^^

451iV sijEji-i- -h-i-^i tl^wicK

4S]«.V »»l"J!-i- "c-i-^ y-i-i'l':!-.

^lTl--c- c-.i'*'- 40J"-' ^^<HI

*)i^J!-i- '•='•1-^ *i!-i-''i':i- sJi^Ji-i-

451^V *fl^Ji-i- t*--!-^ ^^.
^i^45l ^-?- '1^*<I =»-2r

eo-"! ^*ll^ 45l«.V «fl^^

e?- ?icl-'l- '='l^l'- ='"^'=>1>-I-

^115. «fl^-!!-i- y-i-^ ^i^McK

6l ^^ 18*'l °1^^51 41^ SL-b

^n|«l-iuf -f^i-f «,'-i*fl cKI-b

19 Ml oic]-*! 41^1-5. »fl^-8-
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ii*Jl-3|- 65>MI nInV6l ^^4
-5U tlV^l 71^-i- 1V^*1

sill!!-!- -^(-i-^«.S. "^n £l6-!

^«l-^ ^6| sj|e4^ •y-^e'iw 65

'Ml7f £l7l ^IJ-^ tfl:^| i4^ -^(Al

t!^ ^-S- 4SIJ2.V s^^^H
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^}s\s.^ 1-^4 ^^^ ^J^ -fi-^J

tit!- t!^l ^'"H'-f -^i^HI -"-l-i-

ii-b-siiEjiojwic)-. ^i-s-cn'--a- si-'i

l-T-^^'b^ sfl^-!!^ t'-bcil ^^*J-

^•?- H^T^b T^«JI4 i-f^HI trfsj.

*^ 'g-^-'HIb 5"^ i-b lOHd f^^J-

«y«ll6): jrl-JL, 3HI "I'L'-^l ""i-^^

^l"d aid f-y-^l I'd".: *^*i-^

'^-i- ^4^d %^*1- ^+ ^b ^^11-

•jil.il 2.^ *?€ *l5. '!+•!-

5.-i-«>l ^HMcK

^••111. 31-H 15'd'J: 'yi'- 'g^^fl

cHtl- Mli- i'-IM. W2Form'^l'-i-

:g|.-y). ^:^ dj-t^

4S15.V *I^Hb '§*!MS.^I

Bi.«». ;.^H.l-i- t!^*i6i 7^**}.^
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UtSHtdR(faSW8*1

dajRt[H8i;3[jTifit5

nnfuutsHtdRwIwe

(ssi)cn| ?

SSI Hiss'tutiiLCpnGnncutJiSH

sTwsfjswayi nyfGiss lomycu

UJ?1SU|_fi (Check)|UCTt8 6Jsmt3S

msftuGiAJ, usfjjsTR.sadsnmj

tafums[snjfijHJRt(GS yn [pno

nnmi[GS i tmanngfiggm ssi

muGHm tanngnHiGggnjunn

ftJt[g1SftJ[H1UHUJnt;nj (Food stamps)

sai3stUldningj (Medicaid) dStSJ 1

RhIg Medicaid titUlOnitdti S ifd

-

unnRsi3!duafj[uiuHsnngj i

iSHjsjtnsggcu ssi t[innHri[nf

tfims/tuGiAJ y sintHCUHsrani y

nHisnmnGmjHstRR i

• /tuGiftJHiss'tudi lonnHnmsfli

tu ^d SI y Giwdiatsi; i

• sintHajustiSnitnss'ttJdi icinn

HntHtUHStiSmgifutRiftjis y i«[u

Hswf;\2niifmn tna[UAJ-[^^nsGdn

HSfUjtnni/ajtEfj HiGggcuupnunmc

tns t|tnsHRfi8iRtucuyst\Snj i

• mnfimiHiss'ujdixnnnHfiHis

urnisianamtu y 8iadi'GRiB[U[Rf

iRt^diRdiu8disaHistung1tg3R

tfhatunGnmAjR 9 ciysaunnituej

ATIU 1 tRa[UftJ-[W RSGdlHSfJ]

tnmftytsj mGggtuunRunniGtns

t^tnjHRnyisjnnnmj i
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tamtariRHnHis i
at

isyjggaj ssi juwmnaajtonn

HntjiHifiJsaftnnGnntutstutcinriHna IX U V a

mS [RJ'lRH1Sfi[HfinGCjiaGSS8n

juifiimuamtanRHRCji

i|ifjGnft;t[UG tiitn tnnnHn

HiG99fu SSI tnsyyscnsisi; i

C5n29iuijnn ttSaHsnufljfjiHja

juwHntonn sa[U£nu[UEna[u[tnftJ

tiitussss^ 19 1 friHGHenitSaHS

nujdmsjuwtonnHritg i ttSajtpOCT Li

natjinu itpfimw, onntstujcsimj,

Ginnnujs saunnwsjmfjitinnHn

diHSSTS *i ituinHniDGggcu ssi

tps iumAJJuua[uifSanmg1i\5ni

tji HStmwn :

• 19,000 SCIJIJ AJ[tnUHSftJJHin

• tn.ooo BtuiJ ft;[]nuHSftjj &

sin (y-[uns )i

IcnRtinnrntKcutfiriRKn

HIS ^

Ijji n G nn ayH[cn fi m wts 05

lannHnms BGdi(tnnmfjtac\jianri

Hnjncps, H[uuj9isu[RfimjGisnftj|

wswau, sa(tnnH[nfitiitaH *i fR

8nafuustyscn[tnfi tatutannsR

ggcuaGtiiGnnsiuni, fjtulnumn.y

ngd|uricniau nnut3i[tnnGnnm

taj 1 GSS[cnfiGnn[utacut[innHfi

HiGmsditj]an[ut8 tintutsl tnjriG

ggcu SSI cpstsis jn^ftj'tuiglttumjfii

tn icuinHniftjisI islnanisanm i

79-403 0-94-7
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ts1 naissj ion riHrijnGHi step fio

nntut(GS£Jiais1 nargsig^tg]^^'^

HritSmnslna mItincutunmHtu

JUftJ[riWiaG1S1AJSA|SftiaHS1GS-

innnHri»it5HisunRGnnnjt[Gsunni

tintutsl tRHioggcu ssi ens i

tCinRHnRjHl3 :

yssatnnnHnmGggtuHOJUj

?lSU[fi SSI iajlfiHri|nf;fi :

• jAjtsI ts1naftj-j-H- y (yi3tm;

Mariana 8iat2a sa

• (Rfinci^utiincujajnimma y n

jftjisl is1na ftj-j-jj- [HH[nJ'fny

GJlU-1

a1 ssicnsmHnu]unni *i

fiHstiiminciiRtg [Frisin

HtninitgltiutiiHtUHntGrninamitui

tutufriwaGiSTwsftJSAjaH islnaii
(j V Din C>

usjuwtanriHnmnm:ncnsitntiJ i
ot I on

jG<yHGi9ntfi ttinngnusGicnGuafti

ftj|HiunRtfi syncs turn us1 amjtin

cutuGisiftjsftj8ftjamsi;i9 1 fidi

njnntunGiuftJttua ;£{CU[Rfctuituiri

Hn t£nturiRfifi?G i

miOTSiwswsftjaH ntGni

^n nu nni G w|ui uT i^R R , [tn nunm G

Aj|HiuHRtslms2?R, sajtHRunrnG

ftj|]nuHSftijnmj HtuuiHtisiacutns

tGmityj(RU|ms is1i[mHiuui3isi

fjsAJSAjaHtiaiBi 1 tBujejtpsuiiu

nRHisu?sm9)R sriticuR?|S9ia
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gntuiss tjJicinnHPiWiAJGnunnri

nnyisweis^ HisonnatSatn dcu

n?[H?smiGisiwsftj8waH w[]nu7

i[Rfi saticunl[UAJ|]nuHnts1msH

1{\ yticun?[y?smjGisifti|w8ft;aH

W^HIUHSWjnmi (Sodal security

Retirement & Survivors Benefits or Social

Security Disability Benefits) *1

HsnHtjicutnsiwswsftjaH inwa

wsi^cpfu sa RGmiHswjG«

fJ-J-H- 1
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tCnntlnniGtSfnJtnST icmiggtUHSGRH y ftnuiwsRdcu

?R*1 SaAJ(H1U|nH»RtSlHlsH}R1 IBHjej

dswa[fium9itSHw!aajiwts1 tns|tnunRinsfln(tnRunmG w^tnu

tslRa Aj-j-H- iiuatiiu?iR9asa tntuHianmj wHtuRWSRdninR

juuGisiAJSwsftiaH i9i;tnRamj his tnsGnnaiSfadi [jjiRunmofs

(URumjaii saRaRiiuAnsmRi miGisiftjswsway w^jnuimuHis

ftJ|«1umitnS1w|A18WaHR y R nmi y Sodal security Disability

Rami99aj[CnRUnmG {smiGISlftJS Benefits 1(RHdS?HtUH18JnOJ Xi<k

AJSAjauR 1 G1 yGiAJdiaisi:y rsirI/irhssig

tRtGni[cnRunmG?smiGisiw| ttttutiSn) y Hisnmi HiGHiSRnn

W8WaH6JB{U[RUHRlGmj la (R AIHJR99CUtitURl[Hd1[tnRGnnfU

wiJ9ia9jituiuwtfi tslmcufacuHR utsHlsmicisiwswswaH (ssi) i

tGRIIHIRGtuThRRCUJmGmj y HIS TcnRGnnftjutsH {smjGisiwsws

nmiiGRiiHSiRR 1 (jjiRtjnmG wany ssi HstniRejiuRjCTRanJsR

A;|H1U[RHHRlSlms2?R tRfflGlGm ;HWHSH1S|9njAJHJRl|GS y ?Efaj

8j[RHwm2R[RAnj isltnojCHCUHR Hsms[jjiRGnnnjt[Gsi tSHjejois



|cnunnHiSHn[tnnGnnftju{sH Ismi wuiti'stiatHn

tnsiAJSW8waH ssi wHinwIn naHHainiuusTsin taojiariR

dninntns tnsdnnaiSatii tim antcmj tnnfiHnuansjnRi^fln
n a ^ at * at

n{[Ht3i[tnRGnnfumsH fsmitsisi mitnsiAJSAJSAiamffliiuLtnnGnntu

AiSATSAJ^H Supplemental Security JUAJtcuinfln *i tmnnrtgntGmiej

Income Benefits.1 HnC{{9 Stontin U Hnti(Utmin
C* * C» 4/

JSItKCUtQJinHntGfTIJ *1 anencmj uanssinuSswtann

tonnanHSGitnGintiiTutnncu HnnaGsstwcnstJcsslaajmnRsn
at U oi a / N40I V oi

IB y HiSAjniiRCiaiiHimaig iShj u^!bi i iui(innHn[unutf8iui8S

ejcnssgajmimimi {s[unsGisi aa innRHRu^nssiaG^nnnsicm

AJSAJswau 1 tmn99nj8uanRHn SniuwiiuiRHn giaGKnnniuws
n I Fi u U at at

GOJiGmj^RHjnftnHGpu tsmtinn tontin i

HR»iGiGminay8JUJ9ia9ntu ianj tntTuinj8unnGisiwsAJ8ftiaH
o> « ot > w u o I n

mitnUEntUftJnSGISIWSAJSWaH 1 Sodal security Number JUWltUI nan

mninrntutfinnHniGmi lanngnn laHjmHcnstHfULCPnGnntutaajtnnR

cns99funGmimiAi|}nufltun{|H8ia hrirchs tslRaumnR[mHtu Jam

fniinsiAJ8/nn^anjtiis99ajnmi iBtnw8iamiGisiAJSW8

GisiftJSAiSAjaHiuwiai^cntu waHJinjignfisifinnani WHjtn w
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ttinRHnaiWHSJuncntEnm Rionn t£ntyflRRR?ti shwonunnfifi

|RtGs{Ri|uioj8unnmiGisiAJSW8 RcmtsqjijisGssunRGnnnjiEfafjR

waHdBtu;si:Rtg1t9)RU?smcuum tjistiiniss sa^qinucimGn giwr)

RR[fn?s[tnRGnntutecutcinn»RiR iui1t^Ris[Rftiatnsiwsw8waH

CIS 1 uiiRunmt38iamjGisiAJS tBHjBjtRiSaRAnimRjwunumnn)

ftj8ftjaHiuwtanRHR samswHia HRSttnjiRHR itAJGRumiRn

tg1icuunRGnnnj9ia»wtH(utanRHR RnntstujiuAJicuiRHR nsa^cnu

iRCps islRaaiSnmjainuftJiciriR tcinRHRejaa^nmi^umnnisGss

HR big: fiHiswiiftJsisnmw |J4iRt5cunGA;[]nmnnjTi[Rfi,tntu

?BfuiR[RftRt|Sim8unnmjinsiAJs uisnmnGRiiHStRR, sajcnRtjnmo

ftj8waHBGRitiianusa|RfiGSTcns wthiuhrisI his2[?r tBCUtnSIG

HatriRtii stttJitiRffiaHftjiuftJtonR tGnjej i^lmHumRR^m ?smjGisi

gR [cnRBcnaR[tnRGnncuftj[Hiutja Ajsft;8way juwitinRffRtiatan

tcinRHRHiGnsfijumiR6]qis JURfi*1

aatiijjiiRGnncutacuianRHRjRcns [utiin[Aj/nRi[Gs.GitnG[Rf

9iaHftj»jnRacn[RhfiRR[m9RRaum RinncuiGRij so ci is1 Raus

tHSRiojiRHRwejtRtGnis] fuiiBtutRuansfliRfftjynumjGisi
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AjswsAJtJu imiintisetHisRnn tomef is1 namtu t)d ci i

WHjRgwunfiunniGAJiHiuT^yiR i wHi2n[fiAni8:jnG99tu|jjintj

luttiriRartinRnain stf^fttf^iniiRSR nmG^smjGisiftiamcntuwHiatffl

iRfmnntutGfnjHSHcu so citg i ifuumRRTRiRGmuuwtftnnHR i

Gss JsunRunmGftj[]nu7_t[RR his rum\ y ftjiHiuAJinnRHRHiGggoj

HcuffistgltwynnGnntuwiiumw |cnfiunmGtslHsttinjRnnRRaHiiij

iannHnts1t[mH[tjn'smjGisiAJS ^is ci y n ustntuisis^uwsnmtu

wswam iu;annHRcns99tU[jjiRG mtin y wimsiJGtgHRSiuAJicuin

nriiut[Gsunni Bnmsis[cnRt5nmG HniBmRna99fU[Gnnunmt5t9lmu

{HnjtannHRsacnsg9[URi[Gsi9lmH umnfi[miufl>tannHntBnsi: i

t^atBj 1 [cnnunmG^smjGisiws HRRmony wiHrnwicinRffn

wsftiaHiRHiGtGmsjcnsHsintun HiG99cuunnunmGtns tutonngn

nnnRajnm oe sii iRtgistiitfha u3uHmtnnmufsamtihatunG 90

nmniaitu gss [tpnunrnGtslnain ci 1 rjsLUAJ-^wffiG99aj[cnRtJfimG

tu ^19 Gi tnsRGcnaGss[cnRTi[RR juiRatittglffitu 9C ci y nanjtgl

tecum [unnitu;nnRHnGnui|H99[u 9& miuRS[Uftj-[fftsisis1u3sRaAn

tslintutanjtannsRHisHitiJGiftjcia onuiiHwnjiyHGjywriji 1 ns^uw-

isis 1 Gss [cnnunniGinnj [RfiR |w»itiJHUAin sc citgjaiglHiGggcu
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[cnRunniGtns imfiHisnm«|fniHS uiAitmsHicjtsisGtgyRSJUAJiann

tRR 1 HRtEfcufinaggcuunntjnmGtslttu

HlsSffi (Survivors jAJtmsnitu tBajHisnmiHiGggtu

Benefits) [tpRunrnts tslnamtu do cii [wty

mcunnitUHRtcmiHififtjiu HituyujwimjHim iBcuicuacujcn

ftjHiSn[Rftnj}nGtns99aj[jjiRunmG ttntujnG9gcu[tnfiunmGcns tuifttps

^uGitsfipnjGisiftJSAJSwayi gss ijJuHmufnmufsamtfhatt/nGnmftj

{sRGmj?atuifi[RffnjdiGitnG iafy| so aii ns[uw-[WjnGcns99iu[QiR

tGnjupfiunmG 6j[nHHPiis1 msS uaniGiuifisnJHisHitu sc ci yn

?R jfitftj'tutgltcuaiiumwHntGfnj anji9l»im 9^ ci iUiRisI gcuijIs

tsltncuAjiui tncutcmitsisaiGtitu RaftnanuiJHWPiji y hgjhwrjii

ts1 nGaniigl 9 ciRSJcimsHRtG tna|tJAj-[WHiSHitu tcuwfi sc gi

rruHisftuinai mssinmym[Ri'mj HiG99cuujintjnmGijiSiutRtnsnmi

tcuwn 90 nit9i tcmisstRR 1a s

twtHHitu y ujwtmjHitu sig tdSR1JtnS1ft|8flin

99m[cnnt5nmGRatiifusns«io[j t)o (Medicare)

§1 y RtnadnatsiJ tu|wiHHiD[i y itismnaiiRjiiuftjingjsami
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njKnajtslHsnngjnHtusGGisiws fistumjgiaHAJgiamiGisiAisAJS

w8AjaHRtn?tismitnsiAJ8mn wae iF5tiiutisi£ntufinRR?tit9i

y tjiAJtiiaisi:, mtURGina >Dd xn tnsggnjriRHismsH wmnriRHRgi* 1 X» U (VVotV
iiHttJHisnmnGRijysiRR, y Riatu wn.iffltiu, y AjitwiwujRtglms

8GR|HaH[RlHtUHStJT1 |UWSW RlltUIOj'tUnfnHtlJJUfti^RftjaGISI WS

tcuiRHRRnaegcurqiRuomGrifRwa wswan i HiAJtuEnssaimsgj

tnsiftjsw8waytjit[WGtg1tt^m is1 wn ?smjKniuttjgia9pmiuw[Rwa

incuianjtfinRiiR animtufRU t)d Gisift5SW8waHTRfiRGJts1 Rauni

sitt^tutsu mjmjmj?s^tismiGisn ntutnirisHRt[U9iAj'n t^nHGnna

W8/nP (Medicare) saGimSHfilAJ'tU tSadl "J^^CfltU ftJ-J-JJ- " y "Hsia

fu/fi 1 lUHsaiGistg tnnRHRRJtfim tntutnsiftjs<u8A;au" cu.s.

[ftj'tU91R9ati1UtU[RWaG1S1ftJSftJ8 Government" or "Social Security

way 19 y tn tS HSSaBnJ»1tIJ|RU Administration") 1

>Dd CI tBH|Gstain;wmntiJjRri?tin HsnatnnjGisiftJSA58AjaH jRwa

mgj Rta§J99aj (Medicare)l A|81^CnfUSaRGmJHS WJGHftJ-I-H-

tEiH|STtnS99CUnflH1S SodalSeomty Retirements survivors Benefit. (Cambodian)

«J tJ t' US. Deputment of HealA and Human Services

•*:^»**«^<«. mA Social Security Administration

UtSHt9 R ^ SSA Publication No. 05-10713

JN J Ribruary 1992
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fi|8fJi3tJfUnnUtn CUH1S tfu^cnnGnntuiuwiannHri i dss

nniJ (Social Security tncutGmnanjtR^RfmjtiitricnGm

Disability Benefits) Iw'iut^lttuaiiiJiuftJiannffRiuituRR

RiiGisiwswswaHftjTHimntu njfia 6 en nRaincu 90 si

tnsnmitJiH ? Gaumtuuaw GtmsHSAjjtacuHis

wsw8wayRtnRH?GGisiftTaH Hitu 019 ni y Giwtiiatsi: juiRBtu

tatuHRiGmigiagntu sasitintJR intuothaRG 9 girs; nintu 01 ci

jufJ8sua!ti6jcns9gtu tEntuAJiimi Gai[fnttitjaw GttnjffRHnsinti|RG

uansiTiRimwss ftj|]nuRiimsi ma tod ci 1 GssupRunniG mftj

Ajsftjsway 1 [cnRt5nmG(UGi?8 tnnRgR Hi[fti'mt9litu{j:nRGnnnj

A5|HnmncuHisnmj [RftfitGrnsj tacutfuiRHRiRtns 1 dimj

tistHajHisaiRii:GSGnacuiRi^tiiR ftjsisomftj mtunmtmanRHRin

tiiH8tJinnatisisi; HsejHiGiGRij iQiRQist^Gsunrn tsisujiRtjnmG

tfis natncu 9 m y ttuwfi 9 ci y tacutcuiR ffnsa[Rftns9gfu Rsatjis

Rsaunnicusjftjiu i /nntnsRHis i(Gsi9lRiHt5aisj 1 [cnRunmGR|R?

RnfiAJHJR ejcns99(uynRUfunGjfi iRtGnisjacuHRislRausR8:;)iajfiR

lAi'tuiglicuRGmnuAJtanRHRri.Ra JH9iau-tuns saRsruw-fwislHis
L> u. act u c\ Lt ^ r Ut Li
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HittjnGtiia 9tj Gi tiatei i irhsgi

tiiGyjfmjejHisAjnnR y tfis:tJi|u

tJintuiaffiiHjmaig nutsinnnHfio I n ot

[RftRtns99tumiHsniiRtnHtJjiufy

iGmitslna w-i-h- i
* a

tncuHisnmnGmms

laujrf _ia m JEfi nm njfljsjcn s

an tu|ftj tu tn ym iiH 05HI GtGtffI tn s

tsns tt2aiunejiannHni[2Ajnwna

mitGmRTAjmH9ifjn. mujtuimjwj

i«ift}u[R,yni9l amlcniutuHtu

nnaunni mitin tutu9ia9p turnw

ttSaisI nawuiRHs i

I aHjtG ejm Rj nh wiu AJion R

cC . cv

[uttuiti s nm AJimnn RHRtn sttun:,

HiAJtuens, lojggifti'n, ftits fsmi
tj » * I'

npcno; sa[ut;^9fsmjnjicnwiBcu

innRHR5ns99ttjrii?tlunnRyiRn, n

usjnjitncu,yusun9j ibhj ejitua

HiG99tuiAJGRGHariftjnniT)atn9j

juftJinriRHR 1

R a Ri JIG WH1 w s ftn R ftmslm ftj

mRniRjw t[inRflRRj{R|tjai[u]u8s

taH]nmRjiHn(ufRmiaiimftJianR

HR Rajtu:tncu sd cihs i tnnRHR

RSaiRftRftJSJtinJdSSf Form W-2

RTiunsiHs 9 fijsRtiaiai yR

lWGRGHa{SfOu[fiUanSH1RJR1(ufl

jriyS 9 ftJSR imCUlRHRtURUHS
ot I M o% U >

junmtu8saa i
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/TintilHSftntlfTlJFnH juwianngn [cnfiunrnGiuftiianri

ttSaumsttinJsfljtJTRunnfi ^ mm umiunftits ^amH'Ajma

tn9j (Claim) JUAJtcuiRHRiglejuiH uairn6jt\5ni 3ftncu{£f[uianfi»n

HRiGmiAJt|Htiunnn/nninsnmj tnuHisnmnBmiHStnRi

lUMig (DDS) 1 [RHffR^sinisiamj RHjG AJUnunjICnCURvJ

IsG'tu/nnHisnmitHWWiR^sini HSUtlST SiS^StUtdR

sa9gmtuRwnnw)ain9jJUftJtnnR tnSJ (Medicare) HI GtiCU-S-

HRlfflnSRJtHCUnRHISttrftUtGlWtJR [CnRUnmGIUAJRH?G Medicare

Ajt[HGt9ltcumiw»iaiuA>ianRHR i saiuRtistajiRHRfiiwttj|u/fi i[mtu

tuifi[RfminRHisu?sm93RfiiGitnG ritanRHRcnsg9(U[tnRt5nmGAj|yiu

tRinGRnnRincu6]HisRiJnsRjtn9j /nnmsnmi»ftjitu:ttinj is gihri

lEntUUSfiR^titiiyjlRmAJninnRHR RH?G Medicare CJIRU^G GISIftJSAin

tR^tpRUnrnGtriUtSHtUR Hismm ^d si sa i|Gstnat3i: y

6J ISltnCUnm 1 ftjItnuHRHisnmnGmiHsiRRi rh?
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islusiingj saiftiunnn i

tHy}6](jis99cunRtns

lauj ej til s [diun R HI s Hri [til n u-

is1hisS?r wmnnRHRMiAJGn

UmiRtlRHISlSl a R1 1 tin tutuGIST

msttiiRGnnai s53gscisusgusg
Li f on

u

GJtnriRHRftjtAJGRunnRnRHis ms

GfinatHatJi ynRGfintumsHsiaRii

GISIAISAJSAigH (Supplemental

Security Income Benefits) 1 tl RH1 SW

fiR1JG1SlWSW8ftTaHlfiHSfiR?ti;31

WSftJSWaH RtWGRUmiRnRHIS

HisGnnaiSatn [tiiRunmtsGisiAJS

WSftjayWTHIuTlfRR satRHSRiSl
I f\ L> I L» Lii CT

HISCTR (Social Security Retirement

and Survivors Benefits)*! laHJBJtilS

990)0 RtnsHfiRy^G tifU[tiiRGnfim

UlSH8iamJG1S1ftJSAJ8ftjaH IBCU
c\ n 1 o

iG ni [til Runm G[UGit8 £f njti sta cum s

jnq ^d CI yGiftJdiaisi; yRsnitis

msnRU y sTRiucuHstiSni lam

Sodal Secuiity Disability Benefits (Cambodian)
U.S. Dcpaitmeni of Health and Human Scrvicf

Social Security Administration

SSA Publication No. 06-10714

February 1992
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Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Thank you, Mr. Ford.

I have one or two questions. I know this hearing has been going
on for some time, so we will bring it to a close.

Earlier this morning, our witnesses testified that the problem on
the fraud cases centers around the fact that the middleman is in

it for profit and has milked the services very well. That is our big

problem.
I notice in the examples listed that they showed that these mid-

dlemen were advertising in the foreign language publications in

that area out there about their services, that they have a great

record. In other words, come on in and see us and we can get you
the money.

I wonder, can the SSA run an ad in the same publication and
say, if you do this, you are going to be put in prison and we are

going to go back to these people and get them to return it. Can you
advertise facts, just so people would know? Don't threaten them,
just inform them of what the facts are and how the law reads and
what it says.

Chairman Ford. Mr. Chairman, in many cases, I think what the

middlemen are doing is reproducing just what the SSA's offices are

putting out. They have an ongoing campaign. The middlemen are

becoming consultants for the applicants. Whether they are being
paid by them or in conjunction with them, I don't know.

I am not sure that these middlemen don't really pick up on what
SSA is doing with these factsheets and pamphlets in order to round
up all of the SSI claimants that are filing these applications for dis-

ability benefits.

Chairman Pickle. Do you have any response to that, Ms.
Chater?
Ms. Chater. I don't know if there is any reason that would pre-

vent us from putting out some sort of a notice. I do think that pe-

nalizing people is a deterrent, and I think as those cases of fraud
are caught, prosecuted, and publicized, that will be a deterrent. So
anything that we could do to inform people would be worthwhile.

[The following was subsequently received:]

SSA is developing Public Information materials (pamphlets and factsheets) along
the lines suggested by the Subcommittees. We will also seek the cooperation of for-

eign language publications in having advertisements of a similar natiire placed as

public service announcements.

Chairman Pickle. I would just ask you to give that some consid-

eration, because people are entitled to know what are the facts, not

what you threaten them, but what they can get or what they can
expect. I don't know whether it wouldn't be a good thing that if

they are advertising, we might do the same thing.

I am not going to get into this question about continuing reviews

with you, Mr. Thompson. I am not happy with the amount of

money, some $300 to $500 million to catch up on disability reviews.

I don't know that we have cut that number down at all, maybe a
little. But I understand that you have replied. My subcommittee
staff says that we have gotten an answer to my inquiry about these
continuing reviews. We will be talking about that later, so I don't

think we need to go into it now.
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I am concerned about two things. Dr. Chater. One, the witnesses
this morning said that it is very easy to make these claims, and
that everybody knew it, they were laughing about it, and they are

just going through. Mr. Ford raised the question of how is that pos-

sible, that we list all these questions and the interpreter makes it

out, because he still has to have the review of the DDS people.

He keeps saying that in his district, DDS won't approve it. It is

just hard as everything to get it. I don't know what my situation

is in Texas, but I hope it is also like Mr. Ford's.

It seems to me that in California, in that particular area, the

DDS people have just accepted it. I made the observation this

morning, either they were sloppy or they were inept or they just

rubber stamped. Now I don't make that accusation, but on the sur-

face, there is a combination of that, perhaps. I think you ought to

look into that, because if that is so, then it suggests that we are

just pushing them on through too easily, and that must not be con-

tinued.

I posed one other question about whether you have the authority.

I don't mean just legal authority. I am talking about the certifi-

cation of the translator. Suppose we were to ask that translator

some of these questions. Can we say, I am translating verbatim,

that is, accurately? That wouldn't be an unfair question, would it?

Mr. Thompson. We have instituted something, Mr. Chairman,
that is very close to that. We are going to ask them to sign

Chairman Pickle. Can you say, I am or I am not being paid for

my services by the claimant?
Mr. Thompson. We may be able to ask that, but again, it is not

illegal for the claimant to pay him. We can discourage it, but it is

not illegal. We can ask them whether they are being paid for their

services as an interpreter, I guess. I am going to have to get back
to you on that.

[The following was subsequently received:]

Currently, we do not ask whether and how much compensation has been paid or

promised to the translator. We are looking into the legal implications of asking such

a question as well as other concerns.

Chairman Pickle. I understand, but we can ask that question.

Or you can say, I am being paid so much, or I am being paid for

these services. I don't see anything wrong with that, so I ask you
to consider that.

Mr. Thompson. OK.
Chairman Pickle. I think the main thing about this hearing has

been that in one section of the country, we have found out that

there is gross criminality being practiced. We have allowed hun-
dreds, if not thousands, of people to get on the rolls and they are

still on the rolls.

The law says, normally you would have to wait 3 to 5 years, an
immigrant, to get these services, but with respect to a refugee, he
or she could get on it and ride it for life. To get them off, under
the law now, it may be that they have to show improvement. That
is a problem for us.

But something ought to be done about it, because we are allow-

ing a lot of illegal people to just rob the Treasury. Somehow, with-

out being Machiavellian about it, we have to do something about
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it, and so I ask you to give us your suggestions and we will try to

address it and do something about it.

But I am dismayed that in the years past, that Social Security
said, well, if they have seen some evidence of fraud, we don't do
anything about it. We give it to OIG. And you give it to OIG and
OIG says, well, there are too many. It is ridiculous. We can't do it.

And you haven't paid much attention to it until this last year or
so, I don't think very much, and the Congress hasn't done anything
about it, either, because we knew what was going on. We were
finding out about it.

All three of us have got to do something about this, and I am ex-

pecting it. That is why I said we are going to follow through with
another hearing later on this year to see what has been done and
what is the status, and where you can give us some information
specifically, we expect you to do it. If you need some help specifi-

cally, we expect you to tell us what to do about it.

[The following was subsequently received:]

We are analyzing the possibility of defining new categories of civil penalties which
could be applied in a more expeditious manner than the broad but difficult to estab-
lish criteria now available. We hope to make a suggestion in this area shortly.

We are also reviewing the nature of medical evidence available from examinations
of immigrants or refugees by the Immigration and Naturalization Service or State
Department, including any records that may be retained by the Centers for Disease
Control. SSA has requested and received such evidence on an individual case basis
in the past. However, anecdotal reports indicate that the response time is very long
and the value of the information is minimal. Such examinations focus primarily on
a small number of exclusionary conditions (i.e., AIDS, tuberculosis, and mental ill-

nesses which represent a threat to pubUc safety). We may make a formal suggestion
that these medical examinations be much more thorough and better documented in
order to be of value to other government agencies.
While beyond the scope of this immediate inquiry, the Subcommittees may also

want to review the feasibility of a national interpreter resource center which would
be available to any government agency (or others at cost) to assist in multilingual
contracts. We understand that Australia provides such a national service in over 50
languages. Fooling interpreter resources maybe a more efficient way to address our
needs nationwide.

If we don't, like Mr. Cardin said, it is going to erode public con-
fidence in our program. All of us have got to be more vigilant. We
have to bring Justice in, that they will do something about it. The
OIG has got to be more aggressive about it. You, Ms. Gibbs, have
got a good record in this field. I can't hold you responsible for the
letdown on our discipline because you haven't been there long
enough, but you are capable and you have a good record and we
expect some response. I think we all need to work together to try
to find this answer.

I am going to try to wind this up, but Mr. Hancock, I will give
you one more question.

Mr. Hancock. Very quickly, how many checks a month do you
write out for SSI? And then one other question. Really, we don't

have much authority over the Justice Department, but we control

their purse strings, too, don't we, Mr. Piclde? Don't we have a little

bit to say about it?

Chairman Pickle. I suppose so, a little bit.

Ms. Chater. How many checks are mailed out to SSI recipients?

About 5.9 million.

Mr. Hancock. You mail 5.9 million, and you are currently
700,000 apphcations behind?
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Ms. Chater. Approximately, for both the SSI and Social Security
disability programs.
Mr. Hancock. In other words, 700,000 applications are pending.

Thank you.
Ms. Chater. You are welcome.
Chairman Ford. Mr. Chairman, I know we are going to conclude

it now, but Mr. Thompson, let me just go back on one thing on this

representative payee issue. I am reading from the program oper-
ations manual system.
A representative, as the term is used in this chapter, is not syn-

onjonous with a representative payee as defined in GN00501002L,
who receives and manages benefits on behalf of the beneficiary who
is unable to manage his benefits properly or protect his own inter-

est. A friend or relatives who accompanied the claimant to the field

office to help him supply information is not usually a representa-
tive.

It says, by itself, the giving of information or evidence does not
constitute representation, while attorneys and accountants in earn-
ing matters frequently represent claimants. In some instances,

they may only be suppliers of information and not considered as
representative payees. They are suppliers of information.
We talked earlier about the claimant coming in. He can des-

ignate the middleman as the representative payee, but certainly

under the manual, it is not defined that way, and it takes a little

bit more than them just declaring them to be representative pay-
ees. They have to be qualified by SSA to be the representative

payee, is that correct?

Mr. Thompson. That is right. We will look into that. We have
not looked into the representative payee angle. We hadn't heard
about that.

[The following was subsequently received:]

As noted in an earlier insert for the record, we have no evidence to indicate that

middlemen serving inappropriately as representative payees is a significant prob-

lem. However, as a precaution, we have expanded oiir pre-appointment investigation

of payees.

Chairman Ford. Someone just passed me this about the manual.
The middle person can't just be designated on the spot in the SSA
field office as the representative payee if he is there to supply in-

formation on behalf of the claimant.
Mr. Thompson. No, that is a different area, and we have tight-

ened that up. When you are a representative payee, we do get your
Social Security number and we are building a data base to make
sure that the people who are representative payees are not folks

who have a conviction for Social Security-related fraud, that they

are not representing a whole lot of folks and we don't know about
it. That is recent, but we have that built and we are implementing
it now.
Chairman Ford. Thank you again, and I thank all of the wit-

nesses for your testimony and the response to all of the questions

today.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Pickle. Yes, and I want to thank you, too, particularly

you, Ms. Chater, for coming here. You walked into a hot box, so to
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When we are asking that something be done, we are talking pri-

marily about civil cases rather than criminal, because criminal
cases take so long. But we want to know something about the civil

cases. What can be done about it?

In addition, I want you to write me a letter, Ms. Chater, the first

time you use your authority to pursue fraudulent cases. Write a lit-

tle letter to me and mark it "personal," because I want to see it.

Ms. Chater. All right, I will do it.

[The following was subsequently received:!
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APR25S94
THE COMMISSIONER OF SOCIAL SECURITY

BALTIMORE MARYLAND 2123S

APR 2 c ,^i^

The Honorable J. J. Pickle
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Pickle:

Following the February 24, 1994, hearing before the Subcommittees
on Human Resources and Oversight on interpreter fraud in the
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program, I promised to provide
you with information regarding beneficiaries who may have
obtained SSI benefits fraudulently.

In mid-March, the Office of the Inspector General (GIG) provided
the Social Security Administration (SSA) with a list of 1,981
cases involving suspected fraudulent interpreters or medical
professionals. This list was refined from a much larger nxunber
of clients found in the files of individuals arrested for alleged
fraudulent activities. In addition, based on a separate SSA
study, we have identified another 100 suspected fraud cases
currently receiving SSI payments in California. These
two sources will provide the starting point for SSA's review of
the eligibility of recipients in cases in which fraud is
suspected, now scheduled to start the week of April 25. We also
have formally requested that the OIG share the identity of any
and all individual SSI applicants or recipients nationwide for
whom fraud may be material to SSA's decision.

Since these individuals will be provided the Seime due process
rights as any others, this re -review process will take several
months. We will provide periodic updates for the subcommittees
as this work progresses, with the first report targeted for
June 30, 1994. We also continue to explore possible enhancements
to SSA' s authority to assess civil penalties for fraudulent
activities and will keep you informed.

I share your concerns regarding the integrity of the SSI program
and eun committed to working with you to address the con^alex and
difficult issues and problems we are facing.

Sincerely,

Shirley/S. Chater
Commissioner

of Social Security
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Chairman Pickle. Thank you all for attending.
This hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 1:34 p.m., the subcommittees were adjourned.]

[Submissions for the record follow:]
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/. EXECUTIVESVMUARV

Statement ofpurpose: The purpose of this report is to respond to the challenge issued by Chair Parlen McKenna

and Chair-elect Judge Ronnie Yoder at the 1993 ABA Annual Meeting. That challenge recognized that the problems with

disability benefits adjudication are dire and immediate; that the judges involved in that system are best suited to make

recommendations for reform at the administrative appeals level; and that the time is ripe for those recommendations to be

considered by the National Conference of Administrative Law Judges.

It is not the committee's purpose to fix blame for the problems now facing the disability program. Though a

historical review is essential to understanding how the system became what it is and to making recommendations for reform,

we recognize that virtually everyone nithin the Social Security Administration, fiom judges to upper management to

disability claims e.\aminers to quality control personnel, is dismayed and fiustrated by a system that seems to create obstacles

to delivering the very service the system is charged to deliver. Therefore our purpose is to suggest reform rather than assign

responsibility.

Scope ofthe mission: The members of the committee understand their original mission to be recommendations on

the "revamping of disability adjudication fi-om top to bottom." The committee is very sensitive, however, to maintaining an

appropriately neutral posture on matters beyond its purview. In responding to the Conference's challenge, we concluded that

recommending changes in the substantive law, whether established by case law. statute, or regulation, would be inconsistent

with out positions as neutral arbiters of the law. We concluded at the outset that the scope of our mission was to suggest

reform in any area that could impact in any way on the truth seeking process and the delivery of due process to the litigants at

the administrative law judge level. We discuss the substantive law and its development over time by way of background

primarily to demonstrate the impact that it has had on the judges' ability to assure due process. We recognize that whether the

law should be changed is a matter for the Congress, the courts, and the Secretary.

Nature oftite problem: Social Security administrative law judges are pan of a larger system caught up in a volume

voriex that threatens to overwhelm each public servant working in it The number of disabiUty applicants has, since 1989,

jumped by 40%, fixjm 2 5 million to 3 5 million per year These cases are decided initially by the agency and if denied, then

appealed to administrative law judges There is currently pending, before a corps of approximately 840 judges, a several

hundred thousand case backlog, which have an average actuarial value of $90,000 (including aaviliary beneficiaries). The

amount currently at issue before the judges thus amounts to not less than $33 billion, and climbing. The Office of Hearings

and Appeals of the Social Security Administration projects 500,000 additional requests for hearing per year for the next three

years, and thus the administrative appeals level will continue to fall fiirther behind. Data detailing the backlog are set forth in

the footnote below ^

The most immediately visible problem, then, is the backlog. However, numerous underlying systemic problems

have created the current impasse and contributed to that backlog:

live Law Judges, Inc. (the "Association"], a recognized professional association

J Coofennoe of Administrative Law Judges (the "Conference"] of the American

I February 5, 1994, and adopted by the Association by resolution February 25, 1994. The statement is submitted by the Honor^le Christine M.

V judge within the US, Department of Health and Human Services, who serves as an officer of the Association and a member ofthe

1 year is 360,000 and will grow by 9

1994 500.000

1995 500.000

410.000
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First, the agency and its adminisUative law judges work toward different, but entirely legitimate, goals i

to serve the public However, the means by which they seek to achieve those goals conflict, and the result is that the agency

and judges work at cross-purposes The administrative law judges are currently adjudicating cases upon legal standards that

have not been incorporated into the procedures used by the agency in deciding cases at the initial and reconsideration levels

The facts suggest that the agency is doing so in an effort to "protect" the disability trust fiind from the developing law, by two

primary means: (1) largely ignoring or paying only lip service to select legal standards at the initial and reconsideration

determinations; and (2) failing to fund the early determination levels so that adequate development and assessment of the

evidence, and training of personnel, can be done. The result is that many otherwise legitimate claims are denied at the

agency level and "washed out" because many claimants are discouraged and drop out of the system rather than taking

appeals. This results, in turn, in something quite different from a true appellate system, where the standards are identical at

all levels.

Cases that are appealed to the administrative law judge level are poorly developed, developed inconsistently

throughout the nation, and "dumped" at the judge level, for the Office of Hearings and Appeals to sort out. The primary

responsibility of the administrative law judges is to apply legal requirements to each and every case to assure due process to

each and every claimant Judges grant benefits to somewhere between 70% and 80% of the claimants whose applications

have been denied by the agency previously. We are unaware of any other appellate system in the world in which there is such

a discrepancy between determinations at the first two decision-making levels, and the level at which an impartial factfinder

becomes involved The reasons for this disparity must be exposed and remedied.

Second, the SSA judges are tasked with responsibilities that do not belong in a judicial function. Worse, they are

tasked to do them without adequate resources, adequate means to tap the resources of the agency, or adequate means to assess

the quality and conuol the timeliness of the available information [which comes largely iiom claimants' attorneys]. Judges

throughout the country are fiiistrated with their inability to "gel at" the evidence they need, and to access resources

[particularly personnel] so that the job gets done properly.

Third, the erosion of the "substantial evidence" rule, along with the open record approach and lack of finality in the

system, means that cases are adjudicated time and time and time again Many cases are remanded because an Appeals

Council member or staff person disagrees with the judge's factual decision This also happens at the federal court level.^

Claimants may submit new information at any time in the administrative process, regardless of whether it was previously

available at the hearing level, as a result, an admimstrative law judge may issue a perfectly appropriate demal decision, only

to find that on appeal, the claimant has provided new evidence to the Appeals Council or distria court, which then remands

for fiirther hearing. Because the administrative law judge has remand authority to the agency in only limited circumstances,

all such cases are re-adjudicated at the hearing level The lack of finality in the system creates a merry-go-round that falls

most harshly on the administrative law judges, not to mention the cost to society. One can fairly conclude that the backlog

results at that level in large pan because that is where the buck stops

The conunitlee wishes to stress that the backlog results fi-om the culmination of these problems, not from lack of

diligence or production by the judges The large majority ofjudges have continually risen to the challenge of the increased

caseload, and now produce an average of nearly 40 cases per month per judge, a tremendous output under the circumstances

of an increasingly complex set of legal reqmrements The number of incoming requests for hearing is so enormous, the

authority and resources for the judges so scant, that more production cannot be demanded of the judges without risking

serious harm to individual claims. Revolutionary, fundamental, changes are needed

Fundamental recommendations: As we explain in detail below, our recommendations consist of the following

Prehearing measures designed to implement the proper legal standards at the earliest moment in the process: a

legal development team at the agency level, consisting of lawyers and assistants who develop and assess the case alongside

those making medical decisions; as well as a revised set of standards incorporating current law; and additional funding to

enhance the quality of evidence and quality review processes.

Hearing measures designed to restore balance in the evidence: restoring the administrative law judge to the fiinction

of neutral fact finding, and placing responsibility for developing and presenting the evidence on the agency's legal

development team and the claimant; provision for adversarial hearings; measiues for assuring independence of administrative

law judges; and procedural improvements to allow for settlement and streamlined hearings.

Posl-hearing measures to bring finality and restore the substantial evidence test, as well as provide for a nationwide

While the committee concludes that an itnmediate increase in personnel is required to confront the backlog,

implementing the foregoing should, over time, not only enhance the integrity of the disability program as a whole, the

administrative law judge hearing level in particular, but also eventually reduce the size of the administrative law judge corps.

//. DISCUSSION

A. Current Organization

The current field organization of the Office of Hearings and Appeals [OHA] of the Social Security Administration

[SSA] consists of approximately 840 administrative law judges [ALJs] who are located in approximately 140 hearing offices

throughout the nation. SSA administrative law judges are delegates of the Secretary of HHS appointed pursuant to the

Administrative Procedure Act as independent adjudicators The current head ofOHA is an Associate Commissioner appointed

by the Commissioner of SSA.
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Other important entities are (1) the disability determination services PDS], which are SSA field offices^ within each

state that adjudicate the claims initially and on reconsideration, and (2) the Appeals Council, which is the Secretary's

administrative appellate body. The Appeals Council reviews cases on appeal from administrative law judge decisions and

makes certain policy determinations.

DDS is charged with the initial development of the case. In the usual case, neither the claimant nor the Secretary is

represented by counsel at this juncture DDS has at its disposal teams of in-house physicians who review the medical record

and make recommendations to disability examiners Additionally, DDS may seek consultative examinations from outside

physicians who actually examine the claimant ajid render a report In deciding claims, the DDS offices are guided by the

POMS, the Program and Operation Manual System, a voluminous set of standards representing the SSA view of disability

adjudication. Disability examiners at DDS virtually never see the claimant Their assessment is based entirely on the medical

record, applying the standards of the POMS. The POMS are updated periodically by the agency but frequently do not reflect

current statutory, regulatory, and case law standards.

At the DDS level, a sampling of claims is reviewed by the DQB pisability Quality Branch). Data available to us

indicate that DQB docs not sample randomly; 95% of the claims it reviews are those granted by DDS; only 5% are the claims

denied. Common sense suggests that if a reviewing entity is second-guessing one's judgment, and scrutinizes most closely

those granted, one will quite naturally think twice about granting claims. The committee has no evidence whatsoever that

any disability examiner at DDS has succumbed to these subtle pressures. Nevertheless^ these pressures are a systemic reality

and create an unhealthy climate for impartial adjudication at the DDS level.

B. Nature of the work and some of the problems .

The majority of OHA's work concerns claims for disability benefits under the insured portion [Title II) of the Social

Security Act or under the supplemental security income [Title XVI) provisions of the Act [42 US C.]. The ultimate issue in a

disability matter is whether the individual claimant suffers from a medically determinable impairment that renders or will

render him or her incapable of substantial gainful activity for a period of at least 12 months. To answer this question, a five

step sequential evaluation process has been promulgated for application at all levels of administrative adjudication (20 CFR
404. 1520 etseq) .

Such a claim may undergo as many as four levels of administrative review: (I) an initial determination by disability

examiners at DDS. If the claim is denied at this level and appealed, it undergoes (2) a reconsideration determination by

different disability examiners at the same DDS office, applying the same standards If the claim is denied at this level and

appealed, it undergoes (3) a formal hearing before an administrative law judge, who issues a decision that may become the

final decision of the Secretary. If the claim is denied at this level and appealed, it undergoes (4) review by the Appeals

Council A decision of the Appeals Council may be challenged by a complaint in the federal district court. As stated above,

the claimant may submit new evidence at any point in the process.

Current data indicate that few claims that are denied by DDS at the initial review are changed on reconsideration by

DDS. In contrast, approximately 75% of those claims appealed from the DDS reconsideration denial are granted by the

administrative law judge. The most glaring and obvious source of the discrepancy is that administrative law judges apply the

statute, the regulations, and the caselaw, while DDS applies the POMS. Most judges do not have access to the POMS and do

not regard it as controlling in any event.

At the hearing level, although the judge is charged with responsibility for continuing to develop the file (a carry-

over from the days when most claimants were utuepresentedj. the administrative law judge has no meaningful development

authority If the judge believes a consultative examination is called for, he or she must request it from DDS, which is not

required to respond as requested. Many disability examiners question the judges' requests, decline to carry them out, or

simply carry them out as they think best. Requests for fiirther development by these SSA field offices are often ignored or

delayed for extended periods of time. Judges have neither the authority to place time hmits on the development or reach

presumptive conclusions about feilure to develop. Judges may call medical or vocational experts to testify at hearing,

although no fimds have been allocated to train these "experts" nor do the judges have any input into the question of whether

the doctors or vocational counselors are qualified to be placed on the experts roster. The judge can issue a subpoena for

documents or testimony, although these are routinely ignored, particularly by doctors [both in and outside the government],

and there is no independent sanction or enforcement power. In practical effect because 80-90% of claimants are represented

at the hearing level, the judge depends on the claimant's attorney to supply ir/ormation and must essentially rely on the

ethical practice of the attorney to assure that all relevant information has been supplied. No uniform, enforceable, rules of

procedure exist.

C. Historical perspective: the evolution of disability law .

Disability adjudication has changed dramatically over the years, resulting in tremendous demands at the

administrative law judge level, particularly when viewed against a system of mass justice. In years past disability examiners

and administrative law judges confronted mostly physical, objectively verifiable, impairments. Over the last two decades, the

law in this area has evolved tremendously, no doubt as a reflection of medical and social recognition that other, more subtle,

problems can impact a claimant's ability to be productive. Currently, evidence in a disability case must be assessed under

strict court-established standards The greatest impact has resulted from de\'elopment in three areas of the law: assessment

of subjective complaints [both physical and non-exertional), assessment of opinion evidence, and assessment of drug and

alcohol abuse.

Disability insurance benefits were estabUshed by the Social Security Amendments of 1956 (P.L. 90-248) (90th

Cong., 1st Sess.) The original concept of disability adjudication was two-fold: first entitlement to disability was impairment-

driven and based on a fimdamenlally objective test; second, adjudication by an administrative law judge was contemplated to

be an informal non adversarial proceeding, something akin to a "chat" between judge and claimant in which the judge was to

assure both the rights of the claimant and the interests of the Secretao' However, the federal courts began early on to add a

gloss to the strict objective test. In Undervvood v. Ribicoff, 298 F.2d 850. 854 (4lh Cir. I%2), a germinative case in terms of

disability "substantial evidence" review, the court declined to sustain the Secretary's decision, commenting that a finding of

i of sidle oflica Uul comrKl with the •gaicy lo pofonn dUibilhy evaliMtionl.
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non-disability was possible on the record before it only if one adopted a highly technical and literal interpretation of the Act,

which the Court declined to do. By 1967 Congress was already concerned with the manner which the definition of disability

was being interpreted in the courts. This concern was precipitated by cases such as Ber v. Celebrezze. 332 F.2d 293 (2nd Cir.

1964), reversing the Secretary in a case of questionable objective basis on the rationale that claimant's pain was "very real to

her" and that pain "real to the sufferer" can constitute a disability regardless of the source. Id., at 294-297.

This congressional concern was manifested in the enactment of new section 223(d)(3) of the Social Security Aa:

"For purposes of this subsection, a 'physical or mental impairment' is an impairment that results from anatomical,

physiological or psychological abnormalities which are demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and laboratory

diagnostic techniques " (42 U S C. 423 (d)(3).) The Senate Finance Committee noted: "The studies of the Committee on

Ways and Means indicate that over the past few years the rising cost of the disability insurance program is related, along with

other factors, to the way in which the definition of disability has been interpreted. The committee therefore includes in its bill

more precise guidelines that are to be used in determining the degree of disability which must exist in order to qualify for

disability insurance benefits." S. Rep. No. 744, 90th Cong., 1st Sess., reprinted in (1967) US Code. Cong, and Adm News

2834, 2881.5 To effectuate this legislative intent the Secretary promulgated 20 C F.R. 404 1529 (1983) which provided:

If you have a physical or mental impairment you may have symptoms

(like pain, shortness of breath,weakness or nervousness). We consider

all your symptoms, including pain and the extent to whichsigns and

laboratory findings confirm these symptoms The effects of all symptoms,

including severe and prolonged pain, must be evaluated on the basis of a

medically determinable impairment which can be shown to be the cause

of the symptom We will never find that you are disabled based on your

symptoms, including pain, unless medical signs and findings show that there

is a medical condition that could be reasonably e.\peaedto produce those

symptoms.

There are three notable things about the 1967 Amendments beyond the issues discussed above First, Congress was

already concerned with the rising costs of the disability program Second, Congress apparently expected that the majority of

cases would be decided primarily on the basis of medical considerations. Third, the courts' interpretations were resulting in

an increasingly subjective system of adjudication of disability, and, in a practical sense, displaced the burden of proof on the

ultimate issue of disability from the claimant to the administrative law judge This was accomplished by requiring that the

judge show that a claimant's allegations of disabling pain or otlier symptoms were not credible, rather than requiring that the

claimant prove on a medical basis that the allegations were supportable. Similar rules were posited and proliferated with

respect to pronoimcements of disability on the part of treating physicians; if a treating physician pronoimced a claimant

disabled, it became incumbent on the administrative law judge to provide clear and convincing reasons not to accept this

opinion.

The expansion of caselaw afi'ecting the disability adjudication process may be seen in the Ninth Circuit Court of

Appeals. In 1986, the Ninth Circuit refined its position to the "excess pain" standard. In Cotton v Bowen. 799 F.2d 1404,

1407 (9th Cir 1986), the court stated "(i)f the claimant submits objective medical findings that would normally produce a

certain amount of pain, but testifies that she experiences pain at a higher level (hereinafter referred to as the claimant's excess

pain"), the Secretary is free to decide to disbelieve that testimony, but must make specific findings justifying that decision"

(citations omitted). That this requirement of "findings justif,ing that decision" amounts to a burden of proof has been

recognized by the courts The Ninth Circuit in a subsequent case, Fair v. Bowen. 885 F.2d 597, 603-605 (9th Cir. 1989),

discusses how the administrative law judge may "rebut" claims of "excess pain," and fiirther notes the development in the

circuit of an "intricate assortment of judicially-created rules" wherein the administrative law judge must "convincingly

justify" his rejection of testimony, while the circuit rules on a piece-meal basis that the reasons offered in given decisions are

insufficient. Circuit Judge Sneed, concumng in Stewart v Sullivan. 881 F 2d 740, 746 (9th Cir 1989), notes his "belief that

it is extremely difficult for the Secretary to refute successfully an excess pain claim." Both Judge Sneed, in Stewart and the

court in Fair, note the changing nature of the mark an administrative law judge must hit in rationalizing his or her cases The

crux of the difficulty with this approach to disability case adjudication, and the effect of this approach on both the disability

rolls (in terms of allowance rate) and the administrative process, is presaged by footnote 3 in the Fair decision, 885 F.2d, at

602:

The growth in the number of excess pain cases may be a self- perpetuating phenomenon.

As we decide more cases involving pain, the law regarding pain acquires more and finer

refinements The time lag between an ALJ's decision in a particular case and the day that

case comes before us is often two years or longer; ALJs are thus often making excess pain

determinations according to law that has been superseded by the time the cases are judicially

reviewed. By continually shifting the target at which we ask ALJs to aim, we no doubt make

it harder for them to hit it The likelihood that an excess pain claimant will win reversal on

appeal because the ALJ applied the wrong law accordingly increases, causing a corresponding

increase in the number of excess pain cases appealed And so on.

The development of this line of cases and a similar line requiring the rebuttal of treating physicians' opinions of

(see, e,g^ Day v. Weinberger. 522 F.2d 1 154, 1 156 (9th Cir., 1975)), persisted and gathered steam not only after the

** The Finance Committee 'scomxrnwidinEingcoels was voK^ at a tmie when the number ordisabilhy recipients h^riaoi in I960to

1.193 million in 1966 The failure ofCongressional efforts in 1967 and in 19S4 (see discussion, below), to limit the increase is reflected in the fad that by 1992 the

disability rolls had risen to 4 9 million See, Social Security Bulletui, Annual Slalistjcal Supplement. 1993. The cost m dollars rose apace, from S568 million in

1960, to SI.78 billion in 1966, to $31.1 billion |including auxiliary tKneficiaries] in 1992. Id. The foregoing figures are for Title 11 beneficiaries only, whose

benefits are paid through the disability trust flind. In addition, m 1992. some 5 6 million people received SSI disability of appronmately S36I per month eadi, a

lxi8lofS21 7 billion from the U.S general fimd.
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1%7 Amendments, but after the 1984 Amendments as well, as discussed below. Another area that the agency fotmd [and

continues to find] troublesome is a line of caselaw establishing that drug and alcohol addiction are legitimate, disabling

impairments when they are of such severity that the claimant cannot control them, and they render the person so unreliable

that he caimot be expeaed to sustain competitive employment

In the early 1980's, the then-new administration sought to cope with the growing problem using drastic and

ultimately untenable methods. To reduce the rolls, it instituted "paper" or medical file reviews by physicians at DDS, who,

without seeing the claimant, made a decision on whether or not the claimant's impairment had improved to the point that he

or she was no longer disabled Benefits for thousands of claimants were ceased at the DDS level without a hearing.

Additionally, in so doing, the agenc> chose to largely ignore the case law regarding subjective complaints and treating

physicians' opinions The Congress and the federal courts responded with vigor, as did the SSA administrative law judges,

who reinstated many claims wrongfully ceased. Contemporaneously, the agency instituted the Bellmon review, a surveillance

program of judges thought to be granting too many disability claims. The effect of the Bellmon review on judicial

independence was chilling. The American Bar Association issued a commendation to the Social Security judges in

recognition of their relentless work in assuring the rights of the claimants in the &ce of agency pressure.

In 1984, Congress revisited the issue of the definition of disability and the role of the courts in interpreting the

statute. A cornerstone of the 1984 amendments was Congress' insistence that the agency bring the four levels of adjudication

into line, that is, that it assure disability adjudication be based on one uniform standard at each le\el. While Congress took

one track and the agency another, the federal courts continued as they had to develop the gloss on the disability system. In

the face of this redefinition of fundamental aspects of the Social Security disabihty program, the agency embarked upon the

questionable tactic of "non-acquiescence." Rather than appeal much of the troublesome precedent which flowed from the

courts, the agency proceeded simply to ignore such precedent in deciding similar issues in subsequent cases Another, related,

technique was a failure to inform the DDS offices of the current caselaw; because disability examiners are guided by poUcies

set forth in POMS, the>' are unable to effectuate caselaw for which they have been given no guidance. This lawlessness did

and does great discredit to the agency and. more importantly, creates one level of justice for those claimants who can go on

with their appeals and another for those who cannot or do not know how to pursue their claims It was [among other things]

the non-acquiescence policy that prompted Congress to issue the 1984 Amendments, to assure uniform adjudication

standards, an effort which has failed. The American Bar Association has taken a stand against the non-acquiescence

practice, and passed a resolution condemning it.

This in turn has been the cause of a considerable rift between political bureaucrats on one side and the administrative

law judges, who by oath of office and professional tradition recognize and honor the controlling nature of judicial appellate

decisions. The ALJs have been caught in the middle of the face-offbetween the agency and the courts. The Office of Hearings

and Appeals Handbook, published in 1976 stated; "(Wjhere a district or circuit court(')s decision contains interpretations of

law, regulations, or rulings (that) are inconsistent with the Secielaiy's interpretations, the (administrative law judges) should

not consider such decisions binding on future cases simply because the case is not appealed." Id., section 1-161, quoted in

Steiberger v. Heckler. 615 F Supp. 1315. 1351 (S.D.N.Y., 1985), vacated on other grounds. 801 F.2d 29 (2d Cir.. 1986). In

1985 SSA revised its approach and indicated it would henceforth issue Notices of Acquiescence. Under this procedure the

agency now issues Acquiescence Rulings "identifying circuit court decisions which are at variance with established SSA

policy" and "explaining how SSA will apply the decision within the circuit" The result of the agency's failure to adhere to

circuit court precedent has been an explosive growth in the number of disabihty cases filed in the federal courts, as well as a

patchwork of caselaw varying from circuit to circuit.

The current OHA approach to acquiescence is seen in Attachment 1, a memorandum from the Associate

Commissioner dated Januar) 3 1, 1994. As indicated in that memorandum, policy dictates that until an acquiescence ruling is

published - a process that may take years - the administrative lawjudge must explain, in the body of his or her decision, that

the federal court's ruling does not apply. In effect, bj' delaying pubUcation of an acquiescence ruling, the agency creates an

automatic interim of non-acquiescence.

It is in this legal and poUtical maelstrom the administrative law judges for SSA find themselves. As explained above

with respect to acquiescence, the agencj' plays tug-of-war with the courts, interpreting holdings narrowly, ignoring them

altogether, or to all appearances not educating the DDS on judicial developments in the law For example, DDS offices

virtually always refiise to pay substance abuse cases, despite the well-developed caselaw providing that addiction can be

disabling. The onslaught of such cases is thus simply passed through by the agency to the administrative law judge level, who

must shoulder the responsibility of authorizing these often unpalatable awards. The committee must conclude that the agency

finds this law distasteful [as do many judges] and has either not instrticted the DDS to pay in accordance with the law or has

simply failed to update the POMS
Another example illustrates the problem. In 1990, the Ninth Circuit held in Gonzalez vs. Sullivan 914 F.2d 1197

(9th Cir. 1990) that when the agency denies a disability claim by issuing a defective notice, that claim must be re-opened as a

matter of law. Consequently, administrative law judges throughout the Ninth Circuit have, since 1990, been routinely re-

opening prior claims with defective notices, although this is not provided for by regulation. However, after a more than two

year delay, the agency recently issued Acquiescence Ruling 92-7(9), holding that Gonzalez may be applied only to initial

denial notices that are defective, not to reconsideration notices that are defective. Most judges agree that this interpretation is

incorrect, but they are nevertheless bound by the rulmg. The committee emphasizes that Cionzalez is a constimtional

interpretation by the Ninth Circuit, and we are unaware of any authority within the executive branch to "re-interpret" such a

holding. More importantly, although Gonzalez is now three yean old, the DDSs have never been told how to handle the

millions of cases sitting in archives that have defective notices. To our knowledge, the only stage at which (Gonzalez is being

appUed to correct defective notices is at the administrative law Judge level. This means that the judges often adjudicate prior

claims that the DDS has never bothered to resurrect, despite the Ninth Circuit ruling.

As a result DDS disabilit)' examiners make determinations that are by and large medical, with agency standards that

do not incorporate an accurate picture of legal standards In contrast, administrative law judges are charged by their oath of

office to apply the law. regardless of whether they agree with it or find it distasteftil. The judges make a legal decision based

on medical facts and lay. medical and vocational testimony. Judges, then, adjudicate a case that is different from the case as

perceived by DDS. This, we submit, is the discrepancy that is the cause of the enormous "reversal" rate at the hearing level.

For good or for ill, this program is and will remain a matter of statute, regulation and caselaw. The agency simply chooses to
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disregard this faa at the initial and reconsideration levels by following policy rather than law. The judges are literally at the

center of the storm in disability adjudicatioa

Thus, for the administrative law judge, the adjudication of objective medical information must be accompanied by

assessment of subjective allegations, including pain, fatigue, emotional complaints and the like This latter adjudication is left

to the administrative law judge as the courts have established it, essentially a rebuttable presumption created by allegations

However, such a system necessarily requires resources to investigate the viability of such allegations. No adequate resources

are available to the administrative law judge. This situation exists against a backdrop of ever changing judicially created

rules. In such a context, there is little reason to wonder at the multiplying number of claims and allowances, and the

expanded roll of disability recipients currently exhausting the Disability Trust Fund, now estimated by some sources to be

empty within five years. Litigation at all levels continues to grow as the subjectivity of the system and the changeability of the

applicable rules encourages the pursuit of appeals.^ One must be mindful that this system continues to be non-adversarial and

Che Secretary unrepresented, despite the changing nature of the law and practice at the administrative law judge level. Only

claimants are represented, and this is the case al all levels of administrative adjudication. Where a claimant is represented,

the practical effect is that primarily only information favorable to the claimant is presented, because of the difficulty of

accessing other information. This, coupled with the necessity of rebutting subjective allegations and the opinion of the

treating physician,^ results in a situation where the judges see a lack of evidentiary development of the Secretary's case, but

are powerless to direct that development.

D. Current management and allocation of resources.

Management practices and allocation of resources do not permit the administrative law judges to do their jobs. The

current organizational structure, both centrally and in the field, does not allow the judges to develop their cases because they

have no authority over staff in the hearing office or the field. This lack of authority leads to many other problems, resulting

in a compounding of inefficiency. The committee concludes that while many offices [particularly small hearing offices]

manage to work well, they do so in spite of the current structure In contrast, many offices do not work well. The reality of

the system in the field that there is little consistency in terms of staff responsiveness; many staff personnel respond erratically,

if at all. Additionally, the agency holds the purse strings, and doles funds out rather stingily to the hearings level. Central

Office of OHA, in turn, has historically punished offices not doing well by depriving them of needed resources, rather than

instituting management techniques to help revive them Moreover, the lack of authority is multi-tiered: whereas judges lack

the authority to direct hearing office staff, in addition the hearing office staff have no ability to assure that the agency field

offices respond to the requests that are made. This leads to much frustration among the hearing office staff as well as the

judges.

The fundamental problem in the Office of Hearings and Appeals, as currently constituted, is that the responsibility

and accountability for the entire hearing and decisional process is placed upon the individual administrative law judge, yet the

judge has been given no authority or resources to carry out this mandate Administrative law judges are said to wear "three

hats,' an ironic euphemism that is now sadly undermining the hearing process itself. The judge is charged with representing

the interests of the claimant AND the Secretary [regardless of whether the claimant is represented], yet has no independent

investigative authority or resources other than astute questioning. The judge has two theoretical sources of support: DDS and

the hearing office staff. As to DDS. when judges deem a case needing additional development and request documents or a

consultative examination, they must request the same through DDS. Often the DDS will not cooperate, citing lack of funds,

or questioning the decision; often the DDS itself is simply overwhelmed and caimot cooperate. Indeed, judges have on

occasion asked that agency witnesses appear to explain the agency's actions and rationale, only to find that the agency

refiises. This is particularly frustrating in overpayment cases, which often involve computer entries, calculations, and

inconsistent notices that require explanation.

As to the hearing office staff, some years ago a "managerial" decision was made to take away fi-om the

administrative law judge all supervisory authority over hearing office support personnel, including staff attorneys, decision

writers, clerical support staff and typists. In 1981, confronted by a concerned Congress about increasing volumes and delays

in adjudication, the agency committed to increase support staff to a ratio of five personnel to one judge. While statistics from

the agency appear to show such a ratio, they do not reflect the structural change In 1976. when data were first compiled

regarding support staffs, the staff was directly assigned to the individual judge, who directed and supervised them on a daily

basis in managing the cases. This system was known as the "unit" system. Each judge was assigned a unit of support staff

members This system was apparently perceived by agency management officials as "insulating the judge from agency

control. " Eventually, there was a wholesale removal of staff from judges.

In connection with this reconfiguration scheme, the agency has delegated supervisory and directive authority to

"manager judges," known as hearing office chief administrative law judges or "HOCALJs", who operate with inconsistent,

unclear, and unspoken guidelines concerning their authority. In practice they have no meaningftil authority over actual

resources. Some "manager judges" are abusive and overuse the authority they believe they have. While the official position

description of administrative law judges provides that they shall not be subject to agency direction and control, and may be

subject to supervision only in general office management matters, the agency's policies have gone far beyond general office

1 this laOcr regard, Physidans' Altitudes Tovrard Using Deception to Resolve Difficult Ethical P

!, May 26, 1989, i
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management maners. 'Manager judges" perceive and are instioctcd to believe that they, in fact, are the supervisors of the

judges and may dictate to them the manner and method by whidi a case should be processed, even to the point of insisting

that drafts of decisions be edited little, if at all, so that the typing function will not be delayed. Cases are routinely reassigned

in some offices after judges have made significant discredonaiy decisions and spent considerable time preparing the case.

Such direction and control by a person not assigned to the case and who is a 'management official* of the agency is

unauthorized and should be discontinued.

The result of this office configuration is that administrative law judges have no power to expedite the work or assure

that it is done correctly Managerial decisions are often made for the purpose of facilitating management itself [allocating

resources for report writing and data gathering, for example, rather than for hearing and case issuance] Additionally, cases

are often not assigned on a strirt rotational basis; as required by the Administrative Procedure Act; rather, a member of the

support staff', under supervision of management, makes a dedsion about which judge is assigned to which case. There is often

an imbalance in terms of type, number and age of cases assigned.

With respect to the current parallel rather than cooperative system of management, judges are dependent on staff

who are not supervised by judges but by others, who assess their performance Thus, many times judges make requests only

to find that they have been countermanded or ignored by mid-level supervisory staff' Judges in some offices also find that

stafi^ attorneys are ignoring their instructions in drafting decisions, resulting in much lost time while the judge makes the

appropriate corrections The judges have become demoralized, especially with the added pressure to issue a large volume of

decisions, because of their frustration in trying to assure that their work is done appropriately.

Thus it is no longer meaningfiil — and this has been the case for over a decade - to speak of support staff ratio to

judges. The staff' do not exist to support the judges' work, but that of management. The true support staff ratio of office

members to individual judges is now zero to one. as a result cf pooling the staff'. With the inception of the reconfiguration

system the judge became isolated, with needless adverse aS'ect

In addition, OHA has been impaired by inconsistent policies of other branches within SSA which have impacted

upon its ability to perform efficiently As an example, the recently instituted Quality Assurance Program has created an

elaborate 22 page checklist to review AU decisions, which are frequently much less than 22 pages in length Twenty-five

judges have been taken from their judicial duties to perform quality assurance review, another inroad on the corps' ability to

adjudicate the backlog of claims pending At the same time the SSA Workgroup on OHA Workload Issues has suggested that,

in view of the caseload cnmch, judges issue short-form decisions and "limit editorial changes to initial draft decisions. ' The

Office of Hvmian Resources of SSA is simultaneously implementing a program to replace OHA attorney decision writers with

non-attorney writers. Thus, while appearing to demand a high quality legal product, the agency denies its judges the resources

to meet the demand. Inconsistent policies of this type, of other brandies within SSA, impact upon OHA in an adverse manner

which is wastefiil and inefficient. These practices result in a poor quality work product, a waste of resources and delay in

claims adjudication.

In short while responsibility for development of the evidence and protection of the interests of all parties clearly

rests on the administrative law judge, in practice the judge's independence and authority have been roundly undercut 1^

management practices largely directed to controlling the judge, which appear to have stemmed from a long-standing agency

intolerance ofjudicial independence Ironically, these limitations on judicial authority severely undercut the judges' ability

to develop evidence favorable to the agency, and place the claimant's counsel in control of e\'identiary development.

In addition, the original notion of the hearing as an informal "chat" with an unrepresented claimant is a thing of the

past. Over 80% of the claimants are represented, and the substantive law has become increasingly complex. Moreover, there

are no rules of procedure such as those by which other judges throughout the United Slates manage their dockets. There is no

provision for pre-hearing motions, dispositive motions, settlement or discovery procedure, or control over attorney conduct

[for example, no sanctions are available for failure to provide evidence timely, or &ilure to disclose all eNidence). Judges are

expected to issue 37+ decisions per month, an expectation that will increase to meet the increase in receipts * This currently

translates into 1.6 written decisions per day, in addition to the duties to review, develop and hear cases, and travel to remote

sites. The amalgam of these factors - that only evidence in &vor of the claimant is readily available, that the judge must bear

the burden of rebutting the presumption that subjective allegations and treating physicians' conclusions are supportable, and

that 1.6 decisions must be issued daily - creates an inevitable pressure on the system, and results in a 70-80% allowance rate

by the judges.

///. RECOMMENDATIONS

The committee respectfully reminds the reader that ourpurpose is to address gn£ matter that impacts the

A. TheProcasatDDS

1. Institute one standardfor determining Ssability. It should be clear to the reader at this point that the

agency has never complied with Congress' directive in 1984 to institute a single standard to be applied at every level of

disability adjudication The substantive law governing disability has been largely defined by standards established injudicial

settings, which standards have been disregarded at the DDS level. We recommend that evaluation at DDS be brought into

compliance with those standards by requiring the agency to establish guidelines reflecting the case law, and to advise DDS
regularly of those standards. As discussed above, DDS disability examiners are currently kept in the dark about the case law,

and often even when advised, are ill-advised by the agency, which chooses either to ignore or interpret holdings in an

indefensibly narrow manner. This reform can be accomplished by <H>e or a combination of the following:

a. Require a complete revision ofthe POMS to reflect current law, with ongoing advice to the DDS
implementation of the law.

See Fodtnote I. OHAb
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b. Require the agency to establish legal development teams at the DBS level, consisting of an attorney

and paralegal charged with developing the evidence, assembhng the file, and reviewing the disability examiner's decision to

determine if it is supportable under applicable law. We anticipate that if the legal team is doing its job, 30%+ of the caseload

now presently appealed to the administrative law judge level will be resolved below, resulting in earlier payment for worthy

cases, better preparation of the cases for hearing, reduction of the caseload on appeal with concomitant freeing of time and

resources to devote to those cases genuinely in dispute. In addition, the legal development team should assure that the file is

assembled identically to the way in which it would be assembled for appeal, thus eliminating the current, very costly, practice

of completely disassembling and reassembling the file at the appeal level. Once assigned to a legal development team, the

claim should remain with that team throughout all levels of adjudication.

2. Authorizeface-to-face interviews at the initial determination at the instance of either the claimant, the disability

examiner, or the legal development team Disability cases are not always clear-cut, which makes it very important to have a

clear visual picture of the claimant, his or her impairment, and its affect on the claimant's functioning. The availability of

face-to-face interviews enhances the ability of the claimant to understand the issues and present favorable evidence, as well as

the agency to assess his or her case

3. Abolish the reconsideration decision. As it now stands, DDS makes an initial determination under the FOMS
which, if appealed, is simply reviewed once again on reconsideration [by a different person], but again under the POMS.

Given that the POMS does not accurately reflect the standards applicable to disability adjudication, one can fairly conclude

that under the current system, DDS is simply doing half the job, but doing it twice. Instead, we suggest that the initial

determination itself be a two-part decision: one medical, the other legal. Thus, DDS will be doing the entire job, which if

done correctly, need be done only once One can reasonably project that the revision of the POMS, implementation of the

legal development team and institution of face-to-face interviews will increase the number of cases correctly decided at the

agency level and, more importantly, result in paying deserving claimants earlier. To the extent that the agency has relied on

the reconsideration level to act as a "sifter" of cases, it should no longer be necessary.

4. Enhance the quality of the evidence by instituting training for consultative examiners. The consultative

examination should be, but unfortunately is not, a valuable tool for disability examiners or judges. The evidentiary value of

consultative medical examinations is actually quite low, largely due to lack of training and in part due to inadequate funds.

Ciurently reports of such examinations are virtually meaningless in terms of determining functional limitations; often the

physicians - who are practicing doctors trained to take a history and place credence in subjective complaints - merely report

what the claimants have told them instead of making an objective evaluation. The investment in forensic and report-writing

training would yield vastly superior decisions at both the DDS and administrative law judge level. This will require adequate

funding.

5. Reform the DQB review process. Currently "quality control" at the DDS level involves reviewing only the

decisions granting benefits. Even assiuning that this one-sided review does not actually skew the system, it certainly has the

appearance of doing so We recommend that quality control include an equal random sampling of both grant and denial

decisions, in conformity with acceptable statistical practices designed to assure integrity of the sample, to assure that all

decisions are carefiilly made.

B. The Process at the Hearing Level

6. Require the agency to establish an adversarial system of adjudication at the hearing level The time has come

to acknowledge that the disability system, at the hearing level, has not only changed fimdamentally since its inception; but

also that the matters at stake to both the claimant and the public are of utmost importance, not the least of which is the

average actuarial value of $90,000 per case. While the vast majority of claimants make genuine or at least defensible claims,

a disturbing number file bogus claims. An adversarial system is the class American way of assuring balance in the truth-

seeking process. The public thus merits having its interests protected to the same extent afforded claimants, who regularly

avail themselves of needed, helpfiil, legal representation. To assure quality representation, we reconunend that only licensed

attorneys be admitted to practice in these hearings.

The purpose of providing for representation for the Secretary must be thought of as integral to the overall plan for

legal involvement at both the agency [DDS] and hearing level, as discussed in Recommendations 1 and 7 In other words, it

is not the intent to require that claimants be represented and indeed provisions must be made to recognize that some

claimants will continue to appear pro se. Rather, the legal team for the Secretary should be charged, from pre-hearing, to

hearing, to post-hearing, with responsibility for developing and presenting the evidence, to assure that all of the evidence is

available to the fact-finder. When the claimant is represented, such a system will nahirally be akin to the adversarial hearings

that are typical in administrative proceedings. When the claimant appears pro se, the responsibility of representatives for the

Secretary must primarily be to develop and present the evidence. In other words, representation of the agency is a means to

assure the quality of the evidence.

7. Restore the entire re^wnsibilityfor development ofthe evidence to the agency, and remove that responsibility

from the administrative lawjudge. The current system retains the fiction that the administrative law judge should and can

successfiilly wear three hats, representing the interests of the Secretary and the claimant, while acting as a neutral fact-finder.

This fiction ill serves all parties, for two primary reasons. The first, and most practical, reason is that while judges are given

that responsibility in theory, in practice they are provided no usefiil tools for carrying it out. Indeed, they are more often

thwarted in their efforts to ftilfill this responsibility, depending on DDS personnel who may or may not reqwnd to requests,

depending on claimants' attorneys who may or may not supply all relevant evidence, and without recourse to persoruiel in

their own hearing offices or field offices.

The second, and most compelling reason, is that conflict of interest is simply unavoidable. An impartial factfinder

must not be in the business of developing evidence and questioning wimesses; he or she should be evaluating the evidence,

not generating it. Moreover, the interests of the two litigants are so obviously adverse that a judge wearing three hats caimot

do justice to one without doing injustice to the other. Institution of the legal development team at the DDS level will go fat
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toward accomplishing the placement of this responsibility where it beloags - with the agency - where it should remain at all

phases of adjudication.

If, despite the foregoing recommendation, the devetopmenl re^mnsibility were maintained with the judge at the

hearing level, then five other key reforms would be necessaiy to <^&e( the burden this responsibility imposes. First, the

regulations must be amended to grant authority to administrative law judges to issue orders of remand to the DDS, requiring

the DDS to cany out the particulars of those orders. Second, judges must have access to adequately trained court experts The

cturent situation allows e.vperts to enter a hearing room with virtually no training in the disability system, and no notion of

their appropriate function. Many of the medical experts believe, mistakenly, that their duty is to solve a puzzle for the

administrative law judge, somehow discovering the proper diagnosis thai explains the claimant's subjective complaints. Thus,

rather than examining the record from an objective point of view and some background in forensics, medical experts in the

vast majority of cases arrive at conclusions supporting the claim for disability. Third, judges must be given enforceable

subpoena power, and the agency required to supply agency witnesses for hearing when requested. Fourth, adequate funds

must be allocated to pay for qualitj' expert testimony, subpoenaed documents, and the like. FifUi, outside investigative

resources similar to those used in workers compensation programs must be provided for, e.g., sub rosa investigations.

8. Reaffirm ABA supportfor an mdepatdent Federal AJbrnmbtrative JuSdary. In earlier sections of this report, we

discussed problems between the agency and its judges. The ABA has long supported an independent administrative judiciary,

and the need for this independence is especially important now. It seems indisputable that if the words of the Administrative

Procedure Act granting judges judicial independence are to have any meaning, judges must have structural independence so

that their obligation to apply the law is not thwarted. Judges cannoc long survive in an agency whose public and private

agenda is in direct conflict with the very integrity of the judicial pnxxss, &om the administrative law judge to the federal

courts. Equally important is the current public perception thai administiative law judges are simply tools for the agencies that

employ them, and that they as litigants will not get a fair shake on appeal. Senator Specter spoke eloquently about the need

for such in

...as we have seen the progress of the administrative agencies in carrying out the complex laws of the Federal

bureaucracy, which is too massive, these administrative lawjudges have been created as part of the executive

branch. Whereas they ought to be independent, and ought to fimction in the traditional role ofjudges, as

they have, regrettably, been subjected to pressures from within their own agencies. Cong. Rec. November 19,

1993, at S. 16555.

The sqiaration of the judges from a dependent position and employee status with the agencies, and establishment of a truly

independent administrative judicial position will do much to ensure the protection of the claimants' rights and to assure the

public that appeals before administrative law judges are fair and impartial.

The independent corps must be structured to assure the independence guaranteed by the Administrative Procedure

Act Lessons from OHA dictate that, at a minimum, the corps most

a. restore supervisory control of support personnel to the judge

b. eliminate unnecessary layers of management, inchviing the ten Regional Offices, whose function is

simply to micromanage the hearing offices; convert the position allotments to meaningfiil support

staff in the hearing office to work on the case backlog.

c. eliminate utmecessary supervisory, and multipie existing supervisory positions in the hearing

Office, and allocate those employees to work on the case backlog

d. remove actual and apparent policies which permit "manager judges" to supervise and direct individual

judges in the performance of their judicial fimctions.

e. restore case assignment of cases on a strictly rotational basis as required by the Administrative

Procedures Act..

f. prohibit removal and reassigiunent of cases from one judge to another, except with consent of the

judge from whom the case is removed, except where ordered on remand or where the judge is

unable to serve.

Indeed, such reforms are necessary regardless of whether an indepenrimt corps is estabUshed.

9. Early dispute resolution or other £spo!ition. Passage of the independent corps bill will not, however, solve all

of the problems at the hearing level. There must be means <rf resolving cases short of fiill-blown hearings. These means

include:

a. Pre-hearing motion procedures addresattg jurisSctional, procedural and substantive defenses

Currently there is only a narrow band of resolutions for disposing of a daim: on-the-record decisions, which must be decided

favorably to the claimant; or a hearing. A means of summary judgment should be instituted for cases which involve only

matters of law; this happens quite often in overpayment cases. Jurisdictional motions [for example, concerning timeliness of

filling should be available for the agency. Both claimants and the agency should have the authority to bring such motions.

b. Institution of settlement procedures between Ae dmmant and his attorney and the legal development

team. Currently the only prehearing disposition procedure in place involves a system euphemistically known as the pre-

hearing conference. In practice, the system involves the master docket clerk assessing the case against a set of criteria

(advanced age and adverse vocational factors). The case is then assigned to a staff attorney at OHA who reviews it and makes

a recommendation either to issue an on-the-record favorable decision or to proceed to hearing. We propose that instead, the

agency's legal development team, which is much more familiar with the claim, should have responsibility to negotiate

meaningfully with the claimant, investigate leads, and obtain all other outstanding evidence; as well as entering into a

proposed settlement, subject to the approval of the judge to whom it is assigned.

10. Narrowing andpresenting the issuesfor hearing. If the case cannot be resolved by settlement, the agency (through

its legal development team] and claimant should attempt to limit the issues remaining in dispute to be resolved by the judge at
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hearing. The legal development team would then have the opportunity, if it or the Judge chose, to present the issues and the

evidence at the hearing, as the claimant does now and would continue to do, along with the power to call and cross-examine

both lay and expert witnesses at the hearing. In addition, we recommend that the judge have authority to order the agency to

be represented to assure fiill airing of the facts and issues. As indicated previously, this is particularly important in program

issues such as overpayments which often involve computer entries and calculations that are not comprehensible based on the

documentary evidence alone.

//. Realignment ofpersonnel to reflect the reassignment of the development, investigatory and representation

functions. We reference above the agency's citation of a five-to-one staff/judge ratio In truth, judges do not need five support

personnel each. We believe a judge's chambers are well served by a law clerk, a clerk/typist, and a centralized docketing

office, much as the federal courts now employ. Currently, hearing offices house career staff attorneys and hearing assistants.

The hearing assistants put in order the file received from DDS, and are responsible for independent development as well as

carrying out the judges' requests for development; all of their work is pre-hearing These positions can be eliminated at the

hearing level, because they would be transferred to the legal development team. The legal research and drafting functions at

the hearing level should be performed by law clerks assigned to and supervised by the judges, with perhaps a two or three

year tenure, rather than by career attorneys whose talents are best used elsewhere, such as the legal development teams. The

net result of this would, of course, be a reduction of staff at the hearing level, with a concomitant increase at the agency level,

under direct control of the agency.

12. Institution of uniform rules of administrative procedure. Currently no rules exist to manage the caseload or

assure that claimants and their attorneys comply with even the most rudimentary of expectations in a judicial setting. A
poignant example of this need is seen at Attachment 2, where an ALJ was chastised by management for attempting to require,

in pre-hearing orders, that the claimants' attorneys submit their evidence in a timely fashion Such rules are necessary for the

anticipated independent corps, and will be needed even if the corps legislation is not passed. Although OHA has promised

that such rules will be forthcoming, judges in the field have seen nothing in the way of approved, uniform procedures that

would make their caseloads manageable In addition to the establishment of pre-hearing motions by such rules, the

procedural scheme must address discovery procedures, timeliness and submission of evidence, and closing of the evidence.

The current system requires the administrative law judge to develop the case and resort to uncertain, balky, resources within

the agency who may or may not respond. With a legal development team and rules of administrative procedure, this ftmction

will be carried out where it appropriately belongs: by the parties. The committee recommends immediate implementation of

Uniform Rules of Procedure committee to begin this important work.

C. The Process Post-hearing

13. Close the record at the hearing level and reinstate the substantial evidence test on appeal As indicated

previously, the current regulations allow introduction at virtually every level of adjudication, even so far as the U.S. district

court. One must keep in mind that a claimant has six potential levels of adjudication available to him: initial, reconsideration,

administrative hearing, administrative appeal, appeal to district court and appeal to circuit court. Yet the evidence of record

is a moving target and subjea to change at every level except the last. As a result, claimants and their attorneys are able to

keep a case spinning for any number of years, up and down the ladder. No appellate system can function under such

circumstances, nor, in the committee's view, does due process require such an open-ended opportunity to make one's case.

Rules of finality are required to get and keep the backlog under control. Therefore, the record must close at the hearing level,

the only exception being for good cause such as newly discovered evidence.

Additionally, the post-hearing review levels must be reintroduced to the "substantial evidence" test. Substantial

evidence is defined as that amalgam of evidence upon which a fact finder could reasonably draw a conclusion. It is more than

a scintilla and less than a preponderance. Many judges find, however, that employees at the Appeals Council second-guess

factual findings on such matters as credibility and weight of the evidence, which are areas traditionally preserved to the fact-

finder. While this happens much less frequently at the federal court level, it does happen One of the consequences of budget

cutting is that the agency has insufficient fimding to defend remands for lack of substantial evidence, and as a result

erroneous remands occur now with greater frequency than before

Additionally, the issues on appeal should be narrowed. Currently, claimants can raise issues for the first time before

the Appeals Council and the district court, which, rather than deal with them on the merits, simply remand for yet another

hearing. This is an untenable state of affairs, particularly where 80% of the claimants are represented. A true appellate

system should be instituted where the issues reviewed are those raised below, where findings of fact are sustained where

supported by substantial evidence, and where the focus is on appropriate standards and conclusions of law

14. Institution of a Social Security Court of Appeals under Tale III. The patchwork of circuit law must be

integrated into a single court whose authority caimot be challenged by the agency. We submit that a federal circuit court

whose fimction it is to establish a nationwide set of standards will obviate the lawless practice of non-acquiescence. In this

regard, the rulings of the court must be applicable at all levels of adjudication, and the DDS in particular advised of the

import of those rulings. The committee cautions that this recommendation does not disturb the claimant's right of appeal to

the federal district court.

D. Interim Emergency Procedures

We recommend that the process for implementing the foregoing recommendations begin now and proceed apace In

the meamvhile, as we wait for new systems to be put in place, the agency continues to face a nightmare backlog. The

committee recommends that the agency be required to explore immediately a system whereby retired judges and judges

expected to retire within the next few years can be retained on an interim or part-time basis after retirement, with a provision

for adequately fimding contract support staff. The coirunittee is aware that the agency is now considering part-time or

contract judges, to be hired from the newly opened register The committee disapproves of this proposal, given the lack of

1 qualifications that can be expected when hiring from the register outside the normal
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CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
TESTIMONY FOR A JOINT HEARING ON FRAUD

AND ABUSE IN THE SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME PROGRAM

My name is Eloise Anderson and I am the Director of the California Department of Social
Services (CDSS). The CDSS wishes to express its appreciation for the level of
Congressional interest being shown for problems relative to fraud in the SSI/SSP program.
Our experience shows that the amount and kinds of fraud being committed warrant more
extensive action by government. As such, we have a specific proposal that I will detail in

this testimony. This proposal has been shared with the Social Security Administration. 1

understand that federal approval of our pilot may be forthcoming in the near future.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

In July 1993, there were approximately 620,220 active SSI/SSP disabled cases in California,

including 37,030 Immigration Reform Control Act (IRCA) and refugee cases. These cases

receive approximately $287.1 million per month in benefits, of which $106.6 million is paid

from the State General Fund. There are no data regarding the precise incidence of fraud in

this program. Further, there is no effective system to identify and prosecute fraud. Once an
SSI/SSP disability claimant's case is approved, he/she may receive federal and State fund

benefits for years. This is especially troubling given the inadequate federal funding of

continuing disability reviews.

Fraud in the disability component of the SSI/SSP program can manifest itself in several

ways. Generally, SSI/SSP disability fraud involves the deliberate false representation of

symptoms or medical evidence to qualify for or continue receiving disability benefits. These

misrepresentations may involve claimants, the medical community, and others who have an

interest in the claimant's eligibility (commonly called "middle men").

Our Califoniia procedures require that when State disability examiner staff suspect fraudulent

activity in a disability claim, they prepare a written description of the suspected fraudulent

activity, including all available documentation. This information is referred to the Office of

the Inspector General (OIG), an agency of the federal government, for investigation and

follow-up. Traditionally, disability fraud has been difficult to prove and prosecute. Except

under rare circumstances, the OIG has not prosecuted suspected disability fraud through the

U.S. Attorney's Office. In fact, in some instances, California's examiner staff are

discouraged about making fraud referrals because of the amount of work involved with no

perceived action or feedback from the OIG.

We welcome the recent increased OIG investigative activity in this program. Further, we

are encouraged that the Social Security Administration (SSA) has proposed more stringent

requirements which could reduce fraud; however, more remains to be done to assure the

integrity of this program.

FRAUD INVBSTIGATION PROPOSAL

The CDSS has proposed to SSA that we establish, on a three-year limited term basis, a pilot

or demonstration project which would include the following components:

1) The stationing of a team of trained professional investigators in the CDSS Disability

Evaluation Division's Branch office to investigate suspected disability fraud cases;

2) Increased federal Office of Investigator General (OIG) prosecutions as a result of the

investigation and documentation by the investigative staff of the project;
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3) Denial or discontinuance of SSI/SSP benefits to claimants/recipients where the

investigation of their cases has found and proven fraud;

4) Prosecution of claimants and/or others through case action by local District Attorneys

and/or the State Attorney General in cases where the OIG does not act; (Both civil

and criminal actions could be considered.)

5) Documentation and evaluation of the cost-benefit of pursuing and prosecuting

disability fraud cases; and (This project is proposed to be patterned after the highly

cost effective detection/prevention system now operating in California in the AFDC
and Food Stamp programs. Results in those programs have shown that for every

dollar spent on early investigations, twenty-one dollars are saved.)

6) A feasibility analysis of establishing a profile of high potential fraud claims.

It is also anticipated that this project would provide and also demonstrate to disability staff

that fraud can be successfully prosecuted. Additionally, we expect that this project would
have a deterrent effect in the community at large once publicity .about successful prosecutions

became known.

We propose that this project be staffed by professional investigators and an attorney.

Translator services would also be required. In establishing the project, close liaison and

consultation would be sought and maintained with the Social Security Administration, the

OIG, local District Attorneys, and the California Department of Justice.

It is proposed that the pilot be operated in one of our Los Angeles Branch offices where

fraud investigators would be co-located with the evaluation staff. The^roject would be

closely managed and monitored by our disability central office staff to ensure that the rights

of claimants are protected.

Initially, the project would focus on suspected fraud rings where middlemen and others may
be involved in large scale "coaching" or other influence on disability case development.

Later, the project could include work on individual cases.

While the focus of this pUot would be on early fraud investigation of referrals by examiner

staff regarding the medical condition of claimants, investigations could also occur where

there are allegations of false identity and excess income or property. In addition, it is

possible that SSA claims staff could begin making fraud referrals to CDSS for investigation

of cases already in payment status.

CURRENT STATUS

I am pleased to report that SSA has responded favorably to our proposal. We will be

working with them to implement this project over the next several months. If this project is

successful, its replication in California, as well as in other states nationwide, should be

considered.
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Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for

the opportunity to submit my testimony for the record regarding

abuse in the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program. I have

recently become aware of allegations that some parents encourage

their otherwise healthy children to act "mentally disabled" in order

to qualify for SSI benefits. I am alarmed at these reports

I want to stress that I do not intend to diminish or trivialize

the fact that deserving disabled children receive benefits from the

SSI program. I am concerned, however, with some parents who
encourage their children to misbehave in school to increase their

chances of receiving SSI benefits.

Mr. Chairman, the problem with the child disability portion of

the SSI program lies in the definition of a child's disability. Before

1990, the definition included a specific list of 182 disabilities, one
or more of which the child must manifest. A claimant had to show
that his or her impairment matched the criteria of the listed

disabilities.

The new definition was derived by the Supreme Court in

Sullivan V. Zebley in 1990. It kept the list of 182 disabilities but

added a step for those child claimants who did not meet the criteria

of the list. That extra step allowed child claimants with "unlisted

impairments" to show that they were equally disabled. These
"disabilities" include any impairment which reduces the child's

ability to grow, mature, or engage in "age appropriate" activities.

Mr. Chairman, this has opened the door for parents who want to

defraud the American taxpayer to encourage their children to act

"inappropriate" for their age. Under the broader definition, an

additional 255,000 children have been added to the roles of SSI. The

program now serves 770,000 children and cost taxpayers $3.6 billion

in 1993.

In addition, if a child's application was rejected under the

previous and stricter definition, the Supreme Court has allowed

those children to receive a lump-sum payment for the amount they

79-403 0-94-8
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would have received for the time elapsed since the application was

rejected. However, they must spend it within six months. Lump-

sum payments of $15,000 to $20,000 are not uncommon.

In Arkansas, allegations have arisen that parents use SSI

benefits to buy items not directly related to the medical or

therapeutic aid of the child: Taxpayer money, meant to benefit a

disabled child, is being used to purchase television sets, video

games, furniture, and automobiles.

If this were not already enough, each child in a family receives

a separate payment. So, a family with three children, each receiving

SSI payments averaging $400 per month, would receive $14,400 per

year in tax-free government benefits. I read in the newspaper of one

case where a family with nine SSI-eligible children received more

than $43,000 per year in tax-free benefits. None of the money was

spent on therapy, however, since all nine children have therapy

provided FREE under the early childhood intervention program.

Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request that this subcommittee

schedule congressional hearings to deal specifically with the nature,

scope, and extent of this problem. My constituents are very

interested in seeing this problem resolved and I believe testimony

given at such a hearing would be very instrumental in drafting a

legislative solution to the problem.

###
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Introduction

The total number of SSI recipients has grown each year since
1982. In that year, the total was 3.47 million. In 1992, the
number was 5.20 million. The number is projected to increase to
7.35 million in 1998. The number of aged recipients has declined
sharply since 1975. However, the number of blind or disabled has
increased sharply and further increases are projected through
1998. 1993 House Ways & Means Committee Green Book, Overview of
Entitlement Programs, p. 852, 853. The federal government spends
more money on SSI benefits than it does on AFDC benefits. The
average monthly benefit is larger for an SSI recipient than it is
for AFDC. The fact that such a large and growing program is
prone to fraud and abuse should command our attention.

All factual representations herein are documented. Sources
are available upon request.

II. The Tip of the Iceberg

SSA handled its own fraud cases until 1988 when SSA
transferred that function to the HHS Office of Inspector General
(OIG). OIG monitors approximately 240 programs and has stated
that it is hampered by diminishing resources. OIG Semiannual
Report, March 31, 1993, p. 36. My sources put the number of SSI
fraud cases at 'fewer than 10' a year up until late last year,
when the enforcement efforts which are the subject of this
hearing got underway. My sources indicate that, with Grand
Juries convening around the country, the number of SSI fraud
cases will soon increase dramatically. Approximately 10,000
fraudulent claims are suspected. It is fair to conclude that
large-scale fraud in the SSI program has gone unrecognized and
unchecked for a long time.

Only a handful of SSI fraud cases have been generated up to
this point. Here is what the tip of the Iceberg looks like:

* "A self-professed California street beggar, who used
assumed names to obtain several SSN's with which he made
multiple applications for SSI, was sentenced to 24 months
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incarceration. He was also ordered to pay a total of

$88,532 in restitution and $50,000 in fines. He was
convicted on nine counts of conversion of public monies,
nine counts of filing false claims and two counts of money
laundering. To date, approximately $1.2 million has been
seized under various accounts " OIG Semiannual Report,
September 30, 1992 p. 58.

* "An attorney in California was sentenced to 180 days in

custody, 5 years probation and 250 hours community service
for defrauding an SSI beneficiary. After SSI disability
payments were approved for the recipient, the attorney
applied for and was approved as the recipient's
representative payee. He received two retroactive checks,
but did not use the funds for the beneficiary. He was
ordered to pay restitution of $10,000." Id., p. 63.

* "An SSA computer match uncovered the fact that a

California woman who was receiving both disability and SSI
benefits had earnings credited to her SSA record.
Investigation showed that she was working as an elementary
school teacher. She was sentenced to 5 years probation and
ordered to make full restitution of $18,830 she had been
overpaid." Ld. p. 65.

* "A California woman was sentenced for defrauding SSI of
more than $69,700. Shortly after becoming entitled to SSI
benefits in 1975, the woman returned to work under her own
SSN. Over the years, she signed some 20 statements that she
did not work. Questioned several times about her earnings,
she continued to insist someone else was using her SSN...."
Id. p. 67.

* "Another woman was sentenced in California for converting
to her own use her deceased son's SSI benefits. She was
representative payee for her son, who was born in late June
1987 and died in November 1987 without leaving the hospital.
She continued to claim that the son was in the hospital
until July 1990, when SSA notified her that she had been
overpaid $19,000...." Id., p. 67.

* "A man was sentenced in New York for converting an SSI
recipient's benefits to his own use. His friend was
representative payee for a mentally retarded cousin. When
she and the cousin died within a few months of each other,
the man called SSA and reported a change of address to his
residence in Brooklyn. For almost a year he received the
SSI checks, forged the friend's signature and cashed them.
He was sentenced to ... pay $6,524 restitution." Id., p. 68.

* "An Iowa pawnshop ovmer was sentenced for concealing
financial assets, including bank accounts and a $30,000
recreational vehicle, to obtain SSI and Medicaid assistance
for his disabled child. The man was ordered to ... repay
$19,300 to the two programs." Id., p. 68.

* "A Pennsylvania man was sentenced to ... $13,850 in

restitution. His mother died in February 1989 and he
continued to withdraw SSI funds from her account." OIG,
Semiannual Report, March 31, 1993, p. 40.
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* "An Iowa man was sentenced to , . . $4,980 restitution for
defrauding the SSI program. He applied for benefits in
1984, claiming blindness and unemployment after being hit on
the head with a baseball bat during a barroom brawl. He
plead guilty to fraud after learning that an investigator
made videotapes of him working in a local warehouse
unloading semi-tractor trailers, driving a forklift, and
reading computer invoices, as well as driving his car on
public streets." OIG Semiannual Report, September 30, 1993,
p. 47.

* Reports have surfaced in Wisconsin of children being
coached on how to collect SSI disability. In one egregious
case, a father (himself on Social Security Disability Income
and SSI) coached his daughter to show up at school with gum
in her hair, to act up, and to get bad grades. SSI
eventually added her to the rolls and gave her a lump sum
award of $18,000 going back to the date of her application.
The family bought a car, furniture and new clothes. Then
they went on a trip to Florida. The daughter had a job but
her father warned her "not to take too many hours because it
will make us lose your benefits." Congressman Gerald D.
Kleczka (D-Wis.), Statement before the Subcommittee on Human
Resources, House Ways and Means Committee, October 14, 1993
at p.l.

* On November 24, 1993, I watched a woman being sentenced
for AFDC, Medicaid and Food Stamp fraud in the District of
Columbia. She falsely certified that she was receiving no
other income. She was ordered to pay $2,164 in restitution.
During her sentencing, her attorney represented that the
woman was now on SSI. I did not see enough to know whether
she had concealed her SSI income from the AFDC program (in
which case the question becomes whether she also concealed
her AFDC income from the SSI program) or she went on SSI
subsequent to her conviction for AFDC fraud (in which case
the question becomes why this is allowed).

This short survey indicates there are many ways to defraud the
SSI program:

* people file multiple claims under bogus SSN's. Some
people believe there are 5 million bogus SSN's in
existence.

* people fake their disabilities, sometimes with the help
of professionals.

* representative payees convert benefits to their own use
or fail to report the death of beneficiaries. (It has
been reported that there are 6.5 million representative
payees for all Social Security programs nationwide and
that only 30 suffered criminal conviction in FY 1992.)

* beneficiaries conceal their work status or financial
assets (SSI is a means-tested program).

Even SSA employees have been convicted for assisting fraud in
Social Security programs by combing through records and selling
restricted information. OIG Semiannual Report, March 31, 1993,
p. 46. A former OIG official was convicted in one such scheme.
Id.

The OIG has noted an "extraordinary increase in Social
Security fraud." OIG Semiannual Report, 3-31-93, p. 36. Look
for SSI fraud to get worse before it gets better.
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III. Mismanagement

SSA cannot plead ignorance. In 1991, SSA paid $100,000 to
the Neighborhood Service Center to study the question of
fraudulent SSI enrollment in the refugee population in Santa Ana,
California. The study estimated that at least 30 percent of
those enrolled were receiving their SSI disability payments as a
result of fraud. In a telephone interview. Center Executive
Director Mary Ann Salamida told me SSA never contacted her again
regarding her findings. It was business as usual at SSA until
inquiries from the Oversight Subcommittee prompted a flurry of
activity in October 1993.

SSA has been aware of the problem but is not very far along
in learning how to deal with it. Records pertaining to SSI fraud
are not maintained by SSA but by the HHS Office of Inspector
General. Surprisingly, the OIG does not keep track of the number
of SSI fraud convictions. OIG simply has no idea how many SSI
convictions there are, what their dollar value might be, or what
the trend-line is. My FOIA request for general statistics drew a
complete blank. Moreover, I also requested records detailing the
methodology used to identify suspicious SSI claims. No records
were produced in response to my request. Therefore, it is
entirely possible that no methodology has ever been developed.
Similarly, the OIG and SSA could not produce documents discussing
what types of disabilities are commonly faked, such as "mental
stress" claims. This is especially interesting in light of the
fact that an open-ended "impairment" concept is at the heart of
SSI. This great engine of growth is capable of producing an
infinite variety of claims because, as SSA told me in response to
another FOIA request, there is no supposed condition that they
have categorically excluded from consideration for SSI benefits.

Strangest of all, the OIG could not produce documents
discussing in general terms the problem of fraud in SSI or other
disability programs. OIG manages the caseload but has no
documents discussing overall trends, departmental responses or
other matters one would think would be part and parcel of any
rational enforcement effort. Evidently, very little thought has
been given to the subject of SSI fraud up until now.

IV. Conclusions

Americans commonly picture immigrants as sturdy individuals
who come to this country, work hard and take their place in
society. SSI is changing the picture. Mary Ann Salamida,
Executive Director of the Neighborhood Service Center in Santa
Ana, California, is distressed that rampant SSI fraud is
destroying values of hard work and self-reliance in the refugee
population she serves. SSI fosters dependency and resistance to
acculturation, she told me. Simply put, these people are not
learning the American way of life and the rest of us are picking
up the tab.

We have fallen into the bad habit of maintaining generous
social welfare programs at the same time we are running huge
budget deficits. Open-ended entitlement spending is running up
the national debt. We can no longer afford such programs,
especially when they are as prone to fraud and abuse as SSI.

If past is prologue, SSA will say all the right things at
this hearing: that fraud is terrible, that SSA has been less
than diligent, and that SSA is making the necessary changes to
deal with fraud and abuse in the future.

I pose two questions: Can SSA be trusted? And how will we
know that SSA has succeeded in fixing the problem?

With respect to the first question, remember this is the
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agency that commissioned a study in 1991 which found rampant
fraud among refugees and did nothing in response. This is the
agency that conducted business as usual until the Oversight
Subcommittee began making inquiries in October 1993. This is the
agency that can produce no documents describing any kind of
rational enforcement program. This is the agency that never came
forward on its ovm to alert Congress that there were big problems
in SSI or that more fraud enforcement resources were needed.
This is the agency that, in the face of an "extraordinary
increase in Social Security fraud", has shifted resources into
processing new claims and has emphasized outreach programs in an
effort to find even more. SSA has made its priorities quite
clear: Get as many people as possible on this program, and
measure success by how much money is flying out the door. The
irony here is that this puts SSA on the same side as those who
wish to defraud the program.

As for fixing the fraud problem, this Subcommittee should
ask SSA what specific steps SSA contemplates and should also give
SSA a deadline for completion. SSA should have performance
measures, yardsticks so we can come back at a specified time and
see whether SSA did the job.

V. Suggestions for Reform

Here are some suggestions for tightening up SSI and making
it less prone to fraud and abuse:

1) Middlemen who assist immigrants in applying for SSI
should be licensed and regulated.

2) Similarly, translators should be licensed and regulated
or, preferably, SSA should have its own translators.

3) SSA should set fee scales and cap the amount of money
that middlemen, translators, doctors, psychiatrists, lawyers and
other professionals can make from social security cases every
year. Professionals who are nominally in the private sector
should not expect to make their entire living from government
work. Individual initiative is destroyed and too much self-
dealing results.

4) Methods developed by private insurance companies to
identify suspicious disability claims should be studied and
adopted.

5) The entire question of what a disability is and how it
is determined should be examined. The statutory "impairment"
concept that knows no limits or bounds is no longer appropriate
in light of the surge in disability claims and chronic deficit
spending. Perhaps it is time to require work simulation tests or
some other device in addition to perfunctory medical evidence.
Also, does it make sense that workers receive partial disability
ratings under workers compensation schemes, but people get total
disability ratings in federal programs? Should vocational
rehabilitation be the norm as it is under workers compensation?

6) SSI should not continue as an open-ended entitlement
program. It should be replaced with a system of rationing so we
will know exactly what we are spending, and we will not spend
more than we can afford.
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APPENDIX

RECENT COURT DOCUMENTS RELATING TO SSI FRAUD INVOLVING MIDDLEMEN

1 i!
DANIEL E. LUNGREN, Attorney General

jj
of the State of California ^^' " '•

c\

2
I
THOKAS A. TEMMERl-IAfJ , Senior Assistant Attorney General "

3

4

5

6
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8

9
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12

13

14

15

16

17

18
ii

Bureau of Mcdi-Cal Fraud
HARDY R. GOLD, Deputy Attorney General

Bureau of M' di-Cal Fraud
110 West A Stj.eet, Suite 300
San Diego, CaJifornia 92101
Telephone: (6.9) 237-7685

Attorneys for Plaintiff
5-A/^;

^'uJ

MUNICIPAL COURT FOR THE LONG BEACH JU0TCIAL DISTRICT

C( INTY OF LOS ANGELES, STATEXW CALIFORNIA

THE PEOPLE 0. THE STATE OF

II

CALIFORNIA,

Plaintiff, ^-^

HOUR BUN KHY, TCHRISTINA DUONG^

Defendants

.

Case No: yi/y-? C^^-SSS"
COMPLAIN T

PCS18?/4 07(l)-Conspirftcy to
Commit Grancl Theft; WI§14107-
Medi-Cal Fraud; PCf,l/7-
Subornntion of Perjury; PCC7 2

False Claim to Coverninont

|!
The undersigned complains that in the County of Los

19 j! Angeles, Staf- of California, and before the making or filing of

20 i! this complain., the; defendants, HOUR BUN KMY and CHRISTINA DUON'C

21 IjTRAN, did com. iit the following crimes:

22 ij COUNT 1

23
ii

rCOJ!SPIRACY TO COMMIT GRANO THK^.-'j

24 !: Den nning at leant as e.irly as in or about Juno, 1992,
Ii

25 [{and continuin- through in or about April, ir'''3, in the County of

2C
j|
Los Ange^'os, • trito of California, and olsew.S^-ire, defendant HOUR

27 li BUN KHY mnsp red with C '^RISTINA DUONG TR^.N and others known and
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unknown to violate section 487, subdivision 1, of the Penal Code,

and to obtain money and property from the United States of

America and the State of California by false pretenses, and to

cheat and defraud the United States of America and the State of

California of property by criminal means, all in violation of

section 182, subdivisions (a)(1) and (a)(4), of the Penal Code, a

felony.

OVERT ACTS

In furtherance of the conspiracy and to accomplish the

objects of the conspiracy, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and CHRISTINA

DUONG TRAN and their co-conspirators committed and caused to be

committed various overt acts within the County of Los Angeles and

elsewhere, including but not limited to, the following:

OVERT ACT #1

On or about June 26, 1992, in the County of San

Bernardino, during a Department of Justice undercover operation

an associate of HOUR BUN KHY told the undercover operator to call

up HOUR BUN KHY to get put on Social Security's Supplemental

Security Income, and gave the undercover operator HOUR BUN KHY's

phone number.

OVERT ACT #2

On or about September 1, 1992, a Department of Justice

undercover operator spoke to HOUR BUN KHY by phone, and HOUR BUN

KHY scheduled an appointment for an undercover operator whose

code name is SAD02 to meet HOUR BUN KHY at HOUR BUN KHY's office

in Long Beach to discuss getting Supplementary.

///
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OVERT ACT #3

On or about September 3, 1992 SAD02 met HOUR BUN KHY,

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN, and another co-conspirator at HOUR BUN

KHY's office. The office was named Amerasian Communication

Services ( "Amerasian" )

.

OVERT ACT #4

On or about September 3, 1992 at the meeting at

Amerasian, HOUR BUN KHY, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN, and another co-

conspirator told SAD02 that he needed to have a story explaining

I

how SAD02 became disabled in order for SAD02 to qualify for

Supplemental Security Income Disability.

OVERT ACT #5

On or about September 3, 1992 at the meeting at

Amerasian, HOUR BUN KHT, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN, and another co-

conspirator created a false story for SD02 to use for SD02 to

claim that he was disabled.

OVERT ACT #6

On or about September 3, 1992, at the meeting at

Amerasian, HOUR BUN KHY charged SD02 $200 to begin the disability

application process for SD02.

OVERT ACT #7

On or about September 11, 1992, HOUR BUN KHY went with

SAD02 to Dr. Gary Abrams ' medical office in Long Beach for an

appointment scheduled by HOUR BUN KHY.

OVERT ACT #8

On or about September 11, 1992, at Dr. Abrams' office,

a co-conspirator of HOUR BUN KHY and CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN told
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Dr. Abrams false information about SD02.

OVERT ACT #9

On or about September 11, 1992, at Dr. Abrams' office,

a co-conspirator of HOOR BUN KHY and CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN told

SAD02 to purposely alter a test that Dr. Abrams was administering

to SD02.

OVERT ACT #10

On or about September 17, 1992, CHRISTINA DDONG TRAN

told SAD02 that she had scheduled an appointment for SAD02 with

the Social Security Administration.

OVERT ACT #11

On or about September 17, 1992, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN

told SAD02 to go to Dr. Piabul Tongbai and tell the doctor that

SAD02 suffered from headaches, chest pain, dizziness, mental

illness, and insomnia, even though CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN knew that

SAD02 did not suffer from these problems.

OVERT ACT #12

On or about September 22, 1992, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN

served as SAD02's interpreter during a Social Security telephone

interview.

OVERT ACT #13

On or about September 22, 1992, SAD02 observed

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN filling out a Social Security disability

form by copying the maladies from one form and putting the same

information on the form for another client.

OVERT ACT #14

On or about September 23, 1992, a co-conspirator of
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HOUR BUN KHY's named Vicki went with SAD02 to an interview at

Social Security Administration to serve as SAD02's interpreter.

OVERT ACT #15

On or about September 23, 1992, while at the Social

Security Administration, Vicki turned in a disability eligibility

report on behalf of SAD02 which contained false information.

OVERT ACT #16

On or about September 29, 1992, in a phone conversation

between CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN and SAD02, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN told

SAD02 that it would cost SAD02 $2,000 when he finally was

qualified to receive Supplemental Security Income disability

payments

.

OVERT ACT #17

On or about October 7, 1992, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN told

SAD02 that the more doctors SAD02 saw, the better it would be for

SAD02's disability application.

OVERT ACT #18

On or about January 12, 1993, HOUR BUN BCHY scheduled

two medical appointments for SAD02.

OVERT ACT #19

On or about January 21, 1993, while in the waiting room

of a psychiatry office in Long Beach, SAD02 overheard HOUR BUN

KHY and CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN each instruct clients on what they

should do and say during their appointments.

OVERT ACT #20

On or about March 25, 199 3, at Amerasian, HOUR BUN KHY

met with SAD02 and another Department of Justice undercover
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OVERT ACT #21

On or about March 25, 1993, HOUR BUN KHT told SDUT25

what ailments HOUR BUN KHY wanted SDUT25 to complain about when

seeing physicians.

OVERT ACT #22

On or about March 30, 1993, HOUR BUN KHY told SDUT25

what she should complain about when she was examined later that

day by Dr. Kenneth Sokolski.

OVERT ACT #23

On or about April 7, 1993, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN served

as SDUT25's interpreter in SDUT25's Social Security telephone

interview.

OVERT ACT #24

On or about April 7, 1993, CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN gave

false information while interpreting for SDUT25 during SDUT25's

Social Security telephone interview.

OVERT ACT #25

On or about April 8, 1993, HOUR BUN KHT gave false

information about SDUT25 to Social Security during an interview

at Social Security.

COUNT 2

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about September 11, 1992, in the County of Los

Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance

of their conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and
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payment a false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services

allegedly furnished by GARY ABRAMS, PhD, to an undercover

operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, in violation of section

14107 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.

COUNT 2

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about September 21, 1992, in the County of

Orange, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance

of their conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and

payment a false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services

allegedly furnished by PIABUL TONGBAI, MD, to an undercover

operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, in violation of section

14107 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.

COUNT 3

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about November 12, 1992, in the County of Orange,

State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHT and CHRISTINA DUONG

TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance of their

conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and payment a

false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services allegedly

furnished by PIABUL TONGBAI, MD, to an undercover operator using

the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, in violation of section 14107 of the

Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.

COUNT 4

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about February 4, 1993, in the County of Los
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Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR BDN KHY and

CHRISTINA DDONG TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance

of their conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and

payment a false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services

allegedly furnished by KENNETH SOKOLSKI, MD, to an undercover

operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, in violation of section

14107 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.

CODNT 5

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about March 30, 1993, in the County of Los

Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR BDN KHT and

CHRISTINA DDONG TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance

of their conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and-

payment a false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services

allegedly furnished by KENNETH SOKOLSKI, MD, to an undercover

operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, in violation of section

14107 of the Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.

CODNT 6

[PRESENTING FALSE MEDI-CAL CLAIM]

On or about March 30, 1993, in the County of Los

Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR HON KHY and

CHRISTINA DDONG TRAN, with intent to defraud and in furtherance

of their conspiracy, did cause to be presented for allowance and

payment a false and fraudulent Medi-Cal claim for services

allegedly furnished by KENNETH SOKOLSKI, MD, to an undercover

operator using the name SOMALY TEP, in violation of section 14107

of the Welfare and Institutions Code, a felony.
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COUNT 7

[SUBORNATION OF PERJURY]

On or about September 23, 1992, in the County of Los

Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN did wilfully and unlawfully and in

furtherance of their conspiracy, procure another person, to wit,

an undercover operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, to connnit

perjury in that they did procure said person to sign a Social

Security Disability Report under oath certifying as true a

material matter which said person knew to be false, in violation

of section 127 of the Penal Code, a felony.

COUNT 8

[SUBORNATION OF PERJURY]

On or about September 23, 1992, in the County of

Orange, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN did wilfully and unlawfully and in

furtherance of their conspiracy, procure another person, to wit,

an undercover operator using the name CANH NGOC NGUYEN, to commit

perjury in that they did procure said person to sign a Social

Security Application for Supplemental Security Income under oath

certifying as true a material matter which said person knew to be

false, in violation of section 127 of the Penal Code, a felony.

COUNT 9

[SUBORNATION OF PERJURY]

On or about April 8, 1993, in the County of Los

Angeles, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN did wilfully and unlawfully and in
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furtherance of their conspiracy, procure another person, to wit,

an undercover operator using the name SOMALY TEP, to conunit

perjury in that they did procure said person to sign a Social

Security Disability Report under oath certifying as true a

material matter which said person knew to be false, in violation

of section 127 of the Penal Code, a felony.

COUHT 10

[SDBORNATIOH OF PERJURY]

On or about April 8, 1993, in the County of Orange,

State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KH7 and CHRISTINA DUONG

TRAN did wilfully and unlawfully and in furtherance of their

conspiracy, procure another person, to wit, an undercover

operator using the name SOMALY TEP, to commit perjury in that

they did procure said person to signed a Social Security

Application for Supplemental Security Income under oath

certifying as true a material matter which said person knew to be

false, in violation of section 127 of the Penal Code, a felony.

COUNT 11

[FRAUDULENT CIAIM TO THE GOVERNMENT]

On or about September 22, 1992, in the County of

Orange, State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and

CHRISTINA DUONG TRAN in furtherance of their conspiracy did

wilfully and unlawfully and with intent to defraud, present for

allowance and payment a false and fraudulent claim and writing

pertaining to undercover operator CANH NGOC NGUYEN, to the Social

Security Administration which was authorized to pay said false

and fraudulent claim and writing, if genuine, in violation of



section 72 of the Penal Code, a felony.

COUNT 12

[FRAUDULENT CLAIM TO THE GOVERNMENT]

On or about April 8, 1993, in the County of Orange,

State of California, defendants HOUR BUN KHY and CHRISTINA DUONG

TRAN in furtherance of their conspiracy did wilfully and

unlawfully and with intent to defraud, present for allowance and

payment a false and fraudulent claim and writing pertaining to

undercover operator SOMALT TEP, to the Social Security

Administration which was authorized to pay said false and

fraudulent claim and writing, if genuine, in violation of section

72 of the Penal Code, a felony.



(619) 645-2455
(619) 645-2429

April 28, 1994

UNITED STATES HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES -^

COMMITTEE ON WAYS AND MEANS
SUBCOMMITTEE ON OVERSIGHT " "^

^
1135 Longworth House Office Building
Washington D.C. 20515 '

.
-

Attention: THOMAS K. ARNOLD, Assistant Counsel • -

RE; Social Security S.S.I. Fraud Criminal Complaints

Dear Mr. Arnold:

Enclosed please find conformed copies of the two criminal
complaints that this office filed against criminal defendants who
were involved in defrauding the Social Security Supplemental
Security Income progreun. All three defendants have pled guilty.

If there is anything additional we can do or anything
further we can provide you, do not hesitate to call on us.

Sincerely,

DANIEL E. LUNGREN
Attorney General

HARDY R. GOLD
Supv. Dep. Attorney General

End.

cc: THOMAS A. TEMMERMAN, Director, Bureau of Medi-Cal Fraud
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two hundred members of the Southeast Asian refugee community in

obtaining public assistance benefits to which they were not

entitled, specifically Aid to Families with Dependent Children

(AFDC) , Supplemental Security Income (SSI) , General Assistance

Unemployable (GA-U) , housing supplements, food stamps and other

social welfare programs. It was a part of said scheme that

defendant dba Refugee Professional Services, did instruct his

clients on how to feign symptoms of mental disease, mental illness

or mental retardation, and would accompany them to the offices of

doctors who were associates of his in the scheme and who would,

without appropriate professional analysis, certify the clients to

be unable to perform gainful employment due to debilitating mental

disease, mental illness or retardation. Based upon those false and

fraudulent pretenses and representations, and as a result of the

scheme and artifice to defraud, the Washington State Department of

Social and Health Services, and the United States Department of

Health and Human Services made monthly payments to numerous clients

of defendant, who were, in fact, ineligible to receive such

payments. For his services, defendant did charge each client

between $2,000.00 and $3,000.00.

On or about each date listed below, each such listing being a

separate count of this Information, within the Western District of

Washington, JIMMY VO, a/k/a, JIMMY H. VO, a/k/a THAH HUYEN VO, for

the purpose of executing the aforesaid scheme and artifice to

defraud and for obtaining money by means of false pretenses and

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plaza

800 Fifth Avenue

Seattle. Uashington 98104

INFORMATION/VO - 2 (206) 5S3-7970

CVO.INF
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representations, did knowingly cause to be sent and delivered by

the United States Postal Service the following mail matter:

I
DATEDATE

08/02/93

COUNT I

RECIPIENT

Socheatra Soeum

SSI CHECK AMOTTNT

$1,145.94

COUNT II

DATE RECIPIENT SSI CHECK AMOUNT

05/06/93 Sadoeung Say $ 998.07

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code,

Section 1341, and Section 2.

1994.

FLAUMER y
es Attorney

DATED this /"^ day of 'n

zy
KATRiNA c-rr:
united St^ei

)BERT H": WE^TIKUBtkT H. WEi,TINGHOUSE\
Assistant United States Attorney

r
n STEPHEN /C. SCHROEDER
rCr^ssistant United States Attorney

INFORMATION/VO - 3
'VO. INF

UNITED STATES ATTOtNET

3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plau
800 Fifth Avcfxje

Seattle, Washington 98104

(206) 553-7970
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nor eat, that he was not working, that his family had been killed

by the Communists, that he had been having dreams about the

Communists since the 1980' s and that, as a result of those things,

he was depressed; when in truth and in fact, as NARETH POR KONG

well knew, "Kosal Chan" was not suffering from debilitating

depression, he was working, was not having trouble eating or

sleeping, his family had not been killed by the Communists, and he

was not disabled.

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code,

Section 1001 and Section 2.

COUNT 2

From about 1987, to on or about February 3, 1994, in the

Western District of Washington, the defendant, NARITH POR KONG,

did knowingly and willfully devise and intend to devise a scheme

and artifice to defraud the Washington State Department of Social

and Health Services, the United States Department of Health and

Human Services, the United States Department of Agriculture,

and the taxpayers, and to obtain money belonging to the Washington

State Department of Social and Health Services and the ^

United States Department of Health and Human Services, by means of

false and fraudulent pretenses and representations. Pursuant to

the scheme and artifice to defraud and the scheme to obtain money

by false and fraudulent pretenses and representations, defendant

obtained and attempted to obtain public assistance benefits for

more than fifty applicants who were not entitled to said public

assistance, specifically. Aid to Families with Dependent Children

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

3600 Seafirst Fifth Avenue Plut
800 Fifth Avenue

Seattle, Uashington 98104

(206) 553-7970

INFORMATION/KONG - 2

y
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(AFDC), Supplemental Security Income (SSI), food stamps, and other

social welfare programs. It was a part of said scheme that

defendant > aided, abetted, counseled, and commanded more than

fifty applicants, whose identities are both known and unknown to

the United States Attorney, to feign symptoms of mental disease,

mental illness, or mental retardation, and caused doctors to

certify them to be unable to perform gainful employment due to

debilitating mental disease, mental illness, or retardation.

Based upon those false and fraudulent pretenses and

representations, and as a result of the scheme and artifice to

defraud, the Washington State Department of Social and Health

Services, the United States Department of Health and Human

Services, and the United States Department of Agriculture made

payments to the more than fifty applicants totaling in excess of

One Million Dollars to which said applicants were not entitled.

On or about November 2, 1992, within the Western District of

Washington, NARITH POR KONG, for the purpose of executing the

aforesaid scheme and artifice to defraud and for obtaining money

by means of false pretenses and representations, did knowingly ^

cause to be sent and delivered by the United States Postal

UNITED STATES ATTORNEY

3600 Secfirtt Fifth Avenue PUza
800 Fifth Avenue

Seattle, Washington 98104

(206) SSI-7970
INFORMATION/KONG • 3
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Service, a check dravm on the United States Treasury in the amount

of $6,940.13 for the benefit of SOKHA KETH.

All in violation of Title 18, United States Code,

Section 1341 and Section 2. f J
DATED this \& day of * U>r<^/^^ , 1994.

:EP^N C. SCHROi
Assistant United States Attorney

UNITED STATES ATTORMET "
3600 Seafirit Fifth Avenue Plaza

800 Fifth Avcnua

Seattle, Washington 98104

(206) 553-7970

INFORMATION/KONG - 4
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UNITED STATES ATTORNEY
Western Distria of Washington TEL (MO sss-Tyre

3600 Seafint Fifth Avenue Plaza fax oos) 5S3-OU2

Seattle, Washington 98104-3190

February 3, 1994

CS/mfc

Mr. Narith Por Kong

Re: Plea Agreement, Narith Por Kong

Dear Mr. Kong:

Based upon the understanding specified below, Narith Por Kong
(hereinafter referred to as the "defendant") and the United States
of America agree as follows:

1. Narith Por Kong will enter a guilty plea in the Western
District of Washington to a two-count Western District of Washington
Information charging him with mail fraud, in violation of Title 18,
United States Code, Section 1341, false claims, in violation of
Title 18, United States Code, Section 287, or other five-year
offenses based upon his efforts to defraud the state and federal
governments.

2. Each of the two counts in the respective Informations will
be punishable by a maximum period of incarceration of five years and
a fine of $250,000. The parties further agree that the two offenses
constitute a single group of closely-related counts under U.S.S.G. S

3D1.2.

3. The defendant agrees to provide assistance to the
United States in the ongoing investigation and ultimate prosecution
of others. The assistance requested includes Mr. Kong's providing
truthful, complete, and reliable information and testimony against
all other individuals or corporations; and his cooperation as
directed by the United States Attorney's Offices for the Western
District of Washington or Federal agents in the ongoing
investigation. The cooperation shall include, conversing and
secretly recording conversations with others who may be involved,
complying with instructions received from the United States
Attorney's Office or Federal agents, setting up meetings and meeting
with others as directed by the United States Attorney's Office, and
keeping secret this agreement and his cooperation with Federal
authorities during the course of the investigation. All expenses
incurred by Mr. Kong in carrying out this Agreement will be paid by
the Government as provided in paragraph 9 below.

4. The defendant requests that the Government defer the
filing of charges and agrees to waive any defense he may have based
on the statute of limitations for any delay in filing the charges
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after the date of this agreement. The defendant further agrees to
waive indictment and consents to be charged by Information filed by
the United States Attorney.

5. The United States expressly reserves the right to allocute
at the time of sentencing to advise the Court and the Probation
Department of the facts, circumstances, and significance of the
offense pursuant to Rule 32(a)(1) of the Federal Rules of Criminal
Procedure. The Government further reserves the right to make
recommendations to the Court; to provide to the Court and to the
United States Probation Office a statement of facts relating to the
criminal conduct for which defendant was responsible; and further
reserves the right to correct and comment upon any statements of
fact made by the defendant or his representative in the course of
the presentence investigation, in the course of the sentencing, or
in other proceedings. The Government promises to make the Court
fully aware of the nature and extent of Mr. Kong's cooperation prior
to sentencing, and further promises that its recommendation as to
sentence will fairly reflect that cooperation, and if he provides
substantial assistance the Government will move the Court to depart
below the guidelines (as to any potential incarceration or fine)
pursuant to U.S.S.G. § 5K1.1.

6. The United States agrees that it will not prosecute the
defendant for non-violent offenses which he reveals during the
course of his cooperation, and further agrees that information about
other criminal violations the defendant provides to the office or
the Federal Grand Jury pursuant to this agreement (or any
information directly or indirectly derived from such testimony or
other information) will not be used against the defendant in any
criminal case, except a prosecution for perjury, false statement,
obstruction of justice, or contempt of court. The defendant
understands that he remains subject to prosecution for any other
violations which he fails to disclose prior to or during his
appearance before the grand jury in Seattle.

7. The defendant shall truthfully disclose all information
with respect to the activities of the defendant and others
concerning all matters of inquiry or on behalf of the United States.
Upon request of the Government, he will take a polygraph examination
administered by the FBI to evidence the truthfulness of information
provided to the Government.

8. The defendant will be available at all reasonable times
requested by representatives of the Government and shall cooperate
with all reasonable requests to assist in investigations and shall
truthfully testify before Federal Grand Juries and at any trials as
to any subject about which the defendant is questioned. All
documents which are relevant to any investigation and which are in
the possession of or control of the defendant will be furnished to
the United States upon request. All travel or other expenses
approved in advance and required by the Government will be at
Government expense, with travel expenses paid at the rate payable to
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all federal witnesses.

9. This agreement does not apply to acts involving actual or
threatened violence. While the United States Attorney's Office for
the Western District of Washington has no reason to believe that the
defendant has been involved in any such acts, the burden is upon the
defendant either to disclose that there may be a potential problem
with such a limitation or to face the consequence that no benefit
will be gained by a subsequent disclosure which would not be covered
by the terms of the agreement.

10. This agreement does not prohibit the United States, any agency
thereof/ or any third party from initiating or prosecuting any civil
proceedings directly or indirectly involving the defendant.

11. The defendant must at all times give complete, truthful, and
accurate information and testimony. This is the essence of the
agreement. Should the defendant withdraw from this agreement or should
it be judged by the United States Attorney's Office for the Western
District of Washington that the defendant has, subsequent to the date of
this agreement, intentionally given materially false, materially
incomplete, or materially misleading testimony or information, or has
otherwise violated any provision of the agreement, this agreement shall
be null and void and the defendant shall thereafter be subject to
prosecution for any substantive crimes of which the Government has
knowledge as of the time the agreement is terminated including, but not
limited to, perjury, false statement, and obstruction of justice. Any
such prosecution may be premised upon any information provided by the
defendant or obtained as the result of information having been provided
by him and such information may be used against the defendant. A
determination by the Government that the defendant has intentionally
given materially false, incomplete or misleading information may be
challenged by the defendant, in which case disputed issues shall be
determined by the Court based upon a preponderance of the evidence.

No additional promises, agreements and conditions have been entered
into other than those set forth in this letter and none will be entered
into unless in writing and signed by all parties.

Very truly yours,

KATRINA PFLAUMER
United States Attorney

.d&v^^—STEffejcT^ora
Assistant United States Attorney
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UNITErf STATES DISTRltr COURT
WESTERN DISTRICT OF WASHINGTON

In the Matter of the Search of

The person, luggage and effects APPLICATION AND AFFIDAVIT
of JIMMY H. vo FOR SEARCH WARRANT

CASE mJMBER:

I DAVID B. SOUSA being duly sworn depose and say:

I am a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and have reason tc

believe that XXX on the person of or XXX on the premises Icnovm as the person, luggage
and effects of Jinuny H. Vo

in the WESTERN District of WASHINGTON
there is now concealed a certain person or property, namely that described in Attachnent
A hereto, which is evidence, instrumentalities and proceeds of violations of
Title 18, United States Code, Section 286 (Conspiracy to defraud the Government
with respect to claims) ; Section 666 (Theft or Bribery Concerning Programs
Receiving Federal Funds) ; Section 1001 (False Statements) ; Section 1341 (Mail
Fraud); Section 1343 (Wire Fraud); Section 1956 (Money Laundering); Title 42,
United States Code, Section 408 (Social Security Fraud) ; Title 26, United
States Code, Sections 7201 (Attempt to Evade or Defeat Tax); Section 7206(1)
and (2) (Fraud and False Statements); and Title 18, United States Code, Section
371 (Conspiracy to commit said offenses) , as more particularly described in the
Affidavit of Special Agent David B. Sousa filed on January 26, 1994, which is
incorporated by reference herein.

Continued on the attached sheet and made a part hereof: X Yes No

Sworn to before me, and subscribed in my presence

u Tacoma. Washington

FRANKLIN D. BURGESS
United States Magistrate Judge

c«>.

NaiK a Tide of JuJicUl Oinctr

USAO# 9300759
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AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF APPLICATION
FOR SEARCH WARRANT OF JIMMY H. VO '

S

BUSINESS, pgSTPENCE, PgRSOH. LVQgAgB
EFFECTS ANp vspjCLg,

INTPODycTTIow

DAVID B. SOUSA, Special Agent, FEDERAL BUREAU OF

INVESTIGATION, being duly sworn, deposes and says:

1) I have been a Special Agent with the FEDERAL BUREAU

OF INVESTIGATION (FBI) since May, 1990. I am currently assigned

to the FBI Field Office in Seattle, Washington, where one of my

primary responsibilities is the investigation of violations of

federal criminal law in relation to fraud against the government.

Since June, 1992, I have been involved in a joint federal, state,

and local investigation regarding the abuse of the welfare and

entitlement system by certain private individuals and employees

within the Washington State DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL AND HEALTH

SERVICES (DSHS)

.

2) This affidavit is submitted in support of an

application for a search warremt to search: (a) the business

premises of JIMMY H. VO, aka JIMMY VO, aka THANH HUYEN VO, d/b/a

REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, also d/b/a ASIAN WORLD WIDE TRAVEL

& TRADING LTD., both businesses located at 4314 Portland Avenue,

Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington; (b) the residence of JIMMY H. VO,

located at 19013 114th Ct. SE, Renton, Washington; (c) the

person of JIMMY H. VO; (d) the luggage and effects of JIMMY H.

VO; (e) the vehicle which transports JIMMY H. VO to Seattle

Tacoma International Airport; concerning offenses involving Title
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18 U.S.C. Section 286, Conspiracy to Defraud the Government With

Respect To Claims; Title 18 U.S.C. Section 666, Theft or Bribery

Concerning Programs Receiving Federal Funds; Title 18 U.S.C.

Section 1001, False Statements; Title 18, U.S.C. Section 1341,

Mail Fraud; Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1343, Fraud by Wire; Title

18 U.S.C. Section 1956, Honey Laundering; Title 42 U.S.C. Section

408, Social Security Fraud; Title 26 U.S.C. Section 7201, Attempt

to Evade or Defeat Tax; Title 26 U.S.C. Section 7206(1) and (2),

Fraud and False Statements; and Title 18 U.S.C. Section 371,

Conspiracy to Commit These Offenses. The business premises to be

searched, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington, is

described as a suite in a one story strip mall with grey exterior

and blue roof with brick trim and REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

printed on the front door, said premises being identified more

fully in the photograph and map attached to this affidavit. The

residence to be searched, 19013 114th Ct SE, Renton, Washington

is is described as an off-white two-story wood framed house with

attached three-car garage and is identified more fully in the

photograph and map attached to this Affidavit.

3) I have participated in the investigation of the

above offenses. As a result of my personal participation in this

investigation, through interviews with and analysis of reports

submitted by other Special Agents of the FBI and by Special

Agents and Investigators of the following federal, state and

local agencies: INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE; U.S. CUSTOMS SERVICE;

UNITED STATES POSTAL INSPECTION SERVICE; IMMIGRATION AND
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NATURALIZATION SERVICE; WASHINGTON STATE PATROL; PIERCE COUNTY

PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,

OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL (USDA-OIG) ; TACOMA POLICE

DEPARTMENT; PIERCE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE; and DEPARTMENT OF

HEALTH & HtJMAN SERVICES, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL (HHS-

OIG) ; (hereinafter collectively referred to as the "Task Force")

;

witnesses, and other concerned parties, I am familiar with the

circiimstances of the offenses described in this affidavit. On

the basis of this familiarity, I allege that facts contained in

this affidavit show that there is probable cause to believe that

JIMMY H. VO and others have committed the violations enumerated

in Paragraph Two of this affidavit and that there is probable

cause to believe that located at the REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

premises, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington, and

at the residence located at 19013 114th Ct SE, Renton,

Washington, and on the person of JIMMY H. VO, and in the luggage

and personal effects of JIMMY H. VO, and in the vehicle which

transports JIMMY H. VO to Seattle Tacoma International Airport

are records, documents and other items (listed in Paragraph 36 of

this. Affidavit) which are evidence and proceeds of the crimes

enumerated in Paragraph Two of this Affidavit.

BACKGROUND.

4) JIMMY H. VO is an asian male born in Vietnam and a

naturalized citizen of the United States. He is described as

being five feet seven inches in height, weighing 138 pounds, with

black hair and brown eyes and a date of birth of January 1, 1932.
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JIMMY H. VO, a former social worker employed by TACOMA COMMUNITY

HOUSE (whose duties there entailed bringing clients to hospitals

and into DSHS welfare programs) and who is presently doing

business as REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, a private business, has

engaged in veurious criminal schemes and criminal activities as

set forth below:

a) Social Security Fraud. The activities of JIMMY H.

VO which initiated this Task Force investigation involve a

criminal scheme whereby individuals (almost exclusively members

of the Southeast Asian immigrant commxinity) not otherwise

eligible for public assistance are aided by VO in fraudulently

obtaining eligibility for public assistance. In other cases,

Asian immigrants who actually are eligible for public assistance

are convinced by VO that they recjuire his assistance in gaining

eligibility. In return, VO requires these individuals to pay for

his assistance in cash or the enlistment of others to expand the

scheme. VO contacts Asian refugees, especially those of

Cambodian and Laotian extraction, and offers to enroll them in

Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC) , Supplemental

Security Income (SSI) , General Assistance - Unemployable (GA-U)

and other social welfare programs. (AFOC is a program providing

financial assistance to children who are deprived of parental

care or support. Deprivation may be due to death, absence,

incapacity or unemployment. Financial need must also be shown.

SSI is a program providing financial assistance for people over

age 65, or who are blind, disabled or do not have sufficient
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income and resources to maintain a standard of living at the

established federal minimum income level. GA-U provides

financial assistance to those who are physically, mentally or

emotionally unable to perform gainful employment for at least 90

days from the date of application. Alcohol/drug dependency is

excluded. SHARON FULLER, PIERCE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE,

Family Support Unit, has advised that all the PIERCE COUNTY

entitlement programs, including the aforementioned, are at least

sixty percent (60%) federally funded.)

There is probable cause to believe that VO assists the

refugees in completing the necessary forms and instructs them

about false claims to make about absent parents, family size,

disability, and income. There is also probable cause to believe

that VO arranges appointments with doctors to obtain the

necessary certifications that the would-be recipient suffers from

a disability. Further, there is probable cause to believe that

VO's clients are then referred to specific employees of DSHS who

process the false claims. There is probable cause to believe

that VO maintains records and proceeds of these activities at his

business office, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland

Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington and at his residence, 19013

114th Ct SE, Renton, Washington, as well as on his person, in his

luggage and effects, and in hid vehicle in which he will travel

to Seattle tacoma International Airport on or about Thursday,

January 27, 1994, as the first leg of his trip to Saigon.
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b) Tax Fraud. In addition to the above-described SSI

fraud scheme, there is probable cause to believe that JIMMY H. VO

has: i) fraudulently filed false personal tax returns for the

years 1989, 1990 and 1991, under-reporting his income during

those years; ii) acted as a tax preparer, willfully and

knowingly preparing false or fraudulent tax returns on behalf of

his clients; and iii) acting in his capacity as a tax preparer,

conspired with his clients in preparing false and fraudulent tax

returns and related documentation. There is probable cause to

believe that VO maintains records and proceeds of these

activities at his business office, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE,

4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington and at his

residence 19013 114th Ct SE, Renton, Washington, as well as on

his person, in his luggage and effects, and in the vehicle in

which he will travel to Seattle tacoma International Airport on

or about Thursday, January 27, 1994, as the first leg of his trip

to Saigon.

c) Monev Laundering . There is probable cause to

believe that JIMMY H. VO has )cnowingly conducted financial

transactions which in fact involved the proceeds of specified

unlawful activity, to wit: mail fraud (18 U.S.C. Section 1341),

with the intent to conceal and disguise the nature, source,

ownership and control of said proceeds, all in violation of Title

18 U.S.C. Section 1956.

There is also probable cause to believe that VO

maintains records and proceeds of these activities at his
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business office, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland

Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington; at his residence, 19013

114th Ct SE, Renton, Washington; and that records and proceeds of

these activities will be on his person, in his luggage and

effects, and in the vehicle in which he will travel to Seattle

Tacoma International Airport on or about Thursday, January 27,

1994, as the first leg of his trip to Saigon.

FACTS AND CIRCUMSTANCES

5) This investigation was initiated on Jxine 5, 1989

when the Office of Special Investigation, Washington State

Department of Social and Health Services, Olympia, Washington,

reported that they had received information alleging that certain

individuals who were employed as social workers by DSHS were

receiving kickbacks for helping Asian refugees qualify for state

and federal benefits. During the spring of 1989, JIMMY H. VO,

together with certain DSHS employees, was first identified by

local investigators as being involved in the aforementioned

fraudulent scheme to defraud DSHS. On August 8, 1990, an

individual of southeast Asian extraction, with no known criminal

involvement (hereinafter referred to as C-1) voluntarily came

forward to cooperate with Task Force members. C-1 met with VO at

VO's place of business. During that meeting VO contacted an

individual by telephone at DSHS and C-1 overheard a portion of

the conversation. In this conversation VO was heard to jokingly

state to the individual at DSHS that, "you have to help him/her

(meaning C-1) out or you'll answer to me." After the
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conversation ended VO assured C-1 that he was ninety-nine percent

sure he/she could qualify for welfare because these people,

meaning the people at DSHS, are all "under him." At that point

in the meeting the telephone rang and VO made an appointment with

an unlcnown caller regarding a visit to DSHS. In this

conversation VO stated to the caller that he would take her to

the welfare office himself. The caller further agreed to

immediately come to VO's business so that VO could show both the

caller and C-1 how to get to the welfare office.

6) On Septen±>er 24, 1990, Special Agent J. R. PAKKER,

U.S. Department of Agriculture interviewed SIRAY THACH, Pierce

County AFDC Investigator, Pierce County Prosecutor's Office,

Tacoma, Washington. THACH stated that over the last two years he

has received at least 12 reports from various individuals who

felt that they had information regarding the welfare system that

should be brought to his attention. THACH confirmed that each of

these individuals was receiving some type of public assistance.

The common information these people provided to THACH was that

there were several individuals involved in a welfare fraud scheme

in Pierce County. One of the individuals mentioned by name was

JIMMY H. VO. According to all the individuals that THACH spoke

with, they were required to pay approximately $2,000.00 to JIMMY

H. VO or one of the other individuals in order to become

qualified for AFDC and $3,200.00 to qualify for SSI. According

to THACH, the information he received from would-be recipients

was that VO was one of the most active perpetrators of welfare
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repeatedly bragged to these informants that a DSHS worker, BARRY

SOM, was on his payroll. Investigation has revealed that BARRY

SON is employed by DSHS as a Case Worker. (In an August 23, 1985

memorandum from DICK JOHNSON, Casework Supervisor, DSHS Pierce

County South, to GLEN A. MC ILRAITH, Administrator DSHS Pierce

County South, JOHNSON advised that BARRY SOM reported to him that

JIMMY VO, at that time employed by TACOMA COMMUNITY HOUSE, was

instructing individuals on how to misrepresent themselves in

order to qualify for public assistance or SSI, and that he was

charging those individuals for such advice. JOHNSON advised that

SOM stated the easiest way to gain eligibility is via the mental

health route because Doctor SEIICHI ADACHI, who at that time

worked at Tacoma Community House with JIMMY VO, diagnosed clients

as being mentally retarded. SOM claimed to have been present

during an examination by Dr. ADACHI, with JIMMY H. VO present,

during which VO instructed a client to simulate retardation for

the doctor. Although a large number of people brought this

matter to THACH's attention, the majority requested that their

names be withheld from any investigation as they feared reprisal

from individuals within the Asian community who might be

associated with the persons involved in the welfare fraud scheme.

7) On September 27, 1990, Investigator R. H. BARNES,

DSHS-OSI, and Special Agent PARKER, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE, interviewed a RET PEO. PEO, a former Cambodian

mental health counselor for SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNSELING SERVICE,
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now known as ASIAN COUNSELING SERVICE, provided information about

several suspects in this investigation. This information was

provided to PEO by former clients/patients of hers when she was

employed by SOUTHEAST ASIAN COUNSELING SERVICE. SOUTHEAST ASIAN

COUNSELING SERVICE, 4301 S. Pine, TACOMA MALL BUILDING, Tacoma,

Washington, is a private organization which receives federal

funding to provide counseling to Cambodian, Vietnamese and

Laotian immigrants. PEO was terminated by SOUTHEAST ASIAN

COUNSELING SERVICE on September 13, 1990 for what they termed

unprofessional behavior/conduct. PEO, however, maintains that

her termination was due to the influential actions of a co-worker

whose sexual advances she refused. PEO provided Special Agent

PARKER with the neunes of three people who had interacted with VO

in their application process to the entitlement programs. The

first person, CHAN TUON, was a client at the SOUTHEAST ASIAN

COUNSELING SERVICE. TUON told PEO that she met with JIMMY H. VO

and requested his assistance in her application for SSI while at

the seune time her husband met with a DSHS worker to apply for

welfare. Her husband was denied welfare benefits but TUON

eventually obtained SSI benefits after making payments to JIMMY

H. VO. The two other people, PREAP RUON and SAVOEUN SAM, both

friends of PEO's, told PEO that they had paid VO for his

assistance to ensure they obtained SSI benefits.

A pen register and trap/trace has been in place on

telephone number (206) 474-1704 subscribed to by JIMMY H. VO, dba

REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland Ave., Suite #2,
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Tacoma, Washington, since 9/24/92. From data available to date,

the pen register and trap/trace have recorded telephone calls

from the target nvunber to a telephone subscribed to by a SAVOEUN

SAM and calls from the telephone subscribed to by SAVOEUN SAM to

the target number, totalling at least 249 calls, the latest of

which occurred on January 12, 1994. (SAVOEUN SAM's fraudulent

qualification for SSI and business relationship with VO is

described in Paragraphs 22 and 27) . According to PEO, JIMMY H.

VO assists people in qualifying for SSI. This "assistance"

entails setting up doctor's appointments for the would-be

recipients. In order to receive SSI benefits, a doctor must

certify that the would-be recipient suffers from some type of

medical problem, mental disorder, or have some type of

medical/mental condition that prohibits the individual from being

gainfully employed. PEO stated that at least ten of her former

clients and acquaintances have told her that once JIMMY H. VO

makes an appointment with a physician for one of his clients, he

directs the client on how to appear for their appointment with

the doctor. The clients are told how to dress poorly, to take

any medication that would make them appear drowsy, and to refrain

from combing their hair and washing their face. The information

PEO provided regarding VO's activities and modus operandi have

been corroborated through the use of an individual who is

cooperating with the Task Force in an undercover role (discussed

in Paragraphs 10 - 20 of this Affidavit, and through TITLE III
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wire and oral interceptions of conspiratorial conversations of

JIMMY H. VO discussed in Paragraph 27)

.

8) On October 1, 1990, Investigator R. H. BARNES,

DSHS-OSI, and Special Agent J. R. PARKER, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF

AGRICULTURE, interviewed a Doctor THU V. LE of Tacoma,

Washington. Doctor LE stated that for the past three years

various patients of his had told him about other individuals in

the Asian conmxinity who visited doctors in the Tacoma area in

order to qualify for SSI. LE said that at least ten of his

patients had told him about their friends' action to obtain SSI

benefits. Reports indicated that these people had visited with

doctors and that the visits had been arranged by JIMMY VO. VO

had instructed these individuals to act retarded in order to

enhance their chances of receiving SSI benefits. LE also stated

that at least two of his patients had reported instances where VO

had instructed the would-be recipients to act epileptic when they

visited the doctor. Doctor LE stated that he had heard JIMMY

VO's neune often and that it was common knowledge that VO

instructed people to act epileptic and/or retarded whenever they

would visit their doctors in order to qualify for SSI.

9) On March 10, 1992 a letter addressed to the

Director of the Social Security Administration in Tacoma,

Washington was received and thereafter provided to the FBI. The

letter alleged that VO operated a business in Tacoma, Washington

where he worked with Cambodian clients to help them qualify

illegally for SSI. The letter further alleged that VO would
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charge between $2,000 - $5,000 from the people who he helped

qualify for SSI and would split the money with "Asian doctors"

who assisted him in getting his clients qualified for SSI. The

letter stated that VO would have his clients, healthy people,

feign mental health problems to qualify for SSI. The letter was

signed the "Ceunbodian Community". On May 13, 1992 a second,

similar letter was received making essentially the same

allegations against VO.

10) On July 1, 1992, another individual cooperating

with the Task Force, who has provided information to the Task

Force on several occasions (said information having never been

shown to be inaccurate by subsequent investigation) , and who has

agreed to testify if necessary, (hereinafter referred to as C-2)

made a consensually monitored telephone contact with JIMMY VO on

VO's business phone, (206) 474-1704 (unless otherwise indicated

all phone conferences and meetings with VO by C-2 have been

consensually monitored and recorded) . After introductions were

exchanged C-2 stated that he/she was interested in obtaining SSI

benefits and heard that VO was the person to contact to get on

SSI. VO asked if C-2 could meet with him at his office that day,

July 1st. VO told C-2 that he wanted to meet with C-2 in person

and discuss what C-2's problems were. Shortly thereafter, C-2

phoned VO at his office and set up an appointment for late

afternoon. VO instructed C-2 to call VO at his office at

telephone /(206) 474-1704 prior to him/her leaving the residence.

Pursuant to instructions, at approximately 5:00 p.m. that day C-2
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telephoned VO at (206) 474-1704 and VO told C-2 to contact him at

VO«s office at 4314 Portland Avenue, Tacoma, Washington. C-2

showed up at VO's office and met with VO. C-2 told VO that

he/she wanted to apply for SSI. After some discussion C-2

provided VO with a type of IMMIGRATION and NATURALIZATION SERVICE

(INS) identity card and VO advised C-2 that he had never seen

this type of INS card and he had been in the business nearly 20

years. VO told C-2 to wait and he took C-2's INS card and went

out to an adjoining jewelry store. VO was overheard to ask a

woman in the jewelry store if she had ever seen this type of INS

card that the C-I had brought in. The woman told VO to be

careful, that someone might do something bad to him. VO then re-

entered his office and told C-2 that he had never seen this type

of INS card and told C-2 that he could not help him/her.

11) On July 2, 1992, C-2 returned to VO's office where

he/she met with VO again. C-2 brought with him/her the INS

papers that VO had been looking for the day before. C-2 asked VO

if he could help the C-2 get on SSI now that C-2 had provided him

with the necessary INS documentation. VO told C-2 that he was

not sure if he could get C-2 on SSI but that he would ask some

people. C-2 asked VO when he/she could come see VO again and VO

said that he would call C-2. C-2 advised VO that he/she did not

have a phone and VO told C-2 to call him in two or three days.

VO told C-2 that because he/she had only been in the country a

short time, it might be difficult to get on SSI. VO gave C-2 his

business card bearing # (206) 474-1704 and told C-2 to call him.
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12) On July 9, 1992, C-2 contacted VO via telephone at

his business and C-2 was instructed by VO to meet VO in person on

July 10, 1992. On July 10, 1992, C-2 met with VO at his business

premises. VO explained to C-2 that he/she would need to see

doctors in order to apply for SSI benefits. VO stated that he

could not drive C-2 to the doctors' offices because he had to

help up to forty other people (clients) at the doctors' offices

on the same day. VO said that he was a very busy man and that he

sold passports and arranged for people to travel to Cambodia. VO

told C-2 that he would explain to C-2 later how much she/he

needed to pay VO later on. VO explained that he always tried to

be nice to the people who he helped and that when those people

got money then he would get money. C-2 then accompanied VO to

the SOCIAL SECTJRITY ADMINISTRATION OFFICE where VO spoke with one

of the employees there regarding the eligibility of C-2 for the

SSI program. On that same day Task Force surveillance vehicles

located VO's vehicle parked at the SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE at South 40th Street in Tacoma, Washington. Surveillance

obseirved C-2 and VO exit the SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION

OFFICE, enter VO's vehicle and leave the parking lot.

13) On July 24, 1992, C-2 contacted VO at his office

via telephone. VO instructed C-2 to meet him at his office on

Tuesday, July 28, 1992 at 10:00 a.m. VO never showed up for that

appointment.

14) On August 5, 1992, at approximately 9:45 a.m., C-2

contacted VO as he was preparing to get into his car in the
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After a brief discussion about missed appointments VO scheduled

C-2 for an appointment at his office the next day, August 6th.

VO made an appointment in his schedule book that he was carrying.

When C-2 asked VO what he/she should do as he/she did not have

any money and was not really sick, but did not wish to get a job.

VO responded that the problems were C-2's, and that he would talk

with C-2 about it the next day. VO told C-2 to bring $150.00

with him/her the next day. C-2 told VO again that he/she did not

have any money. VO mentioned a $500.00 figure that he had

discussed with C-2 at a prior meeting and then told C-2 that he

had to leave as he had an appointment with someone else applying

for SSI. VO showed C-2 his appointment book, got into his car,

and left.

15) On August 6, 1992, C-2 again met with VO at his'

place of business. VO asked C-2 if he/she had the money that

he/she had been told to bring. C-2 took out a money order for

$100.00 and gave it to VO. VO explained that he needed another

$500.00 for the three doctors' appointments that C-2 would need

in order to get on SSI. VO told C-2 that each of the doctors

were paid $150.00. VO kept the remaining $50.00 for all the

paperwork that he did. VO told C-2 that C-2 would also have to

be prepared to pay $40.00 for the doctors' appointments when C-2

went to their offices. VO told C-2 that if C-2 could not afford

to pay the $40.00 for the doctor's appointment, C-2 should apply

for welfare and get medical coupons. When C-2 gave the money to

1
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VO he/she asked VO if this was to pay for one of the doctor's

appointments or for something else. VO's response was to wave

his hands indicating that C-2 had no need to know. After VO

asked C-2 preliminary questions about his/her place of birth,

family relations, and schooling, VO asked C-2 about any ailments

that C-2 had experienced. C-2 told VO that there was nothing

wrong with him/her. C-2 asked VO what he/she should say was

wrong with him/her. VO told C-2 that he/she should say that

he/she was dizzy all the time and had recurring headaches. VO

told C-2 to say that his/her parents had been killed by the Khmer

Rouge and that C-2 had suffered from nightmeures. VO told C-2 to

say that C-2 had witnessed the killing of his/her parents and

that it bothered him/her. VO told C-2 that he would do

everything for C-2 and that C-2 should repeat what he was telling

C-2 now when they went to the doctors. VO then began telling C-2

what C-2 should do to prepare for the doctors' appointments. VO

told C-2 to cut his/her nails, to eat very little, to stay up all

night watching television for several nights before going to the

doctors' appointments, and to wear poor clothing. VO told C-2

that after he/she got the SSI money, C-2 needed to continue to go

to see a doctor. VO told C-2 that he/she did not have to do

everything that VO had instructed him/her to do with regards to

preparing for the appointments, but that C-2 should continue to

complain about headaches and dizziness. VO also told C-2 that C-

2 could get a job or anything else C-2 wanted to do as long as C-

2 continued to visit the doctor. VO then told C-2 that once C-2
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that he charged everyone else $2,500.00 but because VO liked C-2

and thought of C-2 as a son/daughter, VO would only charge C-2

$1,500.00. VO then told C-2 that he/she needed the $500.00 for

the doctor appointments. VO stated that he would schedule an

appointment for C-2 and send a letter to C-2's apartment. VO

told C-2 to call him when C-2 received the letter and on the day

of the appointment, C-2 should come to VO's office and they would

go to the doctors' offices together from there.

16) On October 8, 1992, at approximately 9:57 a.m., C-

2 met VO at his place of business. C-2 advised VO that he/she

had brought the money VO had instructed him/her to bring to his

office earlier. VO told C-2 that he had not been able to reach

him/her by telephone because C-2 had no telephone. VO then

showed C-2 that he had scheduled a doctor's appointment for C-2

on September 24th but he had not been able to reach C-2. C-2

asked VO why VO would not send a letter to C-2 notifying C-2 of

the appointment as he had talked about doing. VO told C-2 that

he was worried that his paper would "fall into the wrong hands."

VO then gave C-2 one of his business cards with an October 14th

doctor's appointment written on the back of the card. VO told C-

2 to come to his office at the time and day indicated on the

card. Next, VO telephoned Doctor JESSY ANG's office in Tacoma,

Washington and scheduled an appointment for C-2 on October 29th.

A pen register report registers a phone call from the business

phone of Refugee Professional Service to a phone number
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Finally, VO filled out an appointment card for a Doctor ROBERT

CHAMBERS. VO did not telephone the doctor's office but put down

November lOth for the appointment time. VO then told C-2 to

dress poorly for the appointments. VO told C-2 to pull the skin

on C-2 ' s neck and forehead so that it would look very red . VO

told C-2 to cut C-2's fingernails. C-2 told VO that he/she

needed his help and VO said he would tell C-2 what to say and

that C-2 should not worry. VO instructed C-2 that when he/she

was asked to coiint out nvtmbers C-2 should count wrong. VO also

told C-2 that when C-2 was asked his/her age C-2 should act as

though C-2 was not sure what it was, and simply pull out an

identification card. VO also told C-2 that when C-2 got the

first SSI check he would only charge C-2 $1,500.00. VO told C-2

that he charged other people $2,000.00. VO told C-2 that he

could not guarantee that the CI would get on SSI but he would try

his best to get C-2 on SSI. VO told C-2 that if C-2 did not know

how to get to the doctors' clinics C-2 should come to VO's office

and he would take C-2 there.

17) On October 14, 1992, in accordance with VO's

instructions C-2 met VO at his place of business to meet with a

doctor. When C-2 arrived, VO asked why C-2 had not pulled the

skin on C-2's face to make it appear red. VO continued to talk

with C-2 and told C-2 to do things poorly whenever C-2 was

Instructed to do something. VO also told C-2 to do the things

that the doctor asked C-2 to do very slowly. VO told C-2 to
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pretend as though C-2 did not know how to read. An Asian doctor

was at VO's office and gave a psychological type examination to

C-2 on VO's business premises. C-2 later selected the photograph

of Dr. SEIICHI ADACHI from a photomontage as being the doctor who

performed the Bxam on him/her at VO's office. During this

examination VO acted as interpreter/translator between C-2 and

the doctor. Dxiring this psychological exam VO instructed C-2 to

answer incorrectly to the doctor's various questions and tests

(the doctor did not appear to speak the language C-2 and VO were

speeOcing) .

18) On October 29, 1992, C-2 met VO at the offices of

Doctor JESSY ANG in Tacoma, Washington. ANG is a psychiatrist.

The reception room to ANG's office was full of seven Asian

people, apparently patients. While C-2 was waiting in the

reception area he/she noticed that VO would accompany each

patient into Doctor ANG's office and that each appointment would

last approximately 10 minutes. When it was C-2's turn for

his/her appointment VO asked C-2 for $20.00, and upon receiving

the money, VO inserted the $20.00 inside the file. VO looked to

see if C-2 had cut his/her fingernails. VO told C-2 to look

around at the way the other people in the reception area were

dressed. As C-2 entered the doctor's office VO told C-2 to walk

slowly (non-monitored, unrecorded conversation follows) . Once in

the doctor's office ANG asked several questions in English about

C-2 to VO. In answer to several of ANG's questions, VO's

translation to the doctor of C-2's answers were different than C-
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2's actual answers emd were falsifications about how memy people

C-2 lived with, the fate of C-2's parents (C-2 answered to VO

that the CI's peurents were separated emd VO told ANG that C-2

said that the Communists had killed C-2's parents). VO also

volunteered false information that C-2 was very worried and

stressed, that the CI was suicidal and did not sleep well at all.

ANG provided C-2 with a prescription. Dr. ANG then asked VO when

C-2's next appointment with ANG was and VO said that it would be

in about a month. VO continued to tell ANG that C-2 did not

sleep well and had nightmeores, smd ANG made notes in C-2's files.

The entire appointment with C-2, VO, and ANG lasted approximately

ten minutes.

19) On November 10, 1992, C-2 met VO at the offices of

Doctor ROBERT CHAMBERS in Tacoma, Washington. Upon entering the

reception area C-2 noticed there were 13 Asian people in the

waiting room. C-2 noted that VO would accompany each of the

patients into Doctor CHAMBERS' office and would spend

approximately 15 minutes with the doctor before both VO and the

patient would leave CHAMBERS* office. Upon one patient's visit

being completed, VO would come out euid direct the next patient

who would see Doctor CHAMBERS, and VO typically would accompany

that patient to see the doctor. When it beceune time for C-2 to

see Doctor CHAMBERS, VO ushered C-2 into an examining room and

requested $10.00 from C-2. C-2 asked about paying the doctor and

VO told C-2 not to worry about it. VO instructed C-2 to pretend

that it hurt whenever and wherever the doctor touched C-2. VO
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tried to muss up C-2's hair and told C-2 that for the next

doctor's appointment C-2 should make a red dot or mark on C-2's

forehead. VO explained that since this was C-2's first visit to

the doctor C-2 would need to go into an examining room and change

into a robe. VO did not stay during CHAMBERS' examination. The

doctor took C-2 s height and weight and examined C-2 ' s ears and

eyes. The doctor felt C-2's neck and shoulders, used a

stethoscope to listen to C-2»s heart, and asked if C-2 had pain

anywhere. C-2 nodded. The doctor checked C-2's joints for

reflex reactions, told C-2 to put his/her clothes back on and

then left the room. Thereafter, VO came into the changing room

and gave C-2 a prescription from the doctor and told C-2 that C-2

did not have to fill it if he/she did not want to. VO made a

xerox of the prescription and thereafter came back and told C-2

that C-2 had to go to Doctor ANG's office and Doctor CHAMBERS'

office once more and then he would apply for SSI for C-2.

20) VO scheduled a second appointment for C-2 with Dr.

ANG and Dr. CHAMBERS in February of 1993. Due to a serious

illness on the part of C-2, however, C-2 is no longer able to be

utilized by the Task Force as an operative investigating JIMMY

VO.

21) On January 28, 1993 an individual employed by a

federal government agency who is voluntarily cooperating with the

Task Force (hereinafter referred to as C-3) telephonically

contacted VO at VO's place of business. During this conversation

C-3 expressed an interest in becoming eligible for a certain type
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of welfare (GA-U) . VO advised C-3 over the telephone that he had

a couple of doctors who could help get C-3 qualified.

22) On February 10, 1993 your Affiant, together with

other Task Force members, met with an individual cooperating with

the Task Force. This individual (hereinafter referred to as C-4)

has provided another federal law enforcement agency with reliable

information at least fo\ir times in the past, leading to three

convictions and one case pending. C-4 advised that he/she was

acquainted with JIMMY VO etnd that VO had discussed various

criminal schemes with him/her. VO told C-4 he could provide him

with a passport from another country for $50,000 - $100,000. VO

also described a scheme for transferring money out of the

country. VO ships large amounts of his money to southeast asia

by courriers assisting VO in the scheme. Individuals then come

to VO wishing to send money to southeast asia. VO collects the

money from the individual, for example $2,000, and then sends

instructions via his facsimile machine to his contact in

southeast asia telling his contact to give $1,850 (out of the

pool of money previously brought overseas) to the person

designated by the individual sending the money. VO retains $150

for his services. VO's contact in southeast asia also retains

approximately $200 for his services from the $2,000. Title III

wire interceptions conducted pursuant to a Court Order (see

paragraph 27 of this Affidavit) confirm that VO is involved in

this scheme with SAVOEUN SAM, among others. In these intercepted

conversations VO and SAM discussed a particular instance where
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this scheme was used. In addition, C-4 advised that his/her

roommate had gotten qualified for SSI through JIMMY VO even

though the roommate was employed. The roommate/applicant had to

pay VO the proceeds of his first SSI check for a total of

approximately $2,000 for VO's assistance.

23) On March 2, 1993, C-3 contacted VO telephonically

at telephone number (206) 474-1704 and an appointment was made to

meet at VO's place of business at 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2,

Tacoma, Washington. During the meeting at VO's office VO advised

C-3 that he could not help C-3 become eligible for GA-U but he

could steer C-3 in the right direction. VO provided C-3 the name

of QUAN NGUYEN, a DSHS worker employed at the Pierce County South

office of DSHS. (VO also provided C-3 the name of a second DSHS

employee employed at Pierce County North but C-3's residence is

located in Pierce County South.) VO also advised C-3 to go to a

doctor whom he named for his medical exam (required to become

eligible for GA-U) . VO told C-3 that VO may be able to help C-3

more after C-3 shows VO the report of the doctor's medical exam.

When C-3 met with QUAN NGUYEN at DSHS C-3 advised

NGUYEN that there was nothing wrong with him but that he wanted

to get on GA-U anyway. NGUYEN advised C-3 to lie on his GA-U

application so he could qualify. NGUYEN told C-3 to say that he

had come from a re-education camp and that the VIET CONG had

beaten him up.

25) On September 24, 1992 a Court Order was issued by

Magistrate Judge JOHN L. WEINBERG authorizing a pen register and
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trap/trace device to be installed on telephone number (206) 474-

1704, which is leased to, or listed in the name of JIMMY H. VO,

dba REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. During the period of time from

the installation of the pen register «md trap/trace to date, the

pen register and trap/trace have revealed the following relevant

telephone contacts made from and to the telephone number (206)

474-1704 (note that trap/trace data does not provide for duration

of call) :

DATE
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04/21/93
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05/03/93
05/07/93
06/01/93
06/01/93

11:59:49
16:46:15
09:12:40
11:30:44

incoming from:
incoming from:
incoming from:
incoming from:

206-474-6397
206-474-2707
206-474-6396
206-474-6396

Phone calls to/from individuals of Asian ancestry receiving SSI
aid;

Individual
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NGUYEN, THAI V.
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27) On April 5, 1993, this Court issued Order /93-

5020M pursuant to Section 2518 of Title 18, U.S.C., authorizing

the interception of wire communications of JIMMY H. VO and others

unknown, over a telephone line subscribed to by JIMMY H. VO,

d/b/a/ REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite

2, Tacoma, Washington, carrying telephone number (206) 474-1704,

as well as the interception of oral communications of JIMMY H. VO

and others unknown occurring at 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2,

Tacoma, Washington. On Hay 5, 1993, this Court issued an Order

extending said wire and oral interception. On June 4, 1993 said

wire and oral interception was terminated. The total period of

authorized wire and oral interception was sixty days. As a

result of said interceptions, coupled with other investigation,

the following was learned:

a) JIMMY H. VO has engaged in a criminal scheme to

defraud DSHS and SSI by fraudulently gaining eligibility for

individuals not otherwise eligible. Brief examples of summarized

pertinent conversations intercepted pursuant to Court Order # 93-

5020M follow:

i) On April 6, 1993, JIMMY VO answered an incoming

call from a woman identifying herself as DOEUNG. She asked VO

what time her appointment with the doctor was, and VO told her

that it was at 4:30 the next day. DOEUNG told VO that she only

had six dollars, and asked him if he could wait until the end of

the month. VO responded that the money was for the doctor, not

VO, and that he would collect it at the appointment tomorrow.
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The woman pleaded that she had run out of money, that she did not

have even one penny. VO responded that the money was for the

doctor, and that he would collect it at 4:30 the next day. VO

also told the woman to make her face look bad for the visit with

the doctor (paragraph /16 of this affidavit details similar

advice given by VO to C-2) . Investigation has revealed that the

recipients of WASHINGTON STATE PUBLIC ASSISTANCE obtain medical

coupons to be used to pay for medical examinations, and

legitimate claimants should not have to pay.

ii) On April 7, 1993, at 17:45, VO had the telephone

off the hook msdcing an outgoing call. While the phone was

ringing, a man could be heard talking to a woman in VO's office.

The nam asked the woman (in English) whether she's applying for

SSI. When VO replied, "Yes," the man responded, "You understand

that I'm going to write a report?" VO then said: "When it's

completely done, it will be mailed to SSI for an evaluation of

you, okay?" The woman answered, "Yes." VO then told her, "Don't

let them see you drive your car. Wait for someone to pick you

up."

iii) On April 21, 1993, JIMMY H. VO called BARRY SOM

at DSHS and left a message on SOM's voice mail that he wanted to

meet with SOM right away and for SOM to please return his call.

(Paragraph 6 of this affidavit details the relationship between

VO and BARRY SOM.)
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iv) On April 22, 1993, BARRY SOM, calling from his

residence, made three unsuccessful attempts to call vo at VO's

office. The calls went unanswered.

V) On April 21, 1993, JIMMY H. VO calls an unknown

female at Dr. DANIEL WANWIG's Office, stating that he wants to

add one more patient to the May 21st list. VO states the

patient, CHANTHA CHEA, is very depressed. SIRAY THACH,

Investigator, PIERCE COUNTY PROSECUTOR'S OFFICE, whose duties

include investigating public assistance fraud, advised that the

claim of "depression" is commonly used by those seeking

qualification for public assistance. THACH further advised that

CHANTHA CHEA is currently on AFDC. THACH states that an

individual receiving AFDC must claim that she does not know the

whereabouts of her husband. Typically, a recipient of AFDC will

go off AFDC, gain qualification for SSI by claiming a disability

such as "depression," and then the husband will be "located" and

"returned" to the residence.

vi) On April 28, 1993, at 16:24 p.m., VO met with a

Cambodian male and a Cambodian female in his office. VO

instructed the male and female about the filling out of paperwork

and how to answer questions during a medical exam. VO told them

to say they grew up on a farm, that they only have two years of

education because of the war. VO told them to say that when POL

POT took over the country, the whole family escaped and that they

have been looking for a job since arriving in the United States.

VO said to say that they cannot sleep. VO told the female to say
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that her husband is her only means of support. VO told them to

say that they have become very forgetful, and that their stress

is high (laughter can be heard in the background) . At some point

in the conversation, surveillance showed that Dr. SEIICHI ADACHI

arrived at VO's Office and joined the conversation. VO mentioned

that the female should go to see a neurologist, and a

conversation about seizures followed. VO explained that the

doctor is going to have to give them a mental exam. In English,

a male (presumably the doctor) asked VO if the "customer"

understood what to say. VO translated to the customer, again.

The doctor mentioned something about "percentages," and then

asked the male and female a series of questions (with VO acting

as a translator) , apparently purporting to be some type of

psychological excun.

vii) On May 3, 1993, at 15:30, VO met with a Cambodian

female, SADOEUNG SAY, in his office. VO told her that she was to

meet him at the SSI Office, the next day at 10:00 a.m. - they

have an appointment. VO told SAY that when she gets her first

check for $1,000.00, she is to give it all to him. When the

woman gets additional checks, she is to pay an additional $200-

$300. VO told SAY that she owed him $1,500.00 for this.

(Paragraph 16 of this affidavit described a similar conversation

between VO and C-2, wherein VO tells C-2 that C-2 will have to

pay VO $1,500.00 once C-2 receives the SSI check.)

viii) On May 5, 1993, VO spoke with a Cambodian couple

in his office. VO began by dicussing how much he will charge the
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clients for his services. VO needed $500.00 for the paperwork.

Then VO will send the clients to a doctor. The doctor will say

the clients are sick. After six months, welfare will not want

the clients to work. After six months, VO will ask for another

$500.00. If the clients qualify in four months, they will get

$1,600.00, and they will pay VO $1,500.00. VO says he will send

the clients to a doctor in Olympia. VO repeats he needs $500.00

to prepare the initial paperwork. VO says if he doesn't prepare

the report, the doctors will not vinderstand. VO stated he will

talk to the doctors. VO told his clients they will qualify in

six to nine months. VO said he will prepeure all the paperwork,

and then VO and the clients will go to "our doctor." VO stated

he would also prepare the paperwork for SSI. VO told the clients

that when they go to the doctor, they should say what he (VO)

tells them, don't wear any jewelry, tell the doctor you can't

breathe and have headaches. VO stated he didn't have one or two

clients, but many clients. VO told the clients to pull their

skin, act dizzy and sick. VO told his clients that he would send

them to the doctor. The doctor will see twenty to thirty people.

VO tells the clients to bring the paperwork, green card and

identification.

ix) On May 6, 1993, a similar conversation took place

between VO and another couple. In this conversation, VO also

told the couple to bring $50.00 for the doctor and $500.00 for

VO. VO told the couple that when the doctor asks "you to do
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sthing, don't do it right - do it wrong." VO then said,

"Don't worry about the doctor, I am the translator."

x) On May 7, 1993, VO was talking to a Cambodian

female, SOPHAN MON. VO said he has an appointment for her with

Dr. (JESSY) ANG. VO then told MON about welfare payments based

on a person's income. VO told MON to ask BUNNATH (BARRY SOM, a

DSHS worker VO has bragged is on his payroll) about welfare

payments based on income. VO said that if her husband makes

little money, then welfare has to help her. MON asked if she

could pay the money off at one time, to the people. VO said he

just acts as a go-between for some of the things. For some of the

things a person could go to jail. VO described his role as being

like that of an attorney.

xi) Also on May 7, 1993, VO had a similar conversation

with a Cambodian couple in his office, counseling them on how to

qualify for SSI and concocting a story for the couple to tell the

doctor about their medical problems. VO told the couple he would

charge $2,500.00 for his services. VO stated he will send them

to a Dr. TRAN in Olympia, Washington. VO said the wife must say

she has a bad brain, that she is dizzy, can't read, and fell from

a tree and hit her head (laughter heard), which is why she can't

read or study. VO also told the wife to say she witnessed the

killing of her family by the KHMER ROUGE, causing her

psychological problems. For the doctor's appointment VO told the

couple not to dress well, make their faces look bad, don't sleep

for two or three days prior to the appointment. VO also told the
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couple they would have to see a second doctor. VO stated he has

qualified three or four other people from Everett.

xii) On May 10, 1993, VO is speaking to a Cambodian

female in his office. The conversation turned to a discussion

about welfare and bribing people. BUNNATH (BARRY SON) is

mentioned. VO told the woman she can "tell the corrupt people

straight, then we will bribe them $20 to $30 if they want it."

The woman told VO that people are down on her because she sells

beargrass and is still collecting welfare. VO says, "If you are

capable to do it, why not?"

xiii) On May 14, 1993, VO spoke with a Cambodian

female in his office. VO said he was charging her $2,500.00 to

qualify for SSI. VO guaranteed that she will qualify if VO does

the paperwork. Dr. CHAMBERS and Dr. ANG are mentioned in the

conversation. VO stated he had already qualified SADOEXJNG SAY.

xiv) On May 17, 1993, a Cambodian male using the name

of SADOEUNG called VO regarding his appointment with Dr. CHAMBERS

the next day. SADOEUNG told VO that he had gotten no answer from

California SSI and now wanted to apply in Washington. VO told

SADOEUNG that he (VO) must go with him to apply for SSI at the

social security office, in order for him to get an appointment.

XV) On May 17, 1993, a Vietnamese male discussed SSI

with VO in his office. VO told the male to wait for the lawyer

to send the paper to him, and explained that the lawyer was going

to write the paper. VO explained to the man the procedure for

re-instatement. VO told the man that even if he was healthy, he

nn Ari-i n
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could still claim nental problems. VO stated that he wanted the

man to see a counsel named PHUC, and PHUC would check his mental

condition. VO said that PHUC would refer the man to a doctor.

VO explained that because the man has a family, he would get

$2,000 or $3000, and it would take approximately two months.

xvi) On May 19, 1993, VO talked to a Cambodian woman

in his office, believed to be SAVANN OUN. VO told her that she

had already paid him $500.00 emd that she needed to give him

$400.00 now. VO mentioned Dr. SOU, and instructed the woman to

tell him that she is not working and that she is sick. "When you

go to the state, you don't work. None of you work." VO coached

her to say that she has headaches, can't sleep, and that her body

aches. VO told her not to wear jewelry for her appointment and

for her to wrap her head.

xvii) On May 21, 1993, VO had a conversation with a

Vietnamese man in his office. VO explained that the man would

receive money from welfeure and that VO would get $2,500.00. VO

directed the man to give the welfare office a post office box and

not to use his home address.

xiii) On May 21, 1993, VO spoke with a Cambodian

female and a Vietnamese male in his office. VO instructed them

to get a note saying they were unfit for work for three-to-six

months. If still sick, they should apply again. VO told them

that they must go to an appointment in June, and the doctor will

claim they are sick and can't work for six months or so.
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xix) On May 31, 1993, an older Cambodian male was seen

entering VO's office carrying a satchel. Once inside, he had a

conversation about money and stated that he had Cambodian money

with him. Monitoring agents could hear counting in denominations

of $500 and $200. VO told the man that on June 25, 1993, he

would help him do some things. VO would medce a doctor's

appointment for the man. VO explained that he must wait until

the appointment is made by VO before going to the doctor and that

the man must come to VO's office with the papers before going to

the doctor. The man was then seen departing VO's office without

the satchel. Later in the day, VO was seen leaving his office

with the satchel.

XX) On June 1, 1993, an incoming call by a man

verifying himself as TONG was intercepted. The man told VO that

SING (LY) did the paperwork and now he has an American doctor.

TONG did not trust the American doctor and asked VO to make an

appointment with Dr. ANG. VO told TONG not to worry about the

American doctor, because Dr. ANG referred TONG to him. TONG told

VO that he wanted an appointment with Dr. ANG. VO agreed and

arranged to meet TONG in Dr. ANG's office.

xxi) On June 1, 1993, VO met with a Cambodian male and

female. VO told them that he had three doctors and he would make

appointments for them. They discussed an application for SSI,

and VO told them he needed $500.00 today. VO told them not to

wear any gold jewelry when they went to the doctor's office, and



that they should bring all identification papers; i.e., social

secxirity card, medical coupon, and birth certificate.

b) On January 22, 1994, Inspector JIM VhCH, UNITED

STATES POSTAL INSPECTIOM SERVICE was interviewed by your Affiant.

VACH advised that he reviewed the SSI application and file of

SOCHETRA SOEUN, a/k/a SOCHEATRA SOEUN, asian female, date of

birth 3/20/65, SSAN 460-51-8145, and her immigration file and

determined the following:

1. SOEUM's original SSI application was signed and

dated on June 7, 1993.

2. SOEUM's residence prior to July 12, 1993 was

5620 E. Mckinley, Apt. D, Tacoma, Washington. Beginning on July

12, 1993 SOEUM's residence has been 4440 East Q Street, Tacoma,

Washington.

3. SOEUM is married to SOPHAN NO, who is the payee

for her SSI checks because of SOEUM's claimed mental impairment.

4. On or about August 2, 1993, SOEUM received a

retroactive SSI payment in the amount of $1145.94. As of August

2, 1993 SOEUM has been receiving monthly SSI payments in the

euaount of $462.00.

5. SOEUM is listed as the owner of record of a

1984 Chevrolet van (from her SSI application)

.

6. SOEUN was examined at least five times by Dr.

JESSY ANG. Dr. ANG reported that SOEUM complained of headaches,

poor appetite, depression and an inability to do home chores, pay
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bills and care for her children or manage money. Dr. ANG

described her condition as mentally ill.

7. SOEUH was examined by Dr. SEIICHI ADACHI on Hay

12, 1993. Dr. ADACHI reported that she and her husband, SOPHAN

NO, said she had been in a slave labor camp in Cambodia where she

had been severely beaten and subjected to electric shock and many

of her immediate family had been murdered. She complained of

depression and lack of motivation. Dr. ADACHI tested SOEUM and

reported an I.Q. of 50, which according to Dr. ADACHI is at the

lowest end of the moderately mentally retarded range of

intelligence. Dr. ADACHI stated in his report that she is so

severely disabled mentally that she is incapable of learning and

performing the most elementary and routine occupationally related

tasks or of managing her own money.

8. SOEUM was examined by ROBERT CHAMBERS, M.D. and

in a letter addressed to JIMMY VO dated May 18, 1993, described

SOEUM as complaining about headaches, dizzy spells and suicidal

ideations. Dr. CHAMBERS stated, "The patient does have

paraspinal tenderness throughout the spinal axis and has the

findings indicative of traiamatized complaints associated with

fibromyositis of the cervical and dorsal areas. This accounts

for the dizziness which she experiences."

9. In a Disability Report' dated June 7, 1993,

SOEUM claimed her disabling condition as headaches and dizzy

(sic) with blackouts; confusion and depression with suicidal

attempts and therefore is unable to work, use a washing machine
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or auJce decisions about shopping. She further claimed not to

Icnow how to operate a vehicle and that her husband gives her a

ride wherever she goes. In the report she also lists JIMMY VO as

a counselor who is willing to assist her.

10. On May 6, 1993, in a conversation occvirring in

the office REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, which was intercepted

pursuant to the aforementioned Court Order, a male and a female

speaking in KHMER identified themselves as Mr. and Mrs. SOPHAN NO

who live at an address with a house number of 5620. During this

conversation JIMMY VO told SOPHAN NO and his wife to come to the

doctor on Wednesday. VO then told the couple the following: to

say exactly what he tells them to say; to make her face look like

an "old jail**; when the doctor asks her to draw something she

should draw slowly, one at a time; to say she cries at home and

doesn't know anything; to claim she tries to cook but she once

put Comet cleaning powder in the food because she thought it was

salt; to claim she went to school but could not learn; to say

that when he tells her to do something she does something other

than what she is told to do.

11. On May 12, 1993, in a conversation occurring

in the office of REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE which was

intercepted pursuant to the afomentioned Court Order, Dr. SEICHI

ADACHI interviewed SOPHAN NO and his wife SOCHETRA SOEUM with the

translation assistance of JIMMY VO. During this interview and

mental acuity test JIMMY VO, speaking in KHMER, tells SOPHAN NO

and SOCHETRA SOEUM on three separate occasions to do or say the
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%n:ong thing to the doctor. Subsequently, SOEUM responds so

incorrectly on at least one occasion as to provoke laughter. At

the conclusion of the interview/test Dr. AOACHI said he would

naXe a report and give it to VO who will help her apply for SSI.

12. On May 6, 1993, video svirveillance shows a

1984 Chevrolet van, Washington license 836 DVW, registered owner

SOPHAN NO, arrive at REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland

Avenue. An asian female matching the description of SOCHETRA

SOEUM entered VO's business and approximately 30 minutes later

leaves VO's business and departs in the same van.

13. On May 12, 1993, video surveillemce shows an

asian male emd female matching the description of SOPHAN NO and

SOCHETRA SOEUM entering REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE at 4314

Portland Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington. The surveillance

also shows the same Chevrolet van in the parking lot in front of

REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. A short time later an asian male.

Dr. SEICHI ADACHI, known to inspector Vach through personal

contact, entered REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE. Dr. ADACHI 's 1991

Honda Civic, Washington license 484 DSS is also observed in the

parking lot at this time.

14. On May 12, 1993 FBI surveillance observed

SOPHAN NO'S 1984 Chevrolet van, Washington license 836 DVW, with

people matching the description of SOPHAN NO and SOCHETRA SOEUM

inside, with NO driving. The van was seen stopping at three

locations where the person matching the description of SOEUM

(hereinafter referred to as SOEUM) got out of the van and
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appeared to be shopping. SOEUM then returned to the van, got

into the driver's seat and drove the van back to their residence

at 4440 E. Q Street, Tacona, Washington. Later that seune day,

SOEUM is observed riding in smother vehicle to a shopping center.

SOEUM was observed in a store displaying no outward signs of

physical impairment and was observed picking up and replacing

items as she shopped.

15. Inspector VACH has advised your Affiant that

he has obtained a copy of SOCHETRA SOEUM 's Washington State

Driver's License Number SOEUNS*352DO, issued March 17, 1990 which

expires on March 20, 1994. VACH advised that the Washington

Department of Licensing computerized records show it to be a

current license with no restrictions noted.

c) On January 23, 1994, Detective PATTI REED was

interviewed by your Affiant. REED advised that she has reviewed

the SSI application files of SOK PHOK, SADOEUNG SAY and DAVID

SAVOEUN SAM and advised that there is probable cause to believe

said SSI applications contain false and fraudulent statements and

probable cause to believe that JIMMY H. VO did aid in the

fraudulent application for SSI for each of the aforesaid

applicants. With only one known exception (SOK PHOK's

appointment with Dr. Fletcher) , VO acted as the translator for

all four individuals listed below during their medical

apointments with doctors and application appointments with the

Office of Disability Insurance or the Social Security

Administration

.
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Regarding SOK PHOK;

1. On February 9, 1993, SOK PHOK, an asian female,

date of birth 1/10/61, SSAN 007-82-1525, applied for SSI. On or

about August 2, 1993, PHOK received a retroactive SSI check in

the iu&ount of $2,457.43. PHOK currently receives a monthly SSI

check in the eunount of $462.00.

As part of her SSI application, on March 9, 1993, PHOK

stated that she was suffering from headaches, dizzy spells, and

severe depression coupled with thoughts of suicide, which she

attributed to her presence in a motor vehicle accident in 1988 in

which PHOK's husband and one of her children were killed. In

another piece of paperwork dated March 9, 1993, PHOK stated that

she was married to PIN THEANG but that they had separated on

January 1, 1979. In a third statement dated March 22, 1993, PHOK

told Dr. DANIEL J. WANWIG that two of her children were killed in

an accident in 1986 and her husband deserted her. This

information appeared in a letter dated March 24, 1993 from Dr.

WANWIG to the Office of Disability Insurance.

2. On June 12, 1993, during an appointment with

Dr. PAGE M. FLETCHER, PHOK again stated that she was a widow due

to an accident in 1988 where her husband and one of her children

were killed. According to Dr. FLETCHER'S medical report PHOK

reported putting Comet cleanser in her family's food preparation

(see paragraph 27(b) (10) above, for SOCHEATRA SOEUM's identical

claim regarding putting Comet cleanser in the food)

.
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3. INS documents support the fact that PHOK's

husband was PIN THEANG. A driver's license check on October 27,

1993 revealed that PIN THEANG was a current resident of Tacona,

Washington. THEANG*s vehicle, a 1985 red Toyota four-rtinner , has

been observed by Task Force surveillance parked behind PHOK's

residence at various hours of the day and night during the past

fotur nonths.

4. On May 5, 1993, in a telephonic conversation

which was intercepted pursuant to the aforementioned Court Order,

JIMMY H. VO told PHOK that he had "prepared the paperwork" 2md

would send it that day. VO then told PHOK what to tell her

friends to say if the state officials should call and question

them about PHOK. VO said that PHOK should have her friends say

that PHOK "is lost and confused and they should embellish more."

VO went on to say to PHOK that PHOK's friends should tell the

state official that she is insane, does not know anything, does

not know what is west, what is east, just go eOiead and tell (him

or her) like she is really crazy." In concluding the

conversation, VO warned PHOK that if her friends said the wrong

thing, PHOK's claim would be "dead" (denied).

REGARDING SADOEUNG SAY;

1. On ^ril 1, 1993, SADOEUNG SAY, asian female,

date of birth 4/12/63, SSAN 548-85-1574, applied for SSI. On or

about May 6, 1993, SAY received a retroactive SSI check in the

amount of $998.07. SAY currently receives a monthly SSI check in

the amount of $462.00.
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In SAY'S SSI application SAY indicated that her

disability began on or about November of 1989 when, as a

passenger, she was involved in a motor vehicle accident. SAY

complained of headaches, blackouts, and depression. SAY also

indicated that she did not know how to operate a car.

2. TPD has a record of a motor vehicle accident on

December 5, 1992 in which SAY was the driver of one of the

vehicles involved in the accident. SAY's four children were the

only passengers in the vehicle.

3. A check of the driver's license division of the

State of Washington indicated that SAY is currently licensed to

drive. SAY is the sole legal owner of a 1985 blue Nissan Maxima.

4. Task Force surveillance observed SAY

frequenting JIMMY H. VO's office, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2,

Tacoma, Washington, on numerous occasions in May and June, 1993.

On each such occasion, SAY was driving the 1985 Nissan.

5. On April 6, 1993, in a telephonic conversation

intercepted pursuant to the aforesaid Court Order, SAY told VO

she did not have the money to pay him, claiming she did not have

even one penny. VO insisted on being paid, claiming the money is

for the doctor when he sees SAY. VO told SAY to make her face

look disheveled for the appointment.

6. In a number of medical documents sent to the

Office of Disability Insurance, information was relayed

indicating that SAY witnessed the brutal killing of her parents

and siblings by the Khmer Rouge. VO, however, indicated in a
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report that he filed that SAY was an only child. In processing

SAY'S application, information was fovind refuting SAY's claim of

never having been employed. DSHS in California issued a report

that showed SAY was employed by them in 1987. When asked etbout

this SAY replied that she had been paid for tedcing care of her

mother. Regarding DAVID SAVOEUN SAM;

1. On July 8, 1992, DAVID SAVOEUN SAM, asian male,

date of birth 12/12/50, applied for SSI. On or about February 2,

1993, SAM received a retroactive SSI check in the amount of

$1,160.50. SAM currently receives a monthly SSI check in the

amount of $337.00.

On his SSI application SAM claimed that he was unable

to work due to major depression, headaches, dizziness, and a

withdrawal from reality. After the initial interview and review

of subsequent medical reports, it was determined that SAM was

incapable of managing his own finances. Another person was named

as the payee for SAM's SSI checks. A report by Dr. ADACHI

demonstrated SAM's apparent inablity to perform even the most

rudimentary tasks such as counting or adding numbers together.

Dr. .ADACHI 's diagnosis of SAM was mental retardation. In several

conversations intercepted pursuant to the aforementioned Court

Order (conversations occurring on April 11, 21, and May 10, 1993)

SAM is heard discussing complex financial transactions with JIMMY

H. VO. Pen register and trap/trace data show at least 249

telephonic contacts between VO and SAM between October, 1992 and

January 1994. SAM also indicated on his SSI application that he
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was suffering from "social withdrawal" and tended to stay at home

so as to avoid having to interact with other people in a social

setting. Conversations intercepted pursuant to the

aforementioned Court Order tend to refute SAM's claim of "social

withdrawal". On May 17, 1993, SAM was heard discussing with VO

SAM'S proposed trip to Cambodia. During a two month period of

time SAM was observed out in the community meeting with VO and

various other people on at least twelve diferent occasions.

b) Through Title III interceptions there is probable

cause to believe that JIMMY H. VO earns income from arranging the

provision of INS and state Department travel documents to clients

as well as providing travel arrangements for clients:

i) On April 9, 1993, an unidentified female called

VO to ask if her passport was ready yet. VO said that it was.

She arranged to pick up the passport at VO's office.

ii) On April 25, 1993, at 12:35 p.m., a man named

RUONG calls VO to inquire about his passport. VO tells him the

passport is being processed in D.C., not in Seattle, and asks

RUONG to wait one to two weeks.

iii) Previously, VO met with an individual

cooperating with the Task Force. This individual (hereinafter

referred to as C-4) has provided another Federal law enforcement

agency with reliable information at least four times in the past,

leading to three convictions and one case pending. VO told C-4

that he would get him a genuine passport from another country for

$50,000-$100,000.
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iv) During the period of the Title III

interception, numerous conversations relating to VO's effoirts to

arrange travel to Southeast Asia for various people were

intercepted along with several conversations relating to VO's

obtaining INS amd State Department travel documents for people.

c) Through Title III interception and other Task Force

investigation, there is probable cause to believe that JIMMY H.

VO is acting as a tauc preparer and knowingly preparing fraudulent

Federal tax returns for his clients:

i) On April 15, 1993, at 14:50 p.m., an

individual who has been identified as SOEURN KEN called VO to ask

if VO had finished preparing his taxes. VO tells him "yes" and

to come to VO's office and sign the return and get his copy.

Internal Revenue Service records and analysis of SOEURN KEN's

bank deposits indicate that he has under-reported his gross

income by more than $950,000.00 in tax years 1989 through 1991.

(See paragraph 29 below, for further discussion of SOEURN KEN)

.

ii) On April 19, 1993, C-3 met with JIMMY H. VO at

VO'S place of business. C-3 was seeking VO's assistance in

preparing his tax return. C-3 advised VO that C-3's W-2 Form did

not accurately reflect his actual income from wages and that he

had actually earned an additional amount in cash equivalent to

that shown on the H-2. VO advised C-3 that he didn't care about

cash because cash cannot be traced. VO went on to say that he

did not care if C-3 earned an extra $100,000 in cash, there was

no reason to put it on the return. VO prepared C-3's return
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without the return showing C-3's cash income. Instead of owing

money to the IRS, C-3 will receive a small refund.

iii) As of April 23, 1993, the Internal Revenue

Service advised your Affiant that JIMMY H. VO has signed as a

preparer on some thirty-two tax returns.

iv) During the period of the Title III interception

numerous conversations were Intercepted relating to VO's

preparation of income tax returns for various people.

28) IRS Special Agent and Task Force member BOB

WEIGHTMAN has advised your Affiant that there is probable cause

to believe that JIMMY H. VO has fraudulently filed false personal

income tax retxirns for the years 1989, 1990 and 1991. SA

WEIGHTMAN analyzed the 1989, 1990 and 1991 personal income tax

returns of JIMMY H. VO and his wife, ROT THI LE, and determined

that the returns were filed with the Internal Revenue Service

Ogden Service Center. JIMMY H. VO identified himself as a

refugee service worker for the 1989 and 1990 tax years and a

refugee service provider for 1991. The tax returns list ROT THI

LE's occupation as housewife for 1989 and 1990 and a seamstress

for the 1991. The 1991 tax return, however, shows that ROT THI

LE earned no income as a seamstress.

SA WEIGHTMAN 's analysis of the 1989, 1990 and 1991 tax

returns shows the following comparison of income and expenses:

Sch C Gross Rec. $ 11,107.00 $ 14,187.00 $ 27,253.00
Sch C Ded. (7,808.00) (11,110.00) (31,181.00)
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Net Profit 3,299.00 3,077.00 (3,928.00)
Interest Inc. 862.00 534.00 526.00
IRA Distr. -0- 258.00 10,028.00
Other Inc. 7,200.00 -0- 633.00
Total Inc. 11,261.00 3,869.00 7,259.00

AGI 11,261.00 3,869.00 7,259.00

Item. Ded. (8.460.00) (5,450.00) (5,700.00)
Exemptions (4,000.00) (4,100.00) (4,300.00)
Taxable Inc. -0- -0- -0-

Income Tax -0- -0- -0-
Self-Emp Tax 429.53 435.00 -0-

Total Tax Liab. 429.53 435.00 -0-

SA WEIGHTMAN advises that his analysis of the Schedule C shows

that VO operates xinder the business name of REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL

SERVICES with an office located at 4314 Portland Avenue /2,

Tacoma, Washington. According to the tax returns, the method of

accounting used by VO is the cash method of accounting. SA

WEIGHTMAN advised that from his experience as a Special Agent, he

Icnows that individuals on the cash method basis of accounting

should report all income on their tax returns in the year the

income is received.

SA WEIGHTMAN 's analysis of bank records for the

business account of Refugee Professional Services received from

Seattle First Bank revealed the following deposits for 1991:

Item
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SA HEIGHTHAN's analysis of bank records for the personal account

of JIMMY H. VO and ROT THI LE received from Puget Sound National

Bank (Key Bank) revealed the following:

Item 1989 1990 1991

Cash Deposits $ 36,311.00 $ 37,033.00 $ 16,500.00
Savings Transfer -0- 700.00 -0-
Checks Deposited 21,014.65 72,547.52 62,320.14

Total Deposits $ 57,325.65 $110,281.02 $ 78,900.14

A comparison of deposits to the business account of Refugee

Professional Services with the amount reported as gross receipts

on the 1991 Schedule C revealed the followihg discrepancy:

1991

Total deposits to business account $ 209,695.38

Reported Schedule C Gross Receipts 27,253.00

Vnexplajnecl pifference $ 182.442.39

A comparison of deposits to VO's personal account with the

amounts reported as income on his tax returns revealed the

following differences: 1989 1990 1991

Total deposits
to account $57,325.65 $110,281.02 $78,900.14

Reported Income 11,261.00 3,869.00 7,259.00

Unexplained
Differences $46,064.65 $106,412.02 $71,641.14

SA WEIGHTMAN interviewed JIMMY H. VO on May 26, 1993, in regard

to VO's capacity as a tax return preparer. VO revealed that, in
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addition to preparing tax returns, he also assists individuals in

obtaining INS doc\anents, works as a social worker in the nental

health field, and also acts as a property manager for the strip

mall where he has his office.

29) IRS Special Agent BOB WEIGHTMAN has analyzed the

1989 personal income tax return of SOEURN KEN and the 1990 and

1991 personal income tax returns of SOEURN KEN and his wife,

SOKHA CHHUM, and has determined that the returns were filed with

the Internal Revenue Service Ogden Service Center and that SOEURN

KEN identifies himself as a wholesaler. The tax returns list

SOKHA CHHUM occupation as a housewife.

JIMMY H. VO has signed each return as the income tax

return preparer.

My analysis of the 1989, 1990 and 1991 tax returns

shows the following comparison of income and expenses:

Item 1989 1990 1991
Sch C Gross Rec. $ 19,796.00 $ 85,585.00 $ 21,917.00
Sch C Ded. (11,469.00) (74,482.00) (6,683.00)
Net Profit 8,327.00 11,103.00 15,234.00
Interest Inc -0- 1,757.00 1,382.00
IRA Distr. -0- -0- -0-
Other Inc. -0- -0- -0-
Total Inc. 8,327.00 12,860.00 16,616.00

AGI 8,327.00 12,860.00 15,539.00

Stnd. Ded. (3,100.00) (5,450.00) (6,741.00)
Exemptions (2,000.00) (10,250.00) (10,750.00)
Taxable Inc. 3,227.00 -0- -0-
Income Tax 1,084.18 1,569.00 2,153.00

Total Tax Liab. 1,568.18 1,569.00 2,153.00



SA HEIGHTMAN's analysis of the Schedule C shows that

KEN operates under the business naune of KEN BEARGRASS EVERGREEN,

located at 7502 Golden Given Road, Taxoma, Washington. According

to the tax returns, the method of accounting used by KEN is the

cash method of accounting. From SA WEIGHTMAN's experience as a

special agent, he knows that individuals on the cash method basis

of accounting should report all income on their tax returns in

the year the income is received.

Investigation has revealed that KEN sold forest

products to eight wholesalers in the Puget Sound area. Those

wholesalers provided checks payable to SOEURN KEN. Those totals

are as follows:

WHOLESALER 1989 1990 1991

Pacific Coast Evergreens $359,168.59 $494,618.36 $ 24,355.11
Hood Canal Evergreens
Hiawatha, Inc.
Hillcrest Evergreens
Continental Floral
Puget Sound Evergreens
Turnbull Evergreens

Canadian Floral

TOTAL $395,968.97 $607,914.46 $215,163.81

A comparison of checks from wholesalers to amounts reported

as gross receipts on KEN's Schedule Cs revealed the following

discrepancies:

Wholesaler checks $395,968.97 $607,914.46 $215,163.81
Less:
Reported Schedule C
Gross Receipts 19. 796. 00 85.585.00 21.917.00

-0-
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Unexplained difference: $376,172.97 $522,329.46 $193,246.81

On May 24, 1993, a conversation between JIMMY H. VO and

SOEURN KEN occurring at VO's office, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL

SERVICE, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington, was

intercepted pursuant to the aforementioned Court Order. During

the coiirse of the conversation VO told KEN that the IRS is

auditing his return. VO told KEN not to let the IRS "see too

much money in your bank account". KEN told VO he took all the

money out of his bank account. VO responded, " Don't leave too

much money in your bank account. I just want to let you know.

They (IRS) are good at looking into your bank account."

30) IRS Special Agent BOB WEIGHTMAN has advised there

is probable cause to believe that JIMMY H. VO assisted in the

preparation of a false and fraudulent tax return by advising and

instructing NAM LIM to prepare false business expense records

which were then used in the preparation of LIM's 1988 income tax

return. On May 31, 1993, a conversation between VO and LIM

taking place in VO's office was intercepted pursuant to the

aforementioned Court Order. VO instructed LIM to tell the IRS

that he only made $50,000 to $60,000 during 1988. VO informed

LIM that the IRS will only tax him on the money he deposits in

his bank account. VO then asked if LIM had filed a tax return

for 1988. When LIM replied he had not, VO stated he would

prepare the paperwork for LIM. VO advised LIM to prepare

paperwork to indicate payments to 17 people in the amount of

$3,000 to $4,000 per person, to total approximately $50,000, then
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that svun would be subtracted from LIM's total income income and

there would be no tax. VO told LIM that the amounts listed for

each of the seventeen people must not be the same. VO stated,

"... (make sure) you vary the salaries up and down (from one

person to the other) ..." and "... put down whatever, as

long as it*s not the seune, understand?"

31) On January 18, 1994, members of the Task Force met

with an informant who has close ties to the southeast asian

community and who has supplied reliable information to the Task

Force on previous occasions. This individual advised that JIMMY

H. VO was planning on leaving the country and going to Vietnam in

the near future, with the intent to set up a new business there

and possibly to stay in southeast asia. He/she also advised that

VO would be travelling with approximately $200,000.00 in cash or

cash equivalents with him. According to this individual, another

person, BILLY BINH DUONG, is supposed to be leaving Washington

for Vietnam on or about the same date as VO with an equivalent

amount of cash. SAVOEUN SAM has reportedly already left

Washington for Vietnam.

32) On January 20, 1994, C-3 met JIMMY H. VO at his

office, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, 4314 Portland Avenue, Suite

2, Tacoma, Washington for the purported reason of having VO

prepare his 1993 tax return. In reality, C-3 was instructed by

the Task Force to ascertain if and when JIMMY H. VO was leaving

the country. VO did not mention that he was planning on leaving

the country and made arrangements to meet with C-3 during the
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first week of February, 1994. C-3 observed that VO's office was

in the seune condition as it was when he/she had been there

several months previously. VO's file cabinets and computer were

still in the office.

33) Task Force investigation has revealed that JIMMY

H. VO has purchased an Alaska Airlines ticket, flight 256

departing Seattle Tacoma International Airport on January 27,

1994 at 6:50 a.m. to Los Angeles, California and purchased a

Korean Airlines ticket departing Los Angeles at 11:10 a.m. that

seune day with a destination of Vietnam. Task Force investigation

has also revealed that VO has transferred ownership of his

vehicles to others, sold his house and purchased his present

residence listing his daughter and son-in-law as legal owners, is

no longer the property manager at the strip mall where his

business is located, and drawn down his bank accounts. Within

the last week, FBI surveillance has observed VO visiting two

banks, entering and exiting each bank carrying a briefcase.

34) There is probable cause to believe that located at

the offices of REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 4314 Portland Avenue,

Suite 2, Tacoma, Washington; the residence of JIMMY H. VO at

19013 114th Ct SE, Renton, Washington, on the person of JIMMY H.

VO; in JIMMY H. VO's luggage and effects; and in the vehicle

transporting VO to Seattle Tacoma International Airport, are

records, documents, and other items listed in Paragraph 36 below,

which are evidence and proceeds of the crimes enumerated in

Paragraph 2 of this Affidavit. It is your affiant's experience.
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as well as the experience of other Task Force Investigators, that

in fraud against the government cases and tax fraud cases it is

typical for individuals involved in such crimes to maintain

records of their activities in their business offices and

residences. During SA WEIGHTMAN's interview of JIMMY H. VO

(accompanied by SA GARY VARGAS) on May 26, 1993, SA WEIGHTMAN and

SA VARGAS were able to observe both tax files and travel document

files maintained by VO in his office.

35) On January 22, 1994, your Affiant interviewed

GERRY GIBSON, Department of Health and Human Services, Office of

the Inspector General (HHSHDIG) . GIBSON advised that, except

where arrangements have been made for direct deposit to a

recipient's account, it is the practice for SSI checks to be

mailed to recipients or their designated payee via the U.S. Mail.

36) The following are records, computers and computer

magnetic media such as disks, diskettes or memory storage devices

(including memory storage devices in facsimile machines)

,

documents and other items, for the time period of 1985 to the

present which can provide evidence of the crimes set forth in

Paragraph 2 of this Affidavit:

a) All appointment books, %nritings, registers,

journals or calendars showing scheduling of

client visits to JIMMY H. VO and

REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, all address

books, telephone directories, telephone lists
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and other records of contacts with co-schemers

and clients of JIMMY H. VO and REFUGEE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE;

b) All cash receivables, receipts, journals,

deposit slips, bank records and other receipts

that would show receipt of funds;

c) All personal and business federal income tax

returns, related tax records, and all docxunents

used in preparation of same, of REFUGEE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, Jimmy H. VO and

Rot T. Le for the years 1989, 1990, 1991,

1992 and 1993.

d) All federal, state and local tax returns,

related tax records and all documents used in

preparation of same on which JIMMY H. VO has

signed as the preparer, and the tax returns,

related tax records, and all documents used in

preparation of same, of other individuals and

businesses evidence of which is maintained,

possessed or controlled by JIMMY H. VO and/or

REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE;

e) All domestic and foreign bank statements,

canceled checks, check registers, deposit

slips, savings account passbooks, certificates

of deposit, retained copies of cashier's

checks, money orders, currency transaction



reports, notes and correspondence

relating to the transfer of funds and other

monetary instruments possessed or controlled

by JIMMY H. VO, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

and ASIAN WORLD HIDE TRAVEL & TRADING LTD.

;

f) All books of account, including, without

limitation, all journals and ledgers for cash

receipts, cash disbursements, income, expenses,

balance sheet items, records of costs of goods

sold, miscellaneous expenses, payroll records,

state and federal employment' tax reports,

licenses, permits, charters, accounts and loans

payable, regarding any business activity or

personal account associated with or for JIMMY

H. VO, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE, ASIAN

WORLD WIDE TRAVEL & TRADING LTD.

;

g) Deeds, mortgages, insurance policies, loan

documents, brokerage accounts and similar such

other evidence of the acquisition of real or

personal property of JIMMY H. VO, REFUGEE

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE and/or ASIAN WORLD WIDE

TRAVEL & TRADING LTD.

;

h) Receipts and invoices for all expenditures,

including but not limited to telephone bills,

utility bills, credit card bills;
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i) All data, correspondence, reports, files and

other documentation reflecting any interaction

among JIMMY H. VO, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE

and/or the clients of same, with DSHS, U.S.

GOVERNMENT SOCIAL SECURITY, and/or the

following doctors:

i. DR. JESSE ANG

ii. DR. ROBERT CHAMBERS

iii. DR. SEIICHI ADACHI

iv. DR. J. DANIEL WANWIG

j) All data, correspondence, reports,

files maintained, possessed or controlled

by JIMMY H. VO, REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE,

or ASIAN WORLD WIDE TRAVEL & TRADING, LTD.

regarding the provision of INS and/or U.S.

STATE DEPARTMENT travel documents, and/or the

provision of travel services;

k) All facsimile machine logs for telephone

number (206) 474-3564;

1) All REFUGEE PROFESSIONAL SERVICE and ASIAN

WORLD WIDE TRAVEL & TRADING, LTD. company

records and organization charts showing

detailing ownership interests;

m) United States currency, foreign currency,

monetary instruments, jewels and jewelry, gold
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and other items which constitute proceeds of

the offenses and/or \inreported income.

DAVID B. SOUSA
SPECIAL AGENT
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

SUBSCRIBED and SWORN to before me this day of
January, 1994.

FRANKLIN D. BURGESS
United States Magistrate Judge
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